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I .  
SUMMARY 
The results of analytical and experimental research on rotor-to-stationary element 
rubbing in rotating machines are presented in this report. A characterization of physical 
phenomena associated with rubbing, as well as literature survey on the subject of rub is 
given. 
The experimental results were obtained from two rubbing rotor ri s: one, which 
(HPFTP), and the second one, much simpler, a two-moderotor rig, designed for more 
generic studies on rotor-to-stator rubbing. The experiments brought a wide array of 
results, confirming the richness of rotor-twtator rub occurrences. Some dynamic 
phenomena observed during the experiments, such as fluid induced instabilities and 
internal friction instability which were not correlated to rubbing are also mentioned in this 
report. 
, .  
dynamically simulates the space shuttle main engine high pressure ! uel turbo pump 
The study on the influence of rubbing on rotor dynamics can be divided into two parts: (i) 
generic rotor-to-stator rub-related dynamic phenomena affecting rotating machine 
behavior, and (ii) applications to the space shuttle HPFTP. The characterization of 
rotor-to-stator rub phenomena in rotating machines brought a very rich array of factors 
and parameters which affect the rotating system responses. The influence of several 
parameters was investigated during this study. The main interest was placed into rotor 
lateral vibrational responses modified by rotor rubbing against the stationary part. The 
emphasis was in the lowest modes, as these modes are vital in rotor dynamics. Two most 
thoroughly investigated factors affectin rub-related rotor dynamics. were the rotor 
It is shown that rotor vibrational patterns vary for different values of these parameters. 
The effects of other factors, such as rubbing element materials and their surface finishes 
and hardness, rotor unbalance, geometry of the stator rubbing area, rubbing at several 
axial locations were also studied. 
rotative speed versus the system natural B requency spectrum, and the radial preload force. 
An outline of application of the Dynamic Stiffness methodology for identification of 
rotor/bearing system modal parameters is given. Such identification was necessary for 
appropriate interpretation of consequently obtained experimental data on rubbing rotor. 
The mathematical model of rotor/bearing/seal system under rub condition is given. The 
computer program was developed to calculate rotor responses. Compared with 
experimental results the computed results prove an adequacy of the model. 
In the Conclusions a discussion on influence of rubbing on rotating machine dynamics is 
summarized. Some recommendations concerning rub prevention, use of vibration 
measuring and data processing instrumentation, as well as rub diagnostic hints are given. 
In the Appendix of this report the data from the SS HPFTP hot fire tests reduced and 
evaluated by using Bently Nevada methodology are included. Also included is the paper 
on the influence of rubbing on rotor dynamics presented on the 1988 Conference on 
Advanced Earth-to-Orbit Propulsion Technology. 
At the end of this report the information on the electronic instrumentation used in the 
experiments is attached. 
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1. INTRODUCTION. 
1.1 Original ScoDe of the Research on "Influence of Rubbinrt on Rotor Dvnamics" 
Solicited bv NASA 
The interest in rotor-to stator rub analysis in rotating machines continues to grow as 
machines become ever more complex and dynamically "active." Rubbing cannot only 
increase energy losses and cause premature wear of machine elements, but can also cause a 
devastating failure of the entire machine. 
The objectives of the program, "Influence of Rubbing on Rotor Dynamics," as solicited by 
NASA in 1985 were: 
0 Delineate and characterize various rubbing sources in high performance 
t urbomachinery . 
0 Develop mathematical models to depict the significant factors which rubbing 
contributes to rotor dynamical responses. 
0 Perform laboratory tests to demonstrate significant rubbing mechanisms for 
comparison with mathematical model results. 
0 Demonstrate how the simulation methods can be applied to high performance 
rotating machinery to assess the severity of rubbing during operational conditions. 
The objective of the research performed at Bently Nevada Corporation was to gain an 
improved understanding of the rubbing phenomena in rotating machines, in order to 
properly diagnose the malfunction and prevent rub-related damages and failures. 
The end product of the effort is a contribution to vibration diagnostic techniques of 
machines, improved prediction of operational limits, and improved design criteria for high 
performance rotating machinery. 
1.2 ScoDe of This ReDort 
In the present report the summary of the two-year research effort on the subject of 
"Influence of Rubbing on Rotor Dynamics" is given. In the following chapters the obtained 
theoretical, analytical, and experimental results are presented. Following the NASA 
suggestion formulated at the time when the research contract was granted to Bently 
Nevada Corporation, the investigation of rotor-twtator rub phenomena was concentrated 
on those occurring in the high-pressure fuel turbopump (HPFTP) of the Space Shuttle. 
An experimental rig simulating HPFTP was built, and the majority of experiments were 
performed on this rig. 
Another smaller and easier to control rig was also built in order to perform more generic 
studies on rotor-twtator rubs. 
Following the theoretical predictions and experimental observations, the computer program 
was designed to calculate rotor response in case of rotor-to-stator rubbing contact. This 
program or its elements can be incorporated in most complex rotordynamic programs for 
rotating machines. 
The chapters in this report are put in order in t%.istoricalfl rather than "topical" sequence. 
Pertinent figures are included at the end of each chapter. The report is divided into two 
integral parts; the page numbering is maintained continous. 
02280 9 
The second chapter gives the literature overview on rotor-twtationary element rubbing 
henomena. The third chapter provides more specific characterization of rubs. From these 
"wo chapters one may conclude how rich is rotor-to-stator rub in terms of dynamic 
occurrences. Chapter 4 describes the initial design assumptions and data for the 
experimental ri which simulates the space shuttle main engine high pressure fuel turbo 
pump (HPFTPf. The simulation is based on similarity of mode shapes and scaled natural 
frequencies for the lowest modes. 
In Chapter 5 the results of seal-simulating bearing tests are described. The oil-lubricated 
bearings with controlled oil pressure are used in the HPFTP-simulating rotor rig. The 
bearings simulate the interstage seals. 
Chapter 6 gives the general description of the HPFTP4mulating rig and instrumentation 
used for dynamic testing. 
In Chapter 7 some preliminary results from the HPFTP-simulating rig are described. 
Chapter 8 provides the results of dry friction coefficient measurements and analysis of 
surface damaging effects of rubbing. 
In Chapter 9 the second, smaller, two-bending mode rotor rig is described, and the 
identification of its dynamic characteristics is given. Being simpler and much easier to 
operate and control its dynamic processes than the HPFTP-imulating rig, this rig is used 
for more generic rub tests. 
In Chapter 10 the results of rotor-to-stator rubbing obtained from the two-mode-rig are 
given. 
In Chapter 11 the mathematical model of rubbing rotor/bearing/seal/stator system is 
described. 
Chapter 12 provides results of the rotor-to-stator rubbing obtained on the 
HPFTP-simulating rig. 
In Chapter 13 the experimental results of the rotor-to-stator rubbing contact are 
analyzed. 
Chapter 14 gives the description of the computer code for obtaining numerical calculations 
of rotor-to-stator rubbing system dynamic responses, and Chapter 15 provides some 
computer-generated results. 
In Appendix 1 the reduced dynamic data from HPFTP hot fire tests are given. The data 
provided by NASA were reduced by using Bently Nevada data-processing systems. The 
results provide some significant conclusions. 
In Appendix 2 the copy of the paper presented at the Third Conference on Advanced 
Ea r th - td rb i t  Propulsion Technology in 1988 is included. Some results obtained during 
the rotor-to-stator rubbing study were summarized in this paper. 
Finally, Appendix 3 contains information on the electronic instrumentation used in 
experimental testing . 
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2. ROTOR-TOSTATIONARY ELEMENT RUB-RELATED VIBRATION PHE- 
NOMENA IN ROTATING MACHINERY. 
LITERATURE SURVEY. 
Rotor-to-stationary element rub is a serious malfunction in rotating machinery which may 
lead to a catastrophic failure of the machine. Dynamic phenomena occurring during 
rubbing such as friction, impacting, stiffening, and coupling effects are discussed in this 
chapter. The literature survey on rub-related phenomena in rotating machinery is 
presented. 
2.1 Introduction 
In spite of the fact that the importance of rotor-to-stationary element rub phenomena in 
rotating machinery has been recognized for over a half of the century, the literature on this 
subject is relatively scarce and incoherent. This is probably due to the fact that 
rotor-to-stator rub-related phenomena are very complex, involving several physical 
mechanisms, thus, they represent a wide spectrum of rotating machinery dynamic 
problems. 
The major physical phenomena occurrin during rotor-to-stator rubs, and the literature 
survey on the subject of rub, both are out B 'ned below. 
2.2 
The normal oDeration of a rotating machine results from an appropriate torque/load 
balance and consists of main rotative motion of the shaft (together with all rotating 
elements associated with the shaft) performed with an appropriate rotative speed and 
around the appropriate axis. This main motion can be accompanied by a limited level of 
lateral torsional/longitudinal vibrations ("parasitic motion") of the rotor itself, and a 
Rub Malfunction in Rotatinn Machinery 
limite d level of vibration of stationary (nonrotating) parts. 
- Rub in a rotating machine is a malfunction condition associated with the physical contact 
of rotating and stationary parts which otherwise should not be touching. As a result of the 
rotor-t-tator rub, the "normal operation" of the machine is affected. Rub changes the 
system force balance and dynamic stiffness; this results in modifications of the machine 
motion. The effect is usually associated with a decrease of the amount of energy provided 
to maintain the main motion, and an increase in the level of "parasitic" vibrations. 
The rotor-t-tator rub is a secondary phenomenon usually resulting from a primary cause 
which perturbs the "normal operation conditions." This primary cause can originate from 
various sources, such as unbalance, thermal and/or assembly misali nment, stator/casing 
motion, fluid dynamic forces in main flow, bearings, and/or seals, lea fi 'ng to instability and 
self-excited vibrations. The occurrence of the "primary source" results in changes of shaft 
centerline position and/or shaft vibrations (most often at the lateral mode). 
Rub occurs at a rotor axial location at which, for the given rotative speed and the shaft 
bow mode, the sum of the shaft centerline displacement plus vibrations amplitude exceeds 
the available clearance within the stator or seal. Once the rotor starts rubbing, the system 
becomes modified and the vibrations level usually increases. This may lead to rubbing at 
other locations. 
Most often rub occurs at seals. Seldom, but more dangerous conditions occur when a blade 
rubs against the stator or a vane. Rub phenomena may also result when a magnetically 
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suspended rotor touches upon its emergency bearings. Rub also occurs in friction dampers 
installed to limit high lateral vibrations of rotors (most often resonant vibrations while 
passing balance resonances, critical speeds). 
2.3 Thermal Effect of Rub 
The earliest publications on rub phenomena reported a thermal effect of rub in 
turbomachinery. The phenomenon is often referred to as "Newkirk effect." Newkirk [67] 
pointed out that when a rubbin rotor is running below its first balance resonance speed, 
the rub-induced vibrations ten f to increase in time. Later this effect was studied by 
several authors [20,24-27,42-48,64,75,82] who confirmed that vibrations can grow in 
amplitude and phase, resulting in "spiral vibrations" [26,48,51]. When an unbalanced shaft 
runs at a speed slightly lower than the first balance resonance, the rub usually takes place 
at the seal with the smallest clearance and located closest to the shaft antinodal position. 
The rub occurs at the shaft "hi h spot" (radial location under highest tension stress). At  a 
circular or slightly elliptical orbit, the rubbing high spot occurs always at the same shaft 
location at each turn. The rub causes friction-related heating and local thermal expansion. 
Due to normal or accidental presence of fluids in the rotor/stator clearance areas, the 
rub-generated heat can be transferred by the fluid flow, so that shaft heating and thermal 
expansion may be relatively slow. Due to local expansion, the shaft bows, causing an 
additional imbalance in the system. At the rotative speed lower than the first balance 
resonance, the phase angle between the high spot and heavy spot (unbalance) is less than 
90 degrees. The additional bow-related imbalance adds, therefore, to the existing one. 
The result is an increase of rotor synchronous vibrations. The relationship between the 
new imbalance and original one explains phase rotation. The increase of total value 
unbalance causes hi her vibration amplitudes which result in stronger rubbing and larger 
is exceeded, and shaft becomes permanently bowed due to local plastic deformations. At 
that stage the shaft does not qualify any more for further operation. 
Kellenberger [48] proposed a model of the rub thermal phenomenon. He introduced 
parameters descnbing the flow of heat into and out of the shaft. Used in equations, these 
parameters model well the rub thermal effect resulting in spiral motion of the shaft. 
Dimarogonas [24,26] identified an additional type of rub thermal effect-related shaft 
vibrations - an oscillating mode occurring during the transition from the spiraling to the 
steady-state mode. 
constant rotative speed, for t % e mode of vibration predominantly synchronous with a 
amount of generate B heat. Finally, due to local thermal expansion, the elastic stress limit 
Smalley [75] pointed out that rotor low angular acceleration when passing through the first 
balance resonance speed, as well as extended operation just below this critical speed lead to 
aggravation of the rubrelated conditions of the turbomachine. 
The described rub-related thermal effects of rotors are particularly important for big 
machinery with relatively high thermal inertia. Field experience in observing the 
rub-related thermally induced vibration effects on turbomachinery was reported in several 
papers [20,64]. State of the Art review on thermal effects of rub is given in [27]. 
2.4 Drv W h i ~  
More observations of rotating machinery dynamic behavior led to identification of several 
other effects than the thermally induced vibrational effect of rub described above. The 
most important among them is the self-cited backward precession of the shaft, known as 
"dry whip" [7,8,15,16,23,24,30,31,35,45,56,6143]. In this mode the shaft rolls while sliding 
against the seal in the direction opposite to the direction of rotation, and maintains the 
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contact with the seal. High normal forces and corresponding friction forces at the 
contacting surfaces may lead to extremely severe dama e in merely a few seconds 
[34,35,39,45,47]. Most often seals are damaged or destroyed (i35,45]. Due to the backward 
mode of precession, the shaft is also under severe stress condition which may lead to 
failure. The seal damage may trigger a sequence of catastrophic events: a violation of the 
design integrity of the machine at the seal level causes a further increase of rotor vibrations 
and rotating load levels, which may cause further damage to bearings or blades (including 
Catastrophic failures of rotating machines are often disastrous, as a high 
lives. Rotor rub-related failures occur quite often. In particular, the U. S. Department of 
Transportation reported that 10.2% of all uncontained engine rotor failures during 417 
million engine flight hours in the period from 1962 to 1976 were caused by rotor rubbing 
against stationary parts [47]. 
. 
amount los? o energy is suddenly released, endangering the environment as well as human 
2.5 Physical Phenomena Occurring During Rubbing 
Rotor-t-tator rub involves several physical phenomena, the most important among them 
being friction, impacting, coupling, and stiffening effects. 
2.5.1 Friction 
Friction accompanies the relative motion of rotorlstationary element during their contact. 
It produces the usual fiction-related effects: wear (grinding, pitting) of the rubbing 
surfaces, together with heat generation (up to metal melting temperatures). The local 
heating effects of rub were discussed in the previous section. Very often the rubbing 
surface relative tangential velocity is high, and the normal forces significant, the 
destructive effects of friction can, therefore, be extremely strong in a very short time. Due 
to the wear effect, the surface rubbing conditions change very fast with time. This may 
lead to either widening clearances and resulting elimination of the rotor-to-stator contact, 
or to an enlargement of the contact surface area (breaking-in effect). Therefore, in a 
limited time either rub stops (causing some short-time transient conditions for the rotor 
system) or rub continues with further continuous modification of conditions and dynamic 
responses. 
2.5.2 Impacting 
Impact conditions occur when the low normal contact force of rotor/stationary part occurs 
instantaneously with relatively high incoming speed. An impact generates a wide 
frequency spectrum of exciting forces. The system response contains then components with 
natural frequencies. Repetitive periodic impacts can result in a definite spectrum of 
periodic excitation and periodic responses of the system. 
Impacts create an "after impact" instantaneous response - most often a rebounding 
motion of the rotor (separation from the stator) with the initial direction depending on 
impact conditions and relative tangential velocities in particular[5, 601. 
The impacting motion of high speed rotors with significant elastic properties, together with 
high friction at the contacting surfaces romoting an "adhesive mechanism," creates 
conditions for a "superball effect" [52,81,87f During the impact, the shaft incoming speed 
(precessional speed) is less important than the rotative speed. During a short time 
adhesive contact (with no relative motion), the shaft rotative energy becomes transferred 
into vibrational energy of the rebounding motion (precessional energy). The direction and 
velocity of rebounded motion depends on the amount of tangential moment generated by 
shaft rotation. 
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2.5.3 Torsional Load 
Rub causes an additional torsional load in the system. It usually results in a decrease of 
rotative speed and/or an increase of required power. 
2.5.4 Coupling Effect 
Due to the physical contact of the rotating and stationary part, the dynamic state of 
mechanical structure involved in motion changes. This effect is similar to coupling an 
additional structure to the existing ('Inormal" structure. Since the rub-related coupling is 
usually time dependent (onloff periodic type 1 , the system dynamic stiffness also becomes 
periodically time dependent. The rub coupling effect varies with contact normal forces, 
contact surface area, flexibility (degrees of freedom) of the contacting elements, dynamic 
stifhesses of the "normally operating" structure, and the additional, coupled structure 
(strong/weak coupling), and the time of contact versus time of separation. 
2.5.5 Stiffening Effect 
An additional effect of rub coupling may result in stiffening of the shaft as it is forced to 
rotate in a bent configuration. This results in an increase of the system rigidity and an 
increase of the natural frequencies of the system. 
2.5.6 Other Effects 
In fluid-handling machines rub at seals, and following seal wear, cause an increase of 
clearances and changes in the flow pattern of the working fluid. This generates new fluid 
dynamic forces and possible modifications of thermal conditions which, in turn, can change 
clearance situations due to thermal expansion. Both effects affect system dynamics when 
rub results in the conditions of slowly or rapidly changing clearances. 
2.6 Analvsis of Rubbing Rotors 
In order to predict and prevent rub-related phenomena, mathematical modelization of rub 
conditions attracted the attention of many researchers [ 7-9,13,15-19,21,24,30,44, 
46,55,5943,65,69,79-81]. The complexity of the phenomena and their local/glpbal nature 
usually prevented the authors from treating general cases. Most publications discuss some 
particular aspect of rotor-to-tator rubs. 
Initial important assumptions in the analyses are the dynamic characteristics of the 
considered rotating machine: number of degrees of freedom (modes) of the rotor, stator 
(seal) susceptibility, and external constants as well as rotating loads. The assumptions 
regarding the rotative machine model lead to the determination of characteristics of the 
system. Simple rotor models most often allow for analytical results and provide qualitative 
features of rotating system steady-state and transient response modifications due to rub. 
In papers [59-62] it was shown how different amounts of rub-related friction, impacting, 
and system stiffness modification resulted in significantly different steady-state vibrational 
patterns. At the extremes of the rub-related steady-state vibrational responses are "full 
annular rub," i.e., the above-mentioned "dry whip," and "partial rub" [5,6,29,59,60,88]. 
The latter type of rub means that the rotor enters into contact with a stationary part 
(stator, seal) only occasionally and maintains this contact during a small fraction of its 
precessional period. Rub may occur only at one axial and radial location of the shaft, or it 
may occur at several locations ("multiple partial rub"). In the partial rub mode, the most 
pronounced physical phenomenon is impacting, followed by rotor free vibration. Normal 
contact forces and friction are relatively low, thus, the rubbing surface damage is not 
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significant, allowing for maintained steady-state conditions of vibration. During the full 
annular rub ("dry whip"), the friction and vibrating system stiffness modifications are 
considerable. The steady-state full annular rub occurrence cannot be maintained for a 
prolonged period of time, as it rapidly leads to surface damage and changes in rub 
conditions, followed by subsequent dynamic transients. 
During each local rotor-to-stator rub event several phases can be distinguished: (i) no 
motion (transition phase), (iv) rub interaction in the form of a sliding/rolling contact, (v 'j rub, (ii) rub initiation with impact, (iii) rub interaction in the form of stickslip chatterin 
separation. At each phase, the contribution of rub-related physical phenomena is 
different. The adequacy of 
obtained analytical results to observable dynamic phenomena is determined by an 
appropriate modelization of the global and local rub effects. The chaos theory found an 
interesting application in modelling complex rub-related phenomena [79]. Application of 
this theory allows for prediction of structural instabilities (Feigenbaum scenario) which 
result in chaotic regions in wide ranges of system parameters. 
The effect of dry surface friction is taken into account in several publications 
[8,9,11,13,15-20,44,45,60-63,66]. Most often the simple Coulomb friction model is 
considered [8,11,16,19,20,45,60,63,66]. The more advanced nonlocal dynamic friction law 
which takes into account a weightin function that distributes the influence of normal 
surface stress has been proposed in [777. Friction at rubbing surfaces generates heat. Local 
temperatures may increase high enough to melt the seal metal (such as brass) [35,63 . In 
phenomenon is no longer adequate. The friction model must, therefore, be adjusted 
following the conditions at the rubbing surfaces. Friction forces become heat 
transfer-related functions of dynamic parameters of the system. 
Each rub event may comprise all or only a few phases. 
the condition of the fluid presence (melted metal), the "dry friction" model o 1 the 
Friction introduces a usual damping effect considered in papers [28,55,58,74,89], as well as 
a structure coupling effect [3,59,73]. The conditions of stick-slip motion were discussed in 
papers [30,50,72]. The corresponding mat hematical models of friction include nonlinear 
terms. 
Damping effects of rub provided an objective for designing special emergency dampers 
which allow rotors to pass critical speeds [28,89]. These dampers physically restrict the 
shaft lateral motion while providing dry friction as an energy dissipating mechanism. 
Friction is the main mechanism of surface wear (fretting). A few research reports 
[38,78,83,86] provide recommendations regarding material selection, surface finish, and 
surface coatings in order to reduce the rub-related severity of load, wear, and debris 
generation. The continuous changes in rubbing surface conditions and clearance increase 
due to wear should be taken into account in more sophisticated rub models. The increased 
clearance as a result of wear can lead to a less violent version of the rotor rub-related 
problems [34]. 
With the assistance of computers, more complex rotor system configurations with rub 
effects could be modeled using both finite element [21,49,70] and/or modal synthesis 
techniques [18,55,65,66]. Nonlinear effects can be included in both schemes. The analyses 
most often provide results of numerical integration, i.e., timebase vibration waveforms of 
transient processes [2,16-18,20,44,46,55,66,69,81,88], leading eventually to limit cycles of 
rub-induced rotor self-excited vibrations (partial rub or dry whip) [2,16,81]. The final 
results of such analyses depend significantly on how the local effects of rub were modeled, 
and what ranges of parameters were considered. Some of these studies have been limited in 
scope to the onset of rub wherein the rotor vibration amplitude (most often an unbalance 
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response and possibly steady radial force-related displacements) just exceeds the stator or 
seal clearance. 
In publications [15-19,4446,59,69] on rotor-twtator rub interactions the results of series 
of studies were presented. These studies were undertaken in order to define the role of 
stator stiffness, friction effect, and magnitudes of suddenly applied forces (such as an 
unbalance force due to a blade loss), as well as the effect cf various rub models on the 
system responses. Several rub models were considered in the numerical studies 44,461: (i) 
viscous hydrodynamic theory, (iii) dry friction model. The analysis of rotor vibrations 
using these models provided comparable results: in the case of each model there exist 
"critical values" of rub-related parameters which lead to most destructive rotor backward 
dry whip. A special class of rotating systems prone to rubs are high speed rigid gyroscopes 
and gyro pendulums [53,79-81,84,85]. When an obstacle, against which the rotor rubs at 
its originally conical mode, is a flat surface, the friction acts as a negative damping [81]. In 
addition, the friction forces at the rubbing surfaces become amplified by the gyroscopic 
effect [53,79-81]. The resulting self-excited vibrations (with possible multiple limit cycles) 
may gather into an extremely violent form [79-81]. 
The impacting phase is most often modeled by applyin straight impact theory with the 
restitution coefficient which quantifies the loss of energy k 59,60,71]. The advanced model of 
the rotor impact includes the "superball effect" resulting from the tangential momentum 
[52,81,87]. A "tangential coefficient of restitution'' representing the adhesive friction is 
used to model the superball impact losses [52,87]. In the superball effect the vibrational 
energy provided by rotation is usually much larger than the ener y dissipated by the 
contact after the impact is extremely short, possibly followed by an equally short period of 
sliding and rolling. During these short phases a significant local deformation of rubbing 
elements occurs. When the contact is broken, the rotation-related rebounding velocity 
initiating the shaft free motion often directs the shzft into backward precession regions, 
thus the phase of motion becomes reversed. Since the impact period in time scale is much 
shorter than other phases of rub, the piece-wise continuous numerical integration used in 
order to obtain rotor response must include variable step code. 
More advanced rub models may take into consideration local surface deformation, contact 
stress, and elastic wave effects for more adequate prediction of pitting (surface fatigue 
failure) [lo]. To the authors' knowledge, they have not yet been applied, however, in 
rotor-to-stator rub analysis. 
abradable model based on energy loss per unit volume, (ii) smearing mod 1 based on 
classical impact mechanism. In the typical rub with the superball e !f ect the shaft/stator 
2.7 
Rotor-twtator rub represents a strongly nonlinear phenomenon. In terms of rotor 
vibrational response, rub generates a wide spectrum of components. The steady-state 
regimes then existing for a relatively short time may have as fundamental the 
subsynchronous frequencies corresponding to even fractions of the rotative speed 
2,5,11,29,59,60,62], and/or frequencies corresponding to the rub-modified system natural 
Irequencies 6631 . The transient process involve free vibrational responses, thus are 
characterize by frequencies being system natural frequencies. Rub-related steady-state 
occurrences are never long-lasting due to continuously changing rubbing surface conditions 
(grinding effect) which produce variable radial load cmditions, thus very often can be 
accompanied or alternated by transient processes. Each fundamental frequency vibration 
component is accompanied by higher harmonics. Amplitudes of higher harmonic 
vibrational components increase with the severity of rub (mostly involving higher friction 
and nonlinear radial stiffness forces). 
Vibration ResDonse of Rubbing Rotors 
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The appearance and strength of higher harmonics in the rotor vibrational spectrum can be 
used as a dia nostic tool to detect rotor-to-stator rub. The method allows for 
wear, and initiation of destructive dry whip mode [4]. The method was effectively used in 
rub detection in testing of the liquid oxygen turbopump MK48-0 [68]. 
The appearance of the higher harmonics in the rotor vibrational spectrum leads to a 
generation of a wide frequency kinematical excitation for the machine stationary elements, 
as well as for the environment (through elastic and acoustic waves). High frequency 
excitation may lead to structural resonances and an overall increase of the machine 
vibration level. The latter may cause further chan es in the system, such as loosening 
friction-tightened bolts and other frictional joints 1351. Affected integrity leads to an 
aggravation of the machine condition. To make things worse, the entire scenario usually 
occurs in a very short time. 
Vibration monitoring and data processing systems installed on rotating machines provide 
more and more information on rub-related vibrations and help in the prevention of 
machine catastrophic .failures. Reported field case histories bring insights on the symptoms 
and severity of rotor-to-stator rub-related phenomena in pumps [1,9,40,50,56], 
turbogenerators [2,20], and compressors 1361. 
Vibration signals carry important diagnostic information: frequency conftent , modes of 
shaft centerline, vibration component amplitudes, phases of synchronous vibration and its 
harmonic components. An orbital presentation of shaft motion is a useful diagnostic tool 
for rub detection. Most machine malfunctions are characterized by forward precession (the 
same direction as rotation). Rub is among a minority of phenomena which produce 
backward components. In orbital presentation these components result in external loops 
most often superimposed on the synchronous orbit (forward components produce internal 
loops). The existence of strong higher harmonics generates quite complex orbital pattern of 
the rotor response, thus rub is relatively easy to detect. The diagnosis of the rub location 
is, however, more difficult. 
determination o f limits between light to severe rotor-to-stator contact with rub, excessive 
2.8 Dead Band Malfunction - Twin Brother of Rub 
The rotor-to-stator rub is an abnormal situation which (amon other phenomena) 
provides an increase in the vibrating system stiffness. This effect is o B ten referred to as the 
"normal-tight" situation. There exists a "twin brother" effect consisting of a decrease in 
the system stiffness, when a normally contacting element of the rotating system becomes 
loose. The latter situation often occurs when the bearing clearance becomes too large, and 
is .usuall referred to as "normal-loose" or "dead band" phenomenon [4,6,8,11,14,22,33,41, 
43,55,57'f The effect of vibrating system stiffness modifications in both "normal-tight" 
and "normal-loose" situations is very similar, as described by Bently 151. Both cause 
periodically variable Stiffness, thus rovide conditions for classical parametric excitation, 
which may lead to rotor instability {,13,30]. In the "dead band" phenomenon the friction 
contribution is usually much lower [4]. 
2.9 Summary 
To summarize this survey on rotor-to-stator rub vibrational phenomena, one should 
realize that rub is a very complex phenomenon involving a wide spectrum of dynamic 
events. Rub occurs usually as a secondary effect of some other machine malfunction (such 
as unbalance, misalignment, thermal mismatch, fluid-induced self-excited vibrations of 
whirl or whip type) which results in either rotor high vibration amplitudes or changes in 
rotor centerline position. More seldom rub occurs as a secondary effect of stator/casing 
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vibrations such as caused by foundation motion when the machine operates on a ship or 
offshore platform, or caused by seismic events. Unlike other secondary effects, rub, 
however, immediately becomes dominant in the rotating machine dynamic behavior, 
leading quickly to further changes in the machine mechanical system. Very often these 
changes mean an ultimate failure of a system component and a catastrophic failure of the 
entire machine. 
Building adequate models of rub and incorporating them into the machine dynamic 
analysis, in order to predict rub dynamic phenomena and to evaluate their possible 
severity, are important and urgent tasks. It is also necessary to work out an efficient 
diagnostic methodology and establish acceptable tolerances for rub-related vibrations of 
rotating machines. 
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3. CHARACTERIZATION OF RUB PHENOMENA IN ROTATING MACHINERY. 
In this chapter the rotor-to-stationary element rub phenomena in rotating machines are 
characterized from the point of view of conditions leading to rub, physical mechanisms 
involved during rubbing, and dynamic effects of rub on the rotating machine performance. 
The parameters of concern for mathematical modelization of the rub-related phenomena 
are outlined. , .  
3.1 Definitions 
The normal oDeration of a rotating machine is related to the appropriate torquelload 
balance and consists of motion of the shaft (together with all rotating elements associated 
with the shaft) performed with an appropriate rotative speed and around the appropriate 
axis. This main motion can be accompanied by a limited level of 
lateral/torsional/longitudinal vibrations ("parasitic motion") of the rotor itself and a 
limited level of vibration of stationary (nonrotating) parts. 
- Rub in a rotating machine is a malfunction condition associated with the physical contact 
of rotating and stationary parts which otherwise should not be in contact. As a result of 
rub, the "normal operation" of the machine is affected. Rub changes the system force 
balance and dynamic stiffness, which results in modifications of the machine motion. The 
effect is usually associated with a decrease of the amount of energy in the main motion and 
an increase in the level of "parasitic" motion. 
3.2 Rub-Related Changes in the Rotating Machine Force Balance and Dynamic 
Stiffness 
3.2.1 Coupling Effect 
Due to the physical contact of the rotating and stationary parts, the mechanical structure 
which is involved in motion chan es. This effect is similar to coupling an additional 
structure to the existin ("normal" s structure. Since the rub-related coupling is usually 
periodically time dependent. The rub coupling effect will vary with: 
time dependent (onlo k periodic type), the system dynamic stiffness also becomes 
a contact normal forces 
0 contact surface area 
a flexibility (degrees of freedom) of the contacting elements 
0 dynamic stiffnesses of the "normal operation" structure and the additional, coupled 
structure (strong/weak coupling) 
0 time of contact versus time of separation. 
Parameters of concern for mathematical modelization are: 
0 "normal operation system" and "coupled system" spectra of natural frequencies and 
corresponding modes 
function of coupling and decoupling relationship versus time and its relation to rotor 
unbalance. 
3.2.2 Stiffening Effect 
An additional effect of rub-coupling results in stiffening of the shaft as it is forced to rotate 
in a bent position (Fig. 3.1). This results in an increase of the system rigidity and a slight 
increase of the natural frequencies. 
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FIGURE 3.1 SHAFT BOW DUE TO RUB 
Parameters of concern for mathematical modelization: 
e stiffnesses of the normally supported shaft and bent shaft. 
3.2.3 Friction Effect 
Friction accompanies the relative motion of 
produces the usual friction-related effects: 
together with heat generation (up to metal 
surface relative tangential velocity is usually high, the 
their contact. It 
rubbing surfaces 
Since the rubbing 
of friction can be 
extremely strong in a very short time. Due to the 
wear effect, the surface rubbing conditions change very fast with time. This may lead to 
either widening clearances and elimination of the contact or to an enlargement of the 
contact surface area (breaking-in effect). Therefore, in a short time either rub stops 
(causing some short-time transient conditions for the rotor system) or rub will continue 
with further continuous modification of conditions and dynamic responses. 
wear 
Friction is a nonlinear phenomenon. 
Parameters of concern for mathematical modelization: 
normal forces at the contact surfaces and contact stresses 
surface area of contact 
friction conditions (dry/fluid lubricated) leLding to a realistic model of the friction 
force 
time intervals of contact/separation. 
3.2.4 Impacting Effect 
Impact conditions occur when the contact of rotor/stationary part occurs instantaneously. 
An impact generates a wide frequency spectrum of exciting forces; however, repetitive 
periodic impacts may result in a definite spectrum of periodic excitation. 
Impacts create an "after impact" response - most often, a rebounding motion 
(separation) with the initial direction depending on impact conditions and relative 
tangential velocities. 
Impacting Is a highly nonlinear phenomenon. 
Parameters of concern for mat hemati cal modeliza ti on: 
e impact surface conditions, restitution coefficient/function, incoming velocities 
e time intervals of contact/separation. 
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3.2.5 Fluid Dynamic Forces and Thermal Unbalance 
Rub-related wear of seal surfaces causes an increase of clearances and changes in the flow 
pattern of the working fluid. This generates new fluid dynamic forces and modifications of 
thermal conditions which, in turn, can change clearance situations due to thermal 
expansion. Both effects have to be investigated when rub results in the conditions of 
slowly or rapidly increasing clearances. 
3.3 Rub Location 
Generally rub location can be classified in terms of occurrence along the shaft axis: 
0 at one axial location 
0 at several axial locations. 
At each axial location, rub can occur: 
0 at one radial location (seals or other stationary parts) with determined area of 
contact 
0 at several radial locations (e.g., rebounding motion inside a seal 
0 continuously maintaining the shaft/seal contact (for an obvious 1 y limited time). 
Relating to the shaft axis, the rubbing surfaces can be located (Fig. 3.2) 
0 radially 
axially 
0 "conically." 
MAL *CONICAL' 
RUB RUB 
FIGURE 3.2 RUB LOCATION 
3.4 Conditions Leading to Rub 
Rub is a secondary phenomenon usually resulting from a primary cause which perturbs the 
"normal operation conditions." This primary cause can originate from various sources 
(such as unbalance, misalignment, fluid dynamic forces in main flow/bearings/seals leading 
to instability, etc.). The occurrence of the "primary source" results in: 
0 changes of shaft centerline position 
0 and/or shaft vibrations (most often lateral mode). 
The amount of the centerline displacement and the vibration amplitude have to be 
considered in relationship to clearance values (together with their tolerances). By taking 
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into account the most probable mode of the shaft centerline bow for the operational 
conditions, the most probable "weak" point susceptible to rub, can be determined. The 
first "weak point" is the one where rub starts. This causes a modification in system 
properties which eventually may lead to rubbing in other locations. The conditions leading 
to rub must, therefore, be considered in a sequential form. 
3.5 Transient Character of Rub-Related Effects 
Most of rub-related dynamic phenomena are characterized by continuously changing 
conditions due to "grinding effect" at the rubbin surfaces. Steady--state conditions can be 
maintained during significantly long (but limited 'j time only if 
0 rub is very light (short contact time and low contact normal forces), or 
0 there are full annular backward rub conditions (the vibrational process which is 
most often destructive for the machine, i.e., the "steady state" lasts a limited time 
before transforming into a transient process of destruction). 
3.6 Rub-Related Modifications of the Rotating Machine Vibrational ResDonse 
3.6.1 Frequency 
The starting point is no-rub machine operation. 
vibrational response of interest are: 
The frequencies of the machine 
0 shaft actual rotative speed, w 
0 spectrum of machine natural frequencies, wn, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . 
Rub can cause machine element vibrational responses with frequencies being: 
0 a fraction (p/r) of the rotative speed w (p, r are integers) 
0 one (or more) system natural frequencies wn (note the coupling and stiffening effects 
causing modifications in the natural frequency spectrum') 
0 higher harmonics (multiples) of the lowest frequency component (qw(p/r) and/or 
0 combinations of the above. 
qw,; q = 2) 3) 4, . . .) 
Note: Higher harmonics (multiples) are generated (or significantly magnified if they 
already exist in limited amount in the vibrational response) due to strong nonlinear effects 
of rub-related friction, impacting, and the on/off type of motion. 
3.6.2 Amplitude, Phase 
Both amplitude and phase (the latter for synchronous lx and multiples of synchronous 2x, 
3x, . . . components) of the system responses are modified by rub. 
3.6.3 Mode of Shaft Centerline 
Rub can modify the shaft-centerline modal deflection shape. 
significant for localization of rub area. 
Response frequency content, amplitudes, phases of the response components, static 
displacement position, and shaft orbital motion carry significant rub-diagnostics 
information. 
The information can be 
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3.7 Summarv 
Characterization of rotor-t-tationary element rub dynamic phenomena in rotating 
machines is outlined in this chapter. This characterization is schematically presented in 
Figures 3.3 to 3.7. 
FIGURE 3.3 ROTATING MACHINE COEDITIONS LEADING TO ROTOR-TO- 
STATIONARY ELEMENT RUB. 
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FIGURE 3.4 ROTOR-TO-STATIONARY ELEMENT RUB LOCATION. 
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FIGURE 3.5 ROTOR-TO-STATIONARY ELEMENT RUB CASES. 
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4. HPFTP SIMULATING RUBBING ROTOR RIG INITIAL DESIGN DATA. 
Since the space shuttle’s high pressure fuel turbopump (HPFTP) resonant frequencies are 
too high to produce a safe rotor model to study rotor-t-eal rubs, it was decided to design 
a rotor model with reduced resonant rotative speeds. In order to obtain data that is 
representative of the HPFTP, the resonant speed ratios and the corresponding mode shapes 
at the resonances of the .rotor rig should match those of the HPFTP. The other rotor rig 
requirement of interest is its robustness and durability. Since the rig will be subjected to 
continuous rubbing, if the model parameters continue changing with use, it will be difficult 
to correlate rotor response with the data obtained from mathematical models. This 
requires the use of replaceable wear surfaces and/or light force per unit area values in 
locations subject to rubs. 
4.1 Modelling Data for HPFTP 
The data regarding HPFTP supplied by NASA are as follows: 
1st mode natural frequency = 16800 rpm 
bearing stiffness 
1st sed  radial stiffness kyy 
2nd seal radial stiffness kyy 
8.4 x lo5 lb/in 
4.0 x l o 4  lb/in 
’ 4.0 x lo4 lb/in 
2nd mode natural frequency = 30880 rpm 
bearing stiffness 6.5 x lo5 lb/in 
1st seal radial stiffness kyy 
2nd seal radial stiffness kyy 
3rd mode natural frequency = 46290 rpm 
bearing stiffness 
1st seal radial stiffness kyy 
1.8 x 10’ lb/in 
2.3 x l o 5  lb/in 
4.2 x lo5 lb/in 
3.8 x lo5 lb/in 
2nd seal radial stiffness kyy 3.8 x 10’ lb/in 
All bearing stiffnesses and the seal stiffnesses at the 2nd mode were interpolated from 
HPFTP modelling data sent to Bently Nevada Corporation on March 4, 1987. The seal 
stiffnesses for the 1st and 3rd mode were taken from graph curves supplied on February 17, 
1987. The values at the 2nd mode didn’t correspond exactly with the numbers of 4 March 
1987 data, so a scaling factor was determined based on these two values. The values for 
the 1st and 3rd modes were then taken from the 17 February data and scaled using the 
determined scaling factor. The turbine interstage seal stiffness was so small compared to 
the turbine bearing stiffness that it was neglected in the rubbing rotor rig. 
4.2 
The next step was to determine the ratios of the stiffnesses and resonant frequencies so 
they could be scaled. The ratios of the resonant frequencies were 1.0, 1.84, and 2.76 using 
the 1st mode as the reference, the ratios for the bearing stiffnesses were 1.0, 0.77, and 0.5 
using the 1st mode bearing stiffness as the reference. Taking the bearing stiffness for each 
mode as the reference, the ratios of seal stiffness to bearing stiffness for each moae were as 
follows: 
Scaled Rotor Rig Model Data 
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Bearing 
Mode Stiffness 1st -2al - 2n(- Sea 
1st mode 1 
2nd mode 1 
3rd mode 1 
0.05 
0.28 
0.90 
0.05 
0.35 
0.90 
These stiffness ratios were used in the rubbing rotor rig model to keep the same 
relationships between parameters. The rotor rig maintains the same axial dimensions as 
the HPFTP. The rig shaft diameter is reduced to 0.375" and the disks representing the 
impellers are attached to the shaft. The disk masses were sized to obtain the correct shape 
for the 3rd mode. The bearing stiffnesses were then determined to get the proper ratios for 
the resonant frequencies. The resonant frequencies and stiffnesses for the rotor rig are as 
follows: 
1st mode natural frequency - 1729 rpm 
bearing stiffness 
1st seal radial stiffness 
2nd seal radial stiffness 
2nd mode natural frequency - 3193 rpm 
bearing stiffness 
1st seal radial stiffness 
2nd seal radial stiffness 
3rd mode natural frequency - 4725 rpm 
bearing stiffness 
1st seal radial stiffness 
2nd seal radial stiffness 
150 lb/in 
7 lb/in 
7 lb/in 
115 lb/in 
32 lb/in 
40 lb/in 
75 lb/in 
68 lb/in 
68 lb/in 
The support bearings are implemented by suspending a rolling element bearing on springs 
from a rigid frame. The bearing stiffnesses are controllable by using springs with different 
stiffness rates. The seals are modelled using pressurized fluid lubricated bearing systems. 
The stiffness is varied by changing the oil supply pressure and the damping varied by fluid 
selection and/or temperature variations. There is also a replaceable rub ring at each of the 
pressurized bearings. The bearings can be moved to any axial locations along the shaft. 
The rotor rig is mounted on a solid base supported by a steel/concrete foundation. This 
arrangement simulates the rigid casing mode of the HPFTP. 
4.3 ComDuter Calculation of Natural Frequencies and Mode ShaDes 
A transfer matrix computer program calculating undamped natural frequencies and modes 
of rptating systems was used to generate data for the designed rubbing rotor rig. 
Twenty-three rotor stations were used in the calculations. The results are presented in 
Figures 4.1 to 4.4. The simulation rig rotor mode shapes along with the HPFTP mode 
shapes supplied by NASA are shown. Also shown is the resonant speed ratio for both 
model and HPFTP data. 
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-4.4 Summarv 
The scaling principle of the rubbing rotor rig to HPFTP was associated with natural 
frequencies and corresponding first three modes. The scaling factor for the natural 
frequencies .was 1:9. The mode shapes were maintained as close as possible. The summary 
of the natural frequency data is given in Table 4.1. 
I Rubbing Rotor 
SCALED HPFTP [rpm] (Calculated) [rpm] 
02280 
1st 
2nd 
3rd 
I Natural Frequency 
16828 
30881 
46286 
1870 
3435 
5150 
1729 
3109 
5389 
TABLE 4.1 
Summary of Natural Frequencies for HPFTP and Rubbing Rotor Rig 
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FIGURE 4.1 COMPUTER-GENERATED MODEL OF THE RUBBING ROTOR RIG. 
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FIGURE 4.2 COMPUTER-GENERATED NATURAL FREQUENCIES AND MODES 
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5. HPFTP SEAL-SIMULATING OIL-LUBRICATED BEARING SELECTION AND 
TESTS. 
5.1 Introduction 
The interstage seals in HPFTP introduce a significant stiffening effect which modifies the 
pump dynamic response. In order to maintain the dynamic similarity, the simulating 
HPFTP rubbing rotor rig was equipped with two oil-lubricated bearings. By varying oil 
pressure in the bearings the variation of fluid film radial stiffness was achieved. 
5.2 Seal-Simulating Oil Bearing - Tests 
5.2.1 Introduction 
The purpose of these tests is to verify and document the stiffness characteristics of the 
pressurized bearings used on the rub rotor rig to simulate the interstage seals in the 
HPFTP. A cylindrical bearing with a 0.52 diameter-to-length ratio was designed (Fig. 
5.1). In a preliminary tested bearing the radial clearance was 2.5 mils. When installed in 
the rubbing rotor rig, too low clearance bearing caused problems with rotor alignment. 
The bearings were then redesigned for increased radial clearance of 5.5 mils. The stiffness 
versus oil pressure, the main control relationship, was determined using the static and 
dynamic tests. 
5.2.2 Test Procedure 
The bearing test setup is shown in Figure 5.2. It consists of a 0.375 inch diameter shaft 
supported at one end in a radially rigid bearing and at the other end in the oil lubricated 
cylindrical bearing under test (Fig. 5.1). The lubricant is T10 oil (Chevron GST Oil 132, 
ISO-VG-32). The shaft is centered in the test bearing using a rolling element bearing 
mounted to the rigid frame through calibrated springs. This arrangement is placed as far 
from the bearing under test as possible to reduce its dynamic effect on the measured values. 
5.2.3 Static Test 
The static radial load force is applied to the shaft using another rolling element bearing 
connected to a weight carriage with a string routed through a series of pulleys. The static 
test on the bearing consisted of varying the load in the weight carriage and measuring the 
resultant displacement of the shaft in the bearing by using two noncontacting eddy current 
displacement probes mounted in the XY orientation. The force vector (amplitude and 
phase) was then divided by the resultant motion response vector to obtain the dynamic 
stiffness. Then the stiffness was resolved into two components, one in the same direction 
as the applied force, the "direct stiffness," and another at right angles to the applied force, 
the "quadrature stiffness." The mathematical model of the system and the corresponding 
analytical relationships are discussed in Section 5.3. 
Since the force cannot be applied directly to the shaft at the bearing and resultant motion 
cannot be measured at the same location, the experimental values determined by the raw 
force and motion vectors must be modified by a geometric/modal correction factor. 
5.2.4 Dynamic Tests 
The dynamic test setup was arranged by replacing the rolling element bearing, pulley, and 
weight carriage assembly of the static setup with a light disk, into which unbalance masses 
could be inserted at a 1.2-inch radius. The test consisted of measuring the rotating shaft 
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vibration response due to the rotating unbalance mass over the perturbation speed ran e of 
vector resulting from the rotating unbalance mass was divided by the vibration response 
vector to produce the dynamic stiffness. The mathematical model of the system and the 
corresponding analytical relationships are discussed in Section 5.3. 
Results of Static Perturbation Testing of the 2.5 Mil Radial Clearance 
Bearing 
The test was performed at two conditions regarding the rotative speed, namely, 0 and 1000 
rpm. The results from 0 rpm run are presented in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 and from the 1000 
rpm run, in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. They indicate that the fluid film radial stiffness is linearly 
de endent on the oil pressure with a coefficient of proportionality of approximately 5.5 
lb P in/psi while the quadrature stiffness is very small and practically independent of oil 
pressure. Since the force is not applied to the shaft within the bearing, the stiffness values 
need to be adjusted by a geometric/modal factor equal to 0.65 to get the actual bearing 
fluid film radial stiffness. This factor reduces the bearin stiffness slope versus pressure to 
radial stiffness of 90 Ib/in. Since the rotor rub rig required values from 0 to 75 lb/in., this 
bearing gave a slight over range capability while still providing good setpoint resolution. 
The data also indicates that the bearing radial stiffness is independent of rotative speed, 
within a limited range of shaft eccentricity inside the bearing clearance, starting from zero 
to a certain value, determined by the shaft rotation-related circumferential flow inside the 
clearance area. This value varies, depending on the actual rotating speed. The useful 
range of eccentricities is smallest for 0 rpm rotative speed. However, as the bearing would 
be used predominantly above 1000 rpm, the useful displacement range of the shaft within 
the bearing will be well over 1.5 mils, which corresponds to the eccentricity ratio of 0.6. 
Results of Dynamic Perturbation Testing of the 2.5 Mil Radial Clearance 
Bearing 
The results of the dynamic tests of the 2.5 mil clearance bearing are shown in Figures 5.7 
and 5.8. The stiffness values can be determined from the data by extrapolatin the values 
dynamic stiffness is determined by the effective (modal) system mass while the slope of the 
quadrature stiffness is determined by the system damping. These latter values are not 
important in this application and are, therefore, not evaluated. The bearing radial stiffness 
values determined using the dynamic forcing function confirm the values obtained using the 
static forcing function in the previous test. 
200 to 6000 rpm. The measuring transducers were located at the bearing. Again, the P orce 
5.2.5 
3.6 lb/in/psi. With the maximum oil supply pressure o P 25 psi, this produces a maximum 
5.2.6 
of direct dynamic stiffness at 0 rpm perturbation frequency. The slope o B the direct 
5.2.7 Results of Static Perturbation Testing of the 5.5 Mil Radial Clearance 
Bearing 
The results of the static perturbation testing oi the 5.5 mil clearance seal-simulating 
bearing are presented in Figure 5.9. The experimental data indicate the coefficient of fluid 
film radial stiffness is 3.75 lb/in/psi, which becomes 5.8 lb/in/psi when modified by the 
geometric correction factor. For this particular test setup, this factor was 1.54 (see Fig. 
5.2). The quadrature stiffness is very small and practically independent of oil pressure. 
With the maximum system oil pressure of 20 psi, this 'ves a stiffness range of 115 lb/in 
which is compatible with the required range of 80 l b r n  determined from critical speed 
computations for the rubbing rotor rig. The useful linear range of eccentricities has been 
increased from the original 1.5 mils pk to approximately 5.0 mils pk before the fluid film 
nonlinearity causes the stiffness to increase independently of oil pressure. 
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5.3 
The considered rotor/bearing system lateral motion model for the first mode is as follows: 
Mathematical Model Used for Oil Lubricated Bearing Test Data Intermetation 
MZ + Dsi + D ( i z j w  A)  + Kz + Ko(p)z = F ( 5 4  
* = d/dt j = m  
where 
M is system generalized (modal) mass for the first mode. 
z = x + j is shaft lateral displacement at the bearing location (x - horizontal, y - 
Ds is external viscous damping. 
X is lubricated bearing fluid average circumferential velocity ratio. 
D is bearing fluid film radial damping coefficient. 
w is shaft rotative speed. 
verticaly in a form of complex number. 
K is system generalized (modal) stiffness (including stiffness of supporting springs). 
p is the fluid pressure. 
Ko(p) is bearing fluid film radial stiffness as function of pressure p. 
F is perturbation force. For the static test F = PA" = const, where P is amplitude 
and o is angular position of the static force, and for the dynamic test F = 
= mrw2e , where w is perturbation frequency, and m and r are mass and 
radius of perturbation unbalance respectively. The force F includes the geomet- 
ric/modal factor adjustment. The latter takes into consideration the fact that the 
force is not applied directly to the journal, but to the shaft at a certain distance 
from the journal. 
jw t 
P P 
t is time. 
e = 2.718. . . 
The objective of the test is identification of the fluid film radial stiffness KO as a function 
of oil pressure p. 
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5.3.1 Static test: F = const = Pa". 
The solution of Eq. (5.1) with F = Pa" is 
z(t) = BdP (5.2) 
where B and P are amplitude and angular position of the shaft static response 
respectively. They are measured in the test. Taking (5.2) into consideration, the following 
equation results from (5.1): 
BdP [-Dju X + K + Ko(p)] = Pd" (5.3) 
By splitting the real and imaginary parts Eq. (5.3) can be solved for dynamic stiffness (DS) 
components: 
P Direct DS = K + Ko(p) = B cos (p- a) 
(5.4) 
P Quad DS = DAW = jj sin ( B -  u) 
The right-hand side expressions of Eqs. (5.4) contain measured parameters, thus, the 
left-hand side parameters can be identified. 
In the static the test variables were rotative speed (two data points, namely, w = 0 and 
w = 1000 rpm), bearing fluid pressure, p, and the force amplitude P. 
jw t 
5.3.2 Dynamic test: F = mrw2e P 
The solution of Eq. (5.1) with F = mrw2e 
P 
jw t 
I is 
P 
(5-5) 
j( wpt+ 4 
z(t)  = Ae 
where A and CY are amplitude and phase respectively of the shaft forced response due to 
perturbation force with synchronous-to-perturbation frequency w P' 
Expression (5.5) introduced to Eq. (5.1) gives the following algebraic equation: 
(5.6) 2 P AeJCY [-Mu2 + D jw + Dj(w -Xw ) + K + Ko(p)] = mrw 
Again Eq. (5.6) can he solved for dynamic stiffness (DS) components: 
P S P  P 
mrw2 
Direct DS = -Mwi + K + Ko(p) = 3COS CY 
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Quad DS = D w + D( w - X w ) = - ,+, sin Q!
S P  P 
The right-hand side expressions of Eqs. (5.7) contain again the measured parameters, so 
that the left-hand side coefficients can be identified. In this test the synchronous 
perturbation was used, Le., w = w . 
Variable parameters in the dynamic test were shaft rotative/perturbation 
bearing fluid pressure, p. 
5.4 Summary 
P 
speed w , and 
The performed tests show that the bearings designed to simulate the HPFTP interstage 
seals on the rub rotor rig are appropriate for use in the system. They provide a slight over 
range capability while producing good setpoint resolution of the fluid film radial stiffness 
within the required range of 0 to 75 lb/in. Both static and dynamic tests provide 
comparable data. The perturbation testing proved to be very useful and efficient. 
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1. Rigid Antf-friction Bearing 
2 0.375' Steel Shaft 
3. Pressurized Oil Bearing Under Test 
4. X-Y Eddy Current Dlsplacement Probes 
5. Pulley' Arrangement To Generate input Force 
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FIGURE5.2 TEST SETUP FOR BEARING FLUID FILM RADIAL STIFFNESS 
MEASUREMENTS USING PERTURBATION TESTING. 
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FIGURE 5.6 SEAL-SIMULATING OIL-JJUBRICATED BEARING STATIC OUT- 
BOARD DIRECT AND QUADRATURE STIFFNESS AT 1000 RPM 
AND VARIOUS OIL SUPPLY PRESSURE. 
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6: RUBBING ROTOR RIG SIMULATING HPFTP. 
6.1 Rotor Rig 
The rotor rig designed to simulate the HPFTP rotor for rub testing is shown in Figures 6.1 
and 6.2. The rig consists of a 0.375-inchdameter shaft with four disks to simulate the 
lumped mass contributed by the pump impellers and turbine blading. The shaft is 
supported by rolling element bearings suspended from a rigid housing with four matched 
springs. This system provides a relatively soft, 'lightly damped support structure similar to 
the support characteristic of the HPFTP. Fluid lubricated cylindrical bearings with T10 
(Chevron GST Oil 32, ISO-VG-32) oil supplied from an adjustable pressure source are 
used to simulate the additional radial stiffness created by the HPFTP seals. The picture of 
the rotor rig is given in Figure 6.3 with a key in Figure 6.4. 
6.2 
The HPFTP simulation rotor rig was equipped with a monitoring system to provide time, 
rotative speed, and vibrational response at several axial locations along the shaft. See 
Figure 6.2 for transducer locations and associated data paths and Figures 6.5 and 6.6 for 
monitoring system. The individual components of the system are discussed in more detail 
in the following paragraphs. The information on the electronic instrumention used in the 
experiments is included in the Appendix A3 of this report. 
Instrumentation of the Rubbing Rotor Rig Simulating HPFTP 
6.2.1 Vibration Transducers . 
The lateral displacements of the rotor are converted to electrical signals by the vibration 
transducers. A Bently Nevada Corporation 300 Series 190 proximity transducer system 
was used to obtain the shaft relative vibrational motion at the different axial locations. 
Bently Nevada Corporation high frequency accelerometers and interface modules were used 
to monitor absolute motion when necessary. (See Section 9.2.1 and Appendix A3.) 
6.2.2 Data Acquisition and Processing Instrumentation 
The majority of the final vibrational data of the rubbing rotor rig was obtained by reducing 
the vibrational signals from the transducers using a BENTLY NEVADA 108 DAI. The 
DAI (Data Acquisition and Instrumentation) provided data acquisition, synchronous 
filtration, plus amplitude scaling. Timebase information suitable for processing into 
narrow band spectrum data was also obtained by the 108 DAI. The instrument was 
connected to an IBM compatible personal computer system via an RS232 interface bus. 
The computer system was operated with ADRE IIIa software developed by BENTLY 
NEVADA. The computer processed and stored the data, and produced the hard copy via 
an external printer. 
The remaining data was acquired by reducing the vibrational data with a BENTLY 
NEVADA DVF-I1 and a HEWLETT PACKARD 3582 spectrum analyzer. The DVF-I1 
provided the synchronous filtration and amplitude scaling, while the HP3582 spectrum 
analyzer produced the narrow band spectruln information. These instruments were 
connected to a HEWLETT PACKARD 9836C computer via an IEEE-488 interface bus. 
The computer system was operated with ADRE I1 or special software developed for Bently 
Rotor Dynamics Research Corporation to provide data presentation formats, data storage, 
or additional data manipulation. Hard copy was produced within this system using an 
external printer, a HEWLETT PACKARD 9876A. Since this system can only process two 
channels of information at one time, a TEAC SR-51 or HEWLETT PACKARD 3868A 
multi-channel FM tape recorder was used in conjunction with a BENTLY NEVADA 5248 
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-02 amplifier rack to capture the necessary data. This data was then played back into the 
signal processing system two channels at one time until all the data from all the channels 
was processed. 
6.2.3 Description of Data Presentation Formats 
Machinery vibration characteristics are conveniently presented on several distinct types of 
hard copy data plots. To provide .an overview on the specific data presentation formats, 
the following descriptions are presented. 
Steady-State Data Formats: The first format is the observation of shaft vibration signals 
in the time domain. This is normally combined with a shaft orbit when mutually 
perpendicular radial probes are observing the shaft motion, and phase is referenced with a 
once-per-turn Keyphasoro signal provided by the Keyphasorm probe. During data 
acquisition, this information can be observed directly on the oscilloscope screen as timebase 
waveforms and orbits. Both have once-per-turn Keyphasot marks, bright dots preceded 
by blanc spots. 
Transient Data Formats: The second major category of data addresses the presentation of 
transient, variable rotative speed information. Typically this data is viewed in terms of 
the synchronous rotative speed vectors, as processed through the BENTLY NEVADA DAI 
108, plus frequency spectra. Both types of data are required to provide the necessary 
overview of synchronous vector changes, plus the overall variation of frequency 
distribution. 
The rotative speed vectors are accommodated by the Bod6 plot where a running speed 
filtered vibration amplitude and phase angle are simultaneously plotted as a function of 
machine speed. The same information as in the Bod6 plot can be presented in a polar plot 
format. The polar plot describes the locus of the shaft response vectors with variable 
rotative speed during a rotor start-up or shutdown operation. Although both of these 
plots provide the same basic data array, the Bod6 provides excellent visibility of changes 
with respect to rotative speed, and the polar plot yields improved resolution of phase 
variation. Data of this type is essential for identifying rotor critical speeds (balance 
resonance speeds), and the influence of secondary resonances during variable speed response 
testing. In all cases, the synchronous vectors are plotted with amplitudes in mils, and 
phase angles expressed in terms of degrees of phase lag. Under machine conditions where 
significant sub or super synchronous vibration components are generated, it is desirable to 
generate a cascade plot of individual spectra at incremental operating speeds. This type of 
data presentation provides an excellent overview of the frequency content of the vibration 
signals as a function of rotative speed. 
6.2.4 Auxiliary Instrument ation 
In addition to the eddy current displacement transducers, accelerometers, and the 
computerized data acquisition and processing system used to document the vibration 
response of the rotor rig, other instrumentation was used to monitor secondary process 
variables. A digital scale was used to measure the magnitude of the masses used to 
produce the synchronous excitation forces. Dial pressure gauges were used to monitor the 
oil pressure in the seal simulation bearings. Measurement scales were used to evaluate the 
amount of preload applied to the rotor. In addition to these, other electronic lab 
instruments were used as needed such as oscilloscopes to monitor vibration signals, Digital 
Multimeters to check and set probe gaps, and Current Limited power supplies to provide 
the voltzge potentials used to monitor rotor-to-stator contact. 
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6.3 Summarv 
Following the initial design criteria to dynamically simulate the HPFTP, the rotor rig was 
built. The rig geometry and the instrumentation for vibration data acquisition and 
processing is described in this chapter. 
I I I  
1. ELECTRIC MOTOR 
2 FLEXIBLE COUPLING 
3. BALANCING DISK 
4. PUMP IMPELLER DISK 
5. TURBINE IMPELLER DISK 
6. SUPPORT BEARINGS 
7. SEAL SIMULATING BEARINGS 
8. 0.375' DIAMETER SHAFT 
9. ROTOR BASE 
10. PRELOAD SPRING 
I 
FIGURE 6.1 HPFTP SIMULATION RUBBING ROTOR RIG SI"IX,CTURAL 
DIMENSIONS. 
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FIGURE 6 . 3  ROTOR TEST RIG (OIL LUBRICATED BEARINGS SIMULATING 
INTERSTAGE SEALS NOT INSTALLED APPEAR BEHIND THE 
ROTOR RIG). 
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FIGURE 6.4 RUBBING ROTOR RIG LAYOUT. 
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FIGURE 6.5 INSTRUMENTATION FOR DATA ACQUISITION/REDUCTION (HP 
C O M P U T E R  W I T H  P L O T T E R ,  A M P L I F I E R ,  DIGITAL V E C T O R  
FILTER, SPECTRUM ANALYZER, OSCILLOSCOPE, AND TAPE 
RECORDER). 
FIGURE 6.6 INSTRUMENTATION FOR DATA ACQUISITION/REDUCTION: 
ADRE 3 PACKAGE (IBM COMPUTES. WITH PLOTTER AND 
INTERFACING DIGITIZING INSTRUMENT). 
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7. HPFTP SIMULATING RUBBING ROTOR RIG PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT- 
AL RESULTS. 
7.1 Test Obiective and Emeriment Conditions 
The rotor rig simulating the HPFTP was scaled down to reduce the forces, and hence 
increase the safety factor during the experiments. In order to, verify that the dynamic 
behavior of the rotor ri simulates that of the HPFTP a series of tests were performed. 
interest for different seal simulation bearing pressures. This data was then reduced to get 
the resonant frequencies and the associated vibrational mode shapes at each frequency. 
The obtained mode shapes can be directly compared with those expected from the HPFTP 
while the resonant frequencies must be modified by a scale factor before comparison. If the 
relationship between the resonant frequencies of the rig and the mode shape at each 
frequency matches that of the HPFTP then the dynamic vibration response of the rotor rig 
should predict how the HPFTP would react under the same conditions. 
These tests consisted o B transient run-up data monitoring over the frequency range of 
7.2 Test Results 
Figures 7.1 to 7.56 present the vibration data obtained from the HPFTP simulating 
rubbing rotor rig for four values of oil pressures in the seal simulating bearings between 0 
psi and 15 psi. The probe locations indicated in the plot headings are referenced to their 
axial locations along the shaft in Figure 6.2. The synchronous vibration data indicate three 
resonant frequencies within the frequency range of interest. The mode shapes for the first 
three natural frequencies are shown in Figures 7.57 to 7.59 along with the predicted mode 
shapes for the HPFTP with a rigid casing. As can be seen from the figures, the mode 
shapes for the rubbing rig are very similar to those of the HPFTP supplied by NASA. By 
far the largest discrepancy occurs at the first mode for high oil pressures at the seal 
simulating bearings. The mode shape becomes pinched in the center because at high oil 
pressures the seal stiffness is greater than the support bearing stiffness. At normal 
simulation conditions the oil pressures for this rotative speed range are less than 3 psi. The 
rubbing rotor rig mode shape is then almost identical with the one predicted for the 
HPFTP. The second mode shows a slight restriction at the pump end of the shaft, caused 
by the additional restraint of the coupling used to connect the shaft to the drive motor. 
Since the deviation from the predicted mode shape is minor, and also at a noncritical ardal 
location along the shaft, it does not significantly modify the rig vibrational response during 
rub testing. The third mode matches the predicted mode shape very well for all operating 
conditions. The resonant rotative speeds are shown in Table 7.1 along with those predicted 
by NASA. This data shows that the rub ri resonant speeds have been scaled down from 
are also included in Table 7.1 for comparison. Even though the resonant speeds for the rub 
rig have been scaled down for safety during the experiments, the data in the table clearly 
shows that the relationship between the resonant speeds and the mode shape at each 
natural frequency are the same for both the HPFTP and the rubbing rotor rig, the data 
taken on the rig should be representative of that from the BPFTP. 
A phenomenon of interest, but not pertinent to this rub research, is the occurrence of rotor 
oil whirl/whip selfexcited vibrations at rotative speeds above 3200 rpm and oil pressures 
in seal simulating bearings below 10 psi. This hopefully will not create any significant 
problem during rub tests since the oil pressure can be controlled to eliminate the instability 
at the rotative speed of interest. When even a light rotor-to-stator rub occurs, it causes 
enough change in the system dynamic stiffness at the seal simulation locations to 
re-stabilize the rotor (see the paper in Appendix 2, for the experimental data and 
the actual HPFTP resonances by a factor o B nine; note the scaled HPFTP resonant speeds 
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conclusions regarding the effect of rub on oil whirl/whip instabilities). In this aspect the 
rub provides a positive effect. 
SCALED' 
kpml 
1870 
3435 
5150 
The rig can be run over the full operating range without oil whirl/whip at 0 psi pressure, if 
all the oil is blown out of the seal clearance area using compressed air before the rub 
experiment begins. 
The experimental data also shows the presence of a very small 2x vibrational component at 
all measurement planes. This is probably caused by an asymmetry produced by the disk 
mounts. The disks used to simulate the pump impellers and turbine blading are positioned 
along the shaft and then secured in place using a set screw tightened against the shaft. 
Previous experience with rotor systems has indicated that this causes a slight asymmetry 
in the rotor lateral stiffness characteristics in two orthogonal directions. Coupled with the 
preload due to gravity or the radial preload applied to the rotor, the shaft asymmetry 
causes the 2x component to appear in the vibrational response. As can be seen from the 
data, this component is very small and will not interfere with the data obtained from the 
rub experiments. 
. .  
0 psi 5 psi 
1650 1900 
3000 3100 
5400 4800 
Mode 
1st 
2nd 
3rd 
HPFTP 
kpml 
16828 
30881 
46286 
10 psi 
2200 
3350 
5100 
15 psi ij 
Summary of Natural Frequencies for HPFTP and Rubbing 
Rotor Rig at Different Seal Pressures 
7.3 Internal Friction Instability 
During initial checkout and debugging of the HPFTP simulation rotor rig, a vibrational 
instability with a limit cycle subsynchronous vibrations of the frequency equal to the 
system first natural frequency was noted for rotative speeds above 5500 rpm, (see Figures 
7.8 to 7.14). The seal simulation bearings were run without oil, which eliminated the 
possibility of fluid-related whirl/whip instability. After some careful checking to ensure 
that the vibration was not caused by forces coupled through the supportin structure, it 
rotor. Since the disks simulating the pump and turbine impeller masses were slipped onto 
the shaft and secured in place with a setscrew pressed against the shaft, it was assumed 
that they would be the major contributing factors to the internal/structural friction. 
was concluded that the instability was caused by the internal/structural El ction of the 
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In order to circumvent the time-consumin alignment procedure required for the 
simulation rotor rig after each disassembl ybeassembly process, a second rotor was 
constructed from spare parts. Initially the new rotor was suspended in standard bronze 
Oilite rotor kit bearing bushings. In this configuration the test rotor would not duplicate 
the instability observed on the HPFTP simulation rotor rig. When the Oilite bearings 
were replaced with standard anti-friction rolling element bearings, the test rotor then 
duplicated the symptoms originally observed. The disks were then bonded to the shaft 
with a cyanoacrylate glue. This resulted with no change in the stability threshold and 
subsynchronous vibrations. Gluing does not produce a friction-free joint; however, the 
probability of getting the same friction coefficient for the disks glued to the shaft or secured 
with a setscrew seems small. Therefore, it was assumed that the disk mounting technique 
was probably not the main factor contributing to the instability. To verify this, a shaft 
was run with no disks attached. This produced the same instability pattern, but with a 
slightly higher rotative speed threshold. 
Since the instability occurred outside the desired operating speed range and, therefore, was 
not creating a significant problem, the internal friction studies were discontinued at this 
7.4 Summary 
I- 
1 
I 
I point. 
In order to secure a safe environment to perform the rub tests, the HPFTP needed to be 
replaced with a model which produced lower energy levels during rotor-to-stator contact. 
This was accomplished by reducing both the rotative speed and the mass of the simulation 
'rub rig. Tests were then performed which verified that the simulation rub rig retained the 
same ratios between natural frequencies as the HPFTP. The, results of these tests are 
discussed in this chapter. The tests indicated the mode shapes at the natural frequencies 
matched those of the HPFTP. Based on these test results, it was concluded that the 
simulation rub rig would produce comparable vibration responses as the original HPFTP. 
1 
1 
J 
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FIGURE 7.1 BODE PLOT OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATION 
MEASURED AT CHANNEL #l. 0.0 PSI OIL PRESSURE AT SEAL 
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FIGURE 7.6 BODE PLOT OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATION 
MEASURED AT CHANNEL #6. 0.0 PSI OIL PRESSURE AT SEAL 
SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH PRELOAD. 
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FIGURE 7.11 SPECTRUM CASCADE OF ROTOR VERTICAL VIBRATIONS 
PRESSURE AT SEAL SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH 
PRELOAD. 
DURING START-UP MEASURED AT CHANNEL #4. 0.0 PSI OIL 
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FIGURE 7.12 SPECTRUM CASCADE O F  ROTOR VERTICAL VIBRATIONS 
PRESSURE AT SEAL SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH 
PRELOAD. 
DURING START-UP MEASURED AT CHANNEL #5.  0.0 PSI OIL 
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FIGURE 7.13 SPECTRUM CASCADE OF ROTOR VERTICAL VIBRATIONS 
PRESSURE AT SEAL SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH 
PRELOAD. 
DURING START-UP MEASURED AT CHANNEL #6. 0.0 PSI OIL 
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FIGURE 7.14 SPECTRUM CASCADE OF ROTOR VERTICAL VIBRATIONS 
PRESSURE AT SEAL SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH 
PRELOAD. 
DURING START-UP MEASURED AT CHANNEL #7. 0.0 PSI OIL 
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FIGURE7.15 BODE PLOT OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATION MEA- 
SUBED AT CHANNEL #l. 5 PSI OIL PRESSURE. 0.0 INCH 
PRELOAD. 
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FIGURE7.16 BODE PLOT OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATION MEA- 
5 PSI OIL PRESSURE AT SEAL SURED AT CHANNEL #2. 
SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH PRELOAD. 
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FIGURE 7.17 BODE PLOT OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATION MEA- 
SURED AT CHANNEL #3. 5 PSI OIL PRESSURE AT SEAL 
SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH PRELOAD. 
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FIGURE 7.19 BODE PLOT OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATION MEA- 
SURED AT CHANNEL #5. 5 PSI OIL PRESSURE AT SEAL 
SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH PRELOAD. 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : L A B  
JOE REFERENCE: NASA 
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FIGURE 7.20 BODE PLOT OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATION MEA- 
SURED AT CHANNEL #6. 5 PSI OIL PRESSURE AT SEAL 
SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH PRELOAD. 
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FIGURE 7.21 BODE PLOT OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATION MEA- 
SURED AT CHANNEL #7. 5 PSI OIL PRESSURE AT SEAL 
SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH PRELOAD. 
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FIGURE 7.22 SPECTRUM CASCADE OF ROTOR VERTICAL VIBRATIONS 
PRESSURE AT SEAL SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH 
PRELOAD. 
DURING START-UP MEASURED AT CHANNEL #l. 5 PSI OIL 
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FIGURE 7.23 SPECTRUM CASCADE OF ROTOR VERTICAL VIBRATIONS 
PRESSURE AT SEAL SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH 
PRELOAD. 
DURING START-UP MEASURED AT CHANNEL #2. 5 PSI OIL 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MOOEL 
Machine: ROTOR KIT Chft 3 3VO 
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FIGURE 7.24 SPECTRUM CASCADE O F  ROTOR VERTICAL VIBRATIONS 
PRESSURE AT SEAL SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH 
PRELOAD. 
DURING START-UP MEASURED AT CHANNEL #3. 5 PSI OIL 
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FIGURE 7.25 SPECTRUM CASCADE OF ROTOR VERTICAL VIBRATIONS 
PRESSURE AT SEAL SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH 
PRELOAD. 
DURING START-UP MEASURED AT CHANNEL #4. 5 PSI OIL 
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FIGURE 7.26 SPECTRUM CASC-4DE OF ROTOR VERTICAL VIBRATIONS 
PRESSURE AT SEAL SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH 
PRELOAD. 
DURING START-UP MEASURED AT CHANNEL #5. 5 PSI OIL 
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FIGURE 7.27 SPECTRUM CASCADE OF ROTOR VER.TICAL VIBRATIONS 
PRESSURE AT SEAL SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH 
PRELOAD. 
DURING START-UP MEASURED AT CHANNEL #6. 5 PSI OIL 
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FIGURE 7.28 SPECTRUM CASCADE OF ROTOR VERTICAL VIBRATIONS 
PRESSURE AT SEAL SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH 
PRELOAD. 
DURING START-UP MEASURED AT CHANNEL #7. 5 PSI OIL 
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FIGURE7.29 BODE PLOT OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATION MEA- 
SURED AT CHANNEL #l. 10 PSI OIL PRESSURE AT SEAL 
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FIGURE 7.30 BODE PLOT OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATION MEA- 
SURED AT CHANNEL #2. 10 PSI OIL PRESSURE AT SEAL 
SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH PRELOAD. 
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FIGURE 7.31 BODE PLOT OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATION MEA- 
SURED AT CHANNEL #3. 10 PSI OIL PRESSURE AT SEAL 
SIMULATION BEAMNGS. 0.0 INCH PRELOAD. 
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FIGURE 7.32 BODE PLOT OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATION MEA- 
SURED AT CHANNEL #4. 10 PSI OIL PRESSURE AT SEAL 
SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH PRELOAD. 
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FIGURE 7.33 BODE PLOT OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATION MEA- 
10 PSI OIL PRESSURE AT SEAL SURED AT CHANNEL #5. 
SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH PRELOAD. 
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FIGURE 7.34 BODE PLOT OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATION MEA- 
SURED AT CHANNEL #6. 10 PSI OIL PRESSURE AT SEAL 
SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH PRELOAD. 
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FIGURE7.35 BODE PLOT OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATION MEA- 
SURED AT CHANNEL #7. 10 PSI OIL PRESSURE AT SEAL 
SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH PRELOAD. 
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FIGURE 7.36 SPECTRUM CASCADE OF ROTOR VERTICAL VIBRATIONS 
PRESSURE AT SEAL SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH 
PRELOAD. 
DURING START-UP MEASURED AT CHANNEL #l. 10 PSI OIL 
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FIGURE 7.37 SPECTRUM CASCADE OF ROTOR VERTICAL VIBRATIONS 
PRESSURE AT SEAL SIMULATION BEARINGS‘ 0.0 INCH 
PRELOAD. 
DURING START-UP MEASURED AT CHANNEL #2. 10 PSI OIL 
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FIGURE 7.38 SPECTRUM CASCADE OF ROTOR VERTICAL VIBRATIONS 
PRESSURE AT SEAL SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH 
PRELOAD. 
DURING START-UP MEASURED AT CHANNEL #3. 10 PSI OIL 
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FIGURE 7.39 SPECTRUM CASCADE OF ROTOR VERTICAL VIBRATIONS 
PRESSURE AT SEAL SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH 
PRELOAD. 
DURING START-UP MEASURED AT CHANNEL #4. 10 PSI OIL 
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FIGURE 7.40 SPECTRUM CASCADE OF ROTOR VERTICAL VIBRATIONS 
PRESSURE AT SEAL SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH 
PRELOAD. 
DURING START-UP MEASURED AT CHANNEL #5. 10 PSI OIL 
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FIGURE 7.41 SPECTRUM CASCADE OF ROTOR VERTICAL VIBRATIONS 
PRESSURE AT SEAL SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH 
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DURING START-UP MEASURED AT CHANNEL #6. 10 PSI OIL 
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FIGURE 7.42 SPECTRUM CASCADE O F  ROTOR VERTICAL VIBRATIONS 
PRESSURE AT SEAL SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH 
DURING START-UP MEASURED AT CHANNEL #7. 10 PSI OIL 
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FIGURE 7.43 BODE PLOT OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATION 
MEASURED AT CHANNEL #l. 15 PSI OIL PRESSURE AT SEAL 
SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH PRELOAD. 
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FIGURE 7.44 BODE PLOT OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATION 
MEASURED AT CHANNEL #2. 15 PSI OIL PRESSURE AT SEAL 
SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH PRELOAD. 
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FIGURE 7.45 BODE PLOT OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATION 
MEASURED AT CHANNEL #3. 15 PSI OIL PRESSURE AT SEAL 
SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH PRELOAD. 
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FIGURE 7.46 BODE PLOT OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATION 
MEASURED AT CHANNEL #4. 15 PSI OIL PRESSURE AT SEAL 
SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH PRELOAD. 
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COMPANY : EENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
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FIGURE 7.47 BODE PLOT OF ROTOR SYNCHFLONOUS VIBRATION 
MEASURED AT CHANNEL #5. 15 PSI OIL PRESSURE AT SEAL 
SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH PRELOAD. 
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COMPANY : E E N T L Y  ROTOR DYNAMIC 
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FIGURE 7.48 BODE PLOT OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATION 
MEASURED AT CHANNEL #6. 15 PSI OIL PRESSURE AT SEAL 
SIMIJLATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH PRELOAD. 
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FIGURE 7.49 BODE PLOT OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS VIBRATIGN 
MEASURED AT CHANNEL #7. 15 PSI OIL PRESSURE AT SEAL 
SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH PRELOAD. 
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COMPANY : ECNTLY ROTOR D Y N A M I C  
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JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
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FIGURE 7.50 SPECTRUM CASCADE OF ROTOR VERTICAL VIBRATIONS 
PRESSURE AT SEAL SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH 
PRELOAD. 
DURING START-UP MEASURED AT CHANNEL #l. 15 PSI OIL 
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FIGURE 7.51 SPECTRUM CASCADE OF ROTOR VERTICAL VIBRATIONS 
PRESSURE AT SEAL SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH 
PRELOAD. 
DURING START-UP MEASURED AT CHANNEL #2. 15 PSI OIL 
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FIGURE 7.52 SPECTRUM CASCADE OF ROTOR VERTICAL VIBRATIONS 
PRESSURE AT SEAL SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH 
PRELOAD. 
DURING START-UP MEASURED AT CHANNEL #3. 15 PSI OIL 
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FIGURE 7.53 SPECTRUM CASCADE OF ROTOR VERTICAL VIBRATIONS 
PRESSURE AT SEAL SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH 
PRELOAD. 
DURING START-UP MEASURED AT CHANNEL #4. 15 PSI OIL 
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FIGURE 7.54 SPECTRUM CASCADE OF ROTOR VERTICAL VIBRATIONS 
PRESSURE AT SEAL SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH 
PRELOAD. 
DURING START-UP MEASURED AT CHANNEL #5. 15 PSI OIL 
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FIGURE 7.55 SPECTRUM CASCADE OF ROTOR VERTICAL VIBRATIONS 
PRESSURE AT SEAL SIMULATION BEARINGS. 0.0 INCH 
PRELOAD. 
DURING START-UP MEASURED AT CHANNEL #6. 15 PSI OIL 
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FIGURE 7.57 
ROTATIONAL SPEED 
MSFC : 16828 rpm 
0 psi : 1650 rpm 
5 psi : 1900 rpm 
10 psi : 2200 rpm 
15 psi : 2300 rpm 
SCALED MSFC : 1870 rpm 
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HPFTP SIMULATION ROTOR RIG 1ST MODE SHAPE VERSUS 
SEAL SIMULATING BEARING OIL PRESSURE REFERENCED TO 
HPFTP MODE SHAPE SUPPLIED BY NASA. 
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FIGURE 7.58 HPFTP SIMULATION ROTOR RIG 2ND MODE SHAPE VERSUS 
SEAL SIMULATING BEARING OIL PRESSURE REFERENCED TO 
HPFTP MODE SHAPE SUPPLIED BY NASA. 
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FIGURE7.59 HPFTP SIMULATION ROTOR RIG 3RD MODE SHAPE VERSUS 
SEAL SIMULATING BEARING OIL PRESSURE REFERENCED TO 
HPFTP MODE SHAPE SUPPLIED BY NASA. 
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8. EFFECTS OF RUB ON ROTOR-AND-STATOR RUBBING SURFACES. 
8.1 Obiective of the Study 
Friction plays an important role in rotor-to-stator rubbing. The objective of the first part 
of the study described in this chapter is to evaluate friction coefficient at the rubbing 
surfaces. Special blocks are designed to provide an easily replaceable rub surfaces for use in 
rotor/stator rub experiments. In order to explore the effects of surface finish and material 
contents, the blocks are constructed of different materials with varying surface finish 
qualities. 
The objective of the second part of the study is to investigate the rub-related damage of 
the surfaces rubbing during a limited time. 
8.2. DescriDtion of Rub Blocks for Surface Rub-Related Damage Study 
The physical shape of the stator blocks is shown in Figure 8.1. Three types of stator 
simulating materials were used, namely 4140 steel, 2024 aluminum, and a free machining 
brass. The free machining brass varies from a standard "yellow brass" in that the alloy 
contains a small amount of lead. In all cases during the rotor-to-stator rub experiments, 
the rotor material was a tool steel drill rod (type 01). 
The initial surface conditions of the rub blocks to be used in the rotor-t-tator rub tests 
were investigated by using a scanning electron microscope to hotograph each of the 
surfaces. For reference, a series of photographs (Figs 8.2 to 8.7 P presents two different 
surface finishes from the above-mentioned stator simulating materials prior to rubbing. 
The magnification was 200 times. The two surface finishes used are "as machined" and 
"polished." The polished surface is a 2-microinch RMS finish. The Table 8.1 lists some 
stator material properties of interest. 
TABLE 8.1 Properties of Materials Used for Rub Blocks 
Modulus Coefficient Thermal Approx. 
of Elast- of Thermal Conduct- Melting 
Material icity Density Expansion ivity Temp. 
E, Mpsi lb-seca/inr p in/in - F BTU/hr-ft - O F  " F  
~ ~ ~~ 
Aluminum 2024 10.4 0.10 12.0 100 1200 
Brass FM 15.5 0.31 10.5 45 1700 
Steel 4140 30.0 0.28 6.3 22 2700 
8.3 
The coefficient of friction test fixture (Fig. 8.8) when used with the rotor/measurement 
system shown in Figure 8.9 allows the determination of the coefficient of friction between 
the rub block and rotating shaft surfaces. The test fixture consists of a platform upon 
which the rub block under test is mounted. The rub block can be pressed against the 
rotating shaft by turning the normal force adjustment screw. By measuring the shaft 
Friction Measurement Fixture and Coefficient of Friction Algorithm 
I 
deflection caused by the rub block pressing against the shaft with the fixture's eddy current I 
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displacement probe, the normal force may be calculated by multiplying this displacement 
by the shaft’s stiffness. 
[ 1:,.tJ Normal Force = 2 x (shaft deflection) x 
where E = Young modulus; 3x107 [lb/in2] 
I = Shaft cross section moment of inertia; 9 . 7 ~ 1 0 - ~  [in4] 
L = Length of span between bearings; 12 [in] 
The coefficient 1000 in the denominator corrects for units, allowing the shaft deflection to 
be measured in mils instead of inches. The additional multiplication factor of 2 is required 
because the bearing configuration creates two 12-inch shaft spans which must be deflected 
simultaneously, therefore doubling the stiffness. Combining constants, the formula (8.1) 
reduces to: 
Normal Force = 1.62 x (shaft deflection) (8.2) 
The tangential friction force can be determined by measuring the power of the motor and 
its rotational speed using the following formula: 
Friction Force = V x I x (Cos (A)) x [E] x [ 51 x [ D&] x (0.85) 
where V = Voltage across the motor [volts] , 
I I = Current through the motor [amps] 
A = Phase angle between V and I 
(550/746) = Conversion factor from watts to ft.lbs/sec 
w = rotative speed [rad/sec] 
(12/0.187) = Inverse of shaft radius [ft] 
0.85 = Estimated motor efficiency factor 
I 
I 
After combining the constants Eq. (8.3) reduces to the following: 
[lbsl 
40.21 x V x I x (Cos (A)) 
W 
Friction Force = 
The coefficient of friction is then computed by dividing the friction force by the normal 
force, that is: 
F r  i c  t ion Force 
ormal Force Coefficient of Friction = 
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The rub experiments are performed using three different rub block materials each with two 
different surface finishes. This requires that the coefficient of friction be determined for 
each of the materials and surface finishes in order that the tangential force may be 
computed durin the rub experiments. The experiments are performed at different rotative 
speeds. 
sensitivity to rotative speed within the expected range of test speeds. 
8.4 Results of Surface Friction Coacien t  Measurements 
The results of friction force versus normal force for the different rub block materials and 
the steel rotor are shown in Figure 8.10. As can be seen from the slope of the curves, the 
coefficient of friction is fairly constant in the range of applied forces. For aluminum/steel 
and brass/steel the are nearly the same and equal approximately 0.5, while the friction 
coefficient for steelJtee1 proved to be higher, at about 0.7. 
8.5 
The rotor-to-stator rub causes rubbing surface damage due to friction, grinding, and wear. 
In this section the effects of rub on rubbing surface state are described. The results of the 
experimental testing are presented. 
There f ore, this -test system is also used to determine coefficient of friction 
Effects of Rotor-to-Stator Rub on Rubbing Surfaces 
8.5.1 Test Procedure 
A two-disk rotor rig was used to investigate the effect of material and surface properties 
during rotor-to-stator rub (Fig. 8.11). The operating speed of the rotor was held at 1000 
rpm. With the rotor shaft diameter of 0:375 inches, this provides a surface velocity of 
98.17 ft/min (0.499 m/s). The estimated normal force at rubbing surfaces during the test 
was 3 lbs. All testing was conducted at room temperature without any external source of 
lubrication (dry rub). The aldal position of the rub block along with system geometry is 
given in Figure 8.12. 
During experiments, the rotor was exposed to rub for two different durations of time. 
Actual rotor-to-stator contact was 15 and 60,seconds. Although arbitrarily selected, these 
time periods provided results with reasonable comparative values. Samples were then 
closely inspected and selected for further analysis via electron-microscopy (scanning 
electron microscope). Photographs of the individual stator simulating rub blocks and the 
corresponding rotor sections after rubbing experiments are presented in Figures 8.13 to 
8.24. 
8.5.2 Metallographic Analysis of Rub Surface Photographs 
Initial inspection of the "polished" samples after rub proved to be inconclusive as surface 
conditions could not effectively be maintained for comparative purposes. The polished 
2-microinch surface finish was corrupted so rapidly that further analysis was not 
considered practical. Testing of the different material types, run over the two rub 
durations, provided more conclusive results. Fi ures 8.13 to 8.24 illustrate the effects of 
rub for two time durations (15 sec. and 60 secj  on each of the three stator-simulating 
materials (aluminum, brass, and steel). These photographs indicate a consistent pattern in 
the deformation process. 
The stator-simulating material surfaces presented in Figures 8.13, 8.15, 8.17, 8.19, 8.21, 
and 8.23 (with the exception of Figure 8.17) are photographs of the rub zone trailing edge. 
The softer more ductile materials, namely aluminum and brass, icdicate a significant 
"smearing" action taking place. The surfaces become more uniform with time. The 
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associated rotor shaft sections (Figures 8.14, 8.16, 8.18, 8.20, 8.22, and 8.24) show the 
build-up of stator-simulating materials on the shaft as time progresses. Figures 8.25 to 
8.30 are full-view photographs of each of the rub blocks and the associated section of shaft. 
The areas of rub damages indicated by the arrows are plainly visible. 
The purpose of the rotor-to-stator rub tests conducted with aluminum and brass was to 
investigate rub phenomena of dissimilar materials. "Dissimilarity" refers here to the 
different electrical, chemical, and mechanical properties of the materials at the atomic and 
macro levels. Electrical dfferences occur in the atoms' shell of valence electrons with the 
number of valence electrons controlling the bonding properties between atoms. At the 
macro level, chemical differences exist. Mechanical properties are largely determined by 
the amounts of the different elements present, as well as the crystal structure and grain 
structure induced by processes used to produce the final form of each material. To alter 
the form of a material requires an energy transfer of some type. In these experiments, rub 
provides the primary mode of energy transfer. Rub generates normal and tangential forces 
at the rotor-to-stator contact area initiating changes in rotor dynamic motion, as well as 
causing material surface deformation. 
Figures 8.21 to 8.24 are photographs of the steel samples used for stator simulation and 
associated rotor shaft sections respectively. The surfaces appear less "smeared" and more 
abraded than those for aluminum and brass presented in previous photographs. During rub 
tests using the steel rub blocks with the steel rotor shaft, extreme, almost violent vibration, 
was experienced given enough time (2-3 minutes). This violent vibration was similar in 
nature to the rub phenomena known as "full annular rub." The violent vibration in this 
specific test exhibited rotor shaft backwards precessional motion, similar to that during a 
classical case of full annular rub. The apparatus used in these tests limited, however, the 
rotor motion to the 180-degree surface of the stator-simulating rub block. Lack of the 
restraint within the remaining 180-degree arc allows the shaft to vibrate freely with large 
amplitudes. Full annular rub restrains rotor motion within a full 360 degrees, limiting, 
therefore, the maximum vibration amplitude in the plane of rub to the available stator 
(bearing or seal) clearance. 
8.5.3 Conclusions From Material Property Experiments 
The results from the rotor-to-stator material property rub tests indicate that rub surfaces, 
as well as system vibrations, can vary based on the mechanical characteristics of the 
associated materials. The softer, more ductile stator-simulating materials are "smeared" 
during rub over the short period of time. Given longer periods of time, the 
stator-simulating materials build up on the shaft, generating a more uniform, yet 
roughened surface. The amount of material build-up during the rub process will, however, 
also be a function of the affinity of one material to another, as in the case with dissimilar 
materials, material temperatures, and rub contact normal forces. 
The ductile stator-simulating materials may allow actual removal of material from the 
area of rub, thus increasing rotor-to-stator clearances leading to an alleviation of the rub 
condition, although perhaps only temporarily. Given enough time, the rub condition may 
transfer sufficient material from the stator to the rotor, for the rub interface to no longer 
act as that. of dissimilar materials. This has a significant effect on the local coefficient of 
friction. 
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Inspection of the rotor on the HPFTP simulating rig after experiencing full annular rub 
within the aluminum seal revealed a heavy aluminum deposits on the rotor shaft at the 
contact surface. This deposit of aluminum on the steel rotor shaft is an example of 
material transfer. The violent vibration experienced during the rotor-t-tator rub tests 
on the two-mode rotor rig, as well as during previous tests with the HPFTP simulating 
rotor rig, led.to similar, significant damage of the seal. 
8.6 Summarv 
In this chapter the results of surface effects of rotor-t-tator rub were investigated. The 
specially designed fixture provided the values of the dry friction coefficients for materials 
used for the stator and rotor. The metallographic analysis of the rotor and stator surfaces 
after 15 seconds and 60 seconds of rotor-to-stator rubbing brought an insight on the effect 
of the dissimilarity of the rotor and stator initial surface finish on the rub-related damage. 
1 .25" 
1 
1. Rub Block Body 
2. Tapped Mounting Holes (4-40) 
3. Rub Surface 
FIGURE 8.1 RUB BLOCK. 
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FIGURE 8.2 2024 ALUMINUM, AS MACHINED SURFACE 
200 TIMES. PHOTO # 59737. 
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FINISH MAGNIFIED 
FIGURE 8.3 2024 ALUMINUM, POLISHED SURFACE FINISH MAGNIFIED 200 
TIMES. PHOTO # 57273. 
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FIGURE 8.4 BRASS, AS MACHINED SURFACE FINISH MAGNIFIED 200 TIMES 
(FREE CUTTING, COLD DRAWN). PHOTO # 59748. 
FIGURE 8.6 4140 STEEL, AS MACHINED SURFACE FINISH MAGNIFIED 200 
TIMES. PHOTO # 59743. 
FIGURE 8.7 4140 STEEL, POLISHED SURFACE FINISH MAGNIFIED 200 
TIMES. PHOTO f# 59753. 
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1. Eddy Current Displacement Probe 6. Return Spring 
2. Test Shaft 7. Probe Holder Body 
3. Test Rub Block 8. Alignment Key 
4. Normal Force Adjustment Screw 9. Pivot Assembly Mounting Bolts 
5. Pivot Assembly 10. Rub Block Mounting Screws 
FIGURE 8.8 COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION TEST FIXTURE. 
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1. VARIAC 
2. AC VOLTMETER 
8. COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION 
TEST FMTURE 
3. AC AMMETER 9. ELECTRIC MOTOR 
4. OSCILLOSCOPE 10. ROTOR BASE 
5. TACHOMETER 11. FLEXIBU COWLING 
6. DC VOLTMETER 12. PEST SHAFT 
7. ROLLING ELEMENT BEARINGS 
FIGURE 8.9 COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION TEST SYSTEM. 
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1. MOTOR SPEED CONTROL 8. X-Y EDDY CURRENT 
2. COMPUTER DISPLACEMENT PROBES 
3. TRACKING FILTER 9. RUB FIXTURE 
4. SPECTRUM ANALYZER 10. ELECTRIC MOTOR 
5. TAPE RECORDER 11. FLGXIBLE COUPLING 
6. AMPLIFIER RACK 12. ROTOR BASE 
7. BRONZE BEARINGS 13. 3 INCH DIAMETER DISCS 
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FIGURE 8.11 TWO-MODE-ROTOR RIG USED FOR RUBBING SURFACE 
EFFECT TESTS. 
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A - Electric Motor G - Rub Fixturs/X-Y Displacement Probes 
B - Flexible Coupling H - Outboard Mass 
C - Inboard Bronze Bearing 
D - Electrical Contact Device 
E - Inboard X-Y Displacement Probe Mount 
F - tnboard bfnss 
I - Outboard X-Y Displacement Probe Mount 
J - Outboard Bronze Bearing 
K - Rotor Shatt 
L - R&r Base 
A C c F G  - H I  J 
6.25" 
0.5" - 
L 
375" 
17.5" 
1 8.75" 
23.25" - 
c 
FIGURE 8.12 TWO-MODE-ROTOR RIG GEOMETRY. 
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FIGURE 8.13 2024 ALUMINUM, STATOR-SIMULATING RUB SURFACE AFTER 
15 SECONDS OF RUB AGAINST THE STEEL SHAFT. 
MAGNIFICATION 50 TIMES. PHOTO # 50017. 
FIGURE 8.14 STEEL ROTOR SHAFT SURFACE AFTER' 15 SECONDS OF RUB 
AGAINST ALUMINUM STATOR. MAGNIFICATION 50 TIMES. 
PHOTO # 50018. 
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FIGURE 8.15 2024 ALUMINUM, STATOR-SIMULATING RUB SURFACE AFTER 
60 SECONDS OF RUB AGAINST THE STEEL SHAFT. 
MAGNIFICATION: 50 TIMES. PHOTO # 50019. 
FIGURE 8.16 STEEL ROTOR SHAFT SURFACE AFTER 60 SECONDS OF RUB 
AGAINST ALUMINUM STATOR. MAGNIFICATION: 50 TIMES. 
PHOTO # 50021. 
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FIGURE 8.17 BRASS (FM), STATOR-SIMULATING RUB SURFACE AFTER 15 
SECONDS. OF RUB AGAINST THE STEEL SHAFT. 
MAGNIFICATION: 50 TIMES. PHOTO # 52053. 
FIGURE 8.18 STEEL ROTOR SHAFT SURFACE AFTER 15 SECONDS OF RUB 
AGAINST BRASS STATOR. MAGNIFICATION: 50 TIMES. 
PHOTO # 52055. 
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FIGURE 8.19 
FIGURE 8.20 
- 
BRASS (FM), STATOR-SIMULATING RUB SU 
MAGNIFICATION: 50 TIMES. PHOTO # 52056, SECONDS OF RUB AGAINST THE 
STEEL ROTOR SHAFT SURFACE AFTER 6( 
AGAINST BRASS STATOR. MAGNIFICA 
PHOTO # 52057. 
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RFACE AFTER 60 
STEEL SHAFT. 
1 SECONDS OF RUB 
.TION: 50 TIMES. 
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FIGURE 8.21 4140 STEEL, STATOR-SIMULATING RUB SURFACE AFTER 15 
SECONDS OF RUB AGAINST THE STEEL SHAFT. MAGNIFICA- 
TION: 50 TIMES. PHOTO # 50046. 
FIGURE 8.22 STEEL ROTOR SHAFT SURFACE AFTER 15 SECONDS OF RUB 
AGAINST STEEL STATOR. MAGNIFICATION: 50 TIMES. 
PHOTO # 52049. 
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FIGURE 8.23 4140 STEEL, STATOR-SIMULATING RUB SURFACE AFTER 60 
SECONDS OF RUB AGAINST THE STEEL SHAFT. MAGNIFICA- 
TION: 50 TIMES. PHOTO # 52050. 
FIGURE 8.24 STEEL ROTOR SHAFT SURFACE AFTER 60 SECONDS OF RUB 
AGAINST STEEL STATOR. MAGNIFICATION: 50 TIMES. 
PHOTO # 52051. 
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FIGURE 8.25 ALUMINUM RUB BLOCK AND CORRESPONDING SHAFT 
RUBBING AT 1000 RPM. ARROWS INDICATE SURFACE 
DEFORMATION AND MATERIAL DEPOSIT ON STATOR 
IVELY. MICROPHOTOGRAPHS IN FIGURES 8.13 AND 8.14 
SHOW THE DAMAGED SURFACES. 
SECTION AFTER 15 SECONDS OF ROTOR-TO-STATOR 
SIMULATING RUB BLOCK AND SHAFT SECTION RESPECT- 
FIGURE 8.26 ALUMINUM RUB BLOCK AND CORRESPONDING SHAFT 
RUBBING AT 1000 RPM. ARROWS INDICATE SURFACE 
DEFORMATION AND MATERIAL DEPOSIT ON STATOR 
IVELY. MICROPHOTOGRAPHS IN FIGURES 8.15 AND 8.16 
SHOW THE DAMAGED SURFACES. 
SECTION AFTER 60 SECONDS OF ROTOR-TO-STATOR 
SIMULATING RUB BLOCK AND SHAFT SECTION RESPECT- 
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FIGURE 8.27 STEEL RUB BLOCK AND CORRESPONDING SHAFT SECTION 
ARROWS INDICATE SURFACE DEFORMATION AND MATERIAL 
DEPOSIT ON STATOR SIMULATING RUB BLOCK AND SHAFT 
SECTION RESPECTIVELY. MICROPHOTOGRAPHS IN FIGURES 
AFTER 15 SECONDS OF ROTOR-TO-STATOR CONTACT. I 
I 8.21 AND 8.22 SHOW THEeDAMAGED SURFACES. 
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FIGURE 8.28 STEEL RUB BLOCK AND CORRESPONDING SHAFT SECTION 
RPM. ARROWS INDICATE SURFACE DEFORMATION AND 
MATERIAL DEPOSIT ON STATOR SIMULATING RUB BLOCK 
AND SHAFT SECTION RESPECTIVELY. MICROPHOTOGRAPHS 
IN FIGURES 8.23 AqD 8.24 SHOW THE DAMAGED SURFACES. 
AFTER 60 SECONDS OF ROTOR-TO-STATOR RUBBING AT 1000 
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FIGURE 8.29 BRASS RUB BLOCK AND CORRESPONDING SHAFT SECTION 
RPM. ARROWS INDICATE SURFACE DEFORMATION AND 
MATERIAL DEPOSIT ON STATOR SIMULATING RUB BLOCK 
AND SHAFT SECTION RESPECTIVELY. MICROPHOTOGRAPHS 
IN FIGURES 8.17 AND 8.18 SHOW THE DAMAGED SURFACES. 
AFTER 15 SECONDS OF ROTOR-TO-STATOR RUBBING AT 1000 
FIGURE 8.30 BRASS RUB BLOCK AND CORRESPONDING SHAFT SECTION 
RPM. ARROWS INDICATE SURFACE DEFORMATION AND 
MATERIAL DEPOSIT ON STATOR SIMULATING RUB BLOCK 
AND SHAFT SECTION RESPECTIVELY. MICROPHOTOGRAPHS 
IN FIGURES 8.19 AND 8.20 SHOW THE DAMAGED SURFACES. 
AFTER 60 SECONDS OF ROTOR-TO-STATOR RUBBING AT 1000 
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9. TWO-BENDING-MODE RUBBING ROTOR RIG AND IDENTIFICATION OF 
ITS DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS. 
9.1 Obiective 
The complexity of the HPFTP simulating rubbing rotor rig and involvement of many 
difficult-to-identify factors during experimental testing would prevent correct 
interpretation of the rub data. More generic study on rotor-to-stator rubs performed at a 
simpler rotor rig became a necessary prerequisite before the experimental testing of rubbing 
rotor on the HPFTP simulating rotor rig. 
The results provide the relationship between the rubbing rotor dynamic response and the 
rotative speed, vibrational modes, rubbing material conditions, and stator compliance. It 
also gives an insight on the appropriate use of vibration measuring instrumentation. 
9.2 
The rub test fixture (Fig. 9.1) which simulates the stator/casing when used in conjunction 
with the rotor system shown in Figures 9.2 and 9.3 allows the exploration of rotor response 
to partial rub1 conditions. The fixture consists of a plunger supported in two linear 
bearings allowing for plunger axial horizontal motion when the shaft contacts the rub 
block. The rub block is mounted at the plunger end. The plunger is both positioned and 
restrained axially by a set of compression springs located in the body of the fixture. 
Adjustments to the spring assembly allow for axial position and spring preload adjustments 
to be made independently of one another. In addition to the on-line adjustments for stator 
modelling plunger position and preload, the shaft/stator rub normal force may be varied by 
replacing the compression springs with those of another stiffness value. There is an eddy 
current displacement probe mounted in the fixture to monitor the axial displacement of the 
plunger. The provided information, along with the spring stiffness, is used to determine 
the normal force between the shaft and rub block during the contact period. The normal 
force and the coefficient of friction between the shaft and rub block materials (determined 
in Chapter 8) allow the tangential force to be calculated. Shaft lateral vibration signals 
from X - Y proximity probes are collected at the rub fixture location and also at other 
axial locations along the shaft (Fig. 9.2). A sample calibration characteristic for Bently 
Nevada 3000 Series 190 transducer system is included in Figure 9.4. The curve indicates 
the wide range of linear operation characteristic of this type of Proximitor/probe system. 
The vibration information from the proximity probes is presented in shaft orbit or timebase 
formats and eventually processed through filters and an FFT analyzer to determine the 
frequency components contributing to the overall waveform. The information on lateral 
vibration from different axial locations of the shaft can be correlated to provide rotor mode 
shape. The tests were conducted with different rub blocks (made of different materials and 
with different surface finish), variable plunger support stiffnesses, and at different rotative 
speeds. The rotor-to-stator rubs can be initiated both by increasing the unbalance force 
with a fixed shaftlrub block clearance and setting a constant unbalance and changin the 
rotor-to-stator partial rubbing tests are presented in Chapter 10. 
Two-Bending-Mode Rubbing Rotor ExDerirnentd Rig 
clearance by increasing the steady-state preload on the shaft. The results o B the 
Enhancements were added to the rig as deemed necessary, including: an electrical contact 
device used to more accurately identify rub contact of the rotor and stator. Two high 
1"Partia.l rub" signifies occasional rotor-to-stator contact during rotor precessional 
motion. See definitions in Chapters 2 and 3. 
\ 
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frequency accelerometers, one mounted on the plunger rub mechanism, the other on the 
rub fixture housing, completed the vibration measurement system. 
Operation of the rotor rig required balancing and identification of the dynamic 
characteristics. The identification procedure is described in Section 9.4. 
After achieving the desired balance state of the rotor, a controlled unbalance was 
introduced at the inboard plane, this unbalance being used to obtain a required level of the 
synchronous vibrations in order to initiate a rotor-to-tator rub. 
9.2.1 High Frequency Accelerometer 
Accelerometers are often used to provide information on the machine vibration level by 
measuring it on the outside casing. They are also applied for modal testing techniques on 
mechanical structures. Appropriate applications of accelerometers are necessary to obtain 
useful and interpretable vibration information. In particular, it is necessary. to take into 
account that the accelerometers measure the casing vibrations, not the vibration main 
source, namely rotor vibrations. Thus the casing transmissibility being a function of its 
compliance plays a significant role in the results. In addition, the accelerometers do not 
have enough sensitivity to detect low frequency components and, therefore, high amplitude 
but low frequency, potentially destructive vibrations may not be apparent. On the other 
hand, the accelerometers provide useful information when looking at of higher frequency 
vibration components such as generated during rub. The amplitudes of higher frequency 
components increase with the severity of rub. This justifies the use of accelerometers for 
this application. 
To detect and monitor the presence of higher order frequency vibration components, an 
accelerometer has been mounted in the plane of plunger movement (horizontal plane). 
A second accelerometer has been mounted on the rub fixture housing. Information 
obtained from this location helps to detect the presence of vibrations transmitted to the 
rotor rig base from other areas of the apparatus, i.e., (bearing supports, couplings, and 
motor). Sensitivity/calibration information for the accelerometers used in the experiments 
is presented in Figure 9.4a. 
9.2.2 Rub-Related Electrical Contact Device 
This device has been incorporated onto the rotor rig to more accurately identify a rub 
condition. An extremely "light" rub may not be apparent by either vibration signals or a 
significantly altered shaft orbit shape. A 1-volt-dc potential is placed across the rotor 
shaft and rub block. The mechanical/electrical contact between the rotor shaft and rub 
block provides a circuit that can be monitored via oscilloscope with continuity 
position/timing correlated to the Keyphasor signal and plunger movement signal. This 
information is necessary to constructively analyze rotor vibration data. 
9.3 Results of Stator Comdiance Tests 
The correct interpretation of the rotor-to-stator rub dynamic data requires the knowledge 
on the stator compliance. The static test was, therefore, performed to provide the 
necessary information. For a decreasing rub block plunger compliance (spring preload 
increasing), a larger normal force is necessary to overcome the spring resistance, and thus 
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produce movement. A graph of plunger force versus deflection for various spring preloads 
used in the experiments is presented in Figure 9.5. The spring stiffness is K = 107 lb/in. 
For the used amounts of force the range of deflections proved to be linear. 
9.4. Identification of Rotor Rig Modal Parameters via Synchronous Dynamic Stiffness 
Testine; 
In order to identify dynamic parameters affecting the vibrational response of the rotor rig, 
the Synchronous Dynamic Stiffness testing has been conducted. Developing the 
identification technique for this relatively simple rig is necessary to aid in the identification 
of more complex systems such as the HPFTP simulation rig. Dynamic Stiffness testing is a 
technique used in Modal Analysis. It differs from the "Classical Modal Analysis" in the 
sense that focus is placed on the active rotor system lowest modes. The lowest modes of 
the system usually correspond to rotor modes, and are usually associated with high 
amplitude deformation of the shaft. These modes are easily excited by the unbalance force 
during start-ups and shutdowns, and are, therefore, of great interest. 
Two approaches have been used to identify the rig synchronous modal parameters, namely 
a first mode technique and a two-mode technique. Both techniques employ a perturbation 
force to modify the dynamic equilibrium of the rotor system. The perturbation force, in 
this case a known unbalance attached to the rotor, results in a rotor vibrational response 
measured in the form of the shaft lateral displacements (perpendicular to the rotor axis). 
This type of synchronous perturbation technique provides a circular rotating force with a 
frequency equal to the shaft rotative speed. The resulting vibrational response filtered to 
the rotative speed frequency component is, therefore, referred to as "synchronous" 
vibration. Both tests (one- and two-mode identification) were run without 
rotor-to-stator rubbing to identify the system's "normal operation" synchronous modal 
parameters. 
9.4.1 Mathematical Model of the Rotor at the First Lateral Mode 
In mathematical modelling of the rotor fundamental synchronous response, the following 
assumptions hold: 
0 Rotor first lateral mode is considered only. 
0 Rotative speed is constant (or it varies very slowly so that transient motion can be 
neglected). 
0 Rotor/bearing/support system is linear (elastic force is proportional to lateral 
displacement) damping force is proportional to lateral velocity). 
0 Rotor/bearing/support system is laterally isotropic (has matched vertical and 
horizontal characteristics). 
Rotor/bearing/support system parameters are represented by generalized (modal) 
mass (M), stiffness (K), and dampin 
ective 
stiffness," etc., of the first lateral mode). 
Ph se parameters are sometimes called "e B fective," i.e., "effective mass," (D) for the first lateral mode. 
0 External damping has viscous character and is small (lower than critical). Internal 
damping is neglected. 
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e The steady-state response due to unbalance is considered only (transient free 
motion is neglected). 
The mathematical model represents the balance of forces acting on the rotor: 
M;; + Dk + Kx = F COS (ut +#)  ( 9 4  
Mj; + D i  + KY = F s i n ( u t  +#), = x, d .. = - (9.2) 
d t  
Inertia Damping Elastic Exciting 
Force + Force + Force Force 
- 
where x(t), y(t) describe motion of the rotor in two orthogonal lateral directions 
(conventionally x - horizontal, y - vertical), t is time; k, are velocities, z, j ;  
accelerations, t is time. Angle # specifies the position of unbalance in the chosen 
coordinate system. In practical applications this coordinate system is correlated to the 
once-per-turn marker, the Keyphasoro system. w is rotor rotative speed. 
Eqs. (9.1), (9.2) can be conventionally transformed into one equation by using the complex 
number formalism. 
Let Eq. (9.2) be multiplied by J = 
complex variable 
and then added to Eq. (9.1). By introducing a 
~ ( t )  = x(t) + Ju(t> 
Eqs. (9.1) and (9.2) can be presented in the following form: 
(9.3) M i  + D i  + Kz - 
Eq. (9.3) represents the mathematical model of an unbalanced symmetric rotor at its first 
lateral mode. Note that there is no assumption on whether the rotor and supports are 
"rigid" (hard) or "flexible" (soft). The model is entirely adequate for either case. 
9.4.2 Synchronous Response 
The forced solution of Eq. (9.3) yields the rotor fundamental response, synchronous with 
the rotative speed and unbalance force frequency w : 
Introducing (9.4) and its derivatives into Eq. (9.3) and eliminating the time-dependent 
harmonic functfon, Jut, the basic equation of the rotor fundamental response is obtained: 
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(K-Mw2+jDw)AJCY = F d  or 2 A J C Y  = F d  or 
('cD + jKQ)AJa = F& (9.5) 
+ where K-Mw2+jDw = K is rotor Synchronous Complex Dynamic Stiffness (which is a 
vector with the direct part K ~ = K - M w ~  and the quadrature part K -Dw). 
The resulting Eq. (9.5) represents the Basic Equation for the Rotor Fundamental 
Synchronous Response. It contains three important components: 
8- 
( 9 4  (i) Rotor Synchronous Complex Dynamic Stiffness = K - Mw2 + jDw 
with 
(9.7) Direct Synchronous Dynamic Stiffness = K~ = K - Mw2 
and 
(9.8) Quadrature Synchronous Dynamic Stiffness = K = Dw, Q 
(ii) Response Vector = 'AJ"  (9.9) 
as a complex number, with real part "A cos ",It imaginary part "A sin a," phase a 
and length "A," 
(iii) Input Force Vector = Fd. 
L 
From Eq. (9.5) the response vector and its amplitude and phase components can be 
calculated: 
A 4 "  = F d 
K - Mu2 + jDw 
F A =  
J (K - M w ~ ) ~  + ( D W ) ~  
CY = 0 + arctan ( - D w )  
K-MW~ 
(9.10) 
(9.11) 
(9.12) 
where the last term in (9.12) represents the net phase angle between the force vector and 
response vector. 
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9.4.3 The First Mode Identification of Rotor Parameters Using Synchronous 
The flexible isotropic shaft carrying two disks and supported in relatively rigid isotropic 
bearings of the two-mode rig was run with low acceleration up to the speed 2500 rpm. 
After a preliminary balancing and achieving the satisfactory balarice state of the rotor, the 
controlled unbalance of mr = 0.5 x 30.5 gram x mm was installed at 4=180n angular 
location of the inboard disk for the first run and at =On location for the second run. The 
rotor was equipped with one Keyphasoro probe an d twelve X-Y proximity probes at six 
axial locations of the shaft. The data was stored from the vertical probe only. The 
horizontal probe (X) signals were monitored on the oscilloscope. The information served 
for checking the lateral isotropy of the rotor system. The vertical probe located next to the 
inboard disk provided the data for the Dynamic Stiffness identification. The information 
from remaining vertical probes served for evaluation of the modal correction factor. The 
data acquisition and processing system consisted of a vector tracking filter (Bently Nevada 
Corporation DVF2) and the specially designed data acquisition and processing software for 
HP9836 computer. An oscilloscope and a spectrum analyzer completed the system, for 
additional reference checking. 
Perturbation Testing 
For the above-mentioned two runs the filtered synchronous lx response vectors AldCr1 , 
A2Ja2 measured by the inboard vertical probe were vectorially subtracted at each 
frequency step in the entire range of rotative speed: 
This procedure eliminates any residual synchronous effects from sources other than the 
predetermined controlled unbalance. 
The data measured at the inboard and outboard locations are presented in Figs. 9.6, 9.7, 
and 9.8. 
The rotor synchronous dynamic stiffness (DS) components were calculated using Eq. (9.5) 
as follows: 
2 180j 2mrw e = K - Mu2 + jDw - K = Complex DS = p 
AeJ " (9.14) 
% = Direct DS = -p 'A 2mr w2 cos a! = K - Mw2 (9.15) 
K = Quadrature DS = fi'T 2mr w2 sin CY = Dw (9.16) Q 
where p is the modal correction factor, which takes into account the fact that the 
controlled unbalance (perturbation force) and the rotor displacement measuring probes are 
not at the same axial locations of the rotor, and in particular, not at the anti-nodal point. 
Using the information from remaining probes, the modal correction factor was estimated: 
p =  0.94. 
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From the rotor response data, the system synchronous dynamic stiffness is calculated for 
each rotative speed step and presented in the forms of "direct" and "quadrature" stiffnesses 
versus perturbation frequency, which in this case is the rotor operating speed. Figure 9.9 
presents the raw data before the modal correction factor was introduced. According to 
Eqs. (9.15) and (9.16), the Direct Dynamic Stiffness versus perturbation frequency is a 
parabola where the intersection with the horizontal axis indicates the rotor system first 
natural frequency (Fig. 9.9a). Direct dynamic stiffness may also be presented versus 
perturbation frequency squared; this yields a straight-line relationship, the slope of the line 
being equal to the rotor modal mass and point of intersection with the horizontal axis 
indicating the modal stiffness/mass ratio (Fig. 9.9b). The modal stiffness can be read at 
the intersection of the straight line with the vertical axis. The Quadrature Stiffness versus 
perturbation frequency is a straight line relationship with the slope equal to the system 
modal damping coefficient (Fig. 9 . 9 ~ ) .  Except the low rotative speed range, the measured 
data was very close to analytically predicted. 
From the Direct Dynamic Stiffness graph (Fig. 9.9b) the first mode stiffness and mass are 
obtained. With the modal correction factor taken into account the identified values are 
First Mode Synchronous Stiffness = K = 280 lb/in 
First Mode Synchronous Mass = M = 0.01 lb sec2/in 
The natural frequency of the system is wn = ,/Tm = & 2  = 167 rad/s = 1598 rpm, 
which agrees with the resonant frequency at which the peak amplitude of forced vibration 
occurs (Fig. 9.7). 
The Quadrature Dynamic Stiffness data (Fig. 9 .9~)  indicates the damping within the 
system is extremely low, approaching the instrumentation noise level. The dynamic 
stiffness method is, therefore, not the best evaluation technique for this case. It is possible, 
however, to calculate the modal damping factor using the classical Half PoPirer Bandwidth 
method. The polar plot of the response (Fig. 9.6) directly provides the necessary 
information. Specifically, three frequencies are required:. two of them, w1 and wg,  corre- 
sponding to response vectors with the response phases (a - 4) equal to 4 5  and -135 
degrees, and the third, the resonant frequency (w,) when the magnitude of the response 
vector is at a maximum. 
The Half Power Bandwidth method provides the modal damping factor C by the following 
equation: 
The result for the first mode modal damping factor is as follows (Fig. 9.10): 
(9.17) 
(9.18) 
The calculation of the modal damping is then quite simple. The relationship between the 
modal damping D and the modal damping factor C is as follows: 
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a 
D = 2 c m  
D = 2 4 m  ( = 2 4 ' 2 2  0 0.03 = 0.1 lbsec/in.  
9.4.4 Mathematical Model of the Rotor With Two Lateral Modes 
The mathematical model for two lateral modes may be developed by extending the one 
mode model. Included are the cross coupled spring and damping terms, as well as an 
additional tangential force acting at each mass (l'cross-coupled" effect) (Fig. 9.11). 
The set of equations describing the motion of a laterally isotropic rotor in two orthogonal 
lateral directions are as follows: 
(9.21) 
In Eqs. (9.21) MI, M2 are modal masses of the rotor, K1, K2, K12=K21 are modal stiffnesses, 
D1, D2, D12=D21 are modal viscous damping coefficients, Kt Kt  are tangential force 
coefficients (ttcross stiffnesses"), F1, F2 are amplitudes of the unbalance perturbation force, 
$1, $2 are the unbalance angular positions, xl, x2, 'y1, y2 are horizontal and vertical 
deflections of two axial positions ("inboard" and "outboard") of the rotor. 
Assuming isotropy (symmetry) within the system (equal stiffnesses and dampings in both 
the x and y directions), introduction of the complex variable j = allows 
transformation of Eq. (9.21) into one equation for the motion of the shaft inboard and 
outboard sections (planes #1 and #2): 
1' 2 
M 1; 1+( D l+D 1 2 ) i  1-D &+( K 1+K 12)z 1-K 12z2+ jKt 1~ 1 = F 1) 
(9.22) 
M 2; 2+ (D 2+ D 2 1) i ZD 2 1; I+ ( K 2+ K 2 l)z ZK 2 le I+ jK 2~ 2 = F2ej(h+$2) 
.n 
where 
z1 = XI + jy1 and 2 2  = x2 + jy2 (9.23) 
Eqs. (9.22) represent a model of an unbalanced two-mass, two-mode rotor. 
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9.4.5 Forced Solution 
The forced solution for Eqs. (9.22) yields the rotor synchronous response: 
21 = A 
z2 = A&(&fo2) 
(9.23) 
where Ai, A2, and ai, a2 are response vector magnitudes (amplitudes) and phase angles 
respectively. 
Introducing (9.23) and their derivatives into Eqs. (9.22), the complex algebraic equations 
are obtained: 
- [ ( K I + K I ~ ) - M ~ U ~ ] A I ~  *( + j[ (D 1+D 12) w+K 1 A $( "')-(K 12+ jD 1 2 ~ ) A  &( cy2) 
- FlJ(Wt+91) I 
- F&(Wt+@2) 
(9.24) I I 
[(K2+K 2 1)-M 2wq A "2)+ j[ (D 2+D 2 1) u+ K ] A 2 d W t +  02)-( K 2 jD lw)A lA( Wt+ - 
2 
In Eqs. (9.24) there are the rotor complex dynamic stiffness components, including 
"directYtt quadrature," and "coupled" terms. These terms may be separated as follows: 
(i> Rotor Synchronous Complex Dynamic Stiffness components: 
[(Ki+K12)-M1~2] + j[(Dt+D12)u+Kt 1 ] = S11 
[(K2+&1)-M2~2] + j[(D2+D21)w+Kt 2 ] S22 
with Synchronous Direct Dynamic Stiffnesses 
[(K 1+K 12) - MlW2] y [(K2+K21) - M 2 4  
and Synchronous Quadrature Dynamic Stiffnesses 
[(D1+D12)w+Kt 1 ] y [(D 2+D 21) w+Kt J 
(ii) Synchronous Complex Coupled Dynamic S tiffnesses 
[K12+jD12~] = S12 [K21+jDw] S21 
With the notation introduced in (9.25) and (9.26), Eqs. (9.24) will read as follows: 
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(9.25) 
(9.26) 
Placing an unbalance mass only at the inboard plane, as was the case for the first data run, 
essentially sets equation (9.28) equal to zero (F2=O). Equations 9.27) and (9.28) will, 
therefore, model the response of the rotor at the plane #l and #2 t inboard and outboard 
planes) due to a perturbation force only at plane #l. Using equations (9.27) and (9.28) 
again, the same methodology also holds true for an unbalance mass placed only in plane #2 
(outboard plane), this time setting equation (9.27) equal to zero (F1=O), as was the case for 
the second data run. This technique generates four equations, two for each data run. Since 
F1, F2 $1, $2 are known and AI, A2, a1, a2 are measured, solving for the four unknowns S11, 
S12, S21, S22 (complex dynamic stiffness components) is then possible. 
Equations (9.27) and (9.28) may also be solved in terms of response vectors for a single 
data run, i.e., for instance, when F2=O: 
For the identification purpose, however, Eqs. (9.27) and (9.28) are solved in terms of 
dynamic stiffnesses. The first run with force at plane #1 provides 
S11AllJ"l1 - S12A21Ja2' = Fl&' 
S22A21da2* - S21A11d"11 = 0 
The second run with force at plane #2 provides 
(9.30) 
(9.31) 
The time-dependent exponential function JWt was eliminated from Eqs. (9.27) and (9.28). 
The second subscript of amplitudes and phases in Eqs. (9.30) and (9.31) corresponds to the 
run number. From Eqs. (9.30) and (9.31) the dynamic stiffnesses are calculated: 
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(9.33) 
(9.34) 
(9.35) 
The data acquisition and processing software uses Eqs. (9.32) to (9.35) to calculate the 
rotor Synchronous Dynamic Stiffness components at each frequency step within the 
two-mode range of the rotative speeds. The results of the two-mode identifcation tests 
are presented in the next section. 
9.4.6 Two-Mode Identification of Rotor Parameters Using Synchronous 
The same rotor rig as described in Section 9.4.3 and used for one-mode identification was 
now a subject of two-mode identification. The controlled unbalance mr = 30.5 gram x mm 
was installed first in the inboard disk, then in the outboard disk. The measurements were 
recorded each time at  the inboard and outboard vertical locations. 
Perturbation Testing 
The operating speed range tor the two-mode identification ran from 275 rpm (slow roll 
speed) to approximately 6000 rpm. The method used to calculate the two-mode dynamic 
stiffness requires two sets of data, one from each rotor disk. This provides enough 
information to calculate the unknown dynamic stiffnesses, including the coupled terms. A 
controlled unbalance mass was placed first in the inboard rotor disk. Again vector 
subtraction of two controlled data runs with unbalance at 180" and then at 0" was used to 
eliminate any unwanted synchronous effects from sources other than the predetermined, 
controlled unbalance. With data recorded from the initial runs (Figs. 9.12, 9.13), the 
unbalance mass was then moved to the outboard disk, and the same procedure repeated 
(Figs. 9.14 and 9.15). Results were vectorially subtracted (Figs. 9.16 and 9.17) and 
eventually presented in the conventional ttdirecttt and "quadrature" format of Dynamic 
Stiffness using Eqs. (9.32) to (9.35) (Fi . 9.18). The coupled terms (K12, K21, D12, D21) are 
presented independently (Fig. 9.19). ?From the computer subroutine, they appear with 
conrentional negative signs). The Direct Dynamic Stiffness components are presented 
versus rotative speed squared. The remaining components are presented versus rotative 
speed. 
The values of damping coefficients D1, D2, D12, and D2l and cross4oupled stiffhesses Ktl, 
Kt identified from the corresponding dynamic stiffness graphs were extremely small and 
fall into the instrumentation noise level. Similarly to the first mode damping factor (Eq. 
2 
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9.17), the modal damping factor CII for the second mode may be calculated applying the 
Half Power Bandwidth method using the polar plot (Fig. 9.20). The results from the 
second mode polar "circle" are as follows: 3 
1 
From direct dvnamic stiffness and coupled dynamic stiffness graphs, the modal masses and 
stiffnesses are bbtained: 
Direct Stiffnesses 
Coupled Stiffnesses 
Modal masses 
K1 + K12 = 500 lb/in 
K2 + K21= 500 lb/in 
K1 = 125 lb/in (9.36) 1 
I 
1 
Kl2 = 375 lb/in thus 
K21 = 375 lb/in 
M1 = .0045 lb sec2/in 
K2 = 125 lb/in 
M2 = .0045 lb sec2/in 
The natural frequencies of the system are as follows: 
Taking the identified values (9.36) into consideration Eq. (9.37) yields 
w 
w 
= 167 rad/s = 1591 rpm 
= 441 rad/s = 4211 rpm 
nl 
n2 
(9.38) 
These values agree with the system resonant frequencies at which the peak amplitudes of 
Note that modal masses and modal stiffnesses identified 
the two-mode method differ. The first mode modal mass 
and stiffness for the identified values (9.36) is: 
forced vibration occur (Fig. 
using the first-mode 
. 
(9.39) 
where $1 is the modal function. Assuming $1 = 1, as the system is nearly symmetric, Eqs. 
(9.39) yield 
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M = 0.009 lb sec2/in 
K = 250 lb/in 
Comparin with the values identified by the first mode method (Section 9.4.3), there is 
about 10 .B o discrepancy. This is due to the fact that modal functions were not precisely 
identified. 
9.5 Summarv 
In this chapter the description of the two-bending mode rubbing rotor rig is given. In 
order to effectively run the rub testing and correctly interpret the results, the identification 
of the rig dynamic stiffness characteristics was necessary. The Synchronous Dynamic 
Stiffness Perturbation Method was used for this purpose. 
The data and methodology presented for the first mode identification of the system 
dynamic stiffness yields rotor parameters for one mode. This first mode approach is 
limited; however, it provides a method which may be extended to more complex systems. 
The two-mode technique considers the coupling effects within a system having two 
complex degrees of freedom, and provides identification of the system parameters for two 
coupled modes. In either case, the knowledge of the dynamic stiffness parameters of a 
"normally" operating mechanical system is essential for efficient analysis and prediction of 
the system dynamic responses. An "ac:ive" structure (which is characterized by existence 
of internal energy, such as rotational energy) clearly has different mechanical 
characteristics than the "passive" structure. As in the case of the HPFTP, shaft rotational 
energy has a significant influence on rotor dynamic characteristics. In particular, rotating 
shaft natural frequencies differ from nonrotating shaft natural frequencies. Identification of 
parameters affected by fluid dynamic interaction within bearings/seals may also be 
accomplished using the Dynamic Stiffness Methodology and, in .particular, the 
Nonsynchronous Perturbation Technique. It is appropriate to conclude that further 
analysis of the HPFTP utilizing this methodology would.be quite useful. 
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FIGURE 9.1 
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FIGURE 9.2 RUB TEST RIG. 
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FIGURE 9.4 (a) ACCELEROMETER CHARACTERISTICS (b) TYPICAL 
CALIBRATION CURVE FOR BENTLY NEVADA 3000 SERIES 190 
PROXIMITY TRANSDUCER SYSTEM. 
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FIGURE 9.5 STATOR COMPLIANCE TEST RESULTS. 
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FIGURE 9.6 POLAR PLOTS OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS RESPONSE TO THE 
CORRESPONDING CONTROLLED UNBALANCE COVERING THE 
FIRST LATERAL MODE. 
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BODE PLOTS OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS RESPONSE TO THE 
CORRESPONDING CONTROLLED UNBALANCE FOR FIRST 
LATERAL MODE (INBOARD DISK ONLY). RUN 1 - 
UNBALANCE: .5 GRAMS, 180 DEGREES, RADIUS = 1.2 IN, 
INBOARD. RUN 2 - UNBALANCE: .5 GRAMS, 0 DEGREES 
RADIUS, = 1.2 IN, 1NBOAFi.D. RUN 3 - VECTOR SUBTRACTION 
O F  RUN 1 MINUS RUN 2, EFFECTIVE UNBALANCE: 1 GRAM, 
180 DEGREES, RAljIUS == 1.2 IN, INBOARD. 
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FIGURE 9.8 BODE PLOTS OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS RESPONSE TO THE 
CORRESPONDING CONTROLLED UNBALANCE FOR FIRST 
UNBALANCE: .5 b RAMS, 180 DEGREES, RdDIUS = .1.2 IN, LATERAL MODE OUTBOARD DISK ONLY. RUN 1 - 
INBOARD. RUN 2 - UNBALANCE: .5 GRAMS, 0 DEGREES 
RADIUS, = 1.2 IN, INBOARD. RUN 3 -VECTOR SUBTRACTION 
OF RUN 1 - RUN 2, EFFECTIVE UNBALANCE: 1 GRAM, 180 
DEGREES, RADIUS - 1.2 IN, INBOARD. 
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FIGURE 9.12 POLAR PLOTS OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS RESPONSE AT THE 
INBOARD ((a) AND (c)) AND OUTBOARD ((b) AND (d)) 
LOCATIONS WHEN THE CONTROLLED UNBALANCE WAS IN 
THE INBOARD PLANE AT 180' ((a) AND (b)) AND 0' ((c) AND 
(4). 
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FIGURE9.13 BODE PLOTS OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS RESPONSE AT THE 
INBOARD ((a) AND (c)) AND OUTBOARD ((b) AND (d)) 
LOCATIONS WHEN THE CONTROLLED UNBALANCE WAS IN 
THE INBOARD PLANE AT 180' ((a) AND (b)) AND 0' ((c) AND 
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FIGURE 9.14 POLAR PLOTS OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS RESPONSE AT THE 
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THE OUTBOARD PLANE 180' ((a) AND (b)) AND 0' ((c) AND 
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FIGURE9.15 BODE PLOTS OF ROTOR SYNCHRONOUS RESPONSE AT THE 
INBOARD ((a) AND (c)) AND OUTBOARD ( b) AND (d)) 
THE OUTBOARD PLANE 180' ((a) AND (b)) AND 0' ((c) AND 
LOCATIONS WEEN THE CONTROLLED UNBAL a NCE WA h IN 
(d)). 
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SECOND DATA 
EFFECTIVE UNBALANCE: 
FIGURE 9.16 POLAR PLOTS OF THE VECTORIALLY SUBTRACTED DATA 
PRESENTED IN FIGURES 9.12 AND 9.14: THE MATRIX OF 
POLAR PLOTS OF THE ROTOR NET RESPONSES AT THE 
INBOARD ((a) AND (c)) AND OUTBOARD ((b) AND (d)) 
LOCATIONS TO CONTROLLED UNBALANCES AT THE 
INBOARD ((a) AND (b)) AND OUTBOARD ((c) AND (d)) PLANES 
CORRESPONDINGLY. 
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FIGURE9.17 BODE PLOTS OF THE VECTORIALLY SUBTRACTED DATA 
PRESENTED IN FIGURES 9.13 AND 9.15: THE BODE MATRIX OF 
NET THE ROTOR RESPONSE AT THE INBOARD [(a) AND (c)) 
AND OUTBOARD ((b) AND (d)) LOCATIONS TO CONTROLLED 
UNBALANCES AT THE INBOARG ((a) AND (b)) AND OUTBOARD 
((c) AND (d)) PLANES CORRESPONDINGLY. 
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10. RESULTS OF PARTIAL ROTOR-TO-STATOR RUB EXPERIMENTS ON 
TWO-MODE ROTOR RIG. 
10.1 Introduction 
Partial rotor-to-stator rub is the condition when the rotor occasionally touches the stator 
during its precessional (orbital) motion and maintains contact with the stator for a short 
time, a fraction of the precessional period. The partial rotor-to-stator rub conditions 
usually occur when the rotor vibrates (precesses) around an eccentric position within the 
rotor/stator clearance, and the vibration amplitudes are high enough to exceed the 
available clearance. Described in Chapter 9, the two-mode rotor rig with the adjustable 
stiffness plunger mechanism simulating the stator is used to generate the rotor-to-stator 
partial rub. In the test there was no radial force applied to the shaft. Rubbing occurred 
due to rotor unbalancerelated high amplitude vibrations around the neutral centerline. 
10.2 Test Procedure 
The description of the rig is given in Section 9.2. Using the controlled 
unbalance-generated rotating force introduced at the inboard plane to achieve the required 
level of the synchronous vibrations in order to initiate a rotor-to-stator rub, both 
transient (during start-ups and shutdowns) and steady-tate data (at constant rotative 
speed) have been acquired through noncontacting proximity probes and accelerometers. In 
this Chapter the transient data (run-up) are presented in polar, Bod6, and spectral formats 
(cascade plots). Both 
preloads, i.e., for various stator/casing compliances. Operating speeds (for data recording 7 transient as well as steady-state data have been captured using a variety of plunger sprin 
range from 300 to 10,000 rpm, running well above the second balance resonance speed for 
this rotor rig in its present configuration (Fig. 9.2). 
Steady-tate data are presented in orbit and timebase formats. 
10.3 No-Rub Test 
For this test the rub block was removed from the rig. The rotor was then run, and it 
exhibited a considerable amount of unbalance. The balancing procedure was then 
performed. Transient data representing both unbalanced and balanced states is presented 
in Figs. 10.1 to 10.21. This data clearly shows the first and second balance resonances 
which occur at about 1600 and 4300 rpm respectively. 
Spectrum Cascade plots indicate dominance of synchronous ( l x  component typically 
components (below 250 Hz) with maximum amplitudes for hi her order harmonic 
unbalanced states. Such small amplitudes provide little information as the accelerometer 
signal levels fall within noise levels. 
generated by unbalance forces. Accelerometer data indicated the 1 ack of lower frequency 
components (in the range from 250 Hz to 1 KHz) being only .42 g's !i or both balanced and 
10.4 Results From Rub Tests 
The controlled unbalance weight to generate rotor-to-stator rub was located in the 
inboard disk. Its amount was 0.48 grams at 0 degrees related to the Keyphasorm notch. 
The slow roll amplitude was maintained less than .5 mils at all times. This means that the 
shaft was maintained straight (not bent) and other mechanical and electrical glitches 
minimized. For the series of data presented in this chapter, all runs were with the 
unbalance located at the inboard plane. 
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The aluminum rub block was installed on the rig. AII example of the shaft vibrational, 
orbital (precessional) motion due to rub against the rub block is shown in Figure 10.22. 
Note that the orbit in this figure is magnified, while the rub block and the shaft sizes are 
reduced, so the picture represents the shaft actual behavior in qualitative terms only. The 
orbit very clearly indicates the rebounding effect of the rotor shaft caused by the rub. 
3.34 
The plunger preload was varied from zero through 3.34 lbs. and 6.68 lbs. to 10.03 lbs. The 
test parameters are given in Table 10.1. 
TABLE 10.1 Partial Rub Test Parameters 
1573 
1603 
1915 
3919 
5652 
Plunger 
Preload 
Force [lbs] 
Rotative 
Speeds for 
Stead -State 
Data rrpm] 
Data Presented 
in Figures 
ro 1600 1 3866 I 10.23 to 10.28 ' 
10.29 to 10.41 
and 
10.74 to 10.77 
6.68 1565 
1614 
1936 
3924 
5211 
5637 
7037 
~~ 
10.42 to 10.59 
and 
10.78 to 10.83 
10.03 1581 
1613 
1930 
3989 
5836 
1 10.60 to 10.73 
Transient rub data from displacement probes show the presence of both subsynchronous 
and supersynchronous vibration components. The spectrum cascade plots of the 
displacement probe signals indicate high amplitude subsynchronous components with 
frequencies 1/2x, 1/3x, and 1/4x rotative speed with significantly high amplitudes at 
rotative speeds equal a multiple of the first balance resonance speed (Figs. 10.23, 10.29, 
10.30, 10.42, 10.43, 10.60, and 10.61). Data from the horizontal accelerometer mounted on 
the plunger shows highly defined, well ordered higher harmonic components. However, the 
prevalence of these components diminish with increasing preload (simulating a decreasing 
stator compliance) of the plunger mechanism (Figs. 10.24, 10.31, 10.44, 10.45, 10.62, and 
10.63). 
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Plunger movement caused by a rub is monitored via a displacement probe mounted axially 
at the far end of the rub fixture. Plunger movement data is presented with data from the 
electrical contact device (Figs. 10.26, 10.28, 10.33, 10.35, 10.37, 10.39, 10.41, 10.47, 10.49, 
10.51, 10.53, 10.55, 10.57, 10.59, 10.65, 10.67, 10.69, 10.71, and 10.73). This provides a 
correlation between the onset of rub and actual plunger movement. As previously 
mentioned, the rub does not necessitate plunger movement. Only when the horizontal 
component (parallel with the plunger axis) of the rub force exceeds the plunger preload will 
movement occur. 
When the stator compliance is large, the plunger shows significant motion durin rub 
(Figs. 10.26, 10.28). This motion gradually decreases with increasing stator stiffness !Figs. 
10.39, 10.41, 10.55, 10.57, and 10.73). When the stator stiffness is high enough, and the 
rotor-t-tator rub normal force is relatively small, the plunger does not move (Figs. 
10.33, 10.35, 10.37, 10.47, 10.49, 10.51, 10.53, 10.59, 10.65, 10.67, 10.69, and 10.71). This 
indicates that in these cases the horizontal component of the rotor/stator normal force is 
lower than the corresponding plunger preload force. 
The contact device provides the indication whether and when in the vibrational period the 
physical contact of the rotor-to-stator occurs. It indicates that sometimes the rotor rubs 
only once per precessional period Figs. 10.26, 10.28, 10.37, 10.39, 10.51, 10.53, 10.65, 10.69 
10.57 for 1/4x rub). Sometimes the rotor rubs twice (Figs. 10.35, 10.47, 10.67) or three 
times (Fig. 10.49) per precessional period. Sometimes the rubbing contact is quite irregular 
(Fig. 10.33). 
Steady-state data from the rubbing rotor presented in orbit/timebase formats also indicate 
the presence of both subsynchronous and supersynchronous vibration components (Figs. 
10.25, 10.27, 10.32, 10.34, 10.36, 10.38, 10.40, 10.46, 10.48, 10.50, 10.52, 10.54, 10.56, 10.58, 
10.64, 10.66, 10.68, 10.70, and 10.72). The stator compliance has an effect on the rotor 
response orbital motion (compare Figs. 10.25, 10.34, and 10.66; Figs. 10.27, 10.38, 10.52, 
and 10.70; Figs. 10.36, 10.50, and 10.68; Figs. 10.40 and 10.72). To better represent the 
relationship between rub and the shaft motion, orbit plots at the location of rub from a 
variety of rub cases can be overlayed with a sketch of the rub block surface (Figs. 10.74 to 
10.83). 
for l x  rub, Figs. 10.41 and 10.71 i or 1/2x rub, Figs. 10.55 and 10.73 for 1/3x rub, and Fig. 
From the rub data presented, it becomes apparent that the actual rotative speed and the 
casing/stator simulating plunger rub mechanism compliance play a significant role in the 
rotor vibrational response. Figure 10.84 presents a summarizing table of rotor orbits for 
several rotative speeds and several values of stator compliance. 
10.5 Results Obtained From Dimlacement Probes Versus Results Obtained From 
With less preload on the plunger mechanism (higher casing/stator compliance), 
accelerometer data from the plunger indicates significant excitation of higher frequency 
components (from 5 Kcpm to 15 Kcpm, i.e., 83.3-250 Hz), with displacement probes 
showing only a short period of 1/2x vibration. As plunger compliance decreases, 
accelerometer data indicates decreasing excitation of higher frequency components while 
displacement robes show greater excitation of subsynchronous vibration components (Le., 
1/4x, 1/3x, 1 7 2 ~ ) .  Accelerometers measure casing vibrations transmitted from the rotor, 
while displacement probes measure rotor vibrations directly at the source. Relatively 
speaking, lower frequency vibrations correspond to large displacements. As plunger 
Accelerometers 
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preload and stiffness increases, its displacement range must *decrease, provided external 
forces remain constant. This results in the progressive lack of lower frequency components 
in the accelerometer readings. The accelerometer, through the casing, measures the 
indirect vibrations transmitted from its source, i.e., from the rotor through the casing. The 
accelerometer reading is also significantly affected by the casing transmissibility: in 
general a soft casing would transmit higher level of vibration; a rigid casing would exhibit 
only very low level. The transmissibility is also a function of casing geometry. In practical 
application of accelerometer casing measurements this fact should be taken into 
consideration. Since the casing transmissibility is generally not known, a caution should be 
applied if the accelerometer measurements do not indicate any vibrations. It is well known 
that accelerometers are sensitive to higher frequency vibrations, as the acceleration 
amplitudes are proportional to frequency squared, thus become significantly magnified in 
h g h  frequency range. Accelerometers are practically useless in low frequency vibration 
measurements. Low frequency acceleration amplitudes usually do not exceed accelerometer 
sensitivity level. The proximity probes measuring rotor displacement relative to the stator 
are the most convenient transducers for rotating machines. They not only measure the 
direct source of machine vibrations, i.e., the rotor actual motion, but also they are sensitive 
in low frequency range of vibration (including rotor static position). The rotor low 
frequency vibrations (especially those in subsynchronous region) usually exhibit the highest 
amplitudes, and they are the most dangerous for the machine integrity. 
The successively increasing amplitudes of subsynchronous vibrations from about 1.5 to 2.5 
pp mils at -4000 rpm (Figs. 10.23 and lO.Sl), as indicated by the displacement probes are 
correlated to increasing plunger preload. The increase in plunger preload effectively 
increases the stator/casing rigidity and the coefficient of restitution, thus the velocity of 
the rotor shaft after impact, and resultant displacement are accordingly higher. 
10.6 Investigation of MultiDle Partial Rub With Full 360 Degree Rub Fixture 
The two-mode rubbing rotor rig assembled to aid in the study of rub incorporated a half 
cylinder rub fixture described in Chapter 9, (Fig. 9.1). It limited the occurrence of rub to a 
180 degree surface while allowing motion of the plunger mechanism, simulating the casing, 
only along a horizontal axis. 
To help further investigate the phenomena of rub, as they occur in seals of the HPFTP 
simulation rig, a prototype rub fixture was built. This rub fixture is referred to as the "360 
degree rub fixture". The 360 degree rub fixture incorporates a ring suspended by four 
tension springs, allowing for its motion in the X-Y plane and its steady state position to be 
adjustable. This feature may be used to simulate misalignment or rotor shaft preload. 
Both rotor shaft and fixture ring X-Y motion are monitored via displacement probes. A 
sketch of the 360 degree rub fixture is given in figure 10.85. The rotor rig test system with 
the 360 degree rub fixture are given in Figure 10.86. 
As expected, initial testing of the rubbing rotor response provided different results from 
those obtained while using the 180 degree type rub fixture. The full 360 degree restraint of 
the rotor shaft provides a very significant rebounding effect. Initiated due to unbalance, 
the rub-related orbit represents a "star-like" motion shown in Figure 10.87 (a). The 
strong subsynchronous backward component indicated in Figure 10.87 (b) is due to 
excitation of the system first balance resonance, (28 Hz = 1680 RPM), slightly above that 
of the system first balance resonance without rub, (26.33 Hz = 1580 RPM). The rub 
coupling of the rotor and stator modifies the system stiffners, increasing it slightly, thus 
causing the higher first balance resonance. The occurrence of this "star-like" orbit 
represents a potentially destructive phenomenon by introducing large amplitude backward 
components in the rotor response. 
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After preliminary testing this series of experiments was however discontinued, due to lack 
of time. 
10.7 Summarv 
The results of partial rotor-tostator rubbing experiments performed on the two-mode 
rotor rig are presented in this chapter. For four values of the stator stiffness simulated by 
the plunger preload, the general features of the obtained results can be summarized as 
follows: 
0 Rotor-tostator partial rub causes significant changes in rotor vibration responses 
in frequency content, in amplitudes and orbital shapes of the rotor motion. 
0 The light partial rub causes a steady-state rotor response which can be maintained 
during a considerable, but limited, time. 
0 When the rotor rotative speed is lower than twice first balance resonance speed 
(first natural frequency of the rotor bending mode), then the lowest component in 
the rotor vibration spectrum is l x  synchronous vibration. When the rotative speed 
w is equal to or higher than twice first balance resonance speed (wr), the 
subsynchronous components appear in the vibrational spectrum: In the range 
2wr < w < 3wr the 1/2x vibration components are generated. In the range 
3wr < w < 4wr the 1/3x vibration components are generated.. This rule also extends 
for higher rotative speeds. 
0 When the rub conditions change (for instance, due to surface wear), the partial rub 
may stop, and with a transient response, the rotor comes back to the original l x  
response due to the residual unbalance. This transient response has the frequency 
equal to the first natural frequency of the rotor. Due to uneven wear of the surfaces, 
the transient responses may appear occasionally in the vibrational spectrum. 
0 Since the stator was simulated by a half of a ring, the partial rub occurred at either 
one spot or at several spots of the stator ("multiple partial rub"). It was, however, 
difficult to predict. 
0 The stator compliance has a significant effect on rubbing rotor responses. Stator 
large compliance (low rigidity) results in the stator plun er motion, thus rotor 
entire energy goes into the rotor motion, resulting in rotor hi her vibration 
orbital motion of the rotor. 
vibration amplitudes are lower in comparison to the case o B low compliance, when 
amplitudes. The stator compliance has also an effect on shape o f the resulting 
0 The same experimental data captured by the displacement proximity probes and the 
accelerometer mounted on the rotor casing differ considerably. The proximity 
probes provide distinct vibrations in low frequency range. Their readings reproduce 
the rotor motion in its orbital shape. The accelerometer provides only high 
frequency components in the vibrational spectrum. When rub occurs and causes 
high amplitude, low frequency vibration, the accelerometer shows the appearance of 
a wide range of high frequency components (measured up to 1 kHz). The 
accelerometer readings are affected by the stator compliance, however, vibration 
components with "relatively high" amplitudes may still be generated when the 
stator rigidity is large and vibration frequencies are high. 
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The experimental results on the rotor-t-tator partial rub with only two variable 
parameters, namely, the rotative speed and the stator compliance provided a manifold 
matrix of results, proving that rub has very rich occurrences. Preliminary results on rotor 
rubbing against a-360 degree seal-simulating rub fixture show that the boundary geometry 
plays an important role in the rotor rub-affected response. 
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FISURE 10.5 POLAR PLOT O F  T H E  ROTOR FILTERED SYNCHRONOUS VI- 
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FIGURE 10.6 BODE PLOT O F  THE ROTOR FILTERED SYNCHRONOUS VIBRA- 
FIXTURE VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT PROBE (UNBALANCED, 
NO RUB). 
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FIGURZ 10.7 POLAR. PLOT O F  THE ROTOR FILTERED SYNCHRONOUS VI- 
BRATION RESPONSE DURING RUN-UP AS SEEN BY THE RUB 
FIXTURE VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT PROBE (UNBALANCED, 
NO RUB). 
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FIGlJRE 10.8 BODE PLOT O F  THE ROTOR FILTERED SYNCHRONOUS VIBRA- 
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RUB). 
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FIGURE 10.9 POLAR PLOT OF T H E  ROTOR FILTERED SYNCHRONOUS VI- 
BRATION RESPONSE DURING RUN-UP AS SEEN BY THE 
OUTBOARD VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT PROBE (UNBAL- 
ANCED, NO RUB). 
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FIGURE 10.10 SPECTRUM CASCADE PLOT OF T H E  ROTOR VIBRATION. 
DISPLACEMENT PROBE (BALANCED, NO RUB). 
DURING RUN-UP AS SEEN BY T H E  INBOARD VERTICAL 
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FIGURE 10.11 SPECTRUM CASCADE PLOT OF THE ROTOR VIBRATION 
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FIGURE 10.12 SPECTRUM CASCADE PLOT OF THE ROTOR VIBRATION 
RESPONSE DURING RUN-UP AS SEEN BY THE OUTBOARD 
VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT PROBE (BALANCED, NO RUB). 
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FIGURE10.13 BODE PLOT O F  THE ROTOR FILTERED SYNCHRONOUS 
INBOARD VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT PROBE (BALANCED, NO 
RUB). 
VIBRATION RESPONSE DURING RUN-UP AS SEEN BY THE 
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FIGURE10.14 POLAR PLOT OF THE ROTOR FILTERED SWCHRONOUS 
INBOARD VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT PROBE (BALANCED, NO 
RUB). 
VIBRATION RESPONSE DURING RUN-UP AS SEEN BY THE I 
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I FIGURE 10.15 POLAR PLOT OF THE ROTOR FILTERED SYNCHRONOUS 1N.BOAR.D VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT PROBE. NOTE: THIS 
DATA IS THE SAME AS FIGURE 10.14 WITH DIFFERENCE 
SCALING (BALANCED, NO RUB). 
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FIGURE 10.16 BOD& P L O T .  O F  THE ROTOR FILTERED SYNCHRONOUS 
RUB FIXTURE VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT PROBE (BALANCED, 
NO RUB). 
0 VIBRATION RESPONSE DURING RUN-UP AS SEEN BY T H E  
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FIGURE 10.17 POLAR PLOT OF ROTOR FILTERED SYNCHRONOUS VIBRA- 
TION RESPONSE DURING RUN-UP AS SEEN BY THE RUB 
FIXTURE VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT PROBE (BALANCED, NO 
RUB). 
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FIGURE10.18 POLAR PLOT OF THE ROTOR FILTERED SYNCHRONOUS 
RUB FIXTURE VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT PROBE. NOTE: 
THIS DATA IS THE SAME AS FIGURE 10.17 WITH DIFFERENT 
SCALING (BALANCED, NO RUB). 
VIBRATION RESPONSE DURING RUN-VP AS SEEN BY THE 
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FIGURE 10.20 POLAR PLOT OF T H E  ROTOR FILTERED SYNCHRONOUS 
OUTBOARD VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT PROBE (BALANCED, 
NO RUB). 
VIBRATION RESPONSE DURING RUN-UP AS SEEN BY THE 
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FIGURE10.21 POLAR PLOT OF THE ROTOR FILTERED SYNCHRONOUS 
OUTBOARD VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT PROBE. NOTE: THIS 
DATA IS THE SAME AS FIGURE 10.20 WITH DIFFERENT 
SCALING. 
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SIGURE 10.22 ORBIT O F  THE SHAFT RUBBING AGAINST THE STATIONARY 
RUB BLOCK. QUALITATIVE EXAMPLE. 
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FIGURE 10.23 CASCADE PLOT OF ROTOR VIBRATION RESPONSE DURING 
RUN-UP AS SEEN BY THE RUB FIXTURE HORIZONTAL 
DISPLACEMENT PROBE. NOTE 1/2X COMPONENT GENER- 
ATED BY RUB (0.0 PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: 
GRAMS AT 0. DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
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FIGURE 10.24 CASCADE PLOT O F  ROTOR VIBRATION RESPONSE DURING 
RUN-UP AS SEEN BY ACCELEROMETER MOUNTED ON 
PLUNGER MECHANISM. NOTE WELL-DEFINED 2X, 3X, 4X, 
AND HIGHER COMPONENTS. T H E  SAME RUN AS IN FIGURE 
10.23. NOTE LACK OF LOW FREQUENCY COMPONENTS (0.0 
PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS A T  0 DEGREES 
AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
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FIGURE 10.25 STEADY-STATE ORBIT/TIMEBASE 
VIBRATIONAL RESPONSE A T  1600 
FIXTURE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. 1X RUB. TOP:  1X FILTERED SIGNAL, BOTTOM: 
UNFILTERED SIGNAL. (0.0 PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: 
.48 GRAMS AT 0 DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
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FIGURE 10.26 TIMEBASE WAVE PRESENTATION O F  1X RUB VIBRATION 
SIGNALS. TOP:  PLUNGER MOTION, BOTTOM: ELECTRICAL 
NOTE STICK/SLIP /REBOUNDING MOTION OF T H E  SHAFT AT 
1X RUB (0.0 PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS A T  
0 GEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
SIGNAL OF ROTOR-TO-STATOR CONTACT (RUB-RELATED). 
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FIGURE 10.27 STEADY-STATE ORBIT/TIMEBASE WAVE O F  ROTOR 
VIBRATIONAL RESPONSE A T  3867 R P M  AS SEEN BY RUB 
FIXTURE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. 1/2X RUB. TOP:  1X FILTERED SIGIqAL, BOTTOM: 
UNFILTERED SIGNAL. (0.0 PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: 
.48 GRAMS AT 0 DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
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FIGURE 10.28 TIMEBASE WAVE PRESENTATION OF 1X RUB VIBRATION 
SIGNALS. TOP: PLUNGER MOTION, BOTTOM: ELECTRICAL 
(0.0 PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS AT 0 
DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
SIGNAL OF ROTOR-TO-STATOR CONTACT (RUB-RELATED). 
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FIGURE 10.29 CASCADE PLOT O F  ROTOR VIBRATION RESPONSE DURING 
RUN-UP AS SEEN BY RUB FIXTURE HORIZONTAL DISPLACE- 
MENT PROBE. NOTE SIGNIFICANT EXCITATION O F  SUBSYN- 
CHRONOUS COMPONENTS WITH FREQUENCIES 1/2X, 1/3X, 
AND 1/4X. COMPARE WITH FIGURE 10.23 (3.34 LB PRELOAD, 
INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS AT 0 DEGREES AND 
RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
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I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
1 
1 
I 
I 
BENTLY 
ROTOR DYNAI ITCS 
2ESERRCH CORP.  PLANT ID: 
T R A I N  ID: 
PROBE ID: 
MICHINE I D :  
BRDRC 
NASA RUB 
ROTOR KIT 
RUB HOR RUNUP 
RUN 4 
UJX LX 
"I 
FIGURE 10.30 CASCADE PLOT O F  ROTOR VIBRATION RESPONSE DURING 
RUN-UP. NOTE: THIS IS T H E  SAME DATA AS IN FIGURE 10.29 
WITH DIFFERENT SCALING (3.34 LB PRELOAD, INBOARD 
UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS AT 0 DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 
IN.). 
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BENTLY 
ROTOR DYNAMICS 
RESEARCH CORP. 
RUNUP 
RUN 4 
PLANT ID: 
T R A I N  ID: 
MQCHINE ID: 
PROBE ID: 
e,sx 
I .  , .  
BRDRC 
NASA RUB 
ROTOR K I T  
RUB ACC 
.
ie 
3 1.- 
- 5 s  
+ 
3 
2 
1 
, .. 
c 
* 
3x 
FIGURE 10.31 CASCADE PLOT O F  ROTOR VIBRATION RESPONSE DURING 
PLUNGER MECHANISM. NOTE: COMPONENTS ARE LESS 
PROMINENT THAN THESE FROM THE SYSTEM WITH 0.0 
PRELOAD (FIGURE 10.24) (3.34 LB PRELOAD, INBOARD 
UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS A T  0 DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 
IN.). 
RUN-UP AS SEEN BY ACCELEROMETER MOUNTED O N  
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I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
I 
-I 
I 
I 
1 
RUN 4 
1 
I 
I 
1 
I 
? R O B E  
UNF 
32 ID: 
IL:EZE3 
RUB FIXTURE ;iOR 
3OTATION: CA 
i?PMJ(START) = IS73 R P f l ( E N D > -  1574 
3R I E N T A T i O N =  30 DEG 
0 DEG ORIENTATION= 
M A X  AflP= 1 2 , O O  MILS 2 K - P K  
M A X  AflP= 6 . 1 0  flILS P K - P K  
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
FIGURE 10.32 STEADY-STATE ORBIT TIMEBASE WAVE OF T H E  ROTOR 
VIBRATIONAL RESPON s E AT 1574 RPM, AS SEEN BY RUB 
FIXTURE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. UNFILTERED ORBIT INDICATES ONSET OF 2X 
1X RUB 3.34 LB. PRELOAD, INBOARD 
UNBALANCE: 0.48 GRAMS A I 0 DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 COMPONENT. 
IN.). 
PRCIBE ID: RUB PLUNGE8 
LJNFILTEZED 
SRIENTATTON= 0 DEG 
Y A X  AMP- 0 . 0 0  MILS PK-PK 
ORIENTATION- 0 D E G  
MRX AMP= 4 . 6 0  MIiS P K - P K  
R O T Q T I C N :  Clrl 
9 P M t S T A R T > =  1573 RPM(END)- 1574 
I 
1 1  ' No 
Contact 
FIGURE 10.33 TIMEBASE WAVE PRESENTATION OF 1X RUB VIBRATION 
SIGNALS. TOP:  PLUNGER MOTION, BOTTOM: ELECTRICAL 
NOTE: NO INDICATION O F  PLUNGER MOTION, SMALL 2X 
COMPONENT RECORDED BY ELECTRICAL CONTACT SIGNAL 
(3.34 LB PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS AT 0 
DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
SIGNAL OF ROTOR-TO-STATOR CONTACT (RUB-RELATED). 
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?.EN 4 
I 
1 
'IXTLJRE \)€;IT 
F I X T U R E  rrCR 
90 9EG JR I E ? I T A T I O N -  
Y A X  AMP= 13.20 MILS PK-PK 
3R TEN T A T TON = 13 9EG 
M A X  AMP= 3 . 0 0  MILS PK-PK 
: 6 0 4  
ROTOR 
B Y  RUB VIBRATIONAL RESPONSk A T  1603 R P M  AS SEEN 
FIXTURE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. UNFILTERED ORBIT INDICATES EXISTENCE O F  A 2X 
COMPONENT. 1X RUB (3.34 LB. PRELOAD, INBOARD 
UNBALANCE: 0.48 GRAMS A T  0 DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 
IN.). 
?ROBE $ 1  13: 3UB ?L1JNGER 
UNFILTERED a 
I 
Z R I E N T A T I O N -  0 
M A X  AMP= 0 . 0 0  
DEG 
M I L S  
DEG 
MILS 
PK-PK 
PK-PK 
PROBE $2 ID: ?UB ELEC. CONTACT 
U N F I L T E R E D  
O R I E N T A T I O N =  0 
M A X  N I P =  4 . 7 0  
R O T A T I O N :  CW 
i ?PM(START>= :SO0 RPM(END)= 1600 
~ 
4 
I 
I 
I 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
I 
i + 'y Rub 
/ i 
No " 
Contact 
I '  
FIGURE 10.35 TIMEBASE WAVE PRESENTATION O F  1X RUB VIBRATION 
SIGNALS. TOP:  PLUNGER MOTION, BOTTOM: ELECTRICAL 
NOTE: ELECTRICAL SIGNAL SHOWS 2X COMPONENT (3.34 LB 
PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS A T  0 DEGREES 
SIGNAL O F  RCTOR-TO-STATOR CONTACT (RUB-RELATED). 
AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
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I 
I 
I 
?ROBE $ 1  13: 3UB FIXTURE VEXT 3R TENTATION= 90 DEG 
UNFILTERED f l A X  f l f lPt  2.50  MILS PK-PK 
PROBE $2 19: 2UB F I X T U R E  hOR 
UNFILTERED 
R O T A T I O N :  C'ii 
FlPR(START)= 1915 ilPPttEN0)- 1915 
2R I E N T A T T  ON= 0 DEG 
M A X  AflP- 6.90 HILS PK-PK 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
FIGURE 10.36 STEADY-STATE ORBIT TIMEBASE WAVE O F  ROTOR 
VIBRATIONAL RESPONS l l  AT 1915 RPM AS SEEN BY RUB 
FIXTURE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. UNFILTERED ORBIT SHOWS SIGNIFICANT LATERAL 
MOTION O F  ROTOR SHAFT. 1X RUB 3.34 LB. PRELOAD, 
INBOARD UNBALANCE: 
RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
0.48 GRAMS A I 0 DEGREES AND 
PROBE $1 ID: RUB ?LUNGER 
U NF I L TE3 ED 
PRaBE $2 I D :  RUB ELEC. CONTPCT 
UNFILTERED 
ROTRT'ION: CH 
RPM( STRRT) = 1913 RPM(END)=  1916 
0 DEG OR IEN TR T I  ON= 
M A X  AflP= -20  MILS PK-PK 
S R I E N T f ? T I O N =  0 DEG 
HAX AMP= 4.40 flTLS PK-PK 
t 
I I 
I NO I !  
Contact 
FIGURE 10.37 TIMEBASE WAVE PRESENTATION OF 1X RUB VIBRATION 
SIGNALS. TOP: PLUNGER MOTION, BOTTOM: ELECTRICAL 
PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: 0.48 GRAMS AT 0 DEGREES 
AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
SIGNAL OF ROTOR-TO-STATOR CONTACT 
NOTE: PLUNGER MOTION EXTREMELY 
21 1 
J R  IENTATION- 90 CEG 
OR TEN TA TION= 0 DEG 
Y A X  R M P -  7 . 0 0  HILS ?K-PK 
\FIX 4tlP1 9 . 0 0  MILS PK-PK 
?FIOBE $2  :3: ?LE FiXTURE i i O R  
UNFILTERED 
R O T A T I O N :  C!4 
3PW(STRRT) = 3919 RPMtEND)= 3918 
r \  b 
I \  m 
m 
I FIGURE 10.38 STEADY-STATE TIMEBASE WAVE OF ROTOR 
VIBRATIONAL A T  3918 RPM AS SEEN B Y  RUB 
FIXTURE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. NOTE: UNFILTERED ORBIT NOW NDICATES T H E  
LB. PRELOAD, 
DEGREES AND 
PRESENCE O F  A 1/2X COMPONENT (3.34 
INBOARD UNBALANCE: 0.48 GRAMS A T  0 
RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
PROBE $ 1  IT;: FiUB PLUNGE8 
U N F I i T E 3 E D  
OR IENTATICN-  
\ A X  AMP= -, 
0 DEG 
- 1 0  MILS PK-PK 
?ROBE 12 ID: R U B  ELEC. CGNTACT 
UNFILTERED 
O R  IEMTFITION= 0 DEG 
MQX NIP= 5.80 MILS PK-PK 
ROTRTION: CW 
RPPttSTART)= 3916 8PWtEND)- 3916 
I 
I 
I I I 
Rub P rs-- 
I 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
I 
No 
Contact 
1 I 
FIGURE 10.39 TIMEBASE WAVE PRESENTATION OF 1/2X RUB VIBRATION 
SIGNALS. TOP:  PLUNGER MOTION, BOTTOM: ELECTRICAL 
CONTACT, 1/2X COMPONENT (3.34 LB. PRELOAD, INBOARD 
UNBALANCE: 0.48 GRAMS AT 0 DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 
IN.). 
SIGNAL OF ROTOR-TO-STATOR CONTACT RUB-RELATED). 
NOTE: SIGNIFICANT PLUNGER MOTION, L 6 NG PERIOD O F  
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
RUN 4 
?ROBE xl ID: 
UNFILTERED 
PROBE $2 ID: 
UNFILTERED 
ROTATION: CU 
RPtl(START>- 
w a  
RUB 
FIXTURE VERT 
FIXTURE HOR 
ORIENTATION- 
HAX A f l f -  
ORIENTATION- 
MAX AflP- 
90 DEG 
9.20 MILS PK-PK 
0 DEG 
10.60  HILS PK-PK 
5552 RPtl(END)- 5652 
I 
L t 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
FIGURE 10.40 STEADY-STATE ORBIT TIMEBASE WAVE OF ROTOR 
VIBRATIONAL RESPONS d AT 5652 RPM AS SEEN BY RUB 
UNBALANCE: 0.48 GRAMS A 1 0 DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 
FIXTURE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. NOTE: UNFILTERED ORBIT INDICATES EXISTENCE 
OF A 1/3X COMPONENT 3.34 LB. PRELOAD, INBOARD 
IN.). 
PROBE d l  ID: RUB PLUNGER 
UNFILTERED 
PROBE $2 ID: R U B  ELEC.' CUNTKT 
UNFILTERED 
ROTATION: CU 
RPW(START)= 5648 RPI?(END)- 5649 
ORIENTQTTON- 0 DEG 
f l A X  RMP- 1.70 MILS PK-PK 
OR IEN T A T I ON - 0 DEG 
MAX FItlP- 5.80 flILS PK-PK 
FIGURE 10.41 
4 
' ' No 7 
Contact 
TIMEBASE WAVE PRESENTATION OF 1/3X RUB VIBRATION 
SIGNALS. TOP:  PLUNGER MOTION, BOTTOM: ELECTRICAL 
NOTE: BOTH SIGNALS INDICATE T H E  PRESENCE OF A 1/3X 
COMPONENT AS SEEN IN FIGURE 10.40 (3.34 LB PRELOAD, 
INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS A T  0 DEGREES AND 
RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
SIGNAL O F  ROTOR-TO-STATOR CONTACT (RUB-RELATED). 
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3ENTLY 
ROTOR D Y N A f l I C S  
RESEARCH CORP I 
RUNUP 
PLANT ID: 
T R A I N  ID: 
WACHINE ID: 
PROBE ID: 
RUN 5 
B,SX 
BRDRC 
NASA RUB 
ROTOR K I T  
RUB HOR 
ax 
: l  . *  . .' . .  . .  
I .  
FIGURE 10.42 SPECTRUM CASCADE PLOT OF ROTOR VIBRATION DURING 
RUN-UP AS SEEN BY RUB FIXTURE HORIZONTAL DISPLACE- 
MENT PROBE. NOTE: EXCITATION OF SUBSYNCHRONOUS, 
.48 GRAMS A T  0 DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 
COMPONENTS (6.68 LB PRELOAD, INBOARD 
IN.). 
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1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
B E N  T L Y 
ROTOR DYNAMICS 
R E S E A R C H  C i 3 R P .  
RUNU? 
RUN 5 
PLANT ID: 
T R A I N  I D :  
? f f l C Y I N E  I D :  
P R O B E  ID: 
e,sx 
BRDRC 
NASA RUB 
SOTOR K I T  
RUB HOR 
1x 
9 
P 
- b  
d 
5 
'1 d
4 
.. -A- 
i 
1 
k CPH 
FIGURE 10.43 SPECTRUM CASCADE PLOT O F  ROTOR VIBRATION DURING 
RUN-UP AS SEEN BY R,UB FIXTURE HORIZONTAL DISPLACE- 
MENT PROBE. NOTE: THIS IS THE SAME DATA WITH 
DIFFERENT SCALING AS FIGURE 10.42. 
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R ?I hi u P 
RUN 5 
" F 
QRlGlNAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALtTY 
o.,sx 
BRDRC 
N A S A  R Y B  
ROTOR K I T  
RUB ACCEL 
1x 
a 
- 6 - .I 
S 
;L - 
L 
J 
I 
-. . -  
J 
FIGURE 10.44 SPECTRUM CASCADE PLOT OF ROTOR VIBRATION DURING 
THE RUB FIXTURE PLUNGER MECHANISM. THIS IS T H E  SAME 
TYPE OF DATA AS IN FIGURES 10.42 AND 10.43. NOTE 
SUPERSYNCHRONOUS COMPONENTS ONLY WHEN 1/2X AND 
1X COMPONENTS ARE SIGNIFICANT. COMPARE WITH 
FIGURE 10.42 (6.68 LB. PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 
GRAMS AT 0 DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
RUN-UP AS SEEN BY THE ACCELEROMETER MOUNTEDQN 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
Of POOR QUALITY 
I 
I 
I 
3 E N T i Y  
R O T O R  D Y N A K I C S  
2ESEARCH CCRP. 
RUNUP 
PLHNT ID: 
T R A I N  I D :  
HACHINE ID: 
PROBE ID: 
ERDRC 
NASA RUB 
R O T O R  K I T  
RUB ACCEL 
RUN 5 
I 0  
3 
I 
S 
5 
4 
.. 
a - 
I 
, rr 
D . 1 .- 
. .  I 
I 
FIGURE 10.45 SPECTRUM CASCADE PLOT OF ROTOR VIBRATION DURING 
THE RUB FIXTURE PLUNGER MECHANISM. THE SAME PATA 
AS IN FIG. 10.44 BUT WIDER FREQUENCY RANGE. NOTE 
EXCITATION OF HIGHER ORDER COMPONENTS. COMP.4RE 
RUN-UP AS SEEN BY THE ACCELEROMETER MOUNTED ON 
WITH FIGURES 10.42 THROUGH 10.44 (6.68 
INBOARD UNBALANCE: 0.48 GRAMS .4T 0 
RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
LB. PRELOAD, 
DEGREES AND 
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BENTLY 
N E V A D A  
c a w .  
RUN 5 
P R O B E  # l  ID: 
U N F I L T E R E D  
PROBE $2 ID: 
U N F I L T E R E D  
R O T A T I O N  : C% 
R P M ( S T A R T ) =  
P L A N T  I D :  B . R . D . R . C  
T R A I N  I D :  NASCI RUB RIG 
H Q C H I N E  I D :  R U B  O R B I T S  
RUB F i X T U R E  V E R T  
PUB F i X T U R E  HOR 
OR I E N  T A T I  O N =  90 DEG 
M A X  A M P =  1 3 . 6 0  MILS P K - P K  
1565 R P t t ( E N D ) -  1564 
OR I E N T A T T O N =  0 DEG 
MAX A M P -  2.30 MILS P K - P K  
iI 
I I 1 
I 
I/ , 
5 :  
1 
. .  . . . .  
1 I 
FbQ z.w R W O N  
RUN 5 
P R O B E  # 1  I D :  RUE F I X T U R E  V E R T  
1 X  F I L T E X E a  
PROBE #2 ID: RUB F I X T U R E  H O R  
1 X  F I L T E R E D  
I 
I 
I 
I O R I E N T A T I O N =  90 DEG t X  VECTORS 13 .70  MILS P K - P K  6-250 
OR IENTATIONs 0 D E G  
1 X  VECTOR= 1 . 3 0  MILS P K - P K  8-12 I 
R O T A T I O N :  C Y  
RPPt(START)= 1565 R P R ( E N D ) -  1565 
FIGURE 10.46 STEADY-STATE ORBIT/TIMEBASE WAVE O F  ROTOR 
VIBRATIONAL RESPONSE A T  1564 R P M  AS SEEN BY RUB 
FIXTURE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. T O P :  UNFILTERED 1X RUB SIGNAL, BOTTOM: 1X 
FILTERED SIGNAL. (6.68 LB PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: 
.48 GRAMS A T  0 DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
BENTLY 
NEVFIDA 
CORP. 
RUN 5 
PROBE $1 I D :  
U N F I L T E R E D  
PFIOBE ~2 ID: 
U N F I L T E R E D  
R O T A T I O N :  CM 
RPP?(START)=  
RUB 
RUB 
PL9NT ID: 
T R A I N  I D :  
M A C H I N E  I D :  
F'LUNGER 
ELEC. CONTACT 
1569 RPr?(END)= 1570 
B .R ,D  . R . C  
NASA R U B  
E L E C  CONTACT REF, 
OR I EN TAT I ON = 0 
t l A X  AHP= 0 , O O  
O R I E N T A T I O N -  0 
t IQX AflP= 5.50 
l t t 
t L 
- 1  No
Contact 
DEG 
M I L S  
DEG 
nILs 
PK-PK 
PK-PK 
FIGURE 10.47 TIMEBASE WAVE PRESENTATION OF 1X RUB VIBRATION 
SIGNALS. T O P :  PLUNGER MOTION, BOTTOM: ELECTRICAL 
SIGNAL OF ROTOR-TO-STATOR CONTACT (RUB-RELATED). 
6.68 LB PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS A T  0 6 EGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
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BENTLY PLANT ID: B.R.D.R.C 
T R A I N  ID: NASA RUB RIG 
MACHINE I D :  RUB O R B I T S  
N E V A D A  
C O R P .  
RUN 5 
PROBE s t  ID: 
UNFILTERED 
R U B  
RUB 
F I X T U R E  
F I X T U R E  
VERT 
HOR 
OR IEN TAT I ON= 90 DEG 
f l A X  FIflP* 15.80 f l I L S  PK-PK 
0 R IEN T A T I O  N = 0 DEG 
M A X  AHP= 3.20 flILS PK-PK 
P R O B E  $2 ID: 
UNFILTERED 
R O T A T I O N :  C2 
RPW(START>= 1614 RPM(END)= 1612 
1 -  
I I 
. .  . .  t I 
I , !  
IP 
I 1 
1 I I I \  
RUN 5 
PROBE x i  ID: RUB 
1 X F I L T E i l E 3  I ORIENTATION= 90 DEG 1 X  VECTOR= lS,20 RILS PK-PK 8-328 FIXTURE VERT 
FIXTURE HOR PROBE .."2 ID: RUB 
t X  F I L T E i 7 E I I  1 ORIENTATION= 0 DEG 1 X  VECTOR- 2 . 4 0  MILS PK-PK @-221 
ROTQTTON: CW 
RPM(START) = I612 RPt?.I(END>= 1 6 ? 5  
FIGURE 10.48 STEADY-STATE ORBIT/TIMEBASE WAVE OF ROTOR 
VIBRATIONAL RESPONSE AT 1612 RPM AS SEEN B Y  RUB 
FIXTljRE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. TOP: UNFILTERED 1X RUB SIGNAL, BOTTOM: 1X 
FILTERiD SIGNAL. (6.68 LB PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: 
.48 GRAMS AT 0 DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.).  
220 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
.. . 
BENTLY 
N EV A D A 
CORP.  
RUN 5 
P R O B E  $1 ID: R U B  P L U N G E R  
U N F I L T E R E D  
PLANT ID: B . R , D . R . C  
T R A I N  ID: NASA RUB 
PMCHINE ID: ELEC CONTRCT REF. 
PROBE #2 ID: R U B  ELEC. C O N T A C T  
U N F I L T E R E D  
O R I E N T A T I O N =  0 DEG 
MAX AHP- 0 . 0 0  H I L S  P K - P K  
O R I E N T R T I O N =  0 D E G  
M A X  AtlP= ' 5 . 7 0  flILS PK-PK 
R O T A T I O N :  C A  
R P M ( S T A R T )  = t 6 1 4  RPt' l(END)= 16T4 
No 
Contact 
FIGURE 10.49 TIMEBASE WAVE PRESENTATION OF 1X RUB VIBRATION 
SIGNALS. TOP:  PLUNGER MOTION, BOTTOM: ELECTRICAL 
(6.68 LB PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS A T  0 
DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
SIGNAL OF ROTOR-TO-STATOR CONTACT (RUB-RELATED). 
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PLANT I D :  I 3 . R . D . R . C  
T R A I N  I D :  N f S A  R U B  R I G  
M A C H I N E  ID: R U B  O R B I T S  
S E i l T L Y  
N E V A D A  
C O R P .  
RUN 5 
P R O B E  a1 ~~ 
U N F I L T E R E C  
TT): R U B  F I X T U R E  VEXT O R I E N T A T T O N -  90 DEG 
nFlx AMP= .80 HILS P K - P K  
P R O B E  $2 ID: R U B  F I X T U R E  H O R  
U N F I L T E R E D  
O R I E N T R T T O N -  0 DEG 
MAX AMP- 6 . 1 0  MILS PK-PK 
R O T A T T C I N :  CN 
R P P ? ( S T A R T ) =  1336 R P H ( E N D ) =  1936 
I L 
I I I 
I 
W 
I 1 I 1 
I 
1 RUN 5 
P R O B E  * 1  ID: R U B  F I X T U R E  VERT 
T X  F I L T E i l E T )  
O R I E N T A T T O N =  90 D E G  
TX V E C T O R =  .70 MILS P K - P K  9-1 1 7  1 
P R O B E  a2 ID: R U B  F I X T U R E  H O R  
t X  FILTERED 
O R I E N T A T I O N =  0 D E G  
t X  V E C T O R =  5.60 HILS P K - P K  @-2 
R O T R T I O N :  CW 
R P M <  S T A R T )  = 1936 R P M ( E N D > =  1935 
FIGURE 10.50 STEADY-STATE ORBIT/'TIMEBASE WAVE O F  ROTOR 
VIBRATIONAL RESPONSE AT 1936 AS SEEN BY RUB FIXTURE 
VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT PROBES. TOP: 
UNFILTERED 1X RUB SIGNAL, BOTTOM: 1X FILTERED 
SIGNAL. (6.68 LB PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 
GRAMS AT 0 3EGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
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BENTLY 
NEVADFl 
CORP, 
RUN 5 
P R O B E  # l  ID: 
U N F I L T E R E D  
PROBE $2 ID: 
U N F I L T E R E D  
R O T A T T E N :  CW 
RPR(START>= 
R U B  
R U B  
P L A N T  I D :  B . R . D . R . C  
T R A I N  ID: NASA RUB 
f l A C H I N E  I D :  ELEC C G N T A C T  REF. 
P L U N G E R  
ELEC.  C O N T A C T  
O R I E N T A T T O N =  
M A X  A M P I  
OR TENTATTON= 
HAX A t l P =  
1926 R P M ( E N D ) =  1922 
I t 
P-----+i No
Contact 
. 
0 
0 . 0 0  
0 
5.60 
DEG 
tIILS 
D EG 
M ILS 
P K - P K  
P K - P K  
FIGURE 10.51 TIMEBASE WAVE PRESENTATION OF 1X RUB VIBRATION 
SIGNALS. TOP:  PLUNGER MOTION, BOTTOM: ELECTRICAL 
SIGNAL OF ROTOR-T3-STATOR CONTACT (RUB-RELATED). 
6.68 LII PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS AT 0 6 EGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
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PLANT ID: B.2.D.R.C 
TRAIN I D :  NASA RUB R I G  
HfICHiNE ID: *RUB ORBITS 
BENTLY 
NEVADA 
CORP. 
RUN 5 
RUB F IXTURE VERT 0 R IEN T A T IO N = 90 DEG 
f lAX A f l P m  6 . 4 0  M I L S  PK-PK 
PROBE $ 1  ID : 
UNFILTEf iED 
PROBE #2 ID: 
UNFILTE2E3 
RUB FIXTURE HOR O R I E N T A T I O N -  0 DEG 
\ A X  AflP= 1 2 . 4 0  HILS PK-PK 
ROTATICN : C'/i 
RPt?(START)= 3924 RP!l(END>= 3924 
. .  . . .  I : . :  . .  
I I I T 
I Ea 
RUN 5 
PROBE # I  ID: RUB FIXTURE VERT 
1 X  FTLTEREII 
ORIENTATION= 90 DEG 
0 DEG OR IENTATTON= 
1 X  VECTOR- 3 . 1 0  NILS PK-PK @-194 1 
I I X  VECTOR= 2.90 MILS PK-PK 8-327 
PROBE 62 ID: RUB FIXTURE HOR 
T X  FILTEFiED 
ROTATION: CW 
RPN( START) - 3 9 2 4  RPPt(END)= 3924 
FIGURE 10.52 STEADY-STATE ORBIT TIMEBASE WAVE O F  ROTOR 
VIBRATIONAL RESPONS d A T  3924 RPM AS SEEN BY RUB 
UNFILTERED SIGN A L, BOTTOM: 1X FILTERED SIGNAL. (6.68 
FIXTURE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. NOTE 1 2 X  COMPONENT IN T O P  ORBIT. TOP: 
LB PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS AT 0 
DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
BENTLY 
NEVADA 
CORP. 
RUN 5 
PROBE 
UNF 
# I  m: 
I L T E R E D  
RUI3 PLUNGER 
P U N T  ID: B . R . D . R . C  
T R A I N  ID: NASA RUB 
H A C H I N E  ID: ELEC CONTRCT REF.  
PROBE ~2 I D :  RU13 ELEC. CONTACT 
UNFILTERED 
ORIENTATION= 0 DEG 
OR TEN TC7 T I O N  = 0 DEG 
M A X  AflP= .40 P l I L S  PK-PK 
\ A X  AMP= 5.80 MILS PK-PK 
ROTRTION:  C'YI - 
RPM(START)-  3920 RPM(END1- 3919 
i 
FIGURE 10.53 TIMEEIASE WAVE PRESENTATION OF 1/2X RUB VIBRATION 
SIGNAL OF ROTOR-TO-STATOR CONTACT (RUB-RELATED). 
NOTE: SMALL PLUNGER MOTION AND 1/2X RUB INDICiiTED 
SIGNALS. T O P :  PLUNGER MOTION, BOTTOM: ELECTRICAL 
BY ELECTRICAL CONTACT (6.68 LB INBOARD PRELOAD, 
UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS AT 0 DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 
inr 
111 .). 
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I 
P L f "  I D :  
TRAIN  I D :  
MACHINE ID: 
8 .R.D.R.C 
NASA RUB R I G  
RUB O R B I T S "  
BENTLY 
NEVADA 
CURP. 
RUN 5 
90 DEG 
5.00  HILS PK-PK 
F IXTURE VERT 
F IXTURE HOR 
OR IENTFITION= 
MAX AtlP= 
PROBE $ 1  ID: 
UNFILTERED 
RUB 
RUB PROBE *2 ID: 
UNFILTEFIE3 
0 R E N  TA T I ON- 
f l A X  AflP= 
0 DEG 
1 3 . 0 0  M I L S  PK-PK 
ROTFITION: CW 
RPM(START) = 52T 1 RPM( END) = 521 1 
r 
I 1 
I I 
 
i 1) 
I /  ' * '  ' - 1 '  U 
RUN 5 
PROBE kl I D :  RUB F IXTURE VERT 
f X F I L T E 2 E J  
ORIENTATION= 90 DEG 
I I X  VECTOR- 3.00 RILS PK-PK 8-350 
I PROBE #2 ID: RUB FIXTURE HOR ORIENTATION= 0 DEG 
I X  F iLTE3ET) TX VECTOR= 4 . 8 0  M I L S  PK-PK 8-76 
ROTATION: Ck' i 
RPM(START)= 5212 RPM(EN0)- 5213 
FIGURE 10.54 STEADY-STATE ORBIT/TIMEBASE WAVE OF ROTOR 
VIBRATIONAL RESPONSE A T  5221 RPM AS SEEN BY RUB 
FIXTURE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. TOP:  UNFILTERED 1/3X RUB SIGNAL, BOTTOM: 1X 
FILTERED SIGNAL. NOTE COMPLEX T O P  ORBIT SHAPE (6.68 
LB PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS A T  0 
DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
226 OREibiAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 1 
1 
E 
BEPI TLY 
NEVADA 
CORP. 
RUN 5 
PROBE # l  ID: RU:3 PLUNGE2 
UNFILTERED 
PLQNT ID: B.R.D.R.C 
T R A I N  ID: NASA R U B  
MOCHINE ID: ELEC CONTRCT REF.  
PROBE #2 ID: RU3 ELEC. CONTACT 
UNFILTERED 
R O T A T I O N :  CU 
RPMtSTART)= 52T2 RPM(END)- 5212 
ORIENTATION= 0 DEG 
M A X  AflP= ,20 flILS PK-PK 
0 R IEN TA T I O N =  0 DEG 
M A X  AflPm 6 . 0 0  MILS PK-PK 
t I + 
I 7 
* 
I 
1-7 
No 
Contact 
I 
0 
1. 
FIGURE 10.55 TIMEEIASE WAVE PRESENTATION OF 1/3X RUB VIBRATION 
SIGNALS. TOP:  PLUNGER MOTION, BOTTOM: ELECTRICAL 
PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS AT 0 DEGREES 
AND IUDIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
SIGNAL OF ROTOR-TO-STATOR CONTACT (RUB-RELATED). 
NOTE: COMPLEX ELECTRICAL CONTACT SIGNAL (6.68 LE 
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PLANT ID: B.R.D.R.C 
T R A I N  I D :  NASA RUB R I G  
MRCHINE ID: RUB O R B I T S  
BENTLY 
NEVADA 
CORP. 
RL” 5 
VERT 
HOR 
ORIENTATION= 
t l A X  AHP- 
90 
6 .60  
DEG 
H I L S  
DEG 
H I L S  
PROBE $1 ID: 9UB F I X T U R E  
UNFlLTERED PK-PK 
PK-PK 
PROBE $2 I D :  RUB F I X T U R E  
U N F I L T E i i E D  
OR IENTATTON- 
HAX AHP= 
0 
1 0 . 8 0  
ROTATTUN: C!4 
R P f l ( S T A R T ) =  5637 RPM(END)- 5636 
I . . .  . .  i 
I A t b 
I i 
I 
RUN 5 
PROBE * 1  ID: RUB 
t X  FILTEXE3 
F I X T U R E  VERT 
F I X T U R E  HOR 
ORIENTQTION= 90 DEG 
ORIENTQTION= 0 DEG 1 
I 
I X  VECTOR= 2 . 4 0  f l I L S  PK-PK (3-357 
t X  VECTOR= 3 . 7 0  M I L S  PK-PK 8-82 
PROBE #2 ID: RUB 
t X  F I L T E R E 9  
ROTATION: Ck 
R P t i ( S T A R T ) *  5639 RPM(END)- 5637 
FIGURE 10.56 STEADY-STATE ORBIT/TIMEBASE WAVE O F  ROTOR 
V I B M T I O N A L  RESPONSE A T  5636 R P M  AS SEEN BY RUB 
FIXTURE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. TOP: UNFILTERED 1/4X RUB SIGNAL, BOTTOM: 1X 
FILTERED SIGNAL. NOTE: COMPLEX TOP ORBIT SHAPE (6.68 
LB PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS AT 0 
DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
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I 
1 
I 
3 
m 
P 
I 
B E N T L Y  
N E V A D A  
C O R P .  
RUN 5 
PLANT ID: B . R . D . R . C  
T R A I N  ID: N A S A  RUB 
f l A C H I N E  ID: E L K  C O N T A C T  REF. 
P R O B E  r? ID: RUB P L U N G E R  
PROBE 62 ID: R U B  ELEC. C O N T A C T  
U N F I L T E R E D  
U N F I L T E R E D  
O R I E N T A T I O N =  0 DEG 
H A X  AflP= . 1 0  HILS PK-PK 
O R I E N T A T I O N =  0 DEG 
M A X  AHP= 5.80 MILS PK-PK 
R O T A T I O N :  CW 
R P H ( S T A R T ) -  5635 R P H ( E N D ) =  5637 
FIGURE 10.57 TIMEB4SE WAVE PRESENTATION OF 1/4X RUB VIBRATION 
SIGNALS. TOP:  PLUNGER MOTION, BOTTOM: ELECTRICAL 
NOTE: COMPLEX ELECTRICAL CONTACT SIGNAL (6.68 LB 
PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS A T  0 DEGREES 
AND FLADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
CONTACT SIGNAL OF ROTOR-TO-STATOR (RUB-RELATED). 
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PLRNT ID: B . R . D . R . C  
T R A I F ;  I D :  N A S A  R U B  R I G  
HACHINE I D :  R U B  O R B I T S  
B E N T L Y  
N E V A D A  
C O R P .  
0 
RUN 5 
V E R T  
HOR 
O R  IEN T A  T I O N =  90 D E G  
MAX AflP-  1 .60  MILS P K - P K  
PROEE $ 1  m: R U B  FIXTURE 
U N F I L T E R E D  
0 DEG O R I E N T A T I O N =  
f l A X  Af lPm 2.30 MILS P K - P K  
PROBE 82 I D :  R U B  F I X T U R E  
U N F I L T E R E D  
R O T A T I O N :  CU 
R P W ( S T R R T >  = 7037 R P # ( E N D ) -  7036 
r I I i 
;iI 
I t 
I I 
i 1 
I I 
'! I 
i I 
Fcp sGIE= 2.- R W O N  
I I 
I 1  I___.____) 
RUN 5 
PROBE # l  19: R U B  
t X  F I L T E Z E 3  
F I X T U R E  V E R T  
F I X T U R E  H O R  
O R I E N T A T I O N =  90 D E G  
1 X  V E C T O R -  1.60  MILS P K - P K  4-7 
P R O B E  #2 ID: R U B  
1 X  F I L T E R E 3  
R O T A T I O N :  CW 
OR I E N T F t T I O N =  0 DEG 
I ! X  V E C T O R =  2.20 MILS P K - P K  @ - l o 0  
R P M ( S T A R T > =  7037  R P M ( E N D 1 -  7038 
FIGURE 10.58 STEADY-STATE ORBI'II'/TIMEBASE WAVE OF ROTOR 
VIBRATIONAL RESPONSE AT 7036 RPM AS SEEN BY RUB 
FIXTURE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. TOP: UNFILTERED 1X SIGNAL, BOTTOM: 1X 
FILTERED SIGNAL. NOTE: NO RUB, 1X UNBALANCE 
RESPONSE ONLY (6.68 LB PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: 
.48 GRAMS AT 0 DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
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8 
1 
t 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
z 
u 
1 
BENTLY 
NEVADA 
CORP. 
RUN 5 
PROBt $ 1  ID: RUE 
PROBE .r2 ID: RUE' 
UNFILTEi iED 
UNFILTERED 
ORlGlNAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
PLANT ID: 
TRAIN ID: 
MACHINE ID: 
PLUNGER 
ELEC. CONTACT 
B.R.D.R.C 
NASA RUB 
ELEC CONTACT 
OR IENTFITION- 
t l A X  AnP- 
ORIENTATION= 
t l A X  AnP= 
RaTATION:  CW 
RPPt (START)=  7029 RPM(END>= 7027 
1 
I I 
No 
C o n t a c t  
REF. 
0 
0 . 0 0  
0 
0 . o o  
DEG 
DEG 
H I L S  
n u  PK-PK 
PK-PK 
. 
FIGURE 10.59 TIMEE, 4SE  WAVE PRESENTATION OF VIBRATION SIGNALS. 
TOP:  PLUNGER MOTION, BOTTOM: ELECTRICAL SIGNAL OF 
ROTOI3-TO-STATOR CONTACT (RUB-RELATED). NOTE: NO 
PLUNGJ3R MOTION, NO ELECTNCAL CONTACT (RUB) (6.68 LB 
PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS A T  0 DEGREES 
AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
23 1 
2UNUP 
?LArIT Ti): 
MPCHINE ID: 
PROBE ID: 
TRG1t . i  ID: 
BHDRC 
N A S A  RLfB 
ROTOR KIT 
R U B  HOR 
RUN 6 
3 v) 
k ZPH 
FIGURE 10.60 CASCADE P L O T  OF ROTOR VIBRATION RESPONSE DURING 
SYNCHRONOUS COMPONENTS GENERATED BY RUB (10.03 LB 
PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS AT 0 DEGREES 
AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
RUN-UP AS SEEN BY RUB FIXTURE HORIZONTAL DISPLACE- 
MENT PROBE. NOTE SIGNIFICANT EXCITATION OF SUB- 
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1 
1 
1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
I 
1 
i 
i 
1 
BENTLY 
ROTOR DYNAtI ICS 
RESEARCH CORP. 
. RUNUP 
I 
I B 
I 
I 
1 
1 
I 
PLANT ID: 
T R A I N  ID: 
MACHINE ID: 
PROBE ID: 
RUN 6 
e,s x LX 
. .  * .  
I .  .  
BRDRC 
NASA RUB 
ROTOR K I T  
RUB HOR 
.. 3 [  
FIGURE 10.61 CASCADE PLOT OF ROTOR VIBRATION RESPONSE DURING 
MENT PROBE. NOTE: THIS IS THE SAME DATA AS IN FIGURE 
NENTS ARF, EVIDENT. 
RUN-UP AS SEEN BY RUB FIXTURE HORIZONTAL DISPLACE- 
10.60 VJITH DIFFERENT SCALING. 1/2X AND 1/3X COMPO- 
233 
SEN TL Y 
ROTOR D Y N A P I I C S  
RlJNUP 
RUN 6 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALtTY 
T R A I N  ID: 
MACiiINE ID: 
PRCEE ID: 
SRDRC 
NASA R U B  
R O T O R  KIT 
RUB ACCEL 
0 , s x  1x 
, 3 
Y -  . 
n 
C, ,Ix I 
7 1  
I 
.. 
. 
1 . ,  
FIGURE 10.62 CASCADE PLOT OF ROTOR VIBRATION RESPONSE DURING 
PLUNGER MECHANISM. NOTE: PROGRESSIVE LACK O F  
COMPONENTS AND VERY SMALL AMPLITUDES ABOVE 10 
KCPM (10.03 LB PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS 
AT 0 DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
RUN-UP AS SEEN BY ACCELEROMETER MOUNTED ON 
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1 
I 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
RlJNUP 
RUN 6 
9.;5x 1x 
, '  
EX 
P L A N T  ID: 
T R A I N  I D :  
Y f iCHINE ID: 
PROBE ID: 
3x 
S R D R C  
NASA RUB 
ROTOR KIT 
RUB ACCEL 
L. -. - 1 4  
FIGURE 10.63 CASCADE PLOT O F  ROTOR VIBRATION RESPONSE DURING 
PLUNGER MECHANISM. DATA IS FROM T H E  SAME RUN AS 
FIGURI3 10.62 WITH WIDER FREQUENCY RANGE. NOTE: 
PRESENCE O F  HIGHER ORDER. COMPONENTS (10.03 LB 
PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS A T  0 DEGREES 
AND R i D I U S  = 1.2 IN.). 
RUN-UP AS SEEN BY ACCELEROMETER MOUNTED ON 
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I 
I 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
i 
B . R . D . R . C  
NASA RUB 2 I G  
2 EN T L  Y 
NEVADA 
CJRP 
PLANT I D :  
T R A I N  I D :  
f l R C H I N E  ID: RUB O R B I T S  
RUN 6 
PFiOBE $ 1  I D :  
UNFILTERED 
FiUB 
SUB 
F I X T U R E  
F I X T U R E  
VERT . 
HOR 
ORIENTATTON- 
MAX AtlP- 
90 D E G  
12.50 MILS PK-PK 
O R I E N T A T I S N -  
M A X  AHP- 
0 D E G  
1 .GO H I L S  P.K-PK 
5FIOBE 12 ID: 
UNFILTE253 
* 5 8 1  
, 
1 1 I 
I '  I 
I i T  ' 
l i  ! 
I r-, \ -, 
I t 
;+Qsc%z - 2.m n-om 
PROBE rr l  I D :  RUB 
i x  FILTEREI) 
90 D E G  
12.90 M I L S  PK-PK @-254 
F I X T U R C  VERT 
F I X T i l R E  HOR 
02IENTATION- 
1 X  VECTOR- 
?SOBE #2  1 3 :  RUB 
1 X  F I L T E R E i l  
O R I E N T A T I O N =  
1 X  VECTOR- 
0 D E G  
1 . 1 0  M I L S  PK-PK (3-331 
R O T A T I O N :  C;C 
S P M ( S T A R T ) =  
FIGURE 10.64 
1581 RFH(END)= 7582 
STEADY-STATE ORBIT/TIMEBASE WAVE OF ROTOR 
VIBRATIONAL RESPONSE A T  1582 RPM AS SEEN BY RUB 
FIXTURE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. TOP:  UNFILTERED 1X RUB SIGNAL, BOTTOM: 1X 
FILTERED SIGNAL. NOTE: UNFILTERED ORBIT SHOWS 
SMALL 2X COMPONENT, MOTION O F  ROTOR SHAFT IS 
PRIMARILY IN THE VERTICAL PLANE (10.03 LB PRELOAD, 
INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS A T  0 DEGREES AND 
RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
236 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OE POOR QUALITY 
ORIG!FIAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
EENTLY 
NEVADA 
CORP. 
RUN 6 
PROBE $ 1  I D :  RUB PLUNGER 
U N F I L T E R E D  
PLANT ID: 
T R A I N  I D :  
R A C H I N E  ID: 
?90BE d 2  ID: RUB E L E C .  CONTRCT 
U N F I L T E R E D  
B . R . D . R . C  
NASA R U B  
ELEC CONTACT REF. 
@ R I E N T R T T O N =  0 
V A X  AtlP- 0 . 0 0  
OR IENTRTTCN= 0 
t!AX R t l ? =  '5.60 
_____ 
1 
DEG 
flILS PK-PK 
D EG 
MILS ? K - ? K  
FIGURE 10.65 TIMEEiASE WAVE PRESENTATION OF 1X RUB VIBRATION 
SIGNAL. TOP:  PLUNGER MOTION, BOTTOM: ELECTRICAL 
NOTE: NO DETECTION OF PLUNGER MOTION, SMALL 2X 
COMPONENT SHOWN BY ELECTRICAL CONTACT SIGNAL 
(10.03 LB PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS A T  0 
DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
SIGNAL OF ROTOR-TO-STATOR CONTACT (RUB-RELATED). 
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PLFINT ID: B . R . D . R . C  
T R A I N  ID: NASR RUB R I G  
HflCHINE ID: RUB ORBITS 
3ENTLY 
NEVADA 
C G R P .  
0 
RUN 6 
RUB F I X T U R E  VERT 
3UB FXXTURE HGR 
O R I E N T A T I O N =  
f lRX M P =  
90 
14.80 
DEG 
H I L S  
EEG 
MILS 
?ROBE $ 1  ID: 
UNFILTEilED PK-PK 
P K - 3 K  
ORIENTATION= 
MAX AHP- 
0 
3 . 0 0  
, - . -  
' 5 . 3  
I 
\
'  
I i 
I 
4 scmL= 2.w R W U N  
3 
3 C N  6 
'ROBE # l  ID: RUB 
T X  F I i i E i i E D  
F I X T U R E  
F I X T U R E  
VERT 
HOR 
4 O R I E N T f i T I O N -  90 DEG TX VECTOR- 14 .50  MILS PK-?I( 4-294 
?i?03E $ 2  13: RUB 
I X  FILTERED 1 ORIENTATTON= 0 D E G  TX VECTOR= T.40 MILS ? K - 2 K  3-186 
2 G T A T I O N :  CW 
i?PM(START)-  1612 RPY(END>- 1613 
FIGURE 10.66 STEADY-STATE ORBIT/TIMEBASE WAVE O F  ROTOR 
VIBRATIONAL RESPONSE A T  1612 RPM AS SEEN BY RUB 
FIXTURE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. TOP:  UNFILTERED 1X RUB SIGNAL, BOTTOM: 1X 
FILTERED SIGNAL. NOTE: PRIMARILY VERTICAL ROTOR 
SHAFT MOTION AND 180 DEGREE PHASE CHANGE FROM THE 
ORBIT IN FIGURE 10.64 (10.03 LB PRELOAD, INBOARD 
UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS A T  0 DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 
IN.). 1 
238 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
3ENTLY 
N E V A D A  
C O R P .  
RUN 6 
PROBE #T ID: 
UNFILTEAED 
>CiG3E =2  r3 :  
UNFILTERED 
RUE1 
?UEI 
P L A N T  ID: B . R . D . R . C  . 
T R A I N  ID: NASA RUB 
HRCHINE ID: E L E C  CONTACT R E F .  
PLUNGER 
ELEC. CCNTACT 
O R I E N T A T I O N -  0 DEG 
HFIX AMP= 0 . 0 0  MILS P K - P K  
CR I E N T A T I 3 N =  0 3EZ 
? lRX A f l P =  5 . 6 0  Y I L S  PK-PK 
. 
No 
Contact 
FIGURE 10.67 TIMEBASE WAVE PRESENTATION OF 1X RUB VIBRATION 
SIGNALS. TOP: PLUNGER MOTION, BOTTOM: ELECTRICAL 
SIGNAL OF ROTOR-TO-STATOR CONTACT (RUB-RELATED). 
NOTE: NO DETECTION OF PLUNGER MOTION, 2X COMPO- 
NENT SHOWN BY ELECTRICAL CONTACT SIGNAL (10.03 LB 
PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS AT 0 DEGREES 
AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
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1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
3 E N T i Y  
NEVADA 
CCRP. 
RUN 6 
ORIENTATION- 90 DEG 
M A X  AHP= .90 MILS PK-PK PROBE $1 I D :  R U B  F I X T U R E  VEi iT  U N F I L T E R E D  
ORIENTATION- 0 DEG 
M A X  AMP- 6 , 4 0  MILS PK-PK 
PROBE 12  ID: 2UB F I X T U R E  HOR 
UNFILTERED 
c 
t 
t 
A 
1 
I 
I 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALtTY 
ZUN 6 
PROBE .a1 ID: RUB 
? X  iILTE2E3 
F I X T ! j  2 E VE2T 
HOR 
ORIENTATTON- 90 
1 X  VECTOR- * 90 
DEG 
MILS PK-PK 8-175 
PK-PK @-13 
d 
F I X T U F i E  ?ROBE 1 2  ID: R U B  
t X  FILTERE3 
ORIENTATTON-  0 
I X  VECTOR- 5 . 7 0  
D E G  n ILS 
R O T A T I O N :  CN 
APM(STQRT>- tS32 RPM(END)=- 1932 
FIGURE 10.68 STEADY-STATE ORBIT/TIMEBASE WAVE OF ROTOR 
BY RUB VIBRATIONAL RESPONSE A T  1930 R P M  AS SEEN 
FIXTURE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. TOP:  UNFILTERED 1X RUB SIGNAL, BOTTOM: 1X 
FILTERED SIGNAL. NOTE: PREDOMINANT 1X COMPONENT 
WITH ROTOR SBAFT MOTION PRIMARILY IN HORIZONTAL 
PLANE (10.03 LB PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS 
A T  0 DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
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3ENTLY 
NEVADA 
C 3 R P .  
RUN 6 
PROBE $ 1  ID: 
UNFILTEiiEfr 
RUE;  
ZLIEI 
P L A N T  iD: 
T R A I N  I D :  
MACHINE ID: 
PLUNGE3 
ELEC. C Z N T K T  
- 
937 RPM(END>= 1938 
B.R  .D . R . C  
NFISA RUB 
E L E C  CONTACT REF. 
OR IENTFITION- 0 
!lax AMP- . 1 0  
O R I E N T R T I C ! N =  0 
MAX AtlP= 4 , 9 c  
i 
f 
! - -  
I '-+  No 1 R u b  
DEG 
EILS 
9 EG 
Y X S  
PK-PK 
PK-PK 
Cor tact 
FIGURE 10.69 TIMEBASE WAVE PRESENTATION OF 1X RUB VIBRATION 
SIGNALS. TOP: PLUNGER MOTION, BOTTOM: ELECTRICAL 
TACT SIGNAL SHOWS 1X COMPONENT (10.03 LB PRELOAD, 
INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS AT 0 DEGREES AND 
RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
SIGNAL OF ROTOR-TO-STATOR CONTACT (RUB-RELATED). 
NOTE: VERY SMALL PLUNGER MOTION, ELECTRICAL CON- 
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2ENTLY 
NEVADA 
PLANT I C :  B . R . D . R . C  
TRAIN iD: NASA RUB R I G  
MACHINE ID: RUB ORBITS C j R P .  
RUN 6 
2UB FIXTURE VERT 
3UB FIXTLjRE HOR 
ORIENTATIGN= 
t l A X  A M P I  
90 
5 .so 
DEG 
MILS 
3EG 
Y I L S  
PROEE $ 1  I D :  
U N F I L T S E D  PK-PK 
PK-PK 
0 
1 1  .50 
3389 RPY(END)- 3990 
I I 
I I 
i 
I I 
RUN 6 
?ROBE # l  ID: RUB 
7 X  FiLTE2ED 
F I X T U R E  VEXT 
FIXTURE HOR 
ORIENTATION= 90 DEG 
ORIENTATTON= 0 DEG I 
t X  VECTOi?= 3.60 UILS PK-F'K 8-197 
TX VECTOR- 2,90 HILS PK-PK @-321 
PROBE #2 ID: RUB 
1 X  F I L T E S E D  
I 
c 1 
1 
I 
I 
ROTATION:  CA 
R P Y ( S T A R T ) =  3988 RPM(END>= 3990 
FIGURE 10.70 STEADY-STATE ORBIT/TIMEBASE WAVE O F  ROTOR 
VIBRATIONAL RESPONSE A T  3990 RPM AS SEEN BY RUB 
FIXTURE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. TOP:  UNFILTERED 1/2X RUB SIGNAL, BOTTOM: 1X 
STRONG 1/2X COMPONENT (10.03 LB PRELOAD, INBOARD 
UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS AT 0 DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 
IN.). 
FILTERED SIGNAL. NOTE: UNFILTERED ORBIT SHOWS 
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33TLY 
N E V A D A  
C3RP. 
RUN 6 
PROBE 1 1  19: 
U N F I L T E i i E D  
?FIGBE $2 13: 
Ll NF IL 7 3  ED 
auB 
2 U E  
PLANT ID:  g . a , D . R . c  
T R A I N  I D :  N A S A  RUB 
MACHI ; \ rE  ID: ELEC C O N T R C T  REF. 
PLUNGER 
ELEC. C O N T A C T  
ORIENTATION- 0 DEG 
M A X  AflP= . 1 0  flILS PK-PK 
O R  I EN T A T I  0 N 0 DEG 
\\AX AHP- 5.80 flILS PK-PK 
? 
I i No 
Contact 
FIGURE 10.71 TIMEBASE WAVE PRESENTATION OF 1/2X RUB VIBRATION 
SIGNALS. TOP: PLUNGER MOTION, BOTTOM: ELECTRICAL 
NOTE: ELECTRICAL CONTACT SIGNAL SHOWS STRONG 1/2X 
COMPONENT WITH A LONG PERIOD OF RUB (10.03 LB PRE- 
LOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS AT 0 DEGREES AND 
RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
SIGNAL OF ROTOR-TO-STATOR CONTACT (RUB-RELATED). 
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P M N T  ID: B . R , D . R . C  
T R A I N  I D :  NASA RUB R I G  
MACHINE ID: RUB O R B I T S  
3ENTLY 
NEVODA 
CORP. 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
RUN 6 
PROBE $ 1  ID: ?UB F I X T U R E  VERT 
UNFILTE3ED 
ORIENTATION-  90 DEG 
M A X  AMP= 5.10 t l I L S  PK-PK 
?ROBE $2 13:  i iUB F IXTIJRE 8OR 
UNFiLTE3ED 
ORIENTATION= 0 DEG 
M A X  AflP= 13.40 MILS PK-PK 
RPr?(END>= 5836 
I I 1 
I 
! 
-1 
I 
.c , '  a 
I I 
I 
T M  YU- s9.m * 
1 
1 
1 
ORIENTATION= 90 DEG 
ORIENTATION= 0 DEG 
I X  VECTOR= 1 . 9 0  YILS PK-PK 8-8 
I X  VECTOR= 3.20 RXLS PY-?K @-71 
RUN 6 
PROBE r l  I D :  RUB F I X T U R E  VERT 
? X  FILYERED 
PROBE r2 I D :  RUB F I X T U R E  HOR 
i X  F I i T E 8 E D  
ROTATION: CW 
RPPt(START)= 5840 RPH(END)= 5839 
FIGURE 10.72 STEADY-STATE ORBIT TIMEBASE WAVE O F  ROTOR 
VIBRATIONAL RESPONS 1 A T  5836 RPM AS SEEN BY RUB 
FILTERED SIGNAL. NOTE: U k FILTERED ORBIT INDICATES 
FIXTURE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. TOP:  UNFILTERED 1 3X RUB SIGNAL, BOTTOM: 1X 
STRONG 1/3X COMPONENT (10.03 LB PRELOAD, INBOARD 
UNBALANCE: .48 GRAMS A T  0 DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 
IN.). 
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SENTLY 
N E V A D A  
CTJRP, 
RUN 6 
? W E E  # l  1 3 :  
U N F I L T E i i E D  
?FIOBE 1 2  13: 
U N F I L T E R E D  
R O T A T I O N :  C'r( 
R P H ( S T A R T > =  
RUE1 
RUE1 
P L A N T  ID: 
T R A I N  I D :  
M A C H I N E  ID: 
PLUNGER 
E L E C .  CONTACT 
5849 R P V ( E N D > =  5850 
. .  B .R .D , R  , C  NASA RUB 
ELEC CONTACT REF. 
O R I E N T A T I O N -  0 DEG 
t l A X  A M P I  .40 f l I L S  PK-PK 
O R I E N T A T I O N =  0 DEG 
M A X  AflP- 5 . 7 0  f l I L S  PK-PK 
I .  I I 
""'i 
No 
Contact 
FIGURE 10.73 TIMEBASE PRESENTATION 1/3X RUB VIBRATION SIGNALS. 
TOP:  I?LUNGER MOTION, BOTTOM: ELECTRICAL SIGNAL O F  
ROTOR-TO-STATOR CONTACT (RUB-RELATED). NOTE: 
PLUNGER MOTION STILL QUITE SMALL, ELECTRICAL 
CONTACT SIGNAL INDICATES 1/3X COMPONENT AS SEEN IN 
FIGURE 10.72 (10.03 LE PRELOAD, INBOARD UNBALANCE: .48 
GRAM!; AT 0 DEGREES AND RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
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a CONTACT TIME 
ROTATION CLOCKWISE 
UNBALANCE 
SHAFT CENTERLINE SECTION 
I 
I 
1 
FIGURE 10.74 STEADY-STATE UNFILTERED ORBIT O F  T H E  ROTOR 
VIBRATIONAL RESPONSE A T  1574 RPM AS SEEN BY THE RUB 
FIXTURE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. T H E  SAME ORBIT AS IN FIG. 10.32. RUB CONTACT 
(-15% OF ROTATIONAL PERIOD) AND UNBALANCE POSITIONS 
ARE INDICATED. lx RUB. THE ORBIT IS REVERSED AND 
SIGNIFICANTLY MODIFIED FROM THE ORIGINAL CIRCULAR 
SHAPE (3.34 LB. PLUNGER PRELOAD, UNBALANCE: 0.48 
GRAMS, 0 DEGREES, INBOARD, RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
FIGURE 10.75 STEADY-STATE UNFILTgRED ORBIT O F  T H E  ROTOR 1 
1 
I 
I 
CONTACT TIME 
ROTATION CLOCKWISE 
SHAFT CENTERLINE SECTION 1 
VIBRATIONAL RESPONSE A T  1604 RPM AS SEEN BY THE RUB 
FIXTURE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. T H E  SAME ORBIT AS IN FIG. 10.34. RUB CONTACT 
(-13% O F  ROTATIONAL PERIOD) AND UNBALANCE POSITIONS 
ARE INDICATED. lx RUB. THE ORBIT HAS AN EXTERNAL 
LOOP (3.34 LB. PRELOAD, UNBALANCE: 0.48 GRAMS, 0 
DEGREES, INBOARD, RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
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i 
II 
8 
I 
8 
I 
I 
1 MIL I 
ROTATION CLOCKWISE 
FIGURE 10.76 STEADY-STATE UNFILTERED ORBIT O F  T H E  ROTOR 
VIBRA'I'IONAL RESPONSE AT 1915 RPM AS SEEN BY THE RUB 
FIXTUFLE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBE!3. T H E  SAME ORBIT AS IN FIG. 10.36. RUB CONTACT 
(-12% O F  ROTATIONAL PERIOD) AND UNBALANCE POSITIONS 
ARE INDICATED. lx RUB. THE ORBIT IS REVERSE (3.34 LB. 
PLUNGER PRELOAD, UNBALANCE: 0.48 GRAMS, 0 DEGREES, 
INBOARD, RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
ROTATION CLOCKWISE 
/--7 
UNBALANCE 
. 
FIGURE 10.77 STEADY-STATE UNFILTERED ORBIT OF T H E  ROTOR 
VIBRATIONAL RESPONSE A T  3918 RPM AS SEEN B Y  THE RUB 
FIXTURE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. T H E  SAME ORBIT AS IN FIG. 10.38. RUB CONTACT 
(-87% OF ROTATIONAL PERIOD) AND UNBALANCE POSITIONS 
ARE INDICATED. lx RUB. ORBIT FORWARD (3.34 LB. 
PLUNGER PRELOAD, UNBALANCE: 0.48 GRAMS, 0 DEGREES, 
INBOARD, RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
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UNBALANCE 
CONTACT TIME 
ROTATION CLOCKWISE 
SHAFT CENTERLINE SECTION 
FIGURE 10.78 STEADY-STATE UNFILTERED ORBIT OF T H E  ROTOR 
VIBRATIONAL 2ESPONSE AT 1564 RPM AS SEEN BY T H E  RUB 
FIXTURE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. T H E  SAME ORBIT AS IN FIG. 10.46. T H E  SAME 
ORBIT AS IN FIG. 10.46. RUB CONTACT (-16% OF 
ROTATIONAL PERIOD) AND UNBALANCE POSITIONS ARE 
INDICATED. l x  RUB. ORBIT HAS AN EXTERNAL LOOP (6.68 
LB. PLUNGER PRELOAD, UNBALANCE: 0.48 GRAMS, 0 
DEGREES, INBOARD, RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). COMPARE WITH 
FIGURE 10.74. 
SHAFT CENTERL 
FIGURE 10.79 
ROTATT ON CLOCKWISE 
STEADY-STATE UNFILTERED ORBIT O F  T H E  ROTOR 
VIBRATIONAL RESPONSE AT 1612 RPM AS SEEN BY THE RUB 
FIXTURE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. T H E  SAME ORBIT AS IN FIG. 10.48. RUB CONTACT 
(-21% O F  ROTATIONAL PERIOD) AND UNBALANCE POSITIONS 
ARE INDICATED. l x  RUB. ORBIT REVERSE (6.68 LB. PLUNGER 
PRELOAD, UNBALANCE: 0.48 GRAMS, 0 DEGREES, INBOARD, 
RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). COMPARE WITH FIGURE 10.75. 
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SHAFT CENTERLINE SECTION 
I 
CONTACT TIME 
UNBALANCE 1 MIL 
ROTATION CLOCKWISE 
FIGURE 10.80 STEADY-STATE UNFILTERED ORBIT O F  THE ROTOR 
VIBRATIONAL RESPONSE AT 1936 RPM AS SEEN BY THE RUB 
FIXTURE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. THE SAME ORBIT AS IN FIG. 10.50. RUB CONTACT 
(-5% C F  ROTATIONAL PERIOD) AND UNBALANCE POSITIONS 
ARE INDICATED. lx RUB. ORBIT REVERSE (6.68 LB. PLUNGER 
PRELClAD, UNBALANCE: 0.48 GRAMS, 0 DEGREES, INBOARD, 
RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). COMPARE WITH FIGURE 10.76. 
n L / 
J- SHAFT CENTERLINE SFPTTnNT 
ROTATION CLOCKWI 
FIGURE 10.81 
/ 
2 ms CONTACT 
STEADY-STATE UNFILTERED ORBIT O F  THE ROTOR 
VIBRA'I'IONAL RESPONSE AT 3924 RPM AS SEEN BY THE RUB 
FIXTUI3.E VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. THE SAME ORBIT AS IN FIG. 10.52. RUB CONTACT 
(-41% O F  ROTATIONAL PERIOD) AND UNBALANCE POSITIONS 
ARE INDICATED. 1/2 RUB. ORBIT FORWARD (6.681B 
PLUNGER PRELOAD, UNBALANCE: 0.48 GRAMS, 0 DEGREES, 
INBOARD, RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). COMPARE WITH FIGURE 10.77. 
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TIME 
SHAFT CENTERLINE SECTION 
CONTACT 
- 
1 MIL 
ROTATION CLOCKWISE 
FIGURE 10.82 
ROTATI ON 
STEADY-STATE UNFILTERED ORBIT O F  T H E  ROTOR 
VIBRATIONAL RESPONSE A T  5212 RPM AS SEEN BY THE RUB 
FIXTURE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. T H E  SAME ORBIT AS IN FIG. 10.54. RUB CONTACT 
(-35% O F  ROTATIONAL PERIOD) AND UNBALANCE POSITIONS 
ARE INDICATED. 1/3 RUB. FORWARD LOOPS ON T H E  ORBIT 
(6.68 LB. PLUNGER PRELOAD, UNBALANCE: 0.48 GRAMS, 0 
DEGREES, INBOARD, RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
TIME 
r-% UNBALANCE 
SHAFT CENTERLINE SECTION 
CLOCKWISE 
10.0 ms CONTACT TIME 
c--.l 
1 MIL Y 
FIGURE 10.83 STEADY-STATE UNFILTERED ORBIT O F  T H E  ROTOR 
VIBRATIONAL RESPONSE A T  5636 RPM AS SEEN B Y  THE RUB 
FIXTURE VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL DISPLACEMENT 
PROBES. T H E  SAME ORBIT AS IN FIG. 10.56. RUB CONTACT 
(-94% O F  ROTATIONAL PERIOD) AND UNBALANCE POSITIONS 
ARE IND'I'CATED. 1/3 RUB. FORWARD LOOPS ON T H E  ORBIT 
(6.68 LB. PLUNGER PRELOAD, UNBALANCE: 0.48 GRAMS, 0 
DEGREES, INBOARD, RADIUS = 1.2 IN.). 
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PLUNGER 
PRELOAD 
[LBI 
10.03 
6 . 6 8  
3.34  
0 
- '*C 
I I I I I I - - -  --- 
3500 4000 5500 6000 1500 2000 
ROTATIVE SPEED [RPMI 
FIGURE 10.84 SHAFT RESPONSE ORBITS FOR VARIOUS ROTATIVE SPEEDS 
AND PLUNGER PRELOADS (STATOR COMPLIANCE). DATA 
FROM RUN 3 TO 6 PRESENTED IN FIGURES 10.25 T O  10.72. 
ORBIT AMPLITUDE SCALE: 2 MILS P E R  DIVISION. 
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a 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
I 
RIZONTAL POSITION/PI?ELOAD I 
I 
1 
0 
I 
RUB RING DISPLACEMENT PROBE 
ROTOR SHAFT VERTICAL RTICAL POSITION/PRELOAD ADJUSTMENT 
DISPLACEMENT PROBE 
HORIZONTAL POSITION/PRELO 
ADJUSTIYENT RUB RING DISPLACZIENT PROBE 
ROTOR SHAFT HORIZONTAL 
DISPLACEMENT PROBE 
360" RUB RING 
ADJUSTMENT VERTICAL POSITION/PRELOAD AD J US T M  E N T 
FIGURE 10.85 360 DEGREE MULTIPLE PARTIAL RUB TEST FIXTURE 
I 
8 
1 
I 
R 
8 
I 252 
A - Electric Motor G - Outboard X - Y Disp lacement  Probe  Mou-t 
B - Flexible Coupling H - Outboard M E ~ S  
C - Lcboard Bronze  Bearing I - 360'RuO Fixture/X - Y Displacement Probes  
D - Electrical C o n t a c t  Devi:e J - Outboard Bronze Bearing 
E - Lcboard X - Y Dispiac.zrnent Probe  Uoun t  K - Rotor Shaf t  
F - Lnboard Mass L - Rotor Base 
I I 
I I  1.0" - r=- I i 
b-- 17.5" 0 
18.75" 
23.25" - 
25" s 
FIGURE 10.86 MULTIPLE PARTIAL RUB TEST SYSTEM WITH 360 DEGREE 
RUB FIXTURE 
1 
I 
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1 . 0  V O L T / D I V  
0 . 2  V O L T / M I L  
7 . 5  M I L  R A D I A L  
CLEARANCE 
U N F I L T E R E D  O R B I T  O F  RUBBING ROTOR I N  360' F I X T U R E  
AS OBSERVED BY THE OUTBOARD X-Y D I S P L A C E M E N T  P R O B E S ,  
4 1 2 8  RPM, S H A F T  R O T A T I O N  C L O C K W I S E .  
w c o w  \o 0 
0 0 . 4 1 ~  
03 03 -r 0 -  rl \o 
c.l u7 l-t w a  a3 m 
1 6 8 0  RPM 2 4 1 2 8  RPM 
6 11 Y N I X G  SPEED 
F I R S T  BALANCE RESONANCE O F  T H E  
SYSTEM WITHOUT RUB = 1 5 9 0  RPM 
SECOND BALANCE RESONANCE O F  T H E  
SYSTEM WITHOUT RUB = 4 2 2 0  RPM 
(BOTH S P E C T R A  ARE THE SAME 
DATA WITH D I F F E R E N T  MARKER P O S I T I O N )  
a 
FIGURE 10.87 (a) UNFILTERED ORBIT OF RUBBING ROTOR AS OBSERVED 
RPM. CLOCKWISE SHAFT ROTATION. UNBALANCE: .5 
GRAMS AT 225 DEGREES, RADIUS = 1.2", OUTBOARD. (b) 
STEADY STATE SPECTRUM OF RUBBING ROTOR RESPONSE 
AT 4128 RPM. NOTE LARGE SUBSYNCHRONOUS 
COMPONENT DUE TO EXCITATION OF SYSTEM FIRST 
BALANCE RESONANCE. 
BY THE OUTBOARD X-Y DISPLACEMENT PROBES AT 4128 
ORIGINAL PAGE 
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11. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE RUBBING ROTOR MECHANICAL 
SYSTEM. 
11.1 Initial AssumDtionfi 
In the mathematical mod.elling of the rubbing rotor the modal concept is applied. The 
rotor model is limited to the first three lateral modes. At the first approximation, the 
rotor is considered laterally symmetric (isotropic). . Four axial point locations of 
rotor-to-stator rub are cmsidered in the model. Since rub most probably occurs at the 
seal locations, the additional flow-related forces are introduced in the model. The rub 
forces included in the model describe the main physical phenomena ,taking place when 
rotor-to-stator rub occurs, namely friction, system stiffness modifications, and impacting. 
The rub forces are expressed in an "averaged" sense, explained below. 
The physical model of the! rotor is presented in Figure 11.1. Since three lateral modes are 
taken into consideration, the model contains three modal masses (MI, M2, M3). K1, . e . ,  K7 
are rotor modal stiffnesses. Note that the model does not correspond to the classical modal 
model. The classical modal approach would have each mode uncoupled from the others, 
with only one modal mass and one stiffness for each mode. The model considered here is 
more complex, however limited to three coupled modes. The modal masses and stiffnesses 
can be obtained from the numerical analysis (using transfer matrix or finite element 
methods, followed by reduction to three modes), and/or identified from the experiment, 
using the dynamic stiffness concept outlined in Chapter 5 .  
11.2 Mathematical Modgl 
The equations representing the balance of forces at the mass locations z1, z2, z3 and at the 
locations where rub potentially occurs, 51, 52, 53, 54 (see Fig. 11.1) are as follows: 
where 
e. 
z. = xi + jyi , z. =: ii + jfi , j = m, i = 1,2,3 1 1 
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(11.1) 
- (11.2) 
(11.3) 
(11.4) 
(11.5) 
(11.6) 
(11.7) 
are radial (lateral) displacements of the shaft centerline at corresponding axial locations 
(x - horizontal, y - vertical), consolidated in one complex variable. Dsi, i = 1,2,3 are 
modal damping coefficients; mirie are modal unbalance vectors(mi, ri, are masses, 
j&i 
j Ti 
radiuses and unbalance angular locations respectively), w is rotative speed, Pie are 
I constant radial force vectors (Pi are amplitudes, "/i are angular positions). 
I The rub and fluid forces are described by the functions Fi, and impact velocity 
I 
relationships: 
~ 
j 'i
Fi = fi [Kri( I Zi I-Ci)(l+jy)]e 
i = 1, 2, 3, 4 
+ Di(Zi/Q-jXiwZi) + K bi . Z  i' (11.8) 
where Ci, is the rotor/stator radial clearance. The functions fi describe the timing of 
"contact" (fi = 1 forIZiI>_Ci) versus "no contact" The function 
Kri( I Zi I-  Ci) describes the radially applied additional -stiffness force due to contact with 
the stationary part. It also represents the rotor/stator normal force. Kri is the stator 
stiffness. 4 are friction coefficients at rubbing surfaces. The function KA( I Zi I - Ci)jpi 
models the tangentially directed friction force. The angles bi indicate rub angular location 
(Figs. 11.2 and 11.3): 
(fi = 0 forIZiI <Ci). 
Si = arctan ( y . / % . ) ,  i = 1, 2, 3, 4. 1 1  
It is assumed that the rubbing spot occurs at the extension of the rotor and stator center 
lines. 
The coefficients Di, Kbi, and Xi represent the fluid dynamic forces in bearings and seals. 
They are fluid film radial damping, stiffnesses, and average circumferential velocity ratios 
respectively. Di, Kbi, and Xi are nonlinear functions of the shaft radial deflections 
1 ZiI  = 5i2 + y2 . Eq. (11.8) describes also the impacting condition when 
rotor-to-stator contact occurs; K is the coefficient of restitution quantifying the 
irreversible energy losses due to impacting. (For more advanced models, due to 
rotation-related high tangential velocity component the restitution coefficient K might 
acquire more complex functional form, than a constant value, such as in the straight 
impact case). 
An explanation of the impact model in Eq. (11.8) is given below. 
When Eq. (11.8) for i = 1 is substituted into Eq. (11.4) it results in 
1 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
I 
1 
1 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 02280 256 
a 
(11.9) 
(11.10) 
where the subscript (:) next to velocity 21 indicates the "before collision" situation. 
Following the classical impact theory, during collision only velocities are instantaneously 
affected. Displacements remain the same. 
Just after collision, i.e., for 
1 i l l  - C1 L 0 there is f l  = 1 and K <1, thus 
where the subscript ( t )  nzxt to velocity 31 indicates the "after collision" situation. Taking 
into account Eqs. (11.10) and (11.11) the coefficient of restitution ~1 is defined as follows: 
il( t )  K1 = (11.12) 
Note that there are differences in this definition, as compared to the classical straight 
impact theory. In Eq. (1.1.12) both velocities 31( - )  and 31( t )  have the same sign. There is 
no justification to assume' that in the rotor planar motion the impact against a compliant 
stator causes complex velocities to reverse immediately. The second difference is the 
addition of the stator stifhess-related normal and tangential forces, modifying the "after 
collision" velocity, the last term of the following equation: 
(11.13) 
When the stator stiffness is low the after collision motion continues in the same direction 
until, due to an increase of displacement 31, a balance occurs, and 21( t )  = 0. At this 
moment the motion is reversed. 
The similar impact situations take place for all rub locations i = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
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Eqs. (11.1) to (11.7) can be simplified by eliminating displacements Z 1  to Z4  from Eqs. 
11.1)) (11.2), (11.3). In a compact form the mathematical model of the rubbing rotor is as 
lollows: 
MiZi + aiK2i-2(~i~i- l )  + ai+lK2i(zi~i+l)  + Dsiii + aiFi + ai+lP2iFi+l = 
(11.14) 
j r i  + Pie , i = 1,2,3, z. = x. + jyi, j = $--7 .i(d+Ei) 
1 1  
= m.r.w2e 
1 1  
or 
where 
(11.15) 
Eqs. (11.8) to (11.15) represent the mathematical model of the rubbing isotropic rotor'. 
Note that the model contains three destabilizing factors: dry friction tangential forces, 
represented by the friction coefficients 4 ,  fluid-related tangential forces, represented by 
the fluid circumferential velocity ratios Xi, and impact conditions, represented by the 
coefficient (or function) of restitution, 3. The model includes also the system stiffening 
effect (through radial stiffness forces Kri( I Zi I -  C,)). The relative significance of each 
factor determines the final result, i.e., rotor response. 
11.3 
The contact between rotor and stator occurs when either rotor is pushed to the side by a 
radial preload, and rotates around its centerline displaced from the neutral position, or the 
rotor vibration amplitude (due to residual unbalance or other sources) exceeds the available 
clearance. rotating shaft vibrates 
around a displaced position. 
Calculation of the Rotor-testator Rub Contact Normal Force 
Most often these two events occur simultaneously: 
In this section an average normal force at the rotor/stator contacting surfaces is calcul.ated. 
The stator is assumed rigid. Its circular shape with radius "R" models a seal, where 
contact with rotor usually occurs. It is assumed that the shaft of radius llrl' is displaced 
from its neutral position due to a constant radial force. Its eccentricity is denoted ''e.'' 
Rotor lateral vibrations are supposed harmonic, and result in a circular orbit with the 
amplitude "A." Figure 11.4 illustrates the situation when the shaft eccentricity plus 
vibration amplitude l'BOl" exceed the available clearance (R-r). The difference (BO1 - 
(R-r)) = BC multiplied by the shaft stiffness "K" represents the normal force at the 
contacting surfaces. It is assumed that the stator is rigid. 
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During its vibrational molion around the eccentric position 0 2  (variable angle E ) ,  the shaft 
enters into the contact with the seal at certain angle EO.  At this angle BC = 0 and the 
normal force is zero. When the shaft proceeds in its orbital motion, the value "BC" 
increases till its maximum (e+A+r-R) when E = 0. The second part of the vibrational 
cycle is symmetric: The shaft leaves the stator at the angle "-EO" and vibrates freely until 
the contact occurs again at the angle EO,  during the next vibrational cycle. 
Taking into consideration the trigonometric relationships, the distance "BC" is calculated 
as follows: 
BC = 01B-OlC = O1B-R = DB+OlD-R = r + O1D-R 
From the triangle O102D results 01D = &2+A2+2eA cos E ,  thus 
BC = r-R + ,/--2eA cos E (11.16) 
The value IIBC" depends 3n the angle E. ftBC" equals zero for the "just to touch" contact 
at EO:  
0 = r-R + de-A cos E O  
from which the angle E O  can be calculated: 
(11.17) 
The value "BC" reaches its maximum (r-R+e+A) when E = 0. 
Since "BC", and consequently the normal force N = (BC)K vary with E during the shaft 
vibrational cycle, it is reastonable to calculate their average values. 
The average of cosine function (cos E )  in limits (-EO, + E O )  based'on equality of areas is 
(11.18) 
With Eq. (11.18) taken into account the average value of the shaft/stator normal force at 
the contact during one cycle of shaft vibration is as follows: 
N = (BC)aVK = [r-R+Je?+A2+2eA - sin E O  
av EO 
(11.19) 
where K is shaft stiffness and E O  can be calculated from Eq. (11.17). 
Figure 11.5 illustrates the maximum and average normal forccto-shaft stiffness and 
average clearance ratio [I 
few values of eccentricity--to-clearance ratios. The relation between the average force and 
the clearance is linear. The average force versus either A or e is almost linear. 
versus vibration amplitude-to-clearance ratio for a 
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Figure 11.5 shows also the corresponding angles E O ,  i.e., the half-arcs of the 
rotor-tostator rubbing contact. Fi w e  11.6 illustrates the average normal force ratio 
versus the half arc contact angle EO.  i s  can be seen, the normal force as a function of the 
arc angle depends on the relationship of the shaft eccentricity versus vibrational amplitude. 
For low eccentricities the graph of the normal force versus angle E O  is flat; the relationship 
is close to proportional. For high eccentricities the force versus contact angle has more 
pronounced parabolic shape. 
Since the rotor-tostator contact normal force is responsible for the friction force, a simple 
contact arc angle is  not an appropriate representative measure of the severity of rub. For a 
single value of the contact arc (for instance, at eo = 60') the normal force ratio may vary 
from 0.04 to almost 0.10 depending on the relationship between shaft eccentricity lie" and 
vibration amplitude "A." The highest force ratio for a given arc results when 'le'' and "A" 
are of the same magnitude. 
11.4 Rub-relat ed ImDact Model 
There are two effects of the impact of a rotating shaft against a rigid stationary element: 
straight impact and superball effect. Mathematical models of these effects are discussed in 
this section. 
Just before the collision the shaft incoming precessional velocity components are k and i. 
The rotor collides with the stator at angle cp with velocity z10 (Fig. 11.7): 
vo = J22 + j r 2  cp = 90" - arctan ( j , / ; E )  (11.20) 
Similarly to the straight impact theory it is assumed that the rebound motion has the 
velocity proportional to the incoming one, with the coefficient of restitution IE, and has 
"symmetrical" (mirror image) direction (Fig. 11.7): 
v1= J- = K vo 
The components of the velocity v1 are as follows: 
i1 = - K(;E sin 2p - j ,  cos 2p) 
where 
p = arctan (y/x) 
describes the location where the impact occurs (Fig. 11.7). 
(11.21) 
(11.22) 
(11.23) 
In the superball impact effect the components of the after impact velocity are modeled as 
follows (Fig. 11.8): 
;E2 = wr sin p 
j ,2  = - & wr cosp 
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(11.24) 
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where w and r are shaft rotative speed and radius respectively, thus ur is the shaft surface 
velocity. The coefficient ,% describes the superball effect-related loss of energy. 
The total after impact ve:.ocity components including both effects modeled by Eqs. (11.22) 
and (11.24) are: 
i(+) = - ~ ( k  sin 2p-j.cos 2p) - &  ur cos p 
where the subscript (+) denotes the after impact situation. 
Note that this model does not include stator compliance. 
11.4 Summary 
The rubbing rotor stat01 mathematical model is developed in this chapter. The model 
phenomenon due to rotor-tmtator contact may occur at four axial locations of the rotor. 
The rub model includes fiiction, impacting, and a system stiffening effect. 
The local rotor/stator normal force is calculated as'function of radial clearance, shaft 
eccentricity, and shaft vibrational amplitude. It is shown that the simple arc of 
rotor-t-tator contact iri not an adequate measure of severity of rub. 
A simple model of rotor impacting a rigid stator is also given in this chapter. 
based on modal c b aracteristics for the rotor includes its three lateral modes. The rub 
FIG. 11.1 MODEL OF THE RUBBING ROTOR 
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MOT I ON 
FIG. 11.2 SHAFT RUBBING AGAINST THE STATOR OR A SEAL 
FIGURE 11.3 RUBBING ROTOR INSIDE A SEAL 
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12. RESULTS OF ROTOR-TO-STATOR RUBBING EXPERIMENTAL TESTING 
OF THE HPFTP-SIMULATING ROTOR RIG. 
12.1 Introduction 
In order to determine the vibration response patterns of the HPFTP-simulating rotor rig, 
with and without rub, two major experiments were performed. The first experiment 
explored the normal and rub-induced vibration responses of the rotor with an axial 
unbalance distribution which excited predominantIy the first and second mode responses, 
while the second experimlznt used an unbalance distribution to predominantly excite the 
first and third mode responses. A description of the test sequences and the resultant data 
is presented in this chapter. 
12.2 
This set of tests consisted of placing a 0.8 inch-gram unbalance in the turbine disk of the 
HPFTP-simulating rig (SIX Fig. 12.1) at zero degrees and running the rotor at a constant 
speed of 4000 rpm, which corresponds to the scaled HPFTP operating speed. This 
produces a once-per-turn vibration pattern axially along the rotor comprised of mainly 
first and second mode responses. In addition to the once-per-turn unbalance-related 
forcing function, a static radial force is applied to the rotor by a spring with adjustable 
preload. The spring is attached to the rotor through a rolling element bearing mounted 
between the third pump impeller and the turbine disk. This radial force simulates the 
preload on the HPFTP rotor produced by the pumped working fluid at the discharge 
section. .Since the once-per-turn response is not large enough to cause rub by itself, the 
rub is initiated, and its severity controlled by the static preload force. This dictated a base 
test sequence in which xhe static preload force was incrementally increased and the 
vibration responses at &:Yerent axial locations along the shaft recorded for each static 
preload level. In order to determine the effect of the varying stiffness introduced by the 
pump interstage seals, thisl base test sequence was performed with incrementally stepped oil 
pressures in the seal simulation bearings. Figures 12.2 to 12.6 illustrate rotor static 
deflections at the operating speed 4000 rpm and for different radial preload forces and 
different oil pressures. 
The HPFTP-simulating rig was equipped with electrical contact devices (such as described 
in Section 9.2.2), indicating the physical contact between the rotor and stationary part. 
ExDeriment With Mass Unbalance in Turbine Disk 
The orbit, timebase, and spectral content at each d a l  probe location, plus the timebase 
and spectral content of the shaft/seal or shaft/rub block contact, was acquired using an 
ADRE@ I11 Data Acquisition System. The data are presented in Figures 12.7 to 12.161. 
Each segment of figures is preceded by a corresponding mode shape of the rotor for the 
specific oil pressure. The spectral content and timebase information on rub from the two 
seal simulation bearings, for conditions in which the seal clearance area is fully 
oil-lubricated, could not be presented (Figures 12.57, 12.58, 12.88, 12.89, 12.119, 12.120, 
12.150, 12.151), as the oil effectively prevents the actual metal-to-metal contact required 
for the sensing system. The omission of this data is not intended to infer that the 
nonlinear radial bearing characteristics of the seal do not produce forces on the shaft 
similar to the ones generated during rub. 
The cascade spectra for the shaft-to-rub block contact signals indicate the occurrence of 
metal-to-metal contact, and the frequency of the rotor/stationary part physical contact 
occurrence for the lowest i'requency component. The shape of the electrical waveform used 
to detect contact occurrence generates higher harmonics of the fundamental rub frequency. 
It is seen on the cascade plots (for example the second harmonics are in Figs. 12.35, 12.36, 
1 
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12.37). The existence of these higher harmonics is caused by the on-off contact waveform, 
and does not mean that rub occurs with these higher frequencies. 
The data shows changes in the orbit, timebase, and spectral content of the vibration signals 
with increases in the preload force. With no preload the shaft is centered within the seals 
and the rub block, producing a rub-free vibration response. The orbit is primaril circular, 
and the spectral content is predominantly once per turn (synchronous responseT. As the 
preload is increased, first a light contact between elements occurs. This results in a "figure 
eightl'shaped orbit due to the appearance of the 0 . 5 ~  vibrational component. Transient 
responses with the system natural frequencies also appear in the rotor response spectrum. 
As the preload is increased and the rotor eccentricity increased, the orbit becomes smaller 
and more elliptically deformed, while the spectral content shifts from predominantly 0 . 5 ~  
to predominantly l x ,  2x, and system natural frequency components. This is the effect of 
stiffness nonlinearity. Increasing the oil pressure at the seal locations basically increases 
the system stiffness, allowing less radial motion of the rotor for a given preload. It results 
in delaying the onset of the rubbing phenomena with a given preload force, but does not 
change the vibration patterns generated once the rub condition is achieved. 
12.3 ExDeriment With Mass Unbalance in Third PumD ImDeller Disk 
This set of tests was performed similarly to those described in Section 12.2, the only change 
being the unbalance mass distribution. Instead of placing the unbalance mass in the 
turbine disk, as was done in the previous case, the unbalance mass for these tests was 
located in the third pump impeller disk. This produces a once-per-turn vibration response 
which is predominantly comprised of the first and third mode responses. The experimental 
data is presented in Figures 12.162 to 12.316. 
The changes in the vibrational responses with increasing preload were also similar to those 
obtained from the tests described in Section 12.2. The preload for rub inception was higher 
than for the previous case, since the rub locations fall near the lx nodal points. Since the 
malcimum amplitude is the summation of the static eccentricity and lx vibration 
amplitudes, a larger static deflection is required to compensate for the smaller l x  vibration 
amplitudes at the .potential rub locations to produce resultant rotor motion greater than 
the allowable clearance. Therefore, larger static preload forces are required to initiate rub. 
The progression of synchronous responses for no rubbing, moving to 0 . 5 ~  components at 
light rub, to l x ,  2x, and the appearance of transient components with system natural 
frequencies for heavy rubs described for the previous test was also observed during the 
present tests. Varying seal simulation bearing oil pressures again had only minor effects on 
the vibration patterns. 
12.4 Summarv 
The HPFTP-simulating rig rotor vibration responses caused by rotor-t-tator rubbing 
and their changes from normal no-rub responses were explored for two different rotor 
unbalance mass distributions: one predominantly for the first and a second mode, the 
other predominantly for the first and third mode. The rotor speed was constant 4000 rpm. 
The inception and severity of the rub were controlled by varying a static radial preload 
applied to the rotor between the third pump impeller and turbine disks. The effects of 
additional stiffness at the seals between the pump impellers were also investigated. This 
additional stiffness was achieved by varying oil pressure at the sealsimulating bearings. 
The similar patterns of rotor vibrations were observed for all tests. When no rub occurs, 
the lx synchronous response due to the unbalance is dominant. With the initiaiion of light 
rub, a large 0 . 5 ~  component appears in the vibrational response. This component gradually 
disappears as the rub severity increases (radial load increases). As the 0.5, component 
disappears, more rub-related changes in lx responses as well as appearance of significant 
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higher harmonic components are noted. Some transient vibrational responses with 
frequencies corresponding to the system natural frequencies also appear in the spectrum. 
The additional stiffness at the seal locations modified the point of inception for the rub, but 
did not change the vibraticmal patterns significantly. 
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I I 
1.8 mil /dlu CW Rotrtion 4889 r p m  6.8 m=/dlu 
1.8 m i l  /diu CW Rotation 4 8 1 6  rpm 6.8 ms/diu 
I J 
1.8 mil /diu CW Rotation 4889 r p m  6 . 8  mr/div 
I J cw Rotrtion 4812 r p m  6.8 rnwdiv 1.8 mil /dlu 
I 
I 1 
1.8 m i l  /diu CW Rotation 4 8 1 8  rpm 6 . 8  m=/diu 
I 
I I 1.8 mil /diu cu Rotation 4 9 1 6  r p m  6.8 m=/dlu 
FIGURE12.15 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATIOF 1 AT 
4000 RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR D Y N A M I C  
P L A N T  I L A B  
JOB REFERENCE1 NASA 
M A C H I N E  T R A I N :  SPACE S H U T T L E  MODEL 
Machinr: ROTOR KIT C h 8  3 2VO 
Oirrct Amplitudm: 2 .6  m i l  pp 
0.0 
0.2 
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
P L O T  N o .  
Strrdu Stotr U n e o m p  
, I. 9 mil /diu C U  Rotrtion ___ 4996 rpm . 6.9 ms/diu , 
I I 
1 . B  mil /diu CU Rotrtion 4999 rpm 6.9 mm/diu 
1 
I 
1.9 mil /diu CW Rotation 4919 rpm 6.9 ms/diu 
1 
J 
CU Rotation 4099 rpm 6.9 m w d i u  
I I 
I I  1 . B  mil /diu CU Rotation 4012 rpm 6.9 m=/diu 
I I 
1 . B  mil /diw CW Rotation 4019 rpm 6.0 mr/diu 
----- ----_- J 
1.9 mil /diu C W  Rotrtion sal4 rpm 6.9 mm/diu 
FIGURE 12.16 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 2 AT 4000 
RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
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P L O T  No. COMPFINY : B E N T L Y  ROTOR D Y N A M I C  
P L A N T  : L A B  
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
M A C H I N E  T R A I N :  S P A C E  S H U T T L E  MOOEL 
M a c h i n r :  ROTOR K I T  C h 8  4 1HO 
O i r r c t  F I m p l i t u d r :  4 . 4  m i l  pp 
S t r r d u  S t r t r  U n c o m p  
0.2 LUS 
0 . 4  
L I 
0 c: 
0 
L 
0 
W 
04 cz 8 . 6  
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
LBS 
LDS 
LBS 
LBS 
Lns 
i I 
1.8 m i l  /d iu  CW R o t a t i o n  4 8 8 6  r u m  6 . 8  m s / d i v  
I -1 -- ------ * \ I  
I 
1.9 mll /d iu  CW R o t r t i o n  4 8 8 9  r p m  6 . 8  m m / d i u  
I 
I 
1.8 m i l  /diu C U  R o t a t i o n  4 8 1 0  r p m  6 . 0  m s / d i v  
I 1 
1.0 m i l  /diu C U  R o t a t i o n  4 0 0 9  r p m  6.8 m m / d i v  
I I 
1.0 m i l  /d iu C U  R o t a t l o n  4 0 1 2  r p m  6.8 r n s / d i u  
I I 
1.0 mil /diu CW R o t a t i o n  4 8 1 8  r p m  6 .8  m = / d i v  
I 
1.8 mll / d l w  CW R o t r t i o n  4 0 1 4  r p m  6 .8  m m / d i u  
FIGURE12.17 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 2 AT 
4000 RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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I 
O 1  
1 
E 
1 
1 
I 
I 
1. 
1 
8 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
.I 
1 
8 
C 0 Pl P A N Y : BENTLY ROTOR D Y N A M I C  
JOE REFERENCE1 NASA 
M A C H I N E  T R A I N :  S P A C E  SHUlTLE MOOEL 
Machine: ROTOR KIT C h #  6 3VD 
Direct Ampiitudi: 2.6 mil pp 
P L A N T  : La8 
0.0 
0.2 
0.4 
0.6 
LBS 
LBS 
LE S 
LBS 
PLOT No. 
StiidU Stat= Uncomp 
I I 
1.8 m i l  /diu CW Rotation 4 8 0 6  rprn 6.0 rnr/diu 
I I 
1.0 m i l  /diu CW Rotation 4 0 0 9  rpm 6.8 mr/diu 
I. 8 mil /diu CW Rotation 4 8 1 8  rpm 5.8 rnu/diu 
I 
d 
1.8 mil /diu CW Rotation 4889 rpm 6.8 ms/diu 
0.8 
1 . 0  
1.2 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
CW Rotrtion 4 8 1 2  rpm 6.8 ms/diu 1.8 m i l  /diu 
I 
1.8 mil /diu CW Rotation 4 8 1 8  rpm 6.8 ms/diu 
-___. ______ _ _ _  ___ J 
1.9 mll /diu CW R o t r t l o n  re14  r p m  6 . 0  ms/diu 
FIGURE 12.18 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 3 AT 4000 
R P M ,  0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRE:L 0 ADS. 
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0.0 ~ ,---e /----- 
0.2 
0.4 
L1 u 
C 
0 
L 
tz 0.6 
n4 
0.8 
1.0 
COMPANY : B E N T L Y  ROTOR OYt4AMIC 
P L A N T  : L A B  
J O B  R E F E R E N C E :  NASA 
nacnmE TRCIINI S P ~ C E  SHUTTLE noom- 
Mochlnef ROTOR K I T  Chff 6 3HD 
Direct 
LBS 
LUS 
LBS 
LDS 
CBS 
LDS 
1.2 LBS 
P L O T  No. 
1.9 mil /dlu C U  Rotrtlon 4999 r p m  6.9 mm/diu 
1.9 mil /diu CW Rotation 4 9 1 8  rpm 6 . 8  m w d i u  
1 . 9  m i l  /diu CW Rotation 4 9 9 9  rpm 6.9 ms/diu 
I 
4el9 rpm 6.9 mm/diu 1.9 m i l  /diu cw R o G t i o n  
1 
FIGURE12.19 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 3 AT 
4000 RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROTCR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LA6 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINtZ TRAIN! SPACE SHUTlLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR KIT ChR 7 4VO 
Direct Amplitudr: 3.1 m i l  np 
PLOT No. 
0.0 
0.2 
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
LDS 
LDS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
Lns 
Stmrdu Strtr Uncomp 
- . - - 
1.8 m l l  /dLu CW Rotmtlon 4 8 8 6  rpm 6 . 8  mS/dAU 
r 
- I 
CW Rotrtlon dies rpm 6 . B  mi/diu 1 . B  m l l  /diu 
I 
I I 
6 . 8  ms/diu ’ 1.8 mil /diu CW Rotation 4 0 1 8  rprn 
CW Rotatlon 4009 rpm 6 . 8  ms/diu 
I
1.0 mil /diu 
1.0 mil /diu CU Rotrtion 4012 rpm 6.8 ms/diu 
I 
I I 
1 . 0  mil /diu CW Rotation 6818 rpm 6.8 ms/diu 
I---- --- I 
1.8 m l l  /diu CW Rotrtlon 4014 rpm 6 . 8  ms/diu 
FIGURE 12.20 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 4 AT 4000 
RPM,  0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE7 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
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tl 
U 
C 
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/-/*- 
COMPQNY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC PLOT No. 
PLANT : La8 
JOE REFERENCE: Nasa 
MACHINE TRAIN: sPacE SHUTTLE MOOEL 
0 ORIGINAL PAGE 1s 
Machinr: ROTOR KIT ChS 8 4HO 
D i r r c t  Flrnplitudm: 3 .8  m i l  pp OF POOR QUALITY 
Strrdu S t a t .  Uncomp 
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
0.6 
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
LES 
LDS 
LES 
LBS 
LBS 
LDS 
LBS 
1.9 m i l  / d l u  CU Rotat ion  4 9 9 8  rpm 6 . 9  rns/dlu 
1.0 m i l  / d l u  CU R o t r t l o n  4 9 9 9  rprn 6 . 9  rns/diu 
1 
I 
1.0 m i l  / d i u  CW Rotat ion  4812 rprn 6 . 8  rns/diu 
FIGURE12.21 TIMEBASE F O R  HORIZONTAL PROBE A T  LOCATION 4 AT 
4000 RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN T H E  TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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1  
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROFOR D Y N A M I C  
P L A N T  : La8 
JOB REFERENCEI N a s a  
M A C H I N E  T R A I N :  SPACE S H U r T L E  MOOEL 
Machinm: ROTOR K I T  C h *  1 suo 
Oirmct Amplitudm: 4.2 nil DO 
P L O T  N o .  
. .  
Stmrdu Stmtm U n c o m p  
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
0.6 
0 . 8  
1.0 
1.2 
LBS 
LUS 
LBS 
LJ3S 
LBS 
LBS 
Lns 
1.0 mil /diu CW Rotrtion 4906 r p m  6.0 mm/diu 
I I 
1 
1.0 mil /diu CW Rotmtion 4999 r p m  6.0 mr/diu 
1.8 mil /diu CW Rotation 4 0 1 8  r p m  6.8 ms/div 
I 
CW Rotation 401.2 r p m  6.8 mr/diu 1 . B  mil /diu 
I 
I 
CW Rotation 4919 r p m  6.0 mr/diu - 
-- -- __---- 
CW Rotrtlon 4914 r p m  6.0 m r / d l u  1.9 m l l  /dlu 
FIGURE 12.22 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 5 AT 4000 
RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRE:LOADS. 
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conpww : BENTLY ROTOR D Y N A M I C  
P L A N T  : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE! NRSA 
MACHINE T R A I N !  SPACE S H U T T L E  MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  
Dirmct Cmvlitudr: 7.7 mil pp 
C h l  1 6 H D  
0.0 
0.2 
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
LBS 
Lns 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LDS 
Lns 
P L O T  No. 
Strrdu Strtr Uncomp 
1.0 mil /diu CW Rotation 4886 rpm 6.8 mm/div 
f 
I I 
1.8 m l l  /dlu CW Rotrtlon r e i s  rpm 6 . 8  mr/dlu 
I 
1.0 m i l  /diu CW Rotrtlon 4810 rprn 6 . 8  ms/diu 
I I 
1.8 mil /diu CW Rotrtlon 4 i i s  rpm 6.8 ms/diu 
I I 
6.0 ms/diu 1.8 mil /diu C U  Rotmtlon 4812 rpm 
I 
I 
1.e mil /diu CW Rotmtion 4818 rpm 5 . 8  mr/diu 
I 1 
/- 
I --- -.- 1 
1.8 mll /diu CW R o t r t l o n  4814 rpm 6.8 mm/diu 
FIGURE12.23 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 5 AT 
4000 RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN TDE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR D Y N A M I C  
P L A N T  : L A B  
JOB REFERENCE1 NA3A 
M A C H I N E  T R A I N ;  SPACE S H U T T L E  MOOEL 
P L O T  No. 
M8chinr: ROTOR KIT Chl( 3 6UO 
Dirrct Amplitudr: 6.0 mil pp 
Stmmdu Strtm Uncomp 
0.0 LBS 
I. 0 mil /diu CW Rotrtion 40;s rpm 6.0 ms/diu 
I 
0.2 
0 . 4  
0 . 6  
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
I 
4009 rpm 6.0 mr/diu CW Rotrtlon 
I 
1 . 0  m i l  /dlu cu Rot8tion 4010 rpm 6 . 0  m8/diu I 
I 
I I 
I 
1 . 0  mil /diu CW Rot8tion 4 i i 9  r p m  6.0 m8/diu 
FIGURE 12.24 TIME13ASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 6 AT 4000 
RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD S. 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR OYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFEhZNCEI NASA 
MaCHINE TRAZN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Mrchlnm: ROTOR KIT Chl 4 6HO 
Oirmct Qmplitudm: 8 .6  mil pp 
__  - - - - -  
PLOT No. 
//-*- 
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
0.6 
0 . 6  
1.0 
1.2 
LDS 
LUS 
LBS 
LDS 
LBS 
LDS 
Lns 
I J 
1.8 mil /diu CW Aotrtion 4818 r p m  6 . 8  ms/diu 
6.6 mm/diw 4869 rpm 1.8 m l l  /diu CW Rotrtlon 
-- J -___- - -- I- I. 8 m l l  /diu C W  Rotrtlon 4 8 1 4  rpm 6.8 mm/dlv 
FIGUPB12.25 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 6 AT 
4000 RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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I 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
4 
I 
3 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
8 
- 
2 . 8  mil /diu CW Rotrtion 4806 rpm 6.0 rns/dlu - 3- 
I 
9 
COMPANY : BENTLY FiOTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : L A B  
JOB REFERENCE; NASA 
MACHINE T R A I N :  SPACE SkUTTLE MOOEL 
Maehlnm: ROTOR K I T  ChN 6 SEAL N l  CONTACTOR 
Oirict Amplitudi: 8 . 4  mil pp 
PLOT No. 
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
0.6 
. 
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
LBS 
LOS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LDS 
LBS 
. .  
Strrdu Strti Uncomp 
I c 
2 . 8  mil /diu CW Rotrtion 4 8 1 8  rpm 6.8 ms/diu 
1 
1 . 8  mil /diu CW Rotrtion 4 8 8 9  rpm 6.8 ms/diu 
1 
I 
cu R o t r t i o n  4812 rpm _ _ _  5 . 8  ms/diu 
CW Rotrtion 4018 rpm 6.8 ms/diu 
1 
a.8  mil /diu CU Rotrtion 4014 r p m  6.8 ms/dlu 
FIGURE 12.26 TIMEBASE FOR SHAFT TO SEAL 1 CONTACT AT 4000 RPM, 0 
PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PREI OADS. 
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COMPFINY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PCFINT I Lea 
JOE REFERENCE1 NFISFI 
MFICHINE T R A I N 1  SPFICE SHUTTLE MOOEL 
M r c h l n r :  ROTOR K I T  ChU 6 SEAL U 2  CONTACTC2 
D i r r c t  F I m p l i t u d r :  8.1 m i l  pp 
PLOT No. 
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
0 . 6  
0.8 
1.0 
S t m r d u  S t r t r  U n c o m p  
LDS 
2 . 8  m i l  /d iu  CW R o t r t i a n  4 8 8 6  r p m  6 . 8  r n m / d i u  
I 
LDS +* -. 
’2 . 8  m i l  / d i u  CW R o t r e L o n  4 8 8 9  r p m  6 . 8  m m / d i u  
2 .8  m i l  /d iu CU R o t a t i o n  4 8 2 8  r p m  6 . 8  m s / d i u  
LBS I . .  
1 
CW R o t r t l o n  4 8 8 9  r p m  6 .8  r n s / d l u  2.8 m i l  /d iu  
I I 
1 I 
6 . 8  m w d i w  2.8 m i l  /d lu CU R O t B t i O n  4812 r p m  
I 
6 . 8  m m / d l u  2 . e  mll /d lu cu R o t r t i o n  4 8 1 6  r p m  
I7 . e  m i l  /diu CW R o t r t A o n  4814 r p m  6 . 8  m r / d i u  
FIGURE 12.27 TIMEBASE FOR SHAFT TO SEAL 2 CONTACT AT 4000 RPM, 0 
PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
P REL 0 ADS. 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT 1 LAB 
JOB REFERENCE1 HASCI 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHIJTTLE MOOEL 
PLOT No. 
Machine: ROTOR KIT Chi4 7 RUB BLOCK 
Oirrct Amplitudr: 8.3 mil pp 
0 
St8ad~ Statr Uncomp 
I 0.0 LBS 
I 
6 . 8  ms/diu 2.8 m i l  /diu CW Rotation 4009 rpm I 
0 . 4  LBS - 
0 
Lu 
8 s  0 CU Rotation 4818 r p m  6.8 mm/diu 2.8 m i l  /diu 
I I 
CU Rotation 4009 rpm 6.8 mm/diu 2 . 8  mil /diu 
- .- 
I 
0 . 8  LBS 
a.8 m l l  /dlu CW RotatLon 4812 r p m  6 . 8  ms/dlu 
I 
CW Rotation 4018 rpm 6.8 ms/diu 
a .8  m i l  /diu CW Rotrtlon 4814 rpm 6.8 ms/dlu 
FIGURE 12.28 TIMEI3ASE FOR SHAFT T O  RUB BLOCK CONTACT AT 4000 
RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELO ADS. 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR D Y N A M I C  
PLANT : L A 8  
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE T R A I N :  SPACE S H U T T L E  MOOEL 
P L O T  No. 
M a c h i n e :  ROTOR K I T  Chcl I 1VO 
StrrdU Strtr UNCOMP 
4 0 0 6  r p m  
Machine: ROTOR KIT 
l " l "  
e 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 i e  
FREQUENCY ( k c p m )  Hanning Window 
FIGURE 12.29 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 1 AT 4000 RPM, 0 
PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
P REL 0 ADS. 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR D Y N A H I C  
P L A N T  : L A 8  
JOB REFERENCE: N4SA 
MACHINE T R A I N :  SPACE SHUT'TLE MODEL 
- 
- 
- 
- 
P L O T  No. 
- 2  u 
a a 
- 4  
4 
E 
8 
b 
- 4  
PI 
- a  
0 
v) 
a 
E 
-I 
- a  
M a c h i n e :  ROTOR K I T  
e 1 2 3 4 6 
FREQUENCY 
M r c h L n e :  ROTOR K I T  C h #  4 2HQ 
C h #  3 2UD 
Strrdu Stmtm UNCOMP 
6 7 e 9 i e  
kcpm) H a n n i n g  W i n d o w  
- 
- 
- a 
- 
n - 
l ' ' l ' ' I - ' l ' ~  I 
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- >  
0 
- \  
0. a 
-4 
- 4  
-4 
E 
b 
8 
- r l  
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- 0  
0 
u) 
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E 
4 
- a  
P L O T  N o .  COMPANY : E E N T L Y  ROTOR OYNAMIC 
PLANT : L A B  
J O E  REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE T R A I N :  SPACE S H U T T L E  MOOEL 
. Machine: ROTOR K I T  C h #  6 3UO 
S t r r d u  S t r t r  UNCOMP I 
;r 1 0 . 2  LUS 4 0 0 9  
l ~ l r ~ l l ~ l r  * ' I "  4 0 0 6  r p m  a 
0 1 2 4 7 e 9 18 
FREQUENCY k c p m )  
0.0 LDS 
1 Hanning WAndOW " n  = 
Machinm: ROTOR K I T  
S t m r d y  S t r t r  UNCOMP 
Ch!4 6 3HO 
- T i l ' '  4 0 0 6  rpm 
I 1  IAl I 1  I I T I I ' 1 1 ' 1 9 1  
9 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 6 9 19 
FREQUENCY ( k c p m )  Hanning Window 
1 FIGURE 12.31 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 3 AT 4000 RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
1 
PRELOAD S. 
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COMPANY 
P L A N T  
JOE R E F E R E N C E :  
M A C H I N E  T R A I N :  
M a c h i n o :  ROTOR 
1.2 
B E N T L Y  ROTOR D Y N A M I C  
L A B  
S P A C E  S H U T T L E  MODEL 
N p S A  
P L O T  No. 
C h #  7 4VQ 
S t r a d u  Stat. VNCOMP 
K I T  
- 3  
u 
- \  a 
4 
a 
- 4  
-I 
E - 
8 
B 
- 4  
- 
PI 
- 9  
U 
111 
a 
E 
4 
- 
i a  
0 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 e 9 10 
F R E Q U E N C Y  ( k c p r n )  Hanning W i n d o w  
M a c h i n r :  ROTOR K I T  C h l  0 4HD 
S t r a d u  S t a t 8  UNCOMP 
1.2 LUS 
1.0 LDS 
4 0 1 0  
U 4 0 0 9  
E a 
0.6 LDS 
0.4 LBS 
' 0 . 2  LUS 
0.0 LDS I " I " I '  4 0 0 6  r p m  
e 9 r e  e 1 i! 3 4 6 6 7 
F R E Q U E N C Y  (kcprn) Hanning W i n d o w  
FIGURE 12.32 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 4 AT 4000 RPM, 0 
PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRE LOADS. 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOE REFERENCE: NASCI 
MQCHINE TRCIIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Mrchinr: ROTOR K I T  Ch* 1 suo 
1.2 LBS - 
PLOT No. 
S t e r d u  S t a t .  UNCOMP 
1 4 0 1 4  
4 8 1 8  
4012 
w 
U 
p: 
0 
r.4 
e 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 16 
FREQUENCY ( k c p m )  Henninp Window 
M r c h i n r :  ROTOR K I T  C h l  1 6HD 
S t r r d y  Strtr UNCOMP 
1.2 LBS d 
I 
FREQUENCY (kcpm) 
FIGURE 12.33 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 5 AT 4000 RPM, 0 
PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOI? DYNAMIC 
P L A N T  : L A B  
J O B  REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN:  SPACE SHUTTI-C MODEL 
PLOT No.  
Machinu: ROTOR KIT Chff 3 6VO 
Sturdy S t r t m  UNCOMP 
4 0 0 6  rpm 
M o c h i n m :  ROTOR KIT C h l  4 6H 
S t m r d u  S t r t m  UNCOMP 
e 1 7 3 4 6 6 8 9 ie 
FREQUENCY (kcpm) H8nning , W i n d o w  
a 
W 
a 
E a 
FIGURE 12.34 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 6 AT 4000 RPM, 0 
PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
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COMPANY : BEPITLY ROTOR OYNAMIC PLOT No. 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Machin=: ROTOR KIT Chl 6 SEAL ll CONTACTOR 
- 
Q 
r S t i a d y  S t n t i  UNCOMP 
PI 
- a  
4 
1 " l " I " l "  
e 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 i e  
SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT T O  SEAL 1 CONTACT AT 
4000 RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
FREQUENCY kcpm) Hanning Window 
FIGURE 12.35 
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FIGURE 12.36 
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I SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT T O  SEAL 2 CONTACT AT 4000 RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COMPQNY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
J O E  REFERENCE: NQSQ 
MACHINE T R A I N :  SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
PLOT No. 
0 
Strrdy Strtr UNCOMP 
a 
B 
- 4  
M r c h i n r :  ROTOR K I T  
1.2 LBS 
0 . 8  LBS 
w 
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p: 
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pc 0.4 LBS A 
0.2 L u s / x ,  , ,; , , I , , , , ~ I , , , , , , / 4 8 8 9  4 0 8 6  r p m  1: a a E 0 . 0  LUS 
8 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 e 9 re 
FREQUENCY ( k c p m )  H m n n i n g  W i n d o w  
FIGURE 12.37 SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT T O  RUB BLOCK CONTACT 
AT 4000 RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE .TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCRXASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
If A I) r A I .  
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FIGURE 12-38 ROTOR MODE SHAPE AT 4000 RPM, 2-5 PSI SEAL OIL PRE:,SURE DUE TO 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN 
THE TURBINE DISK. 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMfC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MOOEL 
PLOT NO. 
Machinr: ROTOR K I T  
Machinr: ROTOR K I T  
C h l  1 iuo 
Ch* 7 1HO 
8 dmg. 
279 d.9 
S t m a d y  S t a t 8  Uncomp 
UP 
I 
UP 
I . . . . . . .  
v1 
fa 
d 
hl 
0 
. I 
J I I 
3998 r m m  3998 r p m  
I 1 1 
I 1 
3999 r n m  
rn 1 I : :  : 
I . .  I I : : : :  . . . .  O I "  . : :  : : : ]  
4899 r p m  
8 . 6 9  m i l  /diu 
FIGURE 12.39 0 
0 
T 
1 1 
3999 rprn 
3BITS AT PROBE LOCATION 1 AT 4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL 
:L PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
JRBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOAD FORCES. 
C h l  3 7WO 
C h l  -4 7HO 
Machinr: ROTOR K I T  
Mmchinr: ROTOR K I T  
Strrdy Stmtm Uncomp 
? im cy . 
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UP 
I I 1 
Q Y L  1 
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4889 rpn 
8.69 m i l  /diu 
. I  I 
. . . . . . . .  
4898 r p m  
CW R o t a t i o n  
3999 r p m  
FIGURE 12.40 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 2 AT 4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL 
31L PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOAD FORCES. 
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I COMPANY : E E N T L Y  RCITOR DYNAMIC PLANT : L A B  
JOE REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE T R A I N :  SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
P L O T  N o .  
Machinr: ROTOR K I T  
Machine: ROTOR K I T  
Cht) 6 3UD 
Cht) 6 3HO 
0 dag. 
270 deg. 
Steady S t a t e  Uncomp 
UP - UP 1 1 
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\o 
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e .  5 0 ,  m i l  (d iu  I I -
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Q) 
0.50 m i l  / d i u  
4 8 0 0  rpm 
1 . 0  m i l  / d i u  
e . 5 0  m i l  / d i u  
3999 rpm 
0 . 5 0  m i l  / d i u  
8 0 0  rpm 
o t i t i o n  
FIGURE 12.41 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 3 AT 4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL 
OIL I?RESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
TUR13INE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOAD FORCES. 
Machinr: ROTOR K I T  
Machin.: ROTOR K I T  
Chff 7 4UO 
Ch# 8 4H0 
0 deg. 
270 dog. 
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CD 
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3999 rpm 4 0 6 0  rpm 4000 rpm 
1.0 m i l  / d i u  C W  Rotat ion 
FIGURE 12.42 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 4 AT 4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOAD FORCES. 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
J O B  REFERENCE: NASA 
PlACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
PI-OT No. 
Machinr: ROTOR K I T  
Machin-: ROTOR K I T  
Ch4t 1 6UO 
Ch# 1 6HD 
8 d - g .  
2 7 8  d r g .  
Strady Strtr Uncomp 
0 
I I 
4 8 0 1  r p m  
I 1 
I I I 
3998 r p m  3997 r p m  
I 1 I 
4 8 0 0  r p m  
CW Rotation 
3999 r p m  
1.0 m i l  /diu 
FIGURE 12.43 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 5 AT 4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOAD FORCES. 
Machinr: ROTOR K I T  
Machinr: ROTOR K I T  
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1.0 m i l  /diu 
FIGURE 12.44 0 
0 
T 
%BITS AT PROBE LOCATION 6 AT 4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL 
:L PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
JRBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOAD FORCES. 
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0 . 4  
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0 . 8  
1.0 
1.2 
LBS 
LUS 
LE S 
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Ln s 
7 I 
I I 
CU Rotation 6 0 i Z  rpin 5.0 rns/diu 
I 
1.9 mil / d i u  CW Rotation 3998 rnm 5.0 ms/diu 
I 
1.0 m i l  / d i u  CU Rotation 4 0 8 8  rpm 5.0 ms/diu 
1 
/-. /----*-- 
cu Rotation 4 0 e 0  r p m  5.0 ms/diu 
FIGURE 12.45 TIMIBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 1 AT 4000 
RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PREI, 0 ADS. 
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COHPeNY : B E N T L Y  ROTOR O Y N ~ I ' l I C  
P L A N T  : La8 
JOO n v E n E t c E t  tinsn 
I.IACIIINE TROIN: s w c c  SIIUTTLE PIOOEL 
Flachins: ROTOR K I T  Chi8 2 1HO 
P L O T  No. 
0 
4 
0 
u- 1.0 mil / d i u  CW R o t a t i o n  G e  r p m  5 . 0  m % / d i u  
I 
6 . 0  mm/d iu .  --. - - - - - - - . - . 1 . 0  mil /d iu  C u  R o t a t i o n  5998 r p m  
1 . e  m i l  /d iu  CW R o t r t i o n  ~ i i i 0  r p i n  6 . 0  m m / d i u  
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
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FIGURE12.46 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 1 AT 
4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COMPANY : B E N T L Y  RO'TOR DYNAPI IC 
PLANT : L A 6  
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
r i . m H I m  TRAIN: spnce s w r - r u  MOOEL 
Machine: ROTOR KIT Chff 3 tu0 
PLOT No. 
0.0 
0 . 2  
0 . 4  
0 . 6  
0.8 
I. 0 
I. 2 
LDS 
LUS 
LBS 
LDS 
LBS 
LDS 
LBS 
L - I 
1.0 mil /diu CW Rotrtlon 3iG9 r p m  6 . 0  rn./diu 
I 
1.0 m i l  /dru CW RotatLon 4007 r p m  6.0 ms/diu 
I
I 
CW RotatLon 3998 r p m  5.0 ms/dru 1.0 m i l  /dzu 
1 
CW Rotation 3938 r p m  6.0 ms/diu 
1.0 mil /diu CW Rotation 4000 r o m  6.0 m w d i u  
CW Ratmtzon 4000 r o m  6 . 0  ms/dru 1.0 mil /diu 1 
3999 r o m  6.0 ms/diu 1.0 m i l  /diu cw Rotmtion 
FIGURE 12.47 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 2 AT 4000 
R P M ,  2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELO ADS. 
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COtlPQNY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNanIc 
PLANT : Lae 
JOB REFERENCE: NaSa 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR KIT .. C h O  4 2HD 
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1.0 mil /diu CU Rotation 4 0 5 0  r p m  5.8 ms/diw 
FIGURE12.48 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 2 AT 
4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
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INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COMPANY : EENTLY ROl'OR OYNPMIC 
JOB REFERENCE: N n S P  
flACHINE T R P I N :  SPGCE SHUTTLE MODEL 
flachinm: ROTOR K I T  
PLPNT : L n e  
ChR 6 3VO 
PLOT No.  
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CU Rotrtion 3999 r p m  6.8 rnm/diu 1.8 mll /diu -
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CW Rotation 4sOZ r p m  6 . 0  ms/dAu 1.0 m i l  /diu 
I
I 
CU Rotation 3998 r p m  6 . 0  m s / d i u  
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I 
cu Aotrtion 4 0 8 8  r p m  6.8 mm/diu 
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1.0 m i l  /diu CW Rotation 4 0 0 0  r p m  6.0 ms/diu 
I I 
 1.6 m r l  / d A U  CU RotmtAon 3999 r p m  5 . 8  m s / d r u  
FIGURE 12.49 TIMEiBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 3 AT 4000 
RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
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COtlPQNY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAtlIC 
PLANT : Lno 
JOB REFERENCE: Nnsa 
PIPCHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE. nOOEL 
Plachins: ROTOR K I T  Chll 6 JllO 
PLOT 1 4 0 .  
Steady State Uncomp 
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0 . 4  LBS 
bl  
n 
4 
0 
J $ - 0.6 LDS PI 
0 . 8  LBS *-I 
I -- -J 
5.0 ms/diu 1.0 mil /diu CW Rotation 4 0 8 8  rpm 
L 1 . 8  mrl /d iu  CU Rotation 3999 r p m  5.8 m s / d i u  
FIGURE12.50 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 3 AT 
4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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c o r i m w  : BENTLY ROTOR D Y N W l I C  
PLANT : L A B  
IIACHINE TRAIN: SPACE !IHUTTLE MODEL 
Plachine: ROTOR KIT Chtl  7 4 V D  
J O ~  REFERENCE: Nasa 
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.. - - - __-A_ I
I_ --- ------- 1 
1.8 mil /diL CW Rotation 3990 rpin 5.0 ms/diu 
1 
I , 
1.0 mil /diL' CW Rotation 3998 r p m  6.8 ms/diu -_ -~ 
I ' I  
- -- I 
1.8 r n l l  /diu CU Rotrtion 4000 r p m  6.0 ma/dlu 
1.8 mil /div CU Rotation rpm 5.8 m8/diu 
5 . 0  mwdi; 
1 -, CU Rotation 3SS9 r p m  
FIGURE 12.51 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 4 AT 4000 
RPM 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELO ADS. 
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COMPRNY : EEf4TLY ROTOR OYNFlHIC 
PLRNT : Lna 
JOE REFERENCE: m s a  
PIRCHINE TRGIN:  SPRCE SHUTTLE MOOEL 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  ChD 8 4 H 0  
PLOT 140. 
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1. 8 mil /diu C U  Rotation 4 a a O  r p m  6.8 ms/diu 
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1.0 mil /diu cu Ritrtlon 3399 r p m  5 . 0  ms/diu 
FIGURE12.52 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 4 AT 
4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COPlPANY : BENTLY ROTOR D Y N A M I C  
P L A N T  I LAB 
JOB REFERENCE1 NASA 
' M A C H I N E  T R A I N :  SPACE SHUT"LE MODEL 
M8chinm: ROTOR K I T  Che 1 6 U D  
P L O T  No. 
I . . -  CU R o t a t i o n  3998 r p m  6 . B  m 8 / d i w  1;, 
0 
4 
0 
4 
2 0 . 6  LBS 
PI 
I : :  
1.8 mil /diu CW R o t a t i o n  3991 r p m  6 . S  ms/dlu 
0 . 8  LBS 
1.0 mil /diu C U  Ratrtion 5999 r p m  6.0 m r / d i u  
I 
I I 
CW R o t r t i o n  48s0  r o m  6 . 0  mm/diw 1 . 0  m i l  /diu 
cu R o t a t i o n  3990 r p r n  8 . 0  mm/diu 
FIGURE 12.53 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 5 AT 4000 
RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
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c o n P a N Y  : B E N T L Y  ROTOR O Y N e M I C  
P L A N T  : L A 8  
JOE REFERENCE: NFISFI 
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1.8 mil /diu C U  Rotation 4000 r p m  6.0 ms/diu 
cu Rotation 3998 rpm 6 . 8  ms/diu 1.0 mil /diu 
FIGURE12.54 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 5 AT 
4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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I 
CU Rotation 3999 r a m  5 . 8  mr/div 
5.8 mm/diu 
FIGURE 12.55 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 6 AT 4000 
RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED I N  THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PREIoADs. 
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COtlPeNY : EENTLY ROTOR OYNAflIC 
PLANT : Lae 
Joe REFERENCE: Nnsn 
PIFICHXNE TRnIN: SPFICE SHUTTLE HODEL 
fl8chinm: ROTOR KIT C h a  4 6HO 
PLOT No. 
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
0 . 6  
0 . 8  
1.0 
I. 2 
LBS 
LUS 
LBS 
LDS 
LBS 
LDS 
Lns 
Stmrdu S t r t r  Uncomp 
I 
1.0 mil /diu CW Rotmtlon JSSS rpm 6 . 0  ms/diu 
I ---1 
I 
1.8 m i l  /diu C U  Rotmtion 3997 rpm 6.8 mm/diu 
1.8 mil /diu CU Rotrtion 3999 r p m  6.8 mm/dAu 
I 1 1.8 mil /diu CU Rotrtion 0 8 0 8  rpm 6.0 mm,diu 
6.8 mm/diu 1.8 mil /diu CU Rotrtion 3998 rpm 
FIGURE12.56 TIMEBASE FOR HORTZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 6 AT 
4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
I 
1 
:R 
1 
1 
I 
I 
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NOT AVAILABLE - OIL IN THE CLEARANCE AREA 
PROHIBITS THE METAL-TO-METAL CONTACT NECESSARY 
FOR THE CONTACT SENSOR TO OPERATE CORRECTLY. 
i 
1 
1 
FIGURE 12.57 T1ME:BASE F O R  SHAFT T O  SEAL 1 CONTACT A T  4000 RPM, 2.5 
PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELt3ADS. 
e 
I 
. 
NOT AVAItLABLE - OIL IN THE CLEARANCE AREA 
PROHIBITS THE METAL-TO-METAL CONTACT NECESSARY 
FOR THE CONTACT SENSOR TO OPERATE CORRECTLY. 
FIGURE 12.58 TIME'BASE F O R  SHAFT T O  SEAL 2 CONTACT A T  4000 RPM, 2.5 
PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DJSK, F O R  INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
I 
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COMPANY t BENTLY ROTOR oyNnnIc 
PLANT : Lne 
JOB REFERENCE; NASA 
MACHINE T R A I N :  SPACE SHUTTLE MOOEL 
.- 
1.9 mil /diu CW Rotntlon 3991 rpm 6.8 ms/diu 
- .- 
- 
6 . 9  ms/div 1.9 msl /dsu CU Rotrtlon 3990 r p m  
Machinr: 
.- 
ROTOR KIT 
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
0.6 
0.8 
LD S 
LDS 
LBS 
LDS 
LBS 
NO 
CONTACT 
1 . 0  LDS 
PLOT No. 
ChU 7 RUB BLOCK 
Stnrdu Stotn Uncomp 
I 1 1.8 m i l  /diu CU Rotation 3997 rpm 6.8 ms/div 
I J 
6.9 ms/dAv 1.8 m i l  /diu CW Rotrtlon 3999 rpm 
CONTACT 
1 . m  all /dlu CU Rotntlon 6.8 m s / d l u  
L'1. 1 . 2  L n s  
TIME r . e  m l l  /dlu CU Rotrtlon 3990 rpm 6.8 mn/dlu 
FIGURE 12.59 TIMEBASE FOR SHAFT T O  RUB BLOCK CONTACT AT 4000 
RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
I 
d 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
PRELOADS. 
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I 
PLOT No. COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
twmiIte TRAINC sPAce SIIUTTLC MOOEL 
Machinm: ROTOR KIT ChA 1 t V D  
Stmady Strtm UNCOMP 
/ 3999 1.2 LBS 
1.0 LBS A W 
c I 4 0 0 0  
e 1 3 4 6 6 7 e 9 10 
FREQUENCY (kcpm) Hanning Window 
Ptachinm: ROTOR KIT Chi8 2 In0 
Stmady Statm UNCDMP 
0 
0. 
e 1 a 3 4 6 8 e 9 i e  
FREQUENCY (kcpm) Hanninq Window 
4-4 
I .  IT: 
FIGURE 12.60 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 1 AT 4000 RPM, 
2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PREL 0 ADS. 
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PLOT No.  COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
PIACHINE T R A I N :  SPACE SHUTTLE MOOEL 
Plachine: ROTOR K I T  C h #  3 2VO 
Stoadu State UNCOMP 
e 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 e 9 16 
FREQUENCY (kcprn) Hanning Window 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  chu .a 2no 
Sterdu Statr UNCOMP 
e 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 9 i e  
FREQUENCY (kcprn) limning Window 
FIGURE 12.61 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 2 AT 4000 RPM, 
2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOE REFERENCE: NASA 
PIACHINE T R A I N :  SPACE SHUTl 'LE  MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR KIT 
PLOT N o .  
Ch*  6 3YD 
SteadU State UNCOMP 
I 0-1,' 3999 r p m  
1 2 3 4 6 6 7 e 9 i e  
FREQUENCY (kcpm) Hanning Window 
0 . 0  LDS e u' I  A I  I ' I  1 1 ' 1 '  
Machine: ROTOR KIT ChW 6 3H0 
SterdU Strti UNCOMP 
- 4  
- 
a 
- a  E 3999 r p m  
e 1 t 3 4 6 6 7 e 9 i e  
FREQUENCY (kcpm) Hanning Window 
FIGURE 12.62 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 3 AT 4000 RPM, 
2.5 E'S1 SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELO ADS. 
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P L O T  No. COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR D Y N A M I C  
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NFISA 
PIACHINE T R A I N 1  SPACC S I l U T T L e  MOIYeL 
M a c h i n e :  ROTOR K I T  C h l  7 4 U D  
Strmdu Strtr UNCOMP 
3999 r p m  
0 I 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 
FREQUENCY (kcpin) Hanning W i n d o w  
Plrchinr: ROTOR K I T  C h l  0 4HD 
Stmmdu State UNCOMP 
0 
0 
0 .  
0 1 7 3 4 6 6 7 e 9 10 
FREQUENCY (kcpm) Hmnning Window 
1 
1 
I 
I 
I 
FIGURE 12.63 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 4 AT 4000 RPM, 
2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
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P L O T  No. COPIPANY : B E N T L Y  ROTOR D Y N A M I C  
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
PIFICHINE T R A I N :  SPACE S H C T T L E  MOOEL 
rlachrno: ROTOR KIT Chff  1 6UD 
Strrdy Strtr UNCOMP 
e 1 C 3 4 6 6 7 e 9 19 
FREQUENCY ( k c p m )  Hanning Wrndow 
Flachinr: ROTOR KIT ChW 2 ’ 6HO 
Stmrdy Strtr UNCOMP 
w 
U 
9: 
0 
cu 
0 
0. 3999 r p m  I ” I ”  
0 1 i! 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 19 
FREQUENCY (kcpm) Hanning Window 
FIGURE 12.64 1 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 5 AT 4000 RPM, 
2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELO ADS. 
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P L O T  N o .  
- 
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COMPANY : EENTLY ROTOR D Y N A M I C  
P L A N T  : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
PIACHINE T R a I N :  SPACE S H U T T L E  MODEL 
M a c h i n e :  ROTOR K I T  
S t e a d u  S t a t s t  UNCOMP 
3999 r p m  
1 3 4 6 6 7 e 9 10 
Hanning W i n d o w  
9 
FREQUENCY (kcpm) 
- 3  
U 
a 
4 
a 
- 4  
i 
E 
m 
@ 
- 4  
PI 
- 4  
0 cn 
E 
-I 
a 
,a 
Plachine: ROTOR K I T  C h S  4 6H0 
S t m a d u  S t r t r  UNCOMP 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
FIGURE 12.65 SPECTRAL CONTENT A T  PROBE LOCATION 6 A T  4000 RPM, 
2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, F O R  INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD S. 
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I 
1 
I 
COMPANY. 
P L A N T  
JOB REFERENCE:  
PIACHINE T R A I N :  
Plachino: ROTOR 
1.2 
B E N T L Y  ROTOR D Y N A M I C  
L A B  
NASA 
smcE SHUTTLE nooEL 
K I T  Chft 6 S E A L  CONTACTOR R l  
Steady State UNCOWP 
P L O T  No. 
- >  
0 
- \  
-I 
a a 
- 4  
4 
E - 
8 0 0.6 LBS 8 
pI 0.4 LBS - 
- 4  
PI 
- 9  
U 
u1 
E 
-4 
- 
a 
1 ~ 1 1 ~ 1 1 , 1 1 ~ 1 1 ~ 1 1 ~ 1 , ~ I I ~ , ,  - a  
0 1 1 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 . r e  
FREQUENCY (kcpm) Hanning W l n d o w  
FIGURE 12.66 SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT TO SEAL 1 CONTACT AT 
4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
Machine: ROTOR KIT C h #  6 S E A L  CONTACTOR 82  
Strady State UNCOMP 
w 
U n: 
0 
Irr 
2 
0 0.6 LBS 
pc 0 . 4  LEIS 
3999 r p m  
3 4 6 6 7 8 9 ie 
, I , ,  , , , I , ,  , , , , , , I , ,  / 
FREQUENCY (kcpm) Hanning W i n d o w  
0.0 LDS 
O 1 i? 
FIGURE 12.67 SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT T O  SEAL 2 CONTACT AT 
4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR D Y N A M I C  
P L A N T  : L A B  
JOE REFERENCE: NASA 
MQCHINE T R A I N :  SPACE S H U T T L E  MODEL 
~~ 
P L O T  N o .  
Machine: ROTOR K I T  C h #  7 RUB U C K  
Steady State UNCOMP 
w 
0 
0 0.6 L B S  
pc 0 . 4  LBS 
I I I I I I I I  I " 1 " I "  
0 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 e 9 10 
FREQUENCY (kcprn) Hanning Window 
1 
3 
D 
\ 
..I 
a a 
1: 
4 
PI 
10 
U 
4 I ul 
1: 
FIGURE 12.68 SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT T O  RUB BLOCK CONTACT 
AT 4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
w _ I  
2 '; -1 
g - 2  
5 - 4  
0 
- 3  
z 
-5  
FIGURE 12.69 ROTOR MODE SHAPE AT 4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL 
PRESSURE DUE T O  0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN 
THE TURBINE DISK. 
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. COMPANY : ELNTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHIJTTLE MODEL 
PLOT No. 
0 drg. 
2 7 0  drg. 
Machinr: ROTOR KIT 
M8chinr: ROTOR K I T  
ChU 1 LUD 
ChU I 1HD 
Strmdy Statr Uncomp 
I ID 1 UP m 
m 
p1 
d 
\o 
0 
. 
a 
4 
a 
N 
3 
0 0 6  r m 3 4 0 0 6  r m r- 4004 rum I I 1 ,001 r m - I . . . . .  
, 0 0 6  rpm 
0 . 5 8  mil /diu 
4007 rpm 4003 rpm 
CW Rotation 
FIGURE 12.70 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 1 AT 4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOAD FORCES. 
Machinr: ROTOR KIT 
Machinr: ROTOR KIT 
ChU 3 ZUO 
Ch* 4 ZHO 
8 drq. 
2 7 0  drq. 
Strrdy Stat8 Uncomp 
UP 
I . . . .  
UP 
I 
. . . . . ,  
u) s-, 
0 
m 
97 
d 
0 
0 
0 
m 
L9 
d 
a 
0 
0 
m 
PI 
4 
N 
0 
0 
n 
P 
4 
8 0 6  r m 
I 
001 rmm 
I 
004 r m 
. . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . 
. . .  
. . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . 
003 rpm 
Rotation 
. . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . , . . 
0 0 6  rpm 
0 . 6 0  mil /dlu 
887 rpm 
FIGURE 12.71 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 2 AT 4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
TUREINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOAD FORCES. 
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w 0 w 4  
PLOT No. COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB . 
JOE REFERENCE: N A S A  
MACHINE T R A I N :  S P A C E  SHUTTLE MOOEL 
f l s c h i n m :  ROTOR K I T  
flachinm: ROTOR K I T  
C h #  6 3WO 
Ch# 6 3HD 
8 d r g .  
270 d r g .  
S t r r d y  S t r t r  U n c o m p  
v) 
p1 
4 
\o 
0 
L I I 
1 
4006 r p m  
. .  1 
4 8 8 1  r m 
. . .  
i VI Pa 4 0 1 m Pa 4 a . v) Pa 4 (Y 
4307 r p m  4 0 8 6  r p m  
8 . 6 0  m i l  /diu 
4803 rpn 
CW R o t r t r o n  
FIGURE 12.72 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 3 AT 4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOAD FORCES. 
f l rchinr :  ROTOR K I T  
M a c h i n r :  ROTOR K I T  
ChO 7 4VO 
Ch# 0 4HD 
8 dig.  
210 drg. 
Stmrdy  S F a t r  U n c o m p  
UP UP 
I (IJ m 4 0 . . . . .  . 
0 ' ' _ '  
. . . . . . .  . 
cn m 
84 
\o 
0 
Q 
Pa 
4 
gr 
0 
. 
I I 
Q m 
84 
N 
r( 
. 
488'1 r p m  
I 
8 0 6  rpm 
I 
. 
W 
Pa 
4 
a 
0 
4006 r p m  
0 . 6 B  m i l  /diu 
FIGURE 12.73 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 4 AT 4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
TURBINE DISK, FOR bNCREASING STATIC PRELOAD FORCES. 
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COMPANY : EENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : L A B  
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN:  SPACE SHUTTLE MOOEL 
PLOT No. 
0 drg. 
270 drg. 
Strrdy Stat. U n c o m p  
Machine: ROTOR K I T  
Machinr: ROTOR K I T  
Ch#  1 SUO 
Chi# 2 SHO 
1 
0 0 6  r m 3 4 0 0 6  r p m  I . . . . . . . .  is . I  I . . . . . . .  
803 r p m  
!ot a t i o n  
I I 
40011 r p m  4 0 0 4  r p m  
1.0 mil /diu 
FIGURE 12.74 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 5 AT 4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL 
OIL I?RESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
T U R N N E  DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOAD FORCES. 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  
Mrchinr: ROTOR K I T  
Ch#  3 BUD 
Ch# 4 6HO 
Jtrady Stat. U n c o m p  
a 
Lo 
I4 
0 
0 
m 
Fp 
84 
OD 
0 
. . . .  I . .  
0 0 6  r p m  
1 I 
0 0 6  r m 
. . . . . . . .  
. . . .  
0 0 7  r p m  
I 1 - 1  
. . . . . .  
. . . .  
. . . . . . .  
0 0 4  r u m  
. .  
II
4803 v p m  
CIJ Rotation 1.0 m x l  /diu 
FIGUEtE 12.75 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 6 AT 4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
TURIIINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOAD FORCES. 
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< '  
COMPaNY t BENTLY ROTOR O Y N I f l I C  
PLFINT I L A 8  
JOE REFERENCE1 N I S I  
MFICHINLI TRCIXHI S P I C E  SHUTTLe flODEL 
M r e h l n r I  ROTOR K I T  Chl) 1 I V O  
PLOT NO. 
Strrdy Strtr Uncomp 
1 
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
0.6 
0 . 8  
1.0 
I. 2 
LBS 
LUS 
- 
LBS 
LBS 
LES 
LB S 
Lns 
I 
1 . 0  m i l  /diu C U  Rotrtlnn 4 0 0 1  r p m  6 . 8  m s / d i u  
I I 
1.0 m l l  /dlu CW Ratrtlon 4 8 8 4  r p m  6 . 8  m s / d l v  
I I 
1 . 8  m i l  / d lv  CU R o t r t l o n  4 0 9 6  r p m  6 . 8  m s / d l v  
1.0 m l l  /dlw CU Ratmtlon O S O B  r p m  6 . 8  m w d l w  
I I 1.0 mll /d lv  CU Ratrtlon 4 0 0 6  r p m  6 . 0  m r / d l u  
I 
4 0 8 3  rnm 6 . 8  m m / d i v  
1 . 0  mL1 /dlu C U  RotrtlOn 
I 
I 1.0 m i l  /diu CU Rotation 4 0 8 7  r p m  6 . 8  m m / d i w  
FIGURE 12.76 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 1 AT 4000 
FWM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCR3ASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
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I 
COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR oyNanIc 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MRCHINE T R A I N I  SPCICE SHUTTLE MODEL 
PLOT NO. 
M m c h i n w t  ROTOR K I T  Chll  7 IHO 
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
0.6 
0 . 8  
1.0 
1.2 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LDS 
Ln s 
I . .  
1 . e  m l l  /dlu CW R o t r t l a n  60Bl r p m  6.0 m m / d l u  
I I 
1 
1 . 0  m l l  /diu CW R a t r t l o n  4 0 0 6  r p m  6 . 0  mm/dlu 
I I 
1 . e  m i l  /diu CU R o t a t i o n  4 0 8 6  r p m  6 . S  mm/diu r 
I 
4 0 0 6  r p m  6 . 0  mm/dlu CU R o t m t i o n  
I, 1.0 mil:/di& 
. 
I I 
J 
CU R a t m t l a n  4 e e 3  r p m  6 . e  mm/dlu 1.0  m i l  / d i L l  
1 . 0  mil /diu CU R o t a t A a n  4 0 e 7  r p m  6.0 mm/diu 
FIGURE12.77 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 1 AT 
4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COflPaNY I BENTLY ROTOR OYNFIMIC 
P L a N T  I Lea 
MFICHINE TRFI INI  SPCICE SHUTTLE MOOEL 
Mrchlnm: ROTOR KIT Ch# 3 aU0 
JOO REFERENCE: Nasn 
PLOT NO. 
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
0.6 
0.8 
1.0 
Stmrdy Strtm Uncomp 
I 1 
1.0 m i l  /diu CW Rotrtlon 4 0 0 1  r p m  6.0 mr/dlu 
I I 
CU Rotrtion 4 0 0 4  r p m  6 . 0  m 8 / d l U  1.0 mll /diu 
I 1 
6 . 0  m s / d & u  1 . 0  m i l  / d i u  cw Rotrtlon 4 0 0 6  r p m  
I I cu Rotrtlon 4 0 0 6  r p m  6 . 9  m r / d l u  1.0 mll /diu 
1 
LBS 
1 ‘1.0 mll /diu CU Rotrtlon 4 0 0 6  r p m  6 . 9  mm/diu 
I 1 
LBS 
6 . 0  m 8 / d l U  1 . e  m l l  /diu CU Rotation 4 0 0 3  r p m  
I 
I .  l l   o t a t i   r  6 . 0  m8/diu 
I I 
--, - 
1.0 mll /diu CU Rotrtion 4 0 0 1  r p m  6 . 0  ms/dlu 
FIGURE 12.78 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 2 AT 4000 
RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
I 
d 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
PRELOADS. 
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COMPANY : 
P L A N T  1 
JO6 REFERENCE! 
nmnxNE TRAINI 
Mmchinrl ROTOR 
P L O T  NO. B E N T L Y  ROTO13 OYNCIUIC 
L A 8  
S P X E  SHUTTLE nOoEL 
KIT ChO 4 2HO 
NASA 
5 t rmdy 5 t r t r  U n c o m p  
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
0 . 6  
0 . 8  
1.0 
1.2 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LDS 
FIGURE 
I CU Rotrtion l e e 1  r p m  6 . 8  mm/diu 1.0 m l l  / d r u  
1 . 0  mil /d lu  CU Rotrtion 4 0 0 6  r p m  6.0 mm/dlu 
1.0 mll /dlu CU Rotrtlon 4 0 8 6  r p m  6 . )  mm/dlu 
I 1 
I I 1 . e  m l l  /dlu CU Rotrtlon 4 0 0 3  r p m  6.0 mm/dlu 
:
6.0 mm/diu 1 . 0  m i l  /diu CU Rotmtlon 4 e e 7  r p m  
12.79 T1ME)BASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 2 AT 
4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COtlPANY : BENTLY ROTOR OYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOE REFERENCE! NASA 
MfiCHIHE T R & I N !  SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
t'lachinm: ROTOR KIT ChO 6 7UD 
LBS 
PLOT No. 
1 
4 8 8 6  r p m  6 . 9  m . / d i u  1.8 mil /diu CU Rotation 
~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - -  
Stmrdy S t r t m  Uncomp 
1 
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
0 . 6  
0 . 8  
1.0 
I I 
1.8 mil /diu cu Rotrtion 4881 r p m  6.8 mm/dlu 
6.0 mm/dlu 1.8 m l l  /dlu cw Rotation 4 8 0 4  r p m  
LBS 
1 . e  mil /d&u CU ROtatAOn A 8 8 6  r p m  6 . 0  ms/diu 
LDS 
1.2 LBS 
6.8 mm/diu 1 . 8  mil /diu CU Rotation 4887 r p m  
FIGURE 12.80 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 3 AT 4000 
RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
1 
1 
1 
I 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
PRELo AD s I 
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COMPC\NY : EENTLY ROrOR OYNWIXC 
P L A N T  1 L A 9  
JOE REFERENCE! N A S a  
M A C H I N E  T R A I N :  SPACE S H U I T L E  MOOEL 
Mrchinm: ROTOR K I T  ChR 6 3HO 
0.0 
0.2 
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
PLOT No. 
Stmrdy Strtm Uncomp 
I 1 
1.0 m l l  /diu CW Rotrtlon 6.0 mr/dlu 
LUS F z F i  
1.0 m i l  /diu CW Rotrtlon 4004 r p m  6.0 mm/dlu 
7 1 
I 
C U  Rotrtron 
cW Rotrtlon 6 . 0  mm/d&u 
1.0 m i l  /diu cu Rotrtlon 4 0 0 3  r p m  
Lns - e-- 
1.6 m i l  /diu C U  Rotmtion 4007 r p m  5.0 m w d i v  
FIGURE12.81 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 3 AT 
4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COtlPnNY I BENTLY ROTOR oirinvIc 
P L n N T  I La6 
JOE REFERENCE: N A S n  
t l R C H I N E  T R R I N :  SPRCE S H U T T L E  tlODEI- 
tlrchinr: ROTOR KIT ChU 7 4UO 
t t l  UC 0 . 4  LBS 
0 
L 
P L O T  No. 
---/- 
Stmrdy Stat- Uneomp 
I 
I I 
1 . 0  m i l  /dlu C U  Aotrtlan 4 8 8 1  rprn 6.8 m m / d i v ,  
1 
6 . 9  m m / d i v  L 1.8 m i l  /diu C U  Rotrtion A 8 8 6  rpm 
1 
1 . 8  m l l  /diu cw Rotrtlon rprn 8 . 8  mm/dlu 
I 
I 
6 . 8  mm/diu 1 . 8  m l l  /dlu C U  Rotrtlon 4 9 8 3  r p m  
I I 
1.8 mil /diu CU Rotation 4887 r p m  6.8 ms/div 
FIGURE 12.82 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 4 AT 4000 
RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
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I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
I 
1 
4 
I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
I 
I 
COMPRNY I EENTLY RCTOR OYNCIMfC 
PLANT I LAB 
JOB REPeReNCEl  NASFI 
nFICHINE TRQIN:  SPFICE SHC'TTLE MODEL 
nachlnr: ROTOR KIT Chl) E 4HO 
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
0 . 6  
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LDS 
LBS 
LO s 
Ln s 
P L O T  NO. 
I I 
I J 
6 . 8  m r / d i u  1. 8 mil /diu C U  Rotatlon 4081 r p m  
\/A- i--' 
1 I 
CW Rotation d e 8 4  r p m  6.0 m r / d l u  1.0 mll /diu 
CW Rotation 4986 r p m  5.9 mm/diu 
I 
1.0 mil /diu C U  RotatAon 4 i i 6  r p m  6.8 m m / d r u  
1. e mll /diu CW Rotation 4 U 8 6  r p m  6 . 8  rns/diu 
6 . B  m m / d i u  1.9 mll /diu CW Rotation 4 ~ 8 3  r p m  
1 . B  m l l  /diu C U  Rotation 4 0 0 7  r p m  6.9 mm/diu 
FIGURE12.83 T1ME:BASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 4 AT 
4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
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COMPANY 
P L A N T  I 
JOE REFERENCE:  
MQCHINE TRAIN: 
Machin.: ROTOR 
E E N T L Y  ROTOR O Y N A M I C  
L A 8  
NASA 
SPQCE SHUTTLE MOOEL 
KIT C h R  1 6 V O  
0.0 
0.2 
- 
0 . 4  
0 . 6  
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LDS 
LBS 
LDS 
Lns 
P L O T  NO. 
Stmadu Stmta Uncomp 
I 
1.0 mil /diu CW Rotation 4 8 8 8  r p m  6.8 mm/diu 
I 
1.8 mil /diu C U  Rotatlon 4 8 0 3  rprn 5 . 0  r n m / d l u  
- 
1 . 8  mil /diu C U  Rotation 4 8 8 6  rpm 6.8 mm/diu 
5.8 mm/diu Id e 8 6  rpm 1.0 mil /diu CW Rotation 
6 . 8  mm/dlu 1. 8 m l l  /d iu  C U  R o t m t l o n  4.84 rpm 
I 1 
I 1 . 8  m l l  /diu C U  Rotmtion 4 8 8 3  rpm 6.8 mm/di,u 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1 . 8  mil /diu C U  Rotrtlon 4 8 8 7  rpm 5.8 mr/diu 
FIGURE 12.84 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 5 AT 4000 
RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD S. 
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COMPRNY I BENTLY RO"OR OYNAMIC 
PLRNT I LRE 
JOE REFERENCE1 NRSA 
NACHINE TRCIINI SPFICE St iu ' rTLE nooeL 
PLOT No. 
tlrchinm: ROTOR KIT ChO Z 6HO 
Stmmdu Stmtm Uneomp 
0.0 
0.2 
0.4 
0.6 
0 . 8  
1.0 
L. 2 
LBS 
LUS 
LBS 
LDS 
LBS 
LBS 
Lns 
I I 
1 . 8  m i l  /dlu C U  Rotmtlon 4 0 0 8  r p m  6 . 8  mm/dlu 
I I 
1.8 m i l  /diu CU Rotrtlon 4 8 8 3  rpm 6 . 8  m m / d l u  
1 
1 . 0  m i l  /dlu CU Rotmtlon 4 0 0 6  rpm 6 . 0  m m / d l u  
1 
4 0 8 6  r p m  6 . 0  m m / d l u  CU Rotrtlon 
I 
1.0 m i l  /diu CU Rotrtlon 4004  r p m  6 . 0  m m / d l u  
1 
I ' :  
I 
CU Rotatloo 4 0 0 3  r p m  6 . 0  m m / d l u  1 . 0  m i l  /d iu 
1 . 0  nll /dlu CU Rotmtion 4 0 0 1  rpm 5 . 0  m m / d l u  
FIGTJRE12.85 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 5 AT 
4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNB.4LANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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CORPFINY : BENTLY ROTOR OYNFItlIC 
JOB REFERENCE: NFISQ 
PLFINT I Laa 
RFICHINE TRCIIN: SPCICE SHUTTLE nooEL 
M8chinml ROTOR K I T  Chl(  3 6 V O  
0 . 0  
0 . 2  
0 . 4  
0.6 
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
PLOT No. 
Stmmdy S t r t i  Uncomp 
I 
I 
I I 
I I 
1.0 m l l  /dLu CU Rotmtlon 4080 r o m  6 . 0  mm/dlu 
I I 
1 . 0  m l l  /diu CU Rotatlon 4003 r p m  6 . 0  mm/diu 
1 
1 I 1 . e  mil /diu cw Rotatlon 4 8 0 6  r p m  6 . 8  mm/diu 
I 
I I 
I 1 
I I 
1 . 8  mil /dlu CU Rotation 4 G 6  r p m  6 . 0  mr/dlu 
LBS 
LBS 
I I 
6 . 0  mr/dlu 1 . 0  m l l  / d lu  CU Rotatlon 4 0 0 4  r p m  
I 
I 
L 1 . 0  mll /d lu  CU Rotatlon 4 0 0 3  r p m  6 . 0  ms/dlu 
1 . 0  m i l  /dlu CU Rotatlon 4 0 8 1  rpn 6 . 8  mm/diu 
FIGURE 12.86 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 6 AT 4000 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-CRAM UNBALANCE 
PRELO ADS. 
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COHPCINY I BENTLY ROTOR O Y N W l I C  
J O E  REFERENCE1 NASA 
MACHINE T R A I N :  SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
PLONT I La0 PLOT N o .  
MmchAnmI ROTOR K I T  ChR 4 6HO 
ltrrdy ¶tmCr Vnoomp 
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
0 . 6  
0 . 8  
1.0 
I. 2 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LDS 
LBS 
LDS 
Ln s 
I 
CU R o t a t l o n  4 9 9 9  r p m  6 . 8  m m / d l u  1 . 8  m i l  /diu 
I I 
1.9 mll /diu CU R o t r t l o n  4 9 8 3  r p m  8 . 9  mm/dlu 
I 1. e m A l  /dAu CU RotatAon 4 9 8 6  r p m  6 . 8  mm/dAu 
I I 
I 
1 
6.9 nm/dAu 1.9 nll /diu CU Rotatlon 4 0 0 4  r p m  
I I 
FIGURE12.87 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 6 AT 
4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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. .  
NOT AVAILABLE - OIL IN THE C L E A W C E  AREA 
PROHIBITS THE METAL-TO-METAL CONTACT NECESSARY 
FOR THE CONTACT SENSOR TO OPERATE CORRECTLY. 
FIGURE 12.88 TIMEBASE FOR SHAFT T O  SEAL 1 CONTACT AT 4000 RPM, 5.0 
PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 I N G R A M  UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, 'FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
NOT AVAILABLE - OIL IN THE CLEARANCE AREA 
PROHIBITS THE METAL-TO-METAL CONTACT NECESSARY 
FOR THE CONTACT SENSOR TO OPERATE CORRECTLY. 
FIGURE 12.89 TIMEBASE FOR SHAFT T O  SEAL 2 CONTACT AT 4000 RPM, 5.0 
PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM VNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC I 
PRELOADS. 
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I 
I 
I 
COflPPlNY I BENTLY ROTCIR OYNPll i IC 
P U N T  I LAB 
JOB REFERENCE1 NMbl 
MACHINE T u A I N t  space SHUT-LE nootx 
nachlnml ROTOR KIT C h a  7 RUB BLOCK 
PLOT NO. 
I I .  
I I 
0.0 LDS I--. -I I I 
1 . 6  m i l  /dLu CU Aatatlon d o z e  I r o m  6.9 m s / d l u  
I 
0.2 LUS -I 
. .  
c-- 
1.0 m l l  /diu CW Rotrtlon 4006 r p m  6.0 rnm/dlu 
E CY Rotmtlon 4 0 0 6  r p m  6.0 mm/dlu 1.0 m i l  /diu - 
0 . 4  LBS 
L1 
U z 
0 
Ir 
0 
4 
0 
ba 
w 
& 0.6 LDS 
0 . 8  LBS 
8 
1.0 m l l  /dLu CW Rotmtlon 4094 r p m  6 . 0  m m / d l u  
r 1 
I I 1.0 m l l  /dlu CU Rotmtlon 6.9 mm/dlu 
TIME CU Rotrtlon 4007 r p m  6 . 8  ms/dlu 
NO CONTACT 
1 . m  mAl /diu 
FIGURE 12.90 TIMEBASE FOR SHAFT T O  RUB BLOCK CONTACT AT 4000 
RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
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CONPANY' : BENTLY ROTOR D Y N A M I C  
P L A N T  : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
M A C H I N E  T R A I N :  SPACE S H U T T L E  MODEL 
rlxhlnm: ROTOR K I T  Ch8 1 1 V O  
P L O T  N o .  
I .  
Strrdu S t r t m  UNCOMP 
0 
I I I I I 1 I 1-p I I 8 
0 1 3 0 6 6 7 6 9 10 
FREQUENCY ( k c p m )  Hrnning Window 
Machinm: ROTOR K I T  C h #  2 LHO 
Stmmdy Strtm UNCOMP 
4 9 9 1  r p m  
9 1 2 3 4 5 6 f 9 19 
PREQUENCY ( k c p m )  Hrnning Window 
3, 
U 
a 
a 
E 
1 
4 
E 
8 
8 1: 4 
FIGURE 12.91 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 1 AT 4000 RPM, 
5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
PRELOADS. 
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COMPANY : B E N T L Y  ROl’OR OYNAMIC 
P L A N T  : L A B  
JOE REFERENCE: NASA 
M A C H I N E  T R A I N :  SPACE SHU-’TLE MODEL 
P L O T  N o .  
Machin. :  ROTOR K I T  C h S  3 7VO 
Stmmdu S t m t m  UNCOMP 
M a c h i n e :  ROTOR K I T  C h S  4 2HO 
S t m m d y  S t m t m  UNCOMP 
FIGURE 12.92 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 2 AT 4000 RPM, 
5.0 ]?SI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOC.4TED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
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P L O T  No. COnPFINY : BENTLY Ro'roR DYNAMIC 
P L A N T  : L A B  
JOB REFERENCE:  NASA 
M A C H I N E  T R A I N :  SPACE S H U T T L E  MOOEL 
Machinr: ROTOR K I T  Chcl 5 3 U O  
Stradu Stat. UNCOHP 
tlachinr: ROTOR KIT 
n PI U 
4 0 0 7  
deea  
6 4 8 8 4  0.2 LUS 
' ~ " ~ ' 1 ) "  7 ' 1 ' '  4 0 0 1  r p m  
a 3 4 6 8 7 a 9 10 
0 . 0  LBS 
Hanninp Window 
e 1 
FREQUENCY (kcpml 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
FIGURE 12.93 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 3 AT 4000 RPM, 
5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
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I 
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I -  
I 
e 
a 
CONPANY 
PLANT 
JO6 REFERENCE: 
PlfiCHINE TRAIN:  
P l a c h l n 8  I ROTOR 
1.2 
EENTLY ROT09  OYNFIMIC 
LAB 
NeSA 
SPACE SHUTTLE nooEL 
K I T  ChN 
PLOT No. 
’ 4u0 .h Stmrdu Stat8 UNCONP 
LBS / 
0 1 3 4 6 6 0 9 1 9  
FREQUENCY (kcpm) Hinninp Window 
r l a c h i n m :  ROTOR K I T  CM e ano 
Stmrdu Stat8 UNCOMP 
FIGURE 12.94 
s 7 e 9 19 
a 3 FREQUENCY 4 (kcpm) Hanning Window 
SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 4 AT 4000 RPM, 
SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN 
THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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M a c h i n r :  ROTOR K I T  
- 3  
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a a 
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&I 
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FIGURE 12.95 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 5 AT 4000 RPM, 
5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR D Y N A M I C  
PLANT : L A 6  
JOE REFERENCE: NASA 
M A C H I N E  T R A I N :  SPACE S H U T T L E  MODEL 
- 
- 
- 
- 
P- - 
I I I I I  
P L O T  N o .  
- >  
U 
5 
4 
- a  
- 4  
-4 
E 
8 
8 
- 4  
PI 
- a  
m 
a 
E 
4 
J a  
rlachinr: ROTOR K I T  
W 
U 
d 
0 
b4 
2 
0 
3 
pc 
4 0 0 0  r p m  + ‘ I 1 ’  
1 a 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 18 
Hinning W i n d o w  
0 . 0  LDS 
e 
FREQUENCY (kcpm) 
M r c h i n m :  ROTOR K I T  C h #  4 6H0 
Stmrdu S t r t m  UNCOMP 
FIGURE 12.96 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 6 AT 4000 RPM, 
5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD S. 
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PLOT No. '. COMPONY : BENTLY ROTOR OYNAMIC 
I PLANT : L A B  
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE T R A I N :  SPACE S H U T T L E  NODEL 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  C h #  6 S E A L  CONTACTOR #l 
Strrdy State UNCOMP 
1 
. .  
w 
U 
p: 
0 
tbl 
2 
0 
2 
pc 
4 0 0 3  
4 0 0 0  rpm a 
0.2 LUS 
0 1 2 3 4 6 8 7 6 9 i e  
0 . 0  LDS 
FREQUENCY ( k s p m )  Hmnning W i n d o w  
FIGURE 12.97 SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT T O  SEAL 1 CONTACT AT 
4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
Mrchin8: ROTOR K I T  C h l  6 SEAL CONTACTOR #a 
Stm8du S t m t m  UNCOMP 
/ 4 0 0 7  1.2 LBS 
1.0 LBS w U 
d 
0 . 0  L B S /  
0 
r4 
2 o 0.G LDS 
tl w 
4 0 0 3  
4 0 0 4  
4006 
4006  
4 0 0 3  
I l l , ,  4 0 0 8  r p m  
7 3 4 6 6 7 e 9 1 e 0 1 
FREQUENCY (kcpm) Hanning Window 
FIGURE 12.98 SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT T O  SEAL 2 CONTACT AT 
4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRSLOADS. 
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COMPANY : EENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC PLOT- NO. 
PLANT : LAB 
JOE REFERENCE: NASA 
l lACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Machlnm: ROTOR KIT ChB 7 RUB 3CK 
S t m r d y  Stat. UNCOMP 
1 7 3 4 6 6 7 e 9 19 
FREQUENCY (kcpm) Hanning Window 
FIGURE 12.99 SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT T O  RUB BLOCK CONTACT 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCRISASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
AT 4CiOO RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
If A 111 A I ,  
YREI .OAU 
FORCE 
f.5. P.'c 
1'3 5 F,+ I I ~- ,+J-L$L-~- !L-  1 I 1 u -I -."'- -
-1 I- ', n-7 \\ \ I T \  u +-,- 
PI PL 
FIGURE 12.100 ROTOR MODE SHAPE AT 4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL 
PRESSURE DUE T O  0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN 
THE rL'URBINE DISK. 
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COMPANY : B E N T L Y  ROTOR D Y N A M I C  
P U N T  : L A B  
‘JOB REFERENCE; NASA 
PIACHINE T R A I N :  SPACE S H U T T L E  MODEL 
LL2 
P L O T  No. 
cn a 
t4 
0 
0 
d 
1 
1 
I 
i 
1 
1 
d 
1 
4 
d 
1 
1 
I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
i 
cn cn cn a a a 
4 t4 t4 
N w \o 
0 0 0 
. . 
M a c h i n e :  ROTOR K I T  
M a c h i n e :  ROTOR K I T  
cn 
p1 
I4 
0 
C h #  1 1UO 8 deQ 
C h #  2 1 H O  2 7 0  deg 
S t e r d U  S t a t e  Uncomp 
01 
cn 
cp 
I4 
0 
4 
. 
I 
UP 
r I 1 
4 0 1 1  r m 
v1 II I I I I I I v11 I I I 
L ‘ I  O /  
4819 r p m  4 0 1 f  rpm 
8 . 5 0  m i l  /d iu 
4 8 1 7  rpm 
CW R o t a t i o n  
FIGURE 12.101 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 1 AT 4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOAD FORCES. 
M a c h i n e :  ROTOR K I T  
M a c h i n e :  ROTOR K I T  
C h #  3 2UD 
C h #  4 2HD 
8 deQ. 
2 7 8  dog. 
S t r a d U  S t a t .  Uncomp . 
UP 
I 
cn 
I4 
a 
0 
a 
. 
cn 
t? 
4 
v 
0 
. 
cn 
p1 
I4 
fu 
0 
O1 I I I 
4014 r u m  
I 
4 0 1 1  rpm 
I I 1 
cn 
cp ta 
CD 
J 
4017 rpn 
CW R o t r t r o n  
4019 r p m  4817  r p m  
0 . 6 8  m i l  /diu 
FIGURE 12.102 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 2 AT 4009 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC P3PiLOAD FORCES. 
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PLOT No. COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
8 deg. 
278 deg. 
Machine: ROTOR KIT 
Machine: ROTOR KIT. 
Ch# 5 3 V O  
Ch# 6 3H0 
Stoadu State Uncomp 
UP 
P 
cn 
p7 
I4 
0 
0 
. 
cn co 
4 
a 
0 
. 
I 
II 816 r p m  
1 
a14 r p m  
I 
011 r m -7 
cn 
cp 
I4 
cv 
4 
. 
4817 r p m  
0 . 5 8  mil /diu 
4819 rpm 817 rpm 
Rotat i on 
FIGURE 12.103 0 
0 
T 
RBI'TS AT PROBE LOCATION 3 AT 4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL 
iL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
JRBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOAD FORCES. 
Ch# 7 4 V D  
Ch# 8 4 H D  
8 deg. 
270 deg. 
Machine: ROTOR KIT 
Machine: ROTOR KIT 
Steady State Uncomp 
I ID UP 
1 
Q .  
m 
p1 
I4 
0 
0 
m 
cp 
I4 
a 
0 
. 
I 
I I 
4815 r p m  
I 611 r p m  I 
L 
eif rpVm 
Rotation 
~~~~ 
4817 r p m  
8 . 5 0  m i l  /diu 
FIGURE 12.104 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 4 AT 4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOAD FORCES. 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
m 
Ep 
4 
0 
0 
PLOT No. 
01 
M a c h i n e :  ROTOR KIT 
M a c h i n . :  ROTOR KIT f-#!q 0 
dl 
4011 r p m  
I I I 
I I 
a 
Ep 
t4 
CD 
4016 r p m  
1.0 m i l  /diu 
C h #  1 6UO 0 deg. 
Ch# 2 6HO 2 7 0  dog. 
StordU Strto U n c o m p  
I 1 
4 0 1 4  r p m  
I
4016 r p m  4013 r p m  
I I 1 I I r I 
I I  I I 
4018 r p m  
- 
4016 r p m  
C W  ROtatAOn 
FIGURE 12.105 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 5 AT 4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOAD FORCES. 
M a c h i n o :  ROTOR KIT 
M a c h i n m :  ROTOR KIT 
4 9 1 1  r m m 
a 
PI 
r;l 
a 
0 
0 0 
L I 
4016 r p m  
1.0 m i l  /diu 
Ch# 3 6 U O  
Ch# 4 6 H O  
0 dag. 
270 dsg. 
Stmrdy Strtm U n c o m p  
4016 r p m  
CW Rotation 
0 1 4  r p m  
1 
FIGURE 12.106 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 6 AT 4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOAD FORCES. 
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P L O T  NO. COt iPGNY : B E N T L Y  R O r O R  OYNGMIC 
P L A N T  : Lag 
JOO r tEmnEi  ICE I imm 
I I A C H I N E  T R n I N :  S P K E  511U r T L E  PlOUCL 
?lachine: ROTOR K I T  C h t l  1 I U O  
5 t nntly ! I ta  ta U,aontu~t 
I---- --- 
1.0 m l l  /diu C U  Rotation 0811 r o i n  5.8 mu/d iu  
1.0 m i l  /d iu CU Rotation 4 0 i 4  r p m  5.0 ms/diu 
, - I 1.8 mil /diu C U  Rotation 4816 r p m 6.8 ms/diu 
----- 
6 . 0  mu/dlu 
E CU Rotation 4 0 1 7  r p m  6 . 8  ms/diu 1.0 mil /diu 
----- 1.0 mil /dAU cu Rotation a o i s  r p r n  
--- *I1 
1.0 LDS F---ZI 
0 . 8  LBS 
-- 
a i l 7  r p m  6 . 0  mu/diu 
E CU Rotation 4 0 1 9  r p m  5 . 0  ms/diu 1 . e  m i l  /diu 
1.0 mll /diu cu Rotation 
- 1.2 LBS 
FIGURE 12.107 TIMEIBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 1 AT 4000 
RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
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COMPPNY : E E N T L Y  ROTOR O Y N P M I C  
JOB REFERENCE:  NPSCI 
N P C H I N E  T R A I N :  SPACE S H U T T L E  MODEL 
P L P N T  : Lna 
Machine: ROTOR KIT 
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
0.6 
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LD S 
LB s 
P L O l  No. 
C h R  2 1HO 
Stoady Stet8 Uncomp 
1.0 mil ,'diu CU Rotation 4011 r p m  6 . 0  ms/diu 
I 
I 
1 > 
5.0 ms/diu 1.0 mil /diu CU R o c t i o n  4 0 1 4  r p i n  
I 1 
I I 
1.8 mil /diu CW Rotation 4016 r p i n  5.0 mo/div 
-- ~ 1 
C U  Rotation 4si6 r p m  6.0 me/diu 
I
1 . 0  m i l  / d i u  
I 
.- - 
I I 
6.9 ms/diu 1 . 0  m i l  /diu CW Rotation 4017 r p m  
-- 
6 . 0  me/dlu  1.9 nll /diu cw Rotrtlon 4917 r p m  
I 
1.0 mil /diu CW Rotation 4019 r p m  5.8 ms/diu 
FIGURE12.108 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 1 AT 
4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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1 
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COMPANY : B E N T L Y  R O T J R  DYNCIMIC 
P L A N T  : L A B  
JOB REFERENCE:  NASA 
P IACHINE T R A I N :  SPACE S H U T T L E  MOOEL 
M a c h i n e :  ROTOR K I T  ChW 3 2 V O  
PLOT No. 
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
0 . 6  
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
LBS 
LUS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LDS 
Lns 
4 0 1 1  r p m  6 . 0  m a / d ~ u  1.8 m i l  /diu CW R o t a t i o n  
-- - I 
1.8 m i l  /diu C U  Rotation 4 i i ~ 4  r p m  6 . 0  m w d i u  
I _ 
1 
-9- e\- 
\ I 
1.8 mil /diu C U  Rotation 4016 r p m  6.8 ms/dil, 
I I 
1 . 0  m l l  /diu CW Rotatlon 4 s i 6  r p m  6.8 ms/dlu 
1 
4 0 1 9  r p m  6 . 8  ms/diu CU Rotation 
FIGURE 12.109 TIMEIBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 2 AT 4000 
RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELO ADS. 
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COVPANY : E E N T L Y  ROTOR O Y N A t l I C  
P L A N T  I LAB 
JO8 REFERENCE1 NQSA 
f l A C H I N E  T R A I N :  SPACE S H U T T L E  VOOEL 
Vachino: ROTOR KIT C h U  A 2HO 
0.0 
0 . 2  
0 . 4  
0.6 
0.8 
1.0 
P L O T  No. 
St-rdu 3 t r t m  Unootnp 
1.0 m i l  /d iu  CW Rotation 4 0 1 1  r p r n  6.6 ms/dLv 
1 
I 1 
6.0 ms/div 1.0 mil /diu Cw Rotation 4 0 1 0  r p m  
I I 
6.6 ms/div 1.0 r n A l  /dLV cw RotatLon 4 8 1 6  r p m  
I 
6.0 ms/diu I1.0 mil /diu C U  Rotrtion A 0 1 6  r p m  
I 
LBS 
I I 
cw Rotation A 0 1 7  r p m  6 . 0  ms/div 1.0 m i l  /diu 
- 1 . 8  mll /diu CU Rotation A Q l ?  r p m  5 . 0  ms/div 
FIGURE12.110 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 2 AT 
4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COMPANY : BENTLY R o r o R  DYNAMIC 
P L A N T  : L A B  
JOE REFERENCE:  NASA 
M A C H I N E  T R A I N :  SPACE S H U T T L E  MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  ChR 6 J V D  
P L O T  No. 
Stsrdy Ststs Uncomp 
0.0 
0.2 
0.4 
0 . 6  
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
LBS .! 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LB S 
Lf3 s 
1.8 mil /diu CW Rotation 6011 r p m  6 . 0  ms/dAu 
---.- 
1.0 mil /diu CW Rotation 6 0 1 4  r p m  5 . 0  ms/dru 
I 
I *- CW Rotation 4 0 1 6  r p m  6.0 ms/diu 
I 
I 
4QZs r p m  6 . 8  ms/diu cu Rotation 
7 
6817 r p m  6 . 0  rns/div 1.8 m A l  /dAU CU R o t r t i o n  
I I 
I I 
1 
1.0 mil /diu C U  Rotation 4 8 1 7  r p m  6.0 ms/diu 
I I 
J 
1.0 m i l  /diu CW Rotation 4 8 1 9  r p m  6.0 msldiu 
FIGURE 12.111 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 3 AT 4000 
RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
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COflPlNY : BENTLY ROTOR O Y N l M I C  
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NFISQ 
MFICHINE T R O I N :  SPFICE S H U T T L E  MOOEL 
Plachins: ROTOR KIT ChU 6 JHO 
PLOT t 4 0 .  
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
L1 
LI c: 
0 
Lr 
P 
4 
0 
4 
0 . 8  
1.0 
1.2 
LBS 
LUS 
LBS 
LDS 
LBS 
LD S 
Lns 
Stmady S t ~ t m  Uneomp 
1 
-. 
1 . 0  m l l  / d l u  C U  Rotatlon 4911 r p m  6.9 rns/diu 
< ---*----.- 
I I 
1.8 rnil /diu C U  Rotation 4014 r p m  6.0 ms/diu 
I 
1 . 8  r n i l  /diu C U  Rotation 4016 r p m  5 . 0  ms/diu 
I 
-- 
6.0 ms/diu 1.0 mil /diu CW Rotation 4816 r p m  
1.8 m i l  /diu CU Rotation 4017 r p m  6.0 m=/diu 
I 
I I 
I 1 1.0 m l l  /dLu C U  Rotrtlon 4017 r p m  6 . 0  ms/dlu 
I 
1.0 mil /dLu CW Rotation 4 8 1 9  r p m  6 . 0  ms/diu 
FIGURE12.112 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 3 AT 
4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COMPFINY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : L A 0  
JO8 REFERENCE: NFISO 
MACHINE T R A I N :  SPACE SHUl'TLE MODEL 
Mrchinm: ROTOR K I T  ChO 7 4UO 
$ 1  
PLOT No. 
0.0 
0 . 2  
0 . 4  
0 . 6  
0.8 
1.0 
I. 2 
LDS ./' 
I I 
1 . e  m l l  /diu CU Rotation 4 8 1 1  rpm 6 . 0  ms/diu 
I I 
1 . e  m l l  /diu CU Rotrtlon 4 8 1 6  rpm 6 . 8  m 8 / d A U  
I 
I 
1.8 mil /d&u CU Rotation 4 0 1 6  rpm 6.8 m8/diu 
I 
I I 
I 
CW Rotmtlon 4 8 1 7  rpm 6 . 8  mm/dlu 1.0 m l l  /dlu 
I 
FIGURE 12.113 TIME3ASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 4 AT 4000 
RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
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COMPANY I 
PLANT 
JOB REFERENCE: 
MRCHINE T R R I N :  
?'lachino: ROTOR 
DENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
L A 0  
NRSR 
SPRCE SHUTTLE MODEL 
K I T  ChO 
PLOT No. 
e 4 ~ 0  
S t r r d y  S t a t -  Uncomp 
0.0 
0 . 2  
0 . 4  
0 . 6  
0 . 8  
1.0 
1.2 
LDS 
LOS 
LBS 
LDS 
LBS 
LD S 
Lns 
I I 
I 
1.0 mil /diu CW Rotation 4011 r p m  6 . 0  mm/div 
1.0 mil /diu CW Rot8tion 4 0 1 4  r p m  6 . 0  m8/div 
6z6 I r p m  6 . 0  m8/div 
1.0 mil /diu CW Rotation 
I I 
I 
C U  Rotrtion 4 0 1 7  r p m  6.0 ms/div 1.0 mil /diu 
I 
I 
6 . 0  m 8 / d A U  1.9 mil /diu CW Rotation 4017 r p m  
1.0 mil /dAv CU Rotation 4919 r p m  6.9 mm/dALI 
FIGURE12.114 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 4 AT 
4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COMPANY I EENTLY ROTOR D Y N A M I C  
P L A N T  : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NGSA 
nactiINe TRAIN: SPACE snuriLe noom 
Mschlnml ROTOR K I T  ChS 1 6UO 
P L O T  No. 
¶ t i r d U  I t m t i  Unoomp 
0.0 
0 . 2  
0 . 4  
LBS 
LDS 
LE S 
0.6 LBS 
0.p LBS 
1.0 LDS 
1 . 2  Lns 
1.9 m l l  /dlu cu R o t r t l o n  A911 r p m  6 . 9  m = / d l u  
I 
r 1 
1.0 m l l  /diu CU R o t m t i o n  4 8 1 3  r p m  6.8 m m / d i u  
I I 
I 
6.8 ms/diU CU R o t m t l o n  4 0 1 6  r p m  
i 
1 . 8  m i l  /diu 
I I 
6 . 8  m-/dlu cu R o t m t l o n  4 i i . a  r p m  , 1.8 mll:/dlu . I : :  
1.0 m l l  / d l u  C U  R o t m t l o n  A 8 1 6  r p m  6 . 8  rnm/dlu 
I 
6 . 8  m m / d l u  
I I 1 . 8  m i l  / d i u  CW R o t a t l o n  4 8 1 0  r p m  6.8 ms/dlu 
FIGURE 12.115 TIMEIBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 5 AT 4000 
RPM. 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
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COIIPFINY 1 BENTLY ROTOR DYNFI I I IC  
PLFINT : LPB 
JOB REFERENCEI NFISA 
PIFICHINE T R A I N :  SPFICE S H U T T L E  MODEL 
Machin . :  ROTOR K I T  C h l  2 6HO 
0.0 LBS 
0.2 LBS 
0 . 4  LBS 
0 . 6  LBS 
0 . 8  LBS 
1.0 LOS 
1 . 2  Lns 
. P L O T  NO. 
Stmrdu S t m t r  Uncomp 
u 
1.0 mli /diu CU Rotrtion 4 0 1 1  r p m  6 . 0  mm/dlu 
1.8 mil /dAu CW R o t a t i o n  4813 rpm 6 . 8  m m / d i v  
I I 
I I 6 . 0  mr/diu 1.8 mil /diu cu Rotrtion 4 8 1 6  r p m  
1 
. .  
I I 1.8 m i l  /diu C U  R o t m t i o n  4816 r p m  6 . 8  ms/diu 
1 
I 
1 . 8  mil /diu CY R o t m t l o n  4816 rpm 6 . 8  m./dlv 
6.8 m w d i u  1 . 8  mil /diu CU Rotmt lon 4 8 1 8  r p m  
FIGURE12.116 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 5 AT 
4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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I 
I 
I 
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COMPANY : EENTLY ROTDR OYNFIMIC 
JO0 REFERENCE1 NFISFI 
PLFINT : La8 
PIFICHINE TRFIINI SPACC S I ~ U T T L ~  MODEL 
Mmchlnm: ROTOR K I T  C h #  3 6UO 
PLOT NO. 
Stmmdu Stmtm U n c o m p  
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
0.6 
0 . 8  
1.0 
1.2 
CU Rotmtlon 4011 r p m  6.0 mu/dlu 1 . e  m l l  /dlu 
L - 
1.8 m i l  /dlu CU Rotmtlon 4913 rpm 6.8 mm/dlu 
I 1 
I I 
LBS p- 
6 . 8  m m / d l v  1.8 mll /dlu CU Rotmtlon 4816  r p m  
I * :  I 
1 
1.8 mil /diu CW Rotmtlon 481.4 rpm, 6.8 mm/diu 
I 1 
1 . 8  mil /diu 
LD S \ :  
CU Rotmtlon 4 e 1 6  r p m  6.0 mm/diu 
l - m /  1.0 mil /diw - ‘nr Rotmtion .4818 rpm 6 . 9  mm/diu 
n 
LBS 
v 
FIGURE 12.117 T1ME:BASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 6 AT 4000 
RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELi3ADS. 
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COMPANY : E E N T L Y  ROTOR O Y N A M I C  
P L A N T  I LAB 
JOE R E F E R E N C E I  NASA 
MACHINF! T R A I N 1  SPACE S H U T T L E  MODEL 
M a c h i n m :  ROTOR K I T  ChW 4 6H0 
PLor NO. 
c 
I 
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
0.6 
0 . 8  
1.0 
1.2 
LBS 
LBS 
LB S 
LBS 
LBS 
LD S 
LB f 
S t r r d ( y  S t r t r  Uncomp 
I I 
1.8 m l l  / d l u  CU R o t r t i o n  4 8 1 1  r p m  5 . 8  m E / d l u  
I 
1 . 8  m i l  /dlu C U  R o t r t l o n  4815  r p m  6 . 8  mr/diu 
I 1 
1 . 8  m i l  /diu C U  R o t r t i o n  4 8 1 6  r p m  6 . 8  mr/diu 
6 . 8  m m / d l u  1.8 m i l  /d iu C U  R o t m t l o n  4814  r p m  
I 
1.8 m l l  /diu cu R o t r t i o n  4816 r p m  6 .8  m m / d l u  
I I 1.8 m l l  /d iu cu R o t r t l o n  0 8 1 6  r p m  6 . 8  ms/diu 
I I 1 . 8  m i l  /diu CU R o t m t i o n  4819 r p m  6 . 8  m m / d i u  
FIGURE12.118 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 6 AT 
4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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NOT AVAILABLE - OIL IN THE CLEARANCE AREA 
PROHIBITS THE METAL-TO-METAL CONTACT NECESSARY 
FOR THE CONTACT SENSOR TO OPERATE CORRECTLY. 
FIGURE 12.119 TIMEBASE FOR SHAFT T O  SEAL 1 CONTACT AT 4000 RPM, 7.5 
PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
NOT AVAILABLE - OIL IN THE CLEARANCE AREA 
PROHIBITS THE METAL-TO-METAL CONTACT NECESSARY 
FOR THE CONTACT SENSOR TO OPERATE CORRECTLY. 
FIGURE 12.120 TIMEBASE FOR SHAFT T O  SEAL 2 CONTACT AT 4000 RPM, 7.5 
PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
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COMPANY 1 BENTLY ROTOR OYNAfiIC 
PLANT : LAB 
MACHINE TRFI INI  SPACE SHUTTLE MOQEL 
tl8chlnm: ROTOR KIT ChO 7 RUB BLOCK 
JOB REFERENCE: NasFI 
PLOT No. 
Stmmdy Stmtm Uncomp 
I . .  
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
0.6 
0 . 8  
LBS 
LUS 
LB S 
LBS 
LBS 
6 . 0  mm/diu i.e m l l  /dlu CU Rotmtlon 4 0 1 1  r p m  
I 1 
I I 
CU Rotation 4813 r p m  6 . 8  ms/diu 1.8 mil /diu 
I 
I 
1 . e  m i l  /dlu CU Rotation dB16 r p m  6.0 ms/diu 
I 
I J 
1.0 m i l  /diu CW Rotatlon 4014 r p m  6 . e  ms/diu 
1 . e  mll /diu CU Rotation de16 r p m  6 . 9  mm/diu 
r 1 
CU RotatLon 4918 r p m  6.9 mm/dlu TIME 
FIGURE12.121 TIMEBASE FOR SHAFT T O  RUB BLOCK CONTACT AT 4000 
RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD S . 
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COMPANY : SENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MOOEL 
PLOT No. 
Machine: ROTOR KIT Chl 1 1VO 
Stmrdy Strtr UNCOMP 
W 
U 
0: 
0 
L 4  
2 
0 
3 
pc 
4011 r p m  0.0 LDS 
0 1 2 3 4 6 8 7 8 9 10 
FREQUENCY (kepm) Hrnning Wrndow 
Machino: ROTOR KIT ChW a 1HO 
S t m r d ~  Strtm UNCOMP 
0.2 Lus/--),\\/ 4 0 1 4  11 a E a .  0.0 LOS 4 0 1 1  r p m  
e 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 
FREQUENCY (kcpm) Hrnning Window 
FIGURE 12.122 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 1 A T  4000 RPM, 
7.5 ]'SI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PREI; 0 ADS . 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
J O B  REFERENCE: HAS& 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
- 
- 
- 
4 0 1 1  r p m  
PLOT NO. 
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- 4  
PI 
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,a 
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Machinr: ROTOR KIT 
- 
- 
- 
- 
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Ch# 3 2VQ 
S t m r d y  S t r t r  UNCOMP 
- 3  
U 
- a  
Q 
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--I 
4 
E 
m 
m 
- 4  
PI 
- a  
U 
u) 
E 
,a 
-I 
a 
Plachins: ROTOR KIT Ch# 4 2HQ 
Strrdu Stat. UNCOMP 
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C 0 M P A N Y : BENTLY ROTCIR DYNAMIC 
PLPNT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAINI sPAce sHuTi'uz MOOEL 
Machina: ROTOR KIT Chl 
PLOT No. 
6 3YO 
Stemdu Stat. UNCOMP 
w 
U a: 
0 
L4 
2 
0 
il 
ch 
0.2 L B s [ - x /  4 0 1 4  jj a E 
a 0 . 0  LDS 4011 r p m  
e 1 a 3 4 6 6 7 e 9 10 
FREQUENCY ( k c p m )  Hanning Window 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  Chl 8 340 
Stmadu Stat8 UNCOMP 
e 1 
FIGURE 12.124 
2 3 4 6 6 i e 9 10 
Hanning Window FREQUENCY (kcpm) 
SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 3 AT 4000 RPM, 
7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PREL3ADS. 
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P L O T  No. 
- 
- 
A 
- 
- 
- 
I I '  0.0 LUS r', ' I I 1 I ' I I - - I I ' ' I ' ' I 
COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR D Y N A M I C  
PLANT : L A B  
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE T R A I N :  SPACE S H U T T L E  MODEL 
M a c h i n e :  ROTOR K I T  ChA 7 4VD 
Stmadu State UNCOMP 
I. 
4011 r p m  
6 7 e 9 i e  
tianning W+ndow 
' I " I " I  
FREQUENCY (kcpm) 
-: 
U 
- \  a a 
- 4  
4 
E 
m 
m 
- 4  
PI 
- 1  
0 cn 
E 
4 
n 
- a  
Machinr: ROTOR K I T  C h X  0 4HD 
. Stmrdy strtr UNCOMP 
FIGURE 12.125 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 4 AT 4000 RPM, 
7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 I N G R A M  UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
I 
8 
1 
I 
1 
PRELOADS. 
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P L O T  No. COMPANY : B E N T L Y  ROTOFI D Y N A M I C  
PLANT : L A B  
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE. TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
S t r e d u  S t a t e  UNCOMP 
Machine: ROTOR KIT Ch# 1 6VO 
e 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 9 i e  
FREQUENCY ( k s p m )  Henning Window 
Machine: ROTOR KIT C h #  2 SUO 
l teedy S t a t e  UNCOMP 
4 0 1 6  
4 0 1 4  
4 8 1 s  
4013  
0.8 LBS 
o 0.6 LUS 
pc 0.4 LBS 
2 
0.2 LUS 
0 
Irr 
4 0 1 1  r p m  I ' I I ' '  
1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 l e  
Hanning Window 
0.0 LDS 
e 
FREQUENCY ( k c p m )  
1 
I 
FIGURE 12.126 SPEC'I'RAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 5 AT 4000 RPM, 
7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELO ADS. 
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0 
COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR D Y N A M I C  
PLANT : L A B  
J O E  REFERENCE: NASA 
I I A C H I N E  T R A I N :  SPACE S H U T T L E  MODEL 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
4 0 1 1  r p m  
P L O T  No. 
- 2  
I] 
- \  a a 
- 4  
1 
E 
0 
8 
- 4  
PI 
- r (  
0 lo 
E 
4 
n 
- a  
I 
I 
Hachinr: ROTOR K I T  ChO 3 6 U D  
St.8dU 3t.t. Ut4COMP 
0.0 LDS 4 0 1 1  r p i n  
1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 i e  
FREQUENCY ( k c p m )  Hanning W i n d o w  
M a c h i n m :  ROTOR K I T  Chi# 4 6 H D  
S t r a d u  Strtr UNCOMP 
FIGURE 12.127 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 6 AT 4000 RPM, 
7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE,*0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
I 
1 
I 
_ _  ~ 
PRELOAD S. 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROT3R DYNAMIC 
PLANT : L A B  
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
M A C H I N E  T R A I N :  SPACE S H U T T L E  MODEL 
P L O T  No. 
I 
f 
Machinr: ROTOR KIT C h *  6 SEAL CONTACTOR *I 
Stmrdu Stat. UNCOMP 
1.0 LBS "C-/ 4 0 1 6  4 0 1 6  
4 0 1 6  
4 0 1 4  
0.8 LBS 
0.6 LBS 
0.4 LBS ,/ 4 8 1 5  
I 4013 0.2 Luy- 
FREQUENCY ( k c p m )  Hrnning Window 
FIGURE 12.128 SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT T O  SEAL 1 CONTACT AT 
4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
C h l  8 SEAL CONTfiCTOR Ua 
S t r r d y  S t a t e  UNCOMP 
1.2 LBS 4 0 1 8  
W u 
p: 
0 
1.0 LBS / 4 8 1 6  
4 8 1 6  
4 0 1 4  
401s 
0.8 LBS E '  
f.4 
c) 
4 
0 0.6 LBS 
pc 0.4 LBS 
0 . 2  LUS / 4 8 1 3  
4 8 1 1  r p m  
8 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 e 9 i e  
FREQUENCY ( k c p m )  Hrnning Window 
FIGURE 12.129 SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT T O  SEAL 2 CONTACT AT 
4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
1NCRE:ASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COHPANY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC PLOT No. 
PLANT : L A B  
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
riAcHINe T R ~ I N :  m a c e  ZIHUTTLE HODEL 
Machrne: ROTOR K I T  ch8 7 RUB d bcK 
E - 
StemdU Stato UNCOMP 
d 
- 4  
PI 
-4 
ul - 
1 " 1 " 1 " 1 " 1 " 1 " 1 " 1 " 1 "  0 . 0  LBS 
0 1 7 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 
FREQUENCY (koprn) Hannrng Window 
FIGURE 12.130 SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT T O  RUB BLOCK CONTACT 
AT 4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM . 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR . 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
R A D I A L  
1'11 I( I .O A 0 
FOHCE 
P\ P2 f5 PL 
\\ 
n 1  n LU I n  
El \ u  m ' \ U r n  il 
I g -5  a 
FIGURE 12.131 ROTOR MODE SHAPE AT 4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL 
PRESSURE DUE T O  0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN 
THE TURBINE DISK. 
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COMPANY : EENTLY ROTOR OYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOE REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
PLOT No. 
Machinr: ROTOR KIT 
Mrchinr: ROTOR KIT 
Ch# 1 1UD 
Ch# 2 1HO 
8 drg. 
278 dog. 
Strrdu Stat. Uncomp 
UP .. .  
. .  . .  
m 
03 
d 
\o 
0 
m 
03 
4 
(u 
0 
. 
m 
PI 
4 
4 
0 
. 
m 
03 
4 
N 
d 
m 
03 
4 
0 
0 
. 
I 
4011 r m 7 012 rpm Le13 r u m  I 
m 
PI 
d 
co 
0 
. 
I 
4013 rpn 
CW Rotation 
818 r p m  t o 1 7  rpm 
8.58 mil /diu 
FIGURE 12.132 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 1 AT 4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOAD FORCES. 
Machinr: ROTOR KIT 
Machinr: ROTOR KIT 
Ch# 3 2VO 
Ch* 4 ZHD 
e drg. 
278 drg. 
Strrdy Strtr Uncomp 
UP 
1 
UP 
I 
v1 
PI 
d 
rg 
0 
0 0 i m Tp I4 0 m PI d 4 
0 
e 
a 
PI 
c;i 
N 
rl 
I 
812 rpm 011 r m -7 
016 r m 3 818 r p m  
013 rpm 
Rotation 
4817 rpm 
8.58 mil /diu 
FIGURE 12.133 omrrs AT PROBE LOCATION 2 AT 4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOAD FORCES. 
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m m 
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P L O T  No. COMPANY : B E N T L Y  ROTOR DYNAMIC . 
P L A N T  : L A B  
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN:  SPACE S H U T T L E  MODEL 
M a c h i n r :  ROTOR K I T  
M a c h i n r :  ROTOR K I T  
0 dog. 
270 dog. 
C h #  6 3UO 
C h X  6 3 H O  
S t r r d u  S t a t r  U n c o m p  
tn 
m 
d 
0 r/ 0 
O /  I 
O1 L L 1 
4013 r p m  
I 
v) 
El 
d 
a . 
tn 
cp 
d 
(Y 
rlL 4018 r p m  u
4013 r p m  4017 r p m  
0 . 6 0  m i l  /diu CW R o t a t i o n  
FIGURE 12.134 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 3 AT 4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOAD FORCES. 
M a c h i n e :  ROTOR K I T  
M a c h i n e :  ROTOR K I T  
C h #  7 4UO 
Chi8 8 4HD 
0 dog. 
270 dog. 
S t e a d y  S t a t e  U n c o m p   UP I . .  UP I UP I . . .  1 
m 
p1 
la 
v 
0 
a 
cn 
cp 
la 
(Y 
rl 
. 
4013 r m -4811 r m - 4012 r p m  I 
L 
4 8 2 7  r p m  
0 . 5 0  m i l  /diu 
4013 r p m  
CW Rotation 
018 r p m  
FIGURE 12.135 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 4 AT 4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOAD FORCES. 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MOOEL 
01 
PLOT No. 
Machinm: ROTOR KIT 
Machinm: ROTOR KIT 
Chl 1 6WO 
ChS 2 SHD 
0 dag. 
270 dmg. 
Strrdu Statm Uncomp 
UP 
1 
. . . .  . 
m 
PI 
I4 
-P 
0 
. 0 
m 
ua 
A 0.I 
016 rpm 
m 
PI 
Gi 
N 
4 
I 0 I 
017 rpm 4016 rpm 
1.0 mil /diu 
012 rpm 
to tr t ion 
FIG URE 12.136 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 5 AT 4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 I N G R A M  UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOAD FORCES. I 
I 
I 
Machinr: ROTOR KIT 
Machinr: ROTOR KIT 
Chl 3 6UO 
Chl 4 6H0 
0 drg. 
270 dig. 
Strady Strtr Uncomp 
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I 
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I 
I 
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: : : : I  : : : : : : ' . : 1 
1 
016 rpm 
1 1 
4010 r m 
CI 
PI 
D 
4012 rpm 
CIJ Rotation 
4012 rpm 
1 1 
1 a/ m PI A Q) . I  I O 1  J I 
4016 rpm 
1.0 mil /diu 
817 rpm 
FIGURE 12.137 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 6 AT 4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL 
TURI3INE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOAD FORCES. 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
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C t 1  
U a 
0 
(u 
0 
4 
0 
w a 
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\ L-wi 
0 
t .  
1 
1.0 m l l  /diu ~ CW R o t r t l o n  4813  r p m  6.8 m m / d l w  
. 
1 . 0  m l l  /dlu CW R o t m t l o - r  4010  r p m  6.8 m m / d i u  
COMPFINY : BENTLY ROTOR OYNCIMIC 
PLFINT : L O B  
JOB REFERENCE:  NFISFI 
W I C H I N E  T R F I I N I  SPFICE S H U T T L E  MOOEL 
M m c h l n m :  ROTOR K I T  C h R  1 I U O  
PLOT No. 
S t m r d u  S t m t m  Uncomp 
I 
0 . L  
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
LDS 
LOS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LDS 
Lns 
1.8 m l l  /d iu  CW R o t m t l o n  4013 r p m  6.8 m m / d i u  
1.8 mil /d iu CW R o t m t i o n  4 8 1 1  r p m  6.0 m s / d i u  
1.0 m i l  /diu CW R o t r t i o n  4 i 1 6  r p m  6 . 8  m m / d i u  
-1 
6 . 8  m m / d l u  1.0 m l l  /diu CW R o t m t l o n  4 0 1 2  r p m  
FIGURE 12.138 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 1 AT 4000 
RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
COMPANY 
PLANT 
JOB REFERENCE: 
N A C H I N E  T R A I N :  
Mrchlni: ROTOR 
BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
LFIB 
NASA 
SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
K I T  ChW 
% *  
PLOT No. 
a in0 
Stmrdy StEtm Uncomp 
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I- - 
1.0 mil /dlu CU Rotstion 40i3 r p m  6 . 8  m=/dlu 
I I 
1.8 mil /diu CU Rotrtion 4011 rpm 6 . 8  ms/diu 
I I 
6 . 8  mm/dlu 1.0 m l l  /diu CU Rotrtlon 4eis r p m  
I I 
I I 
1.0 mil /diu CU Rotmtion 4012 r D m  6.8 mm/diu 
I I 
I 
1.9 mll /d iu  C W  R o t r t i o n  4017  rum 6 . 0  m m / d i u  
1 
1.8 mil /dlL CU Rotrtlon 4813 r p m  6 . 8  ms/dlu 
I 
'TKXTZZ cu Rotrtion 4 0 1 B  r p m  6 . e  ms/diu 
FIGURE12.139 TIMNBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 1 AT 
4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COWPnNY : E E N T L Y  ROTOR O Y N A I l I C  
P L A N T  : L A 0  
JOB REFERENCE:  NFISA 
PtFICHINE T R Q I N :  SPACE S H U T T L E  WOOEL 
Platchine: ROTOR KIT ChU 3 2 V O  
< 
P L O T  No. 
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b. 0 
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Stnndy S t n t e  Uncoinp 
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I -- 
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I I 
0010 r u m  6.0 mB/div , 1.0 mil /diu CW Rotation 
FIGURE 12.140 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 2 AT 4000 
RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 9.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD S . 
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COIIPQNY : E E N T L Y  ?OTOR OYNQMIC 
JOB REFERENCE:  N Q S n  
M R C H I N E  T R n I N :  SPQCE 5 l U T l L E  I lOOCL 
Ilmchino: ROTOR K I T  ChO 4 2HO 
PLFINT : Ln.9 
P L O T  No. 
Stirdy Strti Uncomp 
._ 
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u.2 
0 . 4  
0 . 6  
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
FIGURE 
1 
CW Rotation 4G13 rpin 6 . 0  m s / d i u  1 . e  m i l  /diu 
I I 
1.0 mil /diu CW RoGtion 4011 r p m  6 . 0  m8/diu 
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-- 
1.0 mil /diu C U  Rotmtion 4817 r p m  6 . e  mm/diu 
-- --- h - x i - x  C U  Rotmtion re ie  r p m  6.0 mm/diu 
12.141 TIME13ASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 2 AT 
4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELO ADS. 
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COMPQNY : EENTLY ROTOR DYNCIMLC 
PLCINT : LCIB 
JOB REFERENCE: NOSA 
MOCHINE TRCIIN: SPCICE S H U T T L E  tlOOEL 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  C h l  6 3UO 
0.4 LBS ,. -.-.- 
~ G-rpm 
6 . 9  m - / d l v  -_____ 1.0 m i l  / ~ A U  cu l l o t r t l o n  
0.6 LDS ,a --------------d 
P L O T  Nh. 
Steady Statu Uncomp -- 
I .  
1.0 m i l  /diu cu Rotrtion 4013 r p m  6 . 0  mm/diu 
I 
I 0.8 LBS 
I J 5 . 0  m8/diu 1.8 mil /diu cu Rotmtion 4;l-l r p m  
I 
4 S i 3  r p m  5 . 8  m8/diU 1.8 mil /diu CU Rotrtion 
I 
1 - 
r e i e  rpm 6.8 m8/diu I1.0 mil /diu CU Rotrtion 
FIGURE 12.142 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 3 AT 4000 
RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
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FIGURE12.143 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 3 AT 
4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
P L O T  No. COMPFINY : BENTLY ROTOR O Y N R M I C  
P L A N T  : LAB 
JOO I1CFCRENCE1 N A S A  
PIFICHINE TRFI IN:  SPFICE S H U T T L E  MOOEL 
Machlnr: ROTOR K I T  C h U  7 4UO 
0.0 
0 . 2  
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 
1.0 
StrarJy  S t r t r  Uncoinp 
- ~ - - -  I 
LBS ---./ 
6 . 8  ms/diu 
 1.8 mil /diu CW Rotation 4813 r p m  
L 1 
1.8 mil /diu CW Rotation 4;ll r p m  6 . 0  m B / d L U  
LBS 
1.9 mil /diu CW Rotation 691.2 r p m  6 . 8  mB/diu 
LDS hA.A., 
1.9 m i l  /diu CW R o G t i o n  4813 r p m  6 . 8  ms/diu 
1 . 2  Lns p-U--/ 
--- 
6 . 9  m w X u  1.0 m & l  / d A U  cu R o t a G n  4 9 1 6  r p m  
FIGURE 12.144 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 4 AT 4000 
RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
384 
1 
1 
I 
8 
COMPnNY I BENTLY ROTDR O Y N A V I C  
PLFINT I L A O  
JOE REFERENCE1 NnSFI 
H P C H I N E  T R A I N 1  SPACE S H U T T L E  MOOEL . 
P L O T  NO. 
I 
P 
I 
Mrchins I ROTOR KIT C h l  e 4H0 
Stmrdu Strtm Uncomp 
0 . 0  
0.2 
0.4 
0 . 6  
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
LBS 
LDS 
LE S 
LBS 
LBS 
LD S 
LB s 
I : :  
1. e mil /diu C U  Rotrtion 4 0 1 3  rpm 6 . 9  mm/diu 
1 3 
1 . B  mil /diu CU Rotntion 4ell rpm 6.9 mm/diu 
I:
6 . B  mm/diu ! 
1.8 mil /diu CU Rotetian 4012 rpm 
1 . e  mll /d iu  CU Rotrtlon 6.0 mm/dlu 
E - E  1.0 mil /d iu  CW Rotmtlon 4813  rpm 6 . 8  ms/diu 
I. e m l l  /diu CU Rotrtlon 4 G e  r p m  6 . B  r n m / d i u  
FIGURE12.145 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 4 AT 
4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNB.4LANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
385 
conPaNy I eEt iTLY ROTOR oyNanIc 
P L A N T  : L A B  
JOE REFERENCE: NRSA 
MFICHINE T R e I N :  SPFICE S H U T T L E  NODEL 
noohinr! ROTOR K I T  Chl) 
-_- - 
I--- 
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
LBS 
LUS 
LB S 
0.6 LBS 
0 . 0  LBS 
1.0 LBS 
1.2 
PLOT NO. 
1.0 mil /diu CW Rotmtion A 0 1 2  r p m  6.0 ms/diu 
-- 1.a mil /div CW Rotation A 0 1 8  r p m  6.8 m a / d A u  
1 
I I 
I 1.0 m i l  /diu CW Rotation 4011 r p m  6 . 0  ms/div 
1 . 8  m i l  /diu CW Rotatlon re16 r p m  6.0 mr/div 
I - I 1.a mil /dlv CU Rotrtlon 4817 r p r n  6 . 0  mm/div 
FIGURE 12.146 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 5 AT 4000 
RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
- _  - 
PRELOADS. 
386 
1 
1 
I- 
! 
8 
B 
I 
I 
B 
1 
i 
1 
1 
I 
8 
I 
U 
I 
a 
COMPANY ! E E N T L Y  ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
nacnme TRIIN: SPACE SHLTTLE nooEL 
M r c h l n o :  ROTOR K I T  ChU 2 6H0 
P L O T  No. 
0 . 0  
0.2 
0.4 
LDS 
LI3S 
LB S 
Strrdy Strtm Uncomp 
1.0 mil /diu CU Rotation 4 8 1 2  r p m  6.0 ms/diw 
I 
CU Rotrtion 4 8 l 0  rpm 6.0 mr/diw 
CU Rotation 4 6 1 6  r p m  6.0 m./dlw I 
1.0 mil /diw 
I 1 
I I 
J 
C U  Rotation 4 0 1 1  r p m  6 . 0  ms/diw 1.0 mil /diw 
1 . 0  mil /diu C U  Rotrtlon 4iis r p m  6 . 0  mm/dlu 
I 
CW ROt8tiOn 4012  rprn 6.0 ms/diu 
1.2 LBS p---*- 
--- -. I 
C U  Rotation ~ 0 1 7  r p m  6.0 ms/diw I- 1.0 mil /diu 
FIGURE12.147 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 5 AT 
4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNB.4LANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCE3ASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
387 
COIPANY t OEt4TLY ROTOR OYNAmIC 
PLANT I La8 
JOO ncnzrxtoxi tinm 
'tlACH1NE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Chl 3 6UO nrchlnmr ROTOR KIT 
PLOT No. 
0 . 0  
0.2 
0 . 4  
0.6 
0.8 
1.0 
LDS -A&/- 
1.8 mil /diu CW Rotatlon A812 rpm 6.8 m./diu 
1 
-  
r 1 6.8 ms/dlu 
IA i l 8  r p m  
1.8 m L 1  /diu CU Rotation 
1.8 mil /diu CU Rotmtion A011 r p m  6.8 mE/diU 
LBS 
I 
1.0 mil /diu CU Rotrtlon A 0 1 6  r o m  6.8 mm/diu 
LDS kAI'-''...---*. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I -- 1.0 mil /diu CU Rotrtlon 4al7 rprn 6.8 mr/diu 
FIGURE 12.148 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 6 AT 400 
W M ,  10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
388 
1 COMPANY : EENTLY ROTCIA oyNanIc 
PLANT : L A 0  
JOE REFERENCE: NASQ 
PIACHINE T R A I N 1  SPnCE S l iUTTLE MO0E.L 
Ilachlnm: ROTOR K I T  ChU 4 6HO 
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
0.6 
0 . 8  
1.0 
1.2 
P L O T  No. 
Steodu State Uncomp 
1 
I -_ I 
1.8 mil /dlw CU Rotation 4 0 1 2  r p m  6.0 ms/diu 
1 
--- I 
C y  Rotation 0 8 1 8  r p m  6.8 ms/diu 
1 
I I 
1.8 mil /diw CW Rotation 0811 r p m  6.8 mm/diw 
I I 
1.e mil /diw C U  Rotation 4812 r p m  6.8 mm/diw 
I---- 
6.8 m./diw 
I 
*el7 r p m  1.8 mil /diw CU Rotmtlon 
FIGURE12.149 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 6 AT 
4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
389 
NOT AVAILABLE - OIL IN THE CLEARANCE AREA 
PROHIBITS THE METAL-TO-METAL CONTACT NECESSARY 
FOR THE CONTACT SENSOR TO OPERATE CORRECTLY. 
I 
1 
I 
FIGURE 12.150 TIMEBASE FOR SHAFT TO SEAL 1 CONTACT AT 4000 RPM, * 
10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD S . 
NOT AVAILABLE - OIL IN THE CLEARANCE AREA 
PROHIBITS THE METAL-TO-METAL CONTACT NECESSARY 
FOR THE CONTACT SENSOR TO OPERATE CORRECTLY. 
I 
FIGURE 12.151 TIMEBASE FOR SHAFT TO SEAL 2 CONTACT AT 4000 RPM, 
10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. I 
I 
390 
COMPRNY : EENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
P L A N T  : L A 6  
JOO I~CPERENCC I tinso 
MACHINE T R F ~ I N :  smcE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Maehlnm: ROTOR K I T  C h O  7 RUO BLOCK 
0 . 6  LBS 
P L O T  N o .  
CW Rotrtion 4012 r p m  6.0 m8/dlu 1.0 mil /diu 
- - ~  I 
CW Rotation o i i e  r p m  6 . 0  m8/diu 1.0 m i l  /diu 
i 
CW Rotrtlon 4 i i 2  r p m  6.0 ms/diu TIME 
1.0 LBS 
1.8 m i l  /diu - 1 
L . 2  e CW Rotrtion 4 0 1 7  r p m  6.0 ms/diu 1 . 0  mil /diu NO CONTACT 
FIGURE 12.152 TIMEBASE FOR SHAFT TO RUB BLOCK CONTACT AT 4000 
RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
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P L O T  No. C 0 M P A N Y : B E N T L Y  ROTOR D Y N A M I C  
P L A N T  : L A B  
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
M A C H I N E  T R A I N :  SPACE S H U T T L E  MOOEL 
M a c h i n e :  ROTOR KIT Ch. 1 1UD 
S t ~ 8 d ~  S t a t i  UNCOMP 
M a c h i n r :  ROTOR K I T  C h X  2 1HO 
Stmrdu S t 8 h  UNCOMP 
I 1 
0 
0. 
e 1 1 3 4 6 6 7 9 ie 
FREQUENCY ( k c p m )  Hanning W i n d o w  
FIGURE 12.153 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 1 AT 4000 RPM, 
10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
ia 1 
-1 
PRELOADS. 
COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
PLOT No. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Machine: ROTOR KIT Ch# 3 2UO . 
Steadu State UNCOMP 
1 
- 2  
D 
- \  a a 
- 4  
1 
E 
8 
8 
- 4  
- 
- 
PI 
4 
- 0  
0 Ln 
E 
- 
a 
- a  
e 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 e Hanning 9 i e  Window 
FREQUENCY (kcpm)  
Machine: ROTOR KIT Ch# 4 2HO 
Stmrdu Strtr UNCOMP 
w 
U a 
0 
Ir 
2 
0 
!il a 
e 1 i 3 4 6 6 7 e 9 ie 
FREQUENCY Ckcpm) Hrnninp Window 
FIGURE 12.154 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 2 AT 4000 RPM, 
10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
P RELO ADS. 
393 
P L O T  No. COPlP ANY : B E N T L Y  ROTOR OYNAPI IC  
P L A N T  : L A B  
;OS R E F E R E N C E :  N A S A  
M A C H I N E  T R A I N :  S P A C E  S H U T T L E  MOOEL 
? lachine:  ROTOR K I T  C h U  6 3UO 
Steady State UNCOflP 
I 
,I 4 0 1 0  
1.2 LBSp I 
0 
0 . 4  LBS 
4 0 1 3  rpm 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9 1 0  
FREQUENCY (kcprn) Hanning Window 
?lachine: ROTOR K I T  C h #  6 3HO 
Steady State UNCOMP 
1 . 2  LBS 4 0 1 0  
4 0  17 
4 0  22 
4 0 1 6  
Q 
4 
0 0.6 LBS 
Q, 0.4 LBS 
4 0 1 1  
0 . 2  m s /  - / 
0 . 0  LOS I ] 1 1  I I ' I  I 4 I I l l l I I I  V I I "  4 8 1 3  tprn 
e 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9 10 
FREQUENCY (kcpm) Hanning Window 
1 
I 
\ 
+ 
E 
FIGURE 12.155 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 3 AT 4000 W M ,  
10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBA.LANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
394 
I 
I 
I 
I 
COMPANY 
P L A N T  
JOB REFERENCE: 
M A C H I N E  T R A I N :  
Machine: ROTOR 
1.2 
B E N T L Y  ROTOR D Y N A M I C  
L A B  
N A S A  
S P A C E  S H U T T L E  MODEL 
K I T  C h l l  
I 
P L O T  N o .  
4uD j\ SteadU State UNCOMP 
Q, 0.4 LBS 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
FREQUENCY (kcprn) Hanning Window 
Machine: ROTOR KIT C h l l  8 4 H D  
Steady State UNCOMP 
+ ' l l '  4 0 1 3  r p m  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  
FREQUENCY (kcpm) Henning Window 
FIGURE 12.156 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 4 A T  4000 RPM, 
10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELO ADS. 
395 
0 
ZOI?PANY : B E N T L Y  ROTOR D Y N A M I C  
2 L A N T  : L A B  
303 REFERENCE:  N A S A  
“ I A C H I N E  T R A I N :  S P A C E  S H U T T L E  MOOEL 
P’achrne: ROTOR KIT fl 1 Steady State UNCOMP 
I 
I 
P L O T  No. 
0 
n, 0 . 4  L B S  
e 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 Hanning 9 ie  Window 
FREQUENCY (kcpm)  
Plachine: ROTOR K I T  C h S  2 5HO 
Steady State UNCOMP 
1;2 LBS / 4 0 1 0  
e 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9 i e  
FREQUENCY (kcprn) Hannrng Wrndaw 
FIGURE 12.157 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 5 AT 4000 RPM, 
10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
396 
I 
I 
I 
I 
COMPANY : E E N T L Y  ROTOR D Y N A M I C  
P L A N T  : L A B  
JC3 R E F E R E N C E :  N A S A  
P I A C H I N E  T R A I N :  S P A C E  S H U T T L E  M O D E L  
Plachine: ROTOR K I T  C h S  3 6 U O /  
1.2 LBS, LA\ 
PLOT No. 
Steady State UNCOMP 
c ,/ 4 0 1 0  
1 . 0  L B S  4 0 1 7  
, 4 0 1 2  0 . 8  LBS 
4 8 2 6  
w 
U 
p: 
0 
Lc 
a ,, 5 - c - ^ I  
0 
0 . 2  LUS 
0 . 0  LDS 
- e  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9 10 
FREQUENCY (kcprn) Hanning W i n d o w  
M a c h i n e :  ROTOR K I T  C h #  4 6 H D  
Steady State UNCOMP 
4 0 1 0  
1.2 L B S L  
e 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 i e  
FREQUENCY (kcprn) Hanning W i n d o w  
FIGURE 12.158 SPECTRAL COYTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 6 AT 4000 RPM, 
10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOADS. 
397 
CCPlP ANY : B E N T L Y  ROTOR O Y N A M I C  
D i A N T  : L A B  
303 R E F E R E N C E :  NASA 
i I r iCHINE T R A I N :  S P A C E  S H U T T L E  MOOEL 
P L O T  No. 
Plachine: ROTOR KIT C h R  6 S E A L  CONTACTOR 81 
S t e a d y  S t a t e  UNCOMP 
/ 4 0 1 0  
I 
1.2 LBS 
4017 J 4 0 1 2  G1 U n: 0 L 4  
/ 4 0 1 6  
0 . 6  LOS 
2 
9 
d I I 
I 4011 9 pc 0 . 4  LBS I / 4 0 1 5  / 4 0 1 0  0 . 2  LUS 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l a  
FREQUENCY ( k c p m )  Hanning W i n d o w  
FIGURE 12.159 SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT TO SEAL 1 CONTACT AT 
4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
r l a c h i n e :  ROTOR KIT C h R  6 S E A L  CONTACTOR 82 
1 . 2  LBS / 4 0 1 0  
4 0 1 7  I 4 0 1 2  w U P; 0 r 4  
cl I I 
I 4816 4 0 0.6 LBS 
I ,  
pc 0.4 LBS 
I 1 4 0 1 5  
0 . 2  L E +  / 4 0 1 0  
4 8 1 2  r p m  ' I " l " l " I " I " I " I " I " I "  
0 . 0  LDS 
0 1 a 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
FREQUENCY ( k c p m )  Hanning W i n d o w  
1 
I .A 
I '2 
FIGURE 12.160 SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT TO SEAL 2 CONTACT AT 
4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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I 
IC 
I 
COMPANY : B E N T L Y ’  ROTOR D Y N A M I C  
P L A N T  : L A B  
J O B  REFERENCE: NASA 
PlACHINE T R A I N :  SPACE S H U T T L E  MODEL 
P L O T  No. 
4 
M a c h i n e :  ROTOR K I T  C h #  7 RUB E 3 CK 
. Steady State UNCOMP 
w 
U 
p: 
0 
f-4 
0 
pc 0.4 LEIS 
i----------- I 4 0 1 5  
4 0 1 0  
- e k i  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 4 8 1 2  r p m  0 . 2  LUS 0 . 0  LDS 
FREQUENCY ( k c p r n )  Hanning Window 
FIGURE 12.161 SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT T O  RUB BLOCK CONTACT 
AT 4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE TURBINE DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
KAL)lAL 
FORCE 
PRELOAD,  
P\ PZ P3 P4 Pa- PC 
u 1 n  LU I n  I u n  I a  c 2 m *,u m \u \ m u  \a \ u i  i t--- 
z s  
2 4  e v 3  w 
0 
I : -1 
2 - 3  
4 
el E -2  
4 
H g >t! - 4  53I --. - 
z I 
FIGURE 12.162 ROTOR MODE SHAPE AT 4000 RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE 
DUE TO 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD 
PUM? IMPELLER DISK. 
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P 
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ca 
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CwFWY : m n y  ROTOR DMIC 
PLAHT : LAB 
JOB EFEREK€: NASA 
MCHINE TRAIN: SWcE SHUTTLE moEL 
Phchim: ROTOR KIT ChU 1 1UD 0 w. 
Hachine: ROTOR KIT Ch# 2 IHD 278 w. 
Stea& State Uncw 
UP 
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I R o t n o n  
k i '  .58 m i l  /div C 
FIGURE 12.163 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 1 AT 4000 RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL 
PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 
Machin.: ROTOR K I T  
Machine: ROTOR KIT 
-1 
. . . . . . .  ; {  . . .  . . .  . . . . . . .  
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: / ; {  
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I FIGURE 12.164 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 2 AT 4000 RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 
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. . .   * e$; ; ; I  . . . . . . .  
cQc#Jy : B€NTLY ROTOR D Y W I C  
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JOB REFEREM=E: NMR 
)I(ACHIN€ TRAIN: SPACE SINTTLE moML 
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FIGURE 12.165 ORBI'TS AT PROBE LOCATION 3 AT 4000 RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL 
PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
THIRD, PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 
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FIGURE 12.166 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 4 AT 4000 RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL 
PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 
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FIGURE 12.167 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 5 AT 4000 RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL 
PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN T H E  
THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 1 
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FIGURE 12.168 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 6 AT 4000 RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL 
PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 1 
402 
COMPW 
RRNT 
JOB REFERENCE: 
MACHINE TRAIN: 
Machine: ROTOR 
BENTLY ROTOR DYNMXC 
LAB 
NASA 
SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
K I T  Chll 1 IUD 
Steady S t a t e  Unc omp 
CW Rotation 4012 r c m  5.0 mwdiv 
I 
I b ’ CW Rotition 4013 r p m  5.8 mwdiv 
4010 rpm 5.0 mwdiv 
0.4 LBS 
0.6 LBS 
1.0 n i l  /d iv CW Rotation 4010 rpm 9.0 mwdiv 
I 
4 0 0 9  rpm 5.0 mwdiv 
1.0 LBS 
4 0 1 2  rpm 5.0 mwdiv 
1.2 LBS 
4 0 0 9  rpm 3.0 mwdiv 
FIGURE 12.169 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 1 AT 4000 
RPM,  0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
403 
C O W W Y  : BEHTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
P U N T  : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NGSG 
MACHIM TRGIH: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  Cht 2 IHD 
Steady  S t a t e  Uncomp 
1 
0.0 LBS . .  ‘I 
1 1 
1.0 mil /div CW Rotation 4012 r c m  5 . 0  m v d i v  
I 
I I 
1.0 mil /div CW Rotation 4813 rpm 5 . 0  mwdiv 
I I 1.0 ail /div CU Rotation 4010 r p m  5 .8  mwdiv 
.. 
w u 
fa -IL/ 3 0 . 6  LBS 
4010 rpm 5.0 mwdiv 
0 
1.0 n i l  /div CW Rotation 
2 
ii 
& I 
1 .0 mil /div CW Rotation 4809 rpn 5.0 mwdiv 
I 1 
1.0 LBS 
1 ‘ 1.8 m i l l  /div CU Rotation 4012 rpn 3.0 mwdiv 
I 1 
I - 
I 
1 I 1.0 n i l  /d iv  CW Rotation 4089 rpm 5.0 mwdiv 
I 
4 
R 
I 
1 
FIGURE12.170 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 1 AT 
4000 RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
404 
COWWY : BEHTLY RCTOR DYNMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: H A S 0  
MFICHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHCITTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTbR K I T  Cht 3 2VD 
Steady S t a t e  Uncomp 
0.0 LBS 
. -  
0.2 LBS 
4010 rpm 5 .0  mwdiv 
0.4 LBS 
w 
U 
(r 
$ 0 . 6  LBS 
0 a: 
0 
5.0 mWdiv 4010 r v m  1.9 mil /d iv CW Rotation 
0 . 8  LBS 
CW Rotation 4012 rpm 5.0 ms/div 
1 . 0  LBS 
4009 i - c m  .8 mwdiv 
1.2 LBS 
FIGURE 12.171 T1ME:BASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 2 AT 4000 
RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCRXASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
405 
0.2 LBS 
0 . 4  LBS 
I 1.B mil /div CW Rotation 4009 rpm 5.0 mw’div 
ai 
1.0 mil /div CW Rotation 4013 rpm 5 .0  mwdiv 
1.0 ail /div CW Rotation 4010 rpm 5.0 mwdiv 
FIGURE12.172 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 2 AT 
4000 RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
w 
U 
ru 
CI 
4 
0 
0 . 6  LBS 
406 
I/ : ~- IP 
1.0 LBS 
S 
\!A!>;- 
cowFu.(y : BENTLY ROTOR DYNWIC 
PLANT : LQB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASFI 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPQCE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR KIT * Ch# 5 3VD 
Steady S t a t e  Uncomp 
.,-------' : L' )c-c 
0.0 LBS . .  
4012 rprn 5 .0 msldiv 
0 . 2  LBS 
0 . 4  LBS 
w 
U 
r4 
0 . 6  LBS 
. 
1.0 LBS 
0 . 8  LBS 
1.2 LBS 
5.0  msldiv CW Rotat ion 4013 r p m  
4010 rprn 5.0 mwdiv I 
I I 
I '- ' CW Rotat ion 4009 rprn 5.0 mwdiv 
I 1 
-/:- :--:- 
I 
4012 r p m  5.8 ms/div 
I 
' CW Rotat ion  4009 r p m  5.0 ms/div 
FIGURE 12.173 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 3 AT 4000 
RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
407 
COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNWIC 
PLANT : LFIB 
JOB REFERENCE: NFISFI 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Mac him: 
0.0 LBS 
0.2 LBS 
0 . 4  LBS 
0.6 LES 
0 . 8  LES 
1 . 0  LBS 
ROTOR KIT C h t  6 3HD 
Steady State Uncomp 
4012 rpm 5.0 ms/div 1.0 nil /div CW Rotation 
I I 1.0 mil /div CW Rotation 4013 r m  5.0 ms/div 
I 1.0 mil /div CW Rotation 4010 rpm 5.0 nw d i v  
L I 
5.0 m w d i v  1.0 nil /div CW Rotation 4010 rpn 
- -:F 
. .  
1.6 mil /div CU Rotation 4009 rpn 5.0 mw d i v  
I 
.6 m i l  /div CW Rotation 4012 rpm 5.0 mw d i v  
I I 
I! 
I 
I 
1 
I 
FIGURE12.174 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 3 AT 
4000 RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COtPANy : BENTLY RCTOR DYNAMIC 
P U N T  : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MMHINE TRFIIN: SPACE SHI.ITTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR KIT Cht 7 4UD 
Steady State Uncomp 
0.0 LBS 
0 . 2  LBS 
- 
0 . 4  LBS 
1 1 
1.0 nil /d iv  CW Rotation 4010 rprn 5.0 mwdiv 
I 1 
W 
U 
$ 0 . 6  LBS 
cr 
1 '- ' CW Rotation 4010 rpm 5.0 mwdiv  
I I 
0 . 8  LBS 
1 . 0  LBS 
1 . 2  LBS 
1 '+ ' cw Rotation 4009 rpm 5.0 mwdiv  ~--;~;-/ :n 
I: I 
4012 rpm 5.0 ms/div . I) / d v  CW Rotation 
K T i Z Z i v  -- I ' CW Roticon 4009 rprn 
FIGURE 12.175 TIMEiBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 4 .4T 4000 
RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
409 
C C W W Y  : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPFlCE SHUTTLE HODEL 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  Chl) 8 4liD 
PLANT : LAB 
~~ ~ 
0.0 LBS 
-/;\;I:\ 0.2 LBS 
I 
0.4 LBS 
w 
0.6 LBS 
ru 
0.8 LBS 
1.0 LBS 
1.2 LBS 
Steady State Uncomp 
I I 
.- 
Il " I .e m i l  /div CLJ Rotation 4009 rpm 5.0 ms/div 
I I 
1 I 4012 rpn 5.0 nwdiv 1.8 mil /div CW Rotation 
FIGURE12.176 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 4 AT 
4000 RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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C W M  : BENTLY RCTOR DYNAMIC 
R A H T  : LAB 
MACHINE TRAIN: S P Q C E  SHLTTLE MODEL 
JOB REFERENCE: t m A  
Mach im: 
0.0 LBS 
0.2 
0 . 4  
w 
U a 
ru 
o 0 . 6  
0 . 8  
1 .0  
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
1.2 LBS 
ROTOR K I T  ChY I 5 U D  
Steady State Uncomp 
CW Rotation 4012 r p m  5.0  a w d i v  
I 
1.8 d l  /div CU Rotat ion 4012 r p m  5.0 mwdiv 
\/+-. :i- 
4808 r p m  5.0 mr/div 
I 
FIGURE 12.177 TIME13ASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 5 AT 4000 
RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
411 
0.4 LBS 
1.2 LBS [ ~ ~ ~ \ ~ ~ \  
. ail /div CW Rotation 4F?B8rpn 5.0 m w d i v  
1.0 m i l  /div CU Rotat ion 
:1:/ 
.. 
FIGURE12.178 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 5 AT 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
4000 RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRXM 
w 0.6 LBS 
h 
2 
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v; :\ /iw: i"\ 
I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
0.8 LBS 
1 .0  LBS 
-:- 
4009 rpn 5.0 ms/div 1.0 nil /div CU Rotation 
~~~.~ 
i 5.0 mw d i v  CU Rotation 4012 rvm 
I 
I 
1 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
t 
I 
I 
I 
COWWHY : BENTLY R0"OR DYNAMIC 
P L M T  : LRB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASR 
MfiCHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHU"TLE MODEL 
Mach in.: 
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
0.6 
0 . 8  
1.0 
1.2 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
ROTOR KIT Ch# 3 6VD 
Steady S t a t e  Uncomp 
4012 rpm 5.0 mwdiv 
4812 r p m  5.8 mwdiv 
I I 
I 
S.O mwdiv 
1 1.8 m i l  /div CW Rotation 4810 rpm 
I 1 
5.8 mWdiv b ' CU Rotation 4810 rpm I 
I I I 
1 k; cw Rot a t  ion 4009 r ? m  5.0 mwdiv 
I I 
I 
I 1 
W Rotation 4812 r p m  5.8 mwdiv 
5.0 mwdiv 
1 
4800 r p m  
FIGURE 12.179 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 6 AT 4000 
RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCRElASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
413 
COWFIHY : BENTLY ROTOR D Y W I C  
PLRNT : LRB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASQ 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  ChY 4 6HD 
Steady S t a t e  Uncomp 
0 . 0  LBS 
0 . 2  LBS 
0 . 4  LBS 
1.8 mil /div CW Rotation 4812 r?m 5.8 ms/div 
I 
1.8 ail /div CW Rotation 4812 rpm 5.8 ms/div 
I 
5.0 mwdiv 
J 
1.0 ail /div CW Rotation 4010 rpm 
w 
0 . 6  LBS 
ru 
1 
1.8 ail /div CW Rotation 4018 rpn 5.0 mwdiv I 
04 
0.8 LBS 
1.0 LBS 
1.2 LBS 
I 1 
I 1 
1.8 a11 /div CU Rotation 4889 rpm 5.0 mwdiv 
.8 d l  /div CW Rotation 4012 rpm 5.0 mwdiv 
I 1 
I I 
1.8 ail /div CW Rotation 4-m 5.8 mwdiv 
FIGURE12.180 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 6 AT 
4000 RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
414 
. 
C O r P w  
PLANT 
JOB REFERENCE: 
MACHINE TRFIIN: 
Machim: ROTOR 
0 . 0  
0 . 2  
0 . 4  
w u E 
0 0 .6  cu 
0 . 8  
1.0 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
CONTACT 
1.2 LBS 
NO CONTACT 
BENTLY R0"OR DYNAMIC 
LQB 
NASQ 
SPFICE SHU"TLE MODEL 
KIT Chl) 5 SEnL W 1  CONTACTOR 
Steady Sta te  Uncomp 
FIGURE 12.181 TIMEBASE FOR SHAFT TO SEAL 1 CONTACT AT 4000 RPM, 0 
PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
415 
CSlPAHv : BMTLY ROTOR DYNFlMIC 
PLAHT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NQW 
nacHINE TRQIH: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
* - - 
2.0 m i l  /div CW Rotation 4812 rpm 5 . 0  mwdiv 
- 
- - L a- 
- 
Hac h i m: 
0.0 LBS 
0.2 LBS 
0.4 LBS 
W 
0.6 LBS 
ki 
0 . 8  LBS 
1.0 LBS 
CONTACT 
1.2 LBS 
NO CONTACT 
ROTOR KIT Chlt 6 SEAL X2 CONTQCTOR 
Steady State Uncomp 
I I 
I I 
5.8 mr/div I ' 2 . 0  mil /div CW Rotation 4010 rpm 
I 
4009 r p n  5.8 mwdiv 2.0 m i l  /div CW Rotation 
I 
cu Rot '2.9 m i l  l d i v  at ion 4012 rpm 5.8 nWdiv 
1 
FIGURE 12.182 TIMEBASE FOR SHAFT T O  SEAL 2 CONTACT AT 4000 RPM, 0 
PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
416 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
1 
1 
COMPCUIY : B E N T ~ Y  ROTOR DYNAMIC 
MawM TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
PLWT : LFIB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
Mac hi  no: ROTOR K I T  ChY 7 RUB BLOCK 
Steady S ta te  U n c o m v  
0.0 LBS 
0.2 LBS 
- 
0.4 LBS 
W 
U 
0.6 LBS 
0 . 8  LBS 
1.0 LBS 
CONTACT 
1.2 LBS 
NO CONTACT 
~ - -  
CW R o t a t i o n  4012 r p m  .8  m w d i v  
I 
CW R o t a t i o n  4008 r v m  5.0 m w d i v  
TIME 2.0 a i l  /div 
FIGURE 12.183 TIMEBASE FOR SHAFT TO RUB BLOCK CONTACT AT 4000 
RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
417 
COMPAHY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHIE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE WD€L 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  Ch# 1 1UD 
Steady State UNCOMP 
Plrchim: ROTOR KIT 
I 
I 
FIGURE 12.184 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 1 AT 4000 RPM, 0 
PSI SEP..L OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
418 
COMPANY : BENTLY FlOTOR D Y M I C  
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SP- SHUTTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR KIT Ch# 3 2VD 
Steady State UNCOW 
4813 0.2 LBS 
4812 rpm 
0 1 6 7 8 9 10. S 
FREQUENCY (kcpm) Hannim Window 
0.0 LBS 
FIGURE 12.185 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 2 AT 4000 RPM, 0 
PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
419 
c o r n  : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAFIIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NQSA 
MACHINE TRAIN:  SPME SHUTTLE HODEL 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  Ch# 5 3VD 
Stead  State UNCOMP 
FIGURE 12.186 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 3 AT 4000 RPM, 0 
PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PIJMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCR~ASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
420 
.. C O M P W  : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAPlIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: EiAscI 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SI-UITTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR KIT ch# 7 4VD 
Stm& State UNCOW 
Hachin.: ROTOR KIT ChO 8 4Ho 
Steadu State uNeo)9 
Y 
FIGURE 12.187 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 4 AT 4000 RPM, 0 
PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCRISASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
421 
COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOA D W I C  
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NQSA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE PIODEL 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  chw 1 wn 
Steady State MCW 
Hachi-: ROTOR KIT 
1 
I 
FIGURE 12.188 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 5 AT 4000 RPM, 0 
PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
422 
. 
COMPFiNv : BENTLY ROTOR WNAnIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: WSQ 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  ChY 3 6VD 
MXHINE TRAIN: SPRCE SHUTTLE mDEt 
S t e a d  State UNCOW 
Nachirw: ROTOR K I T  
FIGURE 12.189 SPEC'L'RAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 6 AT 4000 RPM, 0 
PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
423 
cowaw : BENTLY ROTOR D W I C  
PLAHT : LAB 
JOB EFEENCE: EIASA 
W I N E  TWIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  Ch# 5 SEAL # l -  CONTACTOR 
Steady State UNCW 
- 
- 
- 
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FIGURE 12.191 SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT TO SEAL 2 CONTACT AT 
4000 RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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FIGURE 12.192 SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT T O  RUB BLOCK CONTACT 
AT 4000 RPM, 0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK: FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
f i A l J l A L  
P R E L O A D  
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FIGURE 12.193 ROTOR MODE SHAPE AT 4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL 
PRES13URE DUE T O  0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN 
THE 'THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK. 
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Machine: ROTOR KIT 
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FIGURE 12.194 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 1 AT 4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN T H E  
THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 
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FIGURE 12.195 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 2 AT 4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD. 
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CoWwY : BEhr'LY i K ' i U R  DYNAMIC 
PCANt : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: rn 
MACHINE TWIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
ch# s sun 8 d.Q. 
ch# 6 3HD 278 dw. 
Steadu State Unconr~ 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  
Machine: ROTOR K I T  
I-I ..-.'...I . . . . . . . . .  
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FIGURE 12.196 ORBI'TS AT PROBE LOCATION 3 AT 4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 
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FIGURE 12.197 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 4 AT 4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 
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JOB REFERENCE: WSA 
MclcHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Ch# 1 SVD 
Ch# 2 5HD 
Machine: ROTOR KIT 
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FIGURE 12.198 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 5 AT 4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
THIRD PUMP IMPELLER : DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 
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FIGURE 12.199 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 6 AT 4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 
I 
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Coppeucl : BEHTLY ROIOR DYNAnIC 
R A H T  : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NRSA 
PKICHINE TRaIN: SPACE SHUtCITLE MODEL 
1 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
Hiehim: 
0.0 LBS 
0.2 LBS 
ROTOR K I T  ChO 1 1VD 
Steady Sta te  Uncomp 
' CW R o t i t i o n  4003 r p m  5.0 mwdiv 
0 . 4  Las 
4805 rpm 5.0 mwdiv I 
w 
8 0 . 6  Las 
kl 
0 . 8  LBS 
1.0 Las 
1.2 Las 
I 
L ' C U R  o t i t i o n  4085 r p m  5.8 m v d i v  
I cn Rotation 4006 r ? m  5.0 mwdiv 
I 1 
o t r t i o n  
FIGURE 12.200 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 1 AT 4000 
RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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cor(pw : BENTLY ROTOR D Y M I C  
P L M  : LFIB 
JOB REFERENCE: HeSA 
MHIM TRAIN: SPACE SWTTLE MODEL 
.flachIm: ROTOR K I T  Ch# 2 1 H D  
Steady State Uncomp 
I I 
0.0 LBS 
0 . 2  LBS 
I 
CU Rotation 4003 r p m  5.0 mwdiv 1.0 n i l  /div 
I 1 
L 
1.8 nil /div CU Rotation 4003 r p m  5.8 ms/div I 
I 1 
0 . 4  LBS 
1 '1.a a i l  /div CW Rotation 400s rpm 5.9 mwdiv 
I I 
w 
0 . 6  LBS 
rM 
: / /  f 
-:- 
p1 
0 . 8  LBS 
I I 
1.0 n i l  fdiv CW Rotation 4085 r p n  S.O mrfdiv 
I 
1 
5.0 msfdlv 1.9 m i 1  /div CU Rotation 400s rpn 
r 8 .  1 
1.0 LBS 
I 5.0 mwdiv I 1.0 mil fdiv CW Rotat loo 4006 r p m  
1 . 2  LBS 
I, 4012 rpm S.9 rs/div I .9 n i l  /div CW Rotation 
I 
1 
I 
FIGURE12.201 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 1 AT 
4000 W M ,  2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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C O W W  : BENTLY ROTOR D Y N M I C  
W T  : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: HA% 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHJTTLE HODEL 
' Hachim: ROTOR K I T  Ch# 3 2VD 
Stmdv State Uneomo 
0.0 LBS 
0.2 LBS 
I 
L 1 . O  mll /div CU Rotation 4005 r p m  5.9 mwdiv 
I 
0 . 4  LBS 
r: 1 
w .  : 0 . 6  LBS 
ru 
PI 
0 . 8  LBS 
1 . 0  LBS 
1 . 2  LBS 
ota on 480 rpm 
. .  I: ' C U R  otat ' ion 4085 rpm 5.8 ms/div 
1 
I 
' C U R  otation ' 4886 rvn 5.6 mwdiv 
I I 
1 h ' C U R  otation ' 4012 1-pm 5.0 mrldiv 
FIGURE 12.202 T1M:EBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 2 AT 4000 
RPM:, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELO ADS. 
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0.0 Las 
.+ 
1 . 2  LBS 
. .  
1.0 mil  /div CW Rotation 4003 i 'pm 5.0 ms/div 
48iz r p a  5 .0  m w d i v  1.0 mil /div CW Rotation 
1.0 mil /div CW Rotation 4003 r p m  5.8 m w d i v  y-:\ . -  
FIGURE12.203 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 2 AT 
4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
0 .6  LBS 
432 
:/;\ 1 
-: 
1.0 mil /div CW Rotation 4005 r p m  5.8 mr/div 
= i  
1 
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C W W Y  : BENTLY ROlOR DI”nM1C 
PLCIHT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
)#CHINE TRCIIN: S P K E  SHUrTLE MODEL 
Machin+: ROTOR KIT ChO S 3VD 
Steady Sta te  Uncomr 
0 . 0  LBS 
CU Rotat ion 5.0 mwdiv 
0 . 2  LBS 
0 . 4  LBS 
I: I 
W 
3 0 . 6  LBS 
lu 
I I 
I 5.0 mwdiv I 1.0 m i l  /d iv CW Rotation 48BS r p n  
: 1 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 
CU Rotat ion 4006 rpm S.0  ms/dIv 
1.0 nil fd iv  CU Rotat ion 4 8 1 2 m  5.0 mwdiv 
FIGURE 12.204 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 3 AT 4000 
RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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co(pnm : BEHTLY ROTOR D Y W I C  
P L M T  : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
m 1 N E  TWIN: SPME SHUTTLE MODEL 
ROTOR K I T  Ch# 6 3HD 
Stead9 State Uncomp 
0.0 LBS 
0.2 LBS 
0.4 LBS 
w 
8 0.6 LBS 
tu 
0 . 8  LBS 
1.0 LBS 
1 . 2  LBS 
1 
I i  5.0 mwdiv I 
I 
.e nil /div CU Rotation 4605 r p n  
I l  5.8 n w d i v  I 
I 
.B a i l  /div CU Rotat ion 4085 r9n 
I 
.8 m i l  /div CY Rotation 4806 r p m  5.0 mwdiv 
I 
I l  . ai I :  /div otat  ion 4012 rFn 5.0 mWdiv : : 
FIGURE12.205 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 3 AT 
4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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Co).Ip(ycI : B E N N Y  ROlOR DYNMIC 
P L M  : LRB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
W I N E  TRAIN: SPACE SHUrTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  ChO 7 4VD 
Steady Stat. Uncorno 
0 . 0  LBS 
5.0 msydiv 
4003 r p m  . 5 .0  mwdiv 
0 . 2  LBS 
0 . 4  LBS 
4005 r v m  5.0 n w d i v  
0 
4 
3 
@I 0 . 0  LBS E-;. i + ;  
, .  / v  CU Rotation 490s r p m  S.0 n w d l v  
1 S.0 n w d i v  
1.0 mil /d iv  CU Rotat Ion 4012 r v r  
FIGURE 12.206 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 4 AT 4000 
RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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Copp(u(y : BENTLY ROTOR DYNMIC 
P L M T  : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NflW 
IIQCHIN T W I N :  SPKE SHUTTLE ElODEL 
- 
thchim: 
.L . .  
0.0 LBS 
0.2 LBS 
0.4 LBS 
w 
0.6 LBS 
hi 
0 . 8  LBS 
1.0 LBS 
1.2 LBS 
. .  
1.B n i l  /div CU Rotation 4003 r p m  5.0 mwdiv 
I 
-:- 
I 
I 1 
1 
CU Rotation 4006 rm 5.0 mwdiv 1.0 m i l  /div 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
FIGURE12.207 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 4 AT 
4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
I 
I 
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I 
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COWRNY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNMMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NFISR 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPFICE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Plachine: ROTOR KIT Ch# 1 SVD 
Steady Sta te  Uncomp 
0.0 LBS 
I b. cw Rotat ion 4003 rpm 5.8 mwdiv 
/ :  
CW Rotat ion 4083 r p m  5.0 mwdiv 
0 . 4  LBS 
4005 r p m  5.8 mwdiv 
w 
V 
5 0 . 6  LBS 
(r . .  
4005 rpm 9.0 mwdiv 
4085 r p m  5.8 mwdiv 
0 . 8  LBS 
1.0 LBS 
4006 rpm 5.0 I rs ldiv 
FIGURE 12.208 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 5 AT 4000 
RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
437 
cDpcy(y : BENTLY ROTOR DyNA(4IC 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACWIN TWIN: SPQCE SHUTTLE MODEL 
P u H l  : LaB 
1.0 nil /div CW Rotation 4003 rvn 5.0 ms/div --?\,/ :\ ;
Mach ino : 
0.0 LBS 
0 . 2  LBS 
0.4 LBS 
0 .6  LBS 
0 . 8  LBS 
1.0 LBS 
1 . 2  LBS 
v;J;b: . .  
;\ 
CU Rotation 4085 r?n 5.0 m w d i v  1.0 mil /div 
ROTOR KIT Chll 2 5HD 
Stea& State Uncow 
1.0 mil /div CW Rotation 4003 rvn 5.0 ms/div 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
FIGURE12.209 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 5 AT 
4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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I 
I 
ConpAHy : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLAHT : LAB 
JOB REFEREKE: NASa 
MacHINE TMIN: SPnCE SHUlTLE MODEL 
Mach i no: 
R 
1 
I 
0 . 0  LBS 
0 . 2  LBS 
0 . 4  LBS 
w 
W 8 0 . 6  LBS 
e, 
2 
0 . 8  L a s  
1 . 0  LBS 
1 . 2  LBS 
ROTOR K I T  ChO 3 6VD 
Steady State Uncow 
I-: 
1 bl Rotation 4003 rpm . 5 .0  n w d i v  
W Rotat on 4003 r p n  .8 n w d i v  
4005 r p n  5.0 n w d i v  
, .  
I 
CW Rotation 4005 r p n  5.8 nr/div 1 1.0 n i l  /div 
: 1 
I 4TxT-m- . CW Rotation 4812 , r p m  5.8 mwdiv 
FIGURE 12.210 TIMEI3ASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 6 AT 4000 
RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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CocpFyc) 
PLWT 
JOB REFERENCE: 
r(AcHIN€ TWIN: 
bchlrw: ROTOR 
BEHTLY ROTOR D Y W I C  
LF\B 
NQSA 
SPaCE SHUTTLE MODEL 
KIT Chl) 4 6"D 
Steady Sta te  Uncomp 
0.0 
0 . 2  
0 . 4  
w 
8 o 0 . 6  
r4 
0 . 8  
1 .0  
1 . 2  
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
. .  
.8  n i l  /div CU Rotation 4803 r p n  5.0 ns/div 
:z : 
I 5.0 mr/div 1 
I I 
1.0 nil /div CU Rotation 4005 rpm 
1 I 4005 r p n  5.0 nwdiv 1.e m l I  /dlv CW Rotrt ion 
I 1 
+!-:- '"1 
I 
CU Rotation 4006 rpn 5.0 ns/dlv 1.B m i l  /dlv 
I I 
I I 4012 r p n  5.0 ms/div 1.0 mil /div cy Rotation 
FIGURE12.211 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 6 AT 
4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
1 
I 
I 
I 
1 
440 
NOT AVAILABLE - OIL IN THE CLEARANCE AREA 
PROIIIBITS THE METAL-TO-METAL CONTACT NECESSARY 
FOR THE CONTACT SENSOR TO OPERATE CORRECTLY. 
FIGURE 12.212 TIMEBASE FOR SHAFT T O  SEAL 1 CONTACT AT 4000 RPM, 2.5 
PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCRXASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
NOT AVAILABLE - OIL IN THE CLEARANCE AREA 
PROI3IBITS THE METAL-TO-METAL CONTACT NECESSARY 
FOR THE CONTACT SENSOR TO OPERATE CORRECTLY. 
FIGURE 12.213 TIMElBASE FOR SHAFT T O  SEAL 2 CONTACT A T  4000 RPM 2.5 
PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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ca9#cI : BENTLY ROTOR D Y W I C  
PLRNT : LAB 
JOB RTrEREMCE: NASA 
nnCHIN TRAIN: PUCE SHUTTLE HODEL 
0 - - - .- 
Rac him: 
0.0 LBS 
0.6 LBS 
0 . 8  LBS 
- - .- 
2.0 nil /dlv CG1 Rotation 400s rpm 5.0 mr/div 
io ; $J 
b 
0 .- 
4085 rpn S.0 msddiv 
0 . 2  LBS 
I 
1 
0.4 LBS 
--- . -  .- . -  .- 
I 
2.0 mil /div CU Rotation 4803 r P m  5.0 m w d i v  
.0 mil /div CW Rotation 4905 rpm 5 .0  m w d i v  
I 
CONTACT 
1.2 LBS 
NO CONTACT 
TIME 2.0 ail /div CW Rotation 4012 rpm 5.0 m w d i v  
J 
FIGURE12.214 TIMEBASE FOR SHAFT TO RUB BLOCK CONTACT AT 4000 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
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coMpcyFl : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PUNT : LAB 
JOB REFEKNCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SNTTLE MODEL 
Machirn: ROTOR K I T  Ch# 1 1UD 
Steadu State UNCOMP 
w 
V 
p: 
Ei 
n a: s pc 
0 
0 .  
Hachino: ROTOR KIT ch# 2 1HD 
Steadu State uNC0)Ip 
FIGURE 12.215 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 1 AT 4000 RPM, 
2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THlRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COMPANY : m n y  ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERMCE: NQSQ 
PlACHINE TRAIN: S P e E  SHUTTLE BODEL 
h c h i m :  ROTOR KIT Che 3 ZVD 
Steady State UNCOHP 
w 
0 
tr 
2 
Hachine: ROTOR K I T  ch# 4 2w) 
Steadw State UrCcOne 
I 
B 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I b A 1 I 
FIGURE 12.216 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 2 AT 4000 RPM, 
2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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CoMQcIEp( : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PtANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: r(AsA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SI4UTlLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR KIT Ch# 5 3UD 
S t e a d  State UNCONP 
Machino: ROTOR KIT Chr 6 3Ho 
Steadu State UNCOHP 1 
n 
4012 
4886 
1.2 LBS 
1.0 LBS 
FIGURE 12.217 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 3 AT 4000 RPM, 
2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
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C M  : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB EFEREXE: N S Q  
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
m u  7 4vn 
Steady State UNCOW , 
flachim: ROTOR KIT 
w 
0.0 LBS 18 
I 
I 
FIGURE 12.218 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 4 AT 4000 RPM, 
2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COMPFKCI : BENTLY POTOA DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SbUTTLE MODEl  
Machim: ROTOR K I T  ChY 1 SUO 
JOB REFERENCE: w a  
Stoa& State UNCOMP 
0 
0. 
n 
Hachine: ROTOR K I T  Cho 2 3Ho 
St.& State UNCOMP A 
d * i  -- 4012 
- 
FIGURE 12.219 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 5 AT 4000 RPM, 
2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COMPANY 
PLRNT 
JOB REFERENCE: 
MACHINE TRAIN: 
flachim: ROTOR 
BENTLY ROTOR D W I C  
LAB 
NASA 
SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL h 
K I T  
1.2 
hchirw: ROTOR KIT c M 4 M  
Steady State uNcopp 
h 
I \  
. . .  
FIGURE 12.220 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 6 AT 4000 RPM, 
2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
M ~ I N E  TRAIN: SPACE SIUTTLE BODEL 
I 
1 
Machino: ROTOR KIT CM 6 sE# #2 CONTACTOR 
Steadv State UNcOMp 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  Ch# 5 SEAL # l  CONTACTOR 
Steadu State UNCOW 
FIGURE 12.221 SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT T O  SEAL 1 CONTACT AT 
4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
. 
1 . 2  
I .  I 1 . 2  
0 
(Y 
I 
4085 
4885 
1 . 0  LBS 
0 . 8  LBS 
0 . 6  LBS 
0 . 4  LBS 
la 
FIGURE 12.222 SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT TO SEAL 2 CONTACT AT 
4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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- 
- 
- w 
- 
0 . 4  LBS 
FIGURE 12.223 SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT T O  RUB BLOCK CONTACT 
AT 4000 RPM, 2.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK. F O R  INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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FIGURE 12.224 ROTOR MODE SHAPE AT 4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL 
PRESSURE DUE T O  0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN 
THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK. 
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CoMeANy : BENTLY ROTOR D Y M I C  
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHIIJE TRAIN: SPACE WJTTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR KIT 
Machine: ROTOR KIT 
Cht 1 IUD 
Cht 2 1HD 
8 de9. 
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FIGURE 12.225 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 1 AT 4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL 
OIL F'RESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 
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FIGURE 12.226 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 2 AT 4060 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR WNAllIC 
PLANT : LRB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR KIT 
Machine: ROTOR KIT 
Ch# 5 3VD 0 dag. 
Ch# 6 3HD 270 deg. 
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FIGURE 12.227 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 3 AT 4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 
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hehim:  ROTOR KIT 
Ch# 7 4VD 0 de9. 
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FIGURE 12.228 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 4 AT 4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 
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c o * w  : BENTLY ROTOR DYNWIC 
PLMT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
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FIGURE 12.229 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 5 AT 4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 
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FIGURE 12.230 ORBI'L'S AT PROBE LOCATION 6 AT 4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 
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CoFp#Jy : B a m Y  ROTOR D M I C  
WWT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: M S A  
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
. .  
-&-:e .-:& . 
.- 
hachine: 
0.0 LBS 
0.2 LBS 
0.4 LBS 
w 8 0.6 LBS 
0.8 LBS 
1.0 LBS 
1.2 LBS 
ROTOR KIT Ch# 1 1VD 
Steady State Uncomp 
-:/ 
1.8 mil Jdiv CU Rotation 4007 r p m  5.0 mwdiv 
-:/ 
CU Rotation 4810 r ? m  5.0 mwdiv 1.8 m i l  Jdiv 
-/ 
5.8 msJdiv 
I I 
I I 
1.0 mil /div 134 Rotation 4euM rpm 5.8 n w d i v  
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
FIGURE 12.231 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOC.4TION 1 AT 4000 
RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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CmPANv : BENTLY RoroR D Y ~ ~ W I C  
W T  : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPFICE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR KIT Chl) 2 1HD 
Steady State Uncomp 
I 5.8 mwdiv 1 
1.8 n i l  /div CU Rotation 4887 r p m  
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1.8 a i l  /diu CU Rotation 4889 rpm S.9 n w d i v  
1.2 LBS I:-!/ . a  / v  CY Rot at ion 3995 r p a  . 5.8 mWdiv 
FIGURE12.232 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 1 AT 
4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
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CoplpFypl : B M T L Y  R O T L  DYhAIC 
W T  : LAB 
JOB REFERMCE: NASA 
MKlW4E TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
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CaPAm : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
RANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHlJTTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR KIT Chl) 4 2HD 
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I& /----:-:A: .- I 
FIGURE 12.234 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 2 AT 
4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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C O W M Y  : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAnIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE HODEL 
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FIGURE 12.235 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 3 AT 4000 
W M ,  5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COMPW : BENTLY FOTOR D Y W Y I C  
PUNT : LAB 
JOB REERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
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FIGURE12.236 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 3 AT 
4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
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C W A N Y  : BENTLY ROTOR D M I C  
f u N T  : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR KIT cw 7 4vn 
I 
I 
w 
0 a 
0 
L, 
4 
0 
n 
i 
PI 
0.0 LBS 
0.2 LBS 
0.4 LBS 
0.6 LBS 
0.8 LBS 
1.0 LBS 
1.2 LBS 
Steady State Uncornp 
I I 
. .  
1.0 m i l  /d:v CW Rotation 4007 r v m  5.0 ms/div 
1 
1 1 1.8 mil /d iv  CW Rotation 4018 rprn 5.0 ms/div 
. .  
- - -.- 
- .  
1.0 m i l  j d i v  CW Rotation 4085 r v m  5.0 nsjdiv  
. .  
-.- 
. .  
4888 rpm 5 . 0  mwdiv 1.8 m i l  /div CW Rotat ion 
C .  
----I 
I 
5.8 rnsjdiv 1.0 m i l  /div cli Rotation 4007 rva 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
It 399s 1 .8 m i l  /div W Rotation tV. 5.8 mWdiv 
FIGURE 12.237 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 4 AT 4000 
RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
I 
I 
I 
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CoMPAHv : BENTLY ROTOR D Y N M I C  
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Machine: 
0.0 LBS . .  
0.2 LBS 
ROTOR KIT Ch# 8 4HD 
Stead9 State Uncomp 
-.- .\ 
I 1 
1.8 m i l  /diu CW Rotation 4007 rpm 5 .0  mr/div 
I 
1 
W Rotation 4018 r?r 5.0 rnrldiv 
1 
0.4 LBS 
I 
W Rotation . 4885 rpm 5.8 mwdiv 
1 
w u 
Tu 
0.6 LBS 
0.8 LBS 
1.0 LBS 
I I 
1 
ation 4889 rp. 5.8 m / d i v  
I 
J 
. CY Rotatior, 399s r p  n 5.8 ru/div 
FIGURE 12.238 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION-4 AT 
4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LCCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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M)9#Iy : BENTLY ROTOR WNAnIC 
PLAHT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Machine: 
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
w 
8 0 . 6  
kl 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
0 . 8  LBS 
ROTOR KIT Ch# 1 SVD 
Steady State Uncomp 
'U 
I 
I 1 
CU Rotation 4087 rpm 5.0 ms/div 1.8 mil /div 
I 
1.0 mil /div CW Rotation 4818 rpm 5.8 ns/div 
, 1 
1 ' 1.8 mil /div CIJ Rotation 4005 rpm 5.8 msldiv 
I 
I 
I% Rot .0 mil /div ation 4888 r p m  S.8 m w d i v  
I 
I 
.0 mil /diu I% Rotation 4887 rpm 5.8 mwdiv 
I 1 
I 
1.8 mil /div cw Rot at ion 4889 r p m  5.8 ms/div 
1 . 2  LBS -: 
1.8 mil /div CY Rotation 39% rpm 5.8 mwdiv 
FIGURE 12.239 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 5 AT 4000 
RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
I 
I 
I 
462 
JOB REFERENCE: HASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHllTTLE HODEL 
Machine: 
0.0 LBS 
0 . 2  LBS 
0.4 LBS 
W 
o 0.6 LBS 
k 
3 
2 
0 
i 
pc 
0.8 LBS 
1.0 LBS 
1.2 LBS 
ROTOR KIT Chl) 2 5HD 
Steady State Uncomp 
. .  I 
I 
- _ _ _  
W Rotation 4907 rpm 5.8 ms/div 
- 0  nil /diV CW Rotation 4010 rpm 5.0 m w d i v  
IJ Rotation 4803 rpm S.0 m w d i v  
I 
1.0 m i l  /div CIJ Rotation 4888 PPI, 5.0 nwdiv 
: 1 
1 b * c u R n t ’  at ion 4887 r P I  5.0 w d i v  
1 CU Rotation 4889 rpn 5.0 awdiv 
1 
I . .  I . .  
1 
* C Y  Rot at ion 3995 v n  5.0 nr/div 
FIGURE12.240 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATXON 5 AT 
4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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c0)IPANy : BENTLY ROTOR DYNIVIIC 
P W a  : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: ElASFI 
MACHINE TWIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
.- /:A;* A:
:A! >:/: \ :d 
:A: /;A .d 
:I 
1.8 mil /div CW Rotation 4887 rpa 5.8 mwdiv 
4810 rpm 5.0 msldiv -1.0 mil /div CW Rotation - 
- 
4885 rpa 5.0 mwdiv 1.0 nil /div CY Rotation 
Mac him: 
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
W 
2 o 0 . 6  
h 
0 . 8  
1.0 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
1 
I 1 
1.0 mil /div cn RO tation 4888 rpa 5.0 mwdiv 
LBS 
I I 
1.0 mil Rdiv CUM ation 48e/ rpa 5.0 w d i v  ;J\: J 
CU Rotation 4009 rpa 5.0 mr/div 
I 
1 . 2  LBS 
1.0 mil /div CY Ro tat ion 3993 5.0 msldiv rp a 
FIGURE 12.241 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 6 AT 4000 
RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN TEIE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC YRELOADS. 
1 
m 
1 
P 
U 
464 
C m  
pI#TT 
JOB REFERENCE: 
MACHINE TRAIN: 
Mac h i m :  ROTOR 
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
W u 
cu 0 . 6  
0 . 8  
1.0 
1.2 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
BENTLY RCTOR OYNAnIC 
LAB 
NASA 
SPACE SHCTTLE MODEL 
KIT Ch) 4 6HD 
Steadv S t a t e  Uncomp 
a 
CW Rotation 4007 r p n  5.0 ms/div 
;\I \: /--:\:/:- 
I 
I 
CW Rotation 4010 r p n  5.0 mwdiv 
4005 rpm 5.0 mwdiv W Rotation 
I 
i 
I : cu Rot at : ion 4888 r p m  5.0 m v d i v  
b ' C U R o t '  at  ion 4887 m a  S.8 asldiv 1 
CU Rotation 4009 r p m  5.0 mwdiv 
1 I : c y  R o t :  at ion 3995 rem 5.0 mwdiv 
FIGURE12.242 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 6 AT 
4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
465 
NOT AVAILABLE - OIL IN THE CLEARANCE AREA 
PROHIBITS THE METAL-TO-METAL CONTACT NECESSARY 
FOR THE CONTACT SENSOR TO OPERATE CORRECTLY. 
FIGURE 12.243 TIMEBASE FOR SHAFT T O  SEAL 1 CONTACT AT 4000 W M ,  5.0 
PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
* 
NOT AVAILABLE - OIL IN TEE CLEARANCE AREA 
PROHIBITS TEE METAL-TO-METAL CONTACT NECESSARY 
FOR THE CONTACT SENSOR TO OPERATE CORRECTLY. 
FIGURE 12.244 TIMEBASE FOR SHAFT T O  SEAL 2 CONTACT AT 4000 RPM, 5.0 
PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
I INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
I 466 
COrpAm : m n y  ROTOR DYWIC 
PUNT : LAB 
CONTACT 1.2 u s
NO CONTACT 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SI.NJTTLE MODEL 
\!&QyT$q 6 
Machine: ROTOR KIT Ch# 7 RUB BLOCK 
0.0 
0 . 2  
0 . 4  
w 
8 0 0 .6  
h 
0 . 8  
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
1 . 0  LBS 
Steady State Uncomp 
CW Rotat ion 
- - .- 
CW Rotat ion 4810 r p m  5.8 mwdiv 
- 
2.0 mil /div CU Rotation 4005 r p m  5.0 mwdiv 
- - - - - .- 
2.0 n i l  i d i v  CU Rotation 4088 rpm 5.8 ru/div 
1 
1 
at ion 4881 r?m 5.0 mwdiv 
I 1 2.8 mi1 /diu CU Rotation 4009 rpm 5.0 l rvd iv  
1 
467 
COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR D Y W I C  
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR KIT Ch# 1 1VD 
Steady State UNCOMP 
pc 0 . 4  LBS 
Machine: ROTOf? KIT Ch# 2 1HD 
Steadu State U N C W  
W 
1 
I 
I 
1 
n 1 
FIGURE 12.246 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 1 AT 4000 RPM, 
5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOAD. 
468 
a 
I 
I 
I 
1 
8 
I 
E 
8 
1 
I 
c 
8 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
MACHINE TWIN: SPACE SHUTTLE HODEL 
Machine: ROTOR KIT Ch# 3 2VD 
JOB REFERENCE: Nasa 
Steady Sta te  UNCOMP 
Machine: ROTOR KIT 
W 
U a 
2 s 
al 
ChO 4 2HD 
Stead9 State UNCOMP 
4887 
4888 
1 . 0  LBS 
0 . 8  LBS 
0 . 6  LBS 
FIGURE 12.247 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 2 AT 4000 RPM, 
5.0 ]?SI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOC.4TED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
469 
COWANY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR KIT Ch# 5 3UD 
Steady State UNCOMP 
Hachine: ROTOR KIT Ch# 6 JHD 
S t e a d  State WOW 
FIGURE 12.248 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 3 AT 4000 RPM, 
5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
470 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
'd 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
COMPANY 
PLANT 
JOB REFERENCE: 
MACHINE TRAIN: 
Machine: ROTOR 
BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
LAB 
NASA 
SPACE SHIJTTLE MODEL 
KIT ChW 7 4VD 
Steady State UNCOMP 
1.2 
Machine: ROTOR KIT ChO 8 4HD 
Steadu State UNCW 
FIGURE 12.249 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 4 AT 4000 RPM, 
5.0 €'SI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
471 
Steady State UNCOMP 
Machine: ROTOR KIT Chi) 2 5HD 
Steady State UNCOMP n 
FIGURE 12.250 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 5 AT 4000 RPM, 3 
5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
472 
COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
1 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHIJTTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR KIT ChO 3 6VD 
Stead9 State UNCOMP 
w 
0 . 4  LBS 
FIGURE 12.251 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 6 AT 4000 RPM, 
5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCFU3ASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
473 
COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  Ch# 9 SEAL #l CONTACTOR 
Steady State UNCOMP 
0.2 LBS 4018 I:: 
0.0 LBS 1 ~ 1 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 1  I I ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~  I I I I I I I I I  4007 rpm 
9 10. 
1 
I 
Hamine Uindw 
4 5 6 7 8 
REQUEMCY < k c pm) 
FIGURE 12.252 SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT T O  SEAL 1 CONTACT AT 
4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, F O R  INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
Machine: ROTUR K I T  Ch# 6 SEAL #2 CONTACTOR 
Stea.dv State UNCOMP 
FIGURE 12.253 SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT T O  SEAL 2 CONTACT AT I 
4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAIIIC ~ 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR KIT 
Steady State UNCOMP 
FIGURE 12.254 SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT T O  RUB BLOCK CONTACT 
AT 4000 RPM, 5.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
5 
3 
4 1  2 
- 2  ' - 
- 3  m 
- 4  I 
5 
FIGURE 12.255 ROTOR MODE SHAPE AT 4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL 
PRESSURE DUE TO 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN 
THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK. 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASFI 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
0 
MachinQ: ROTOR K I T  
Machine: ROTOR K I T  
. . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
UP 
I . . . . . . . . .  
. .  
m 
cl m 4 
0 
401 r m 
. . . . . . . . .  I I . . . . . . . . .  
: 
cn . .  m V I .  m 
cl . . . . . . . . .  
. .  
. . . . . . . . .  : I  . . . . . . . . .  
0 J d  
C 
$81 rpm 
8.38 nil /div 
Ch# 1 1VD 
Ch# 2 1HD 
8 des. 
278 deg. 
Steady State Uncomp 
UP UP 
I I . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
VI 
c l '  
m .  
p .  
. . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  
: : I  :Q\{ . . . . . . .  v1 . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  m il . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  
: : : : : : : : : 1 I : : : : : : : : :*I d 
016 r m 4814 r p m  
Rot a! i on 
v1 
il 
m 
W 
0 
UP 
I . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  
: . .  :g-J : 
. . . . . . .  
* .  
. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  
816 rpm 
. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  
FIGURE 12.256 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 1 AT 4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 
Machin.: ROTOR KIT 
Machim: ROTOR KIT 
m . .  . .  
. . .  
aD 
0 
. . . . . .  . . . . . .  
481 rpr, 
8.58 a l l  / d i V  
Ch# 3 2VD 
Ch# 4 WD 
.UP 
 . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
: . .  :(-J: . .  : 
. .  . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
913 wm -. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  : :\=. . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
* . e . - - * . .  . . . . . . . . .  
Steadg- S t a t e  Uncoarp 
. .  
m 
il il * *  . . .  * 
0 
' * ' *  
. . . . . . . . .  0 
I 1 -  
4814 rpm 
. . . .  
m 
. . . . . . . . .  
-1 . . . . . . . .  
: :q->; . .  
: : ; ; ; ; ; : : J  
. .  * .  
816 rpm 
. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
8 deg. 
278 dog. 
FIGURE 12.257 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 2 AT 4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNNIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  
Machine: ROTOR K I T  
Ch# 5 3VD 0 deg. 
Ch# 6 3HD 270 deg. 
Steadv State Uncomp 
*I . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
. . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
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I015 rpn 
8.58 aril /div 
FIGURE 12.258 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 3 AT 4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 
Machirn: ROTOR KIT 
Machine: ROTOR KIT 
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FIGURE 12.259 0 
0 
T 
P 
w r s  AT PROBE LOCATION 4 AT 4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL 
:L F'RESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
3IRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
1ELOAD FORCES. 
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ConeFyiy : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAnIC 
PUNT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPFICE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR KIT 
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Ch# 1 5VD 0 deg. 
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FIGURE 12.260 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 5 AT 4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 
Machine: ROTOR KIT 
Machine: ROTOR KIT 
ch# 3 bUD 0 deg. 
Ch# 4 #ID 278 de% 
Steadv State UCKonrp 
-1 . . . . . . . .  -1 . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  b *  ' 
: e; : . .  
IJ * *  . . . . . . . . .  m f f j . . . . . . . . .  
C U I . . . . . . . . .  I 4 1 : : : : : : : : :  I . . . . . . . . .  
I : : :  ' . .  
. . . . . . . . .  I -- otation 
FIGURE 12.261 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 6 AT 4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL 
THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 INGRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
CaPANY 
P L M  
MACHINE TRAIN: 
JOB REFERENCE; 
Mach in.: 
0.0 LBS 
0.2 LBS 
0.4 LBS 
w u 
$ 0.6 LBS 
kl 
0 . 8  LBS . 
1.0 LBS 
1 . 2  LBS 
ROTOR 
BENTLY 
LAB 
ROTOR M I C  
~~ 
NASA 
SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
K I T  Ch# 1 1UD 
Steady State Uncomp 
I I 
1 
1.0 n i l  /div CU Rotation 4813 rpm 5.0  mudiv  I 
i 
U Rotation 4813 rpm 5.8 mwdiv 
CU Rotation 4014 rpm 5.0 mwdiv 
1- f 
ota t ion  ’ 4014 rpm 5.0 n w d i v  
FIGURE 12.262 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 1 AT 4000 
RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
479 
CorPQNY : BENTLY ROTOR D Y M I C  
m : LAB 
- 
A:A;A:/ 
1.8 nil /div CW Rotation 4014 r p m  5.8 ms/div 
JOB REFERENCE: tk& 
MACHINE TWIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
0 .0  
0.2 
0 . 4  
w 
U a 
h 
o 0 . 6  
Machine: 
1.0 LBS 
0 . 8  
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
ROTOR KIT  Ch# 2 1HD 
Steady State Uncomp 
I 
1.0 mil /div I34 Rot at ion 4014 r p m  5.8 nr/div 
FIGURE12.263 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 1 AT 
4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
I 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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C O M P M  
RAHT 
JOB REFERENCE: 
MACHINE TRAIN: 
Mac h i  ne: ROTOR 
BENTLY RIITOR DYNAnIC 
LAB 
NASA 
SPACE SHJTTLE MODEL 
K I T  ChY s 2vn 0 
Steady State Uncomp 
0.0 LBS 
0.2 LBS 
0.4 LBS 
w 
U 
E 
8 0.6 LBS 
0.8 LBS 
1.0 LBS 
1.2 LBS 
CW Rotation 4813 r p n  5.8 mwdiv 
CW Rotat ion 4013 r p n  5.0 n v d i v  
Cl-4 Rotation 481s rpa 5.8 mwdiv 
CW Rotat ion 4016 m a  5.0 uwdiv  
cu Re t a t  ion 4014 rpm 5.8 mwdlv 
FIGURE 12.264 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 2 AT 4000 
RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
INCESASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
481 
CoRPQNY : BEHTLY ROTOR DYNAnIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPKE SHUTTLE NODEL 
.c * c 
Mac h i ne: 
0.0 LBS 
0.2 LBS 
0.4 LBS 
5l 
8 0.6 LBS 
k4 
0 . 8  LBS 
Y 
1.0 LBS 
1.2 LBS 
FIGURE12.265 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 2 AT 
4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
482 
CoPpAm : BENTLY ROTOR M I C  
PUNT : LAB I 
I 
I 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  ch# 5 3VD 
0. 
CW Rotation 4013 rpn 5.0 mwdiv 
0 . 2  LBS 
CU Rotation 4013 rpm 3.0 mwdiv 
. i 
m i  /d v 
CU Rotation 4014 rpm 5.0 mwdiv 
0 . 6  LBS 
1 . 0  LBS 
I I I 
1.0 m i l  /div a Rot at ion 4816 rpm S.O mwdiv 
I 1 
1.2 LBS 
0 
- 
cu Rot at ion 4014 rpm 5.0 ns/div 
FIGURE 12.266 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 3 AT 4000 
RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCBZASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COMPANY 
RANT 
. .  
1.8 ni l ,  /div CW Rotation 4013 rpa 5 . 0  mwdiv 
e %- :.A- :. 
JOB REFERENCE: 
MACHINE TRAIN: 
- 
0 _ .  0 d 
Machine: ROTOR 
* -4-b:o.< .c :. ~ - -- 
B M n Y  ROTOR DYN#lIC 
LAB 
MSCI 
SPFICE SHUTTLE MODEL 
KIT  Chl) 
--I_:* d 
1.8 a i l  /div cu Ro tat ion 4016 mn 3.0 n w d i v  
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
W 
0 .6  
Ir 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
0 . 8  LBS 
. 1 . 0  LBS 
1 . 2  LBS 
c 
1.8 n i l  /div CLI Rot at ion 4815 rm 5.8 m U d f w  I 
I
I I 
.0 a i l  /div cu Rotation 4814 r ? m  5.0 m l d i v  
FIGURE12.267 TIMEBASE FOR BOFUZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 3 AT 
4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
m 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
copIpANy : BENTLY ROTOR D W I C  
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MFICHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHU'TTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  Ch# 7 4UD 
0.0 LBS 
0.2 LBS 
Steadu State Uncomp 
- . z  - - 
I C  W Rotation 4013 rpm 5.0 mwdiv 
CW Rotation 4813 rpm 5.0 mwdiv 
0.4 LBS 
w 
U 
tr 
0.6 LBS 
0 . 8  LBS 
1.0 LBS 
1.2 LBS 
--.- - -\ - 
1.0 a i l  /div . CW ,Rotation 4814 rpn 5.0 mwdiv 
1.8 mil /div at ion r p  m 5.8 n w d i v  a Rot 4815 
1.0 m i 1  / d i V  Q.1 Rot at ion 4016 r p m  5.0 r w d i v  
I :cw R o t :  at ion 4014 rpm 5.0 mwdiv 
FIGURE 12.268 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 4 AT 4000 
RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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cop(p#Jy 
PLANT 
JOB REFERENCE: 
MACHINE TRAIN: 
Mach in.: 
0.0 LBS 
0.2 LBS 
0 . 4  
w 
8 o 0 . 6  
Fr 
0 . 8  
1 .0  
1.2 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
ROTOR 
BENTLY ROTOR DYNMIC 
LAB 
NASA 
SPACE SHUTTLE HODEL 
K I T  Ch# 8 4HD 
Steady State Uncomp 
e.* . 
1.0 nil /div CW Rotation 4813 rpn 5.0 mwdiv 
c, 
1.0 mil /div CW Rotation 4813 rvn 5.8 mrldiv 
1.0 mil /div Cb( Rotation 4814 rpn 5.0 mvdiv 
. .  
4016 rpa 5.0 mwdiv 1.0 ail /div CU Rotation 
kc- - e ,  LI .h / *  - 
. 
ad Rot 1.0 a i l  /div at ion 481s rp. 5.0 nvdiv 
I 
I I 
I I CU Rot 1.8 ail /div at ion 4816 m a  5.8 W d i v  
I I 
1 1.0 ail /div Rotation 4014 m a  5.0 nu/div 
FIGURE12.269 TIMEBASE FOR HOFUZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 4 AT 
4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LCCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE HOODEL 
Mac him: 
0.0 LBS 
0.2 LBS 
0.4 LBS 
w 
W 
4 0.6 LBS 
h 
ROTOR KIT Ch# 1 5VD 
S t e a d  State Uncomp 
CY Rotation 4813 rvm 5.8 ms/div 
cw Ro tation 4812 rpn 5.0 nsfdiv 
1.8 n i l  Ydiv CW Rotat ion 4014 rpm 5.8 mr/div 
1.0 mil l d i v  CW Rotation 4816 r p m  S.8 mwdiv 
,0.8 LBS 
cu Rot ation 4815 rpr 5.0 n w d i v  
* .  
at ion 4816 r p m  
1.0 LBS 
CY Rotation 4814 rpm 5.8 nWdiv 
FIGURE 12.270 TIMEIBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 5 AT 4000 
RPM. 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOC~LTED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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co"7 : BENTLY ROTOR DYNcVlIC 
PUNT : LAB 
El 
3 
2 
P a: 
5.8 msydiv 1.0 ail /div Rotation 4016 rpa 
@I 
0 . 8  LBS -*- :- :\ 
- 
, '  
1.0 mil Jdiv 
1.0 LBS 
cu Rot 1.8 mi1 /div ation 4816 r p m  5.8 W d i v  
1 . 2  LBS. T . -. - :- - 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MGCHIME TWIN: SPACE SHUTTLE PlOML 
Machin.: ROTOR K I T  Ch# 2 5HD 
Steady State UKOW 
488 
1 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
C O r p M  : BENNY ROTOR DyNAnIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPKE WTTLE MODEL 
Mac him: ROTOR KIT Ch# 3 6UD e 
S t e a d  State Uncow 
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
w u 
k4 
$ 0 . 6  
2 
0 
4 w a a 
0 . 8  
1.0 
1.2 
LBS 
LB S 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
; -;-; ; -; 
. R  / v  CU Rotation 4815 rpm 5.8 rs/div 
CU Rotation 4812 r p  m 5.8 mwdiv 
--:/---:-+ 
ot r t ion  4014 rpn 5.0 r w d i v  C i N R  . II /div 
. .  
I : C Y R o t :  at ion 4015 r p a  5.0 r v d t v  
I J 1.0 .I1 /div CY Rotation 4816 P?. 5.8 w d i v  
I 1 
I I cw Rot 1.8 R i l  /div a t  ton 4814 rpn 5.8 mwdiv 
FIGURE 12.272 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 6 AT 4000 
RPM,  7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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connm : BENTLY ROTOR M I C  
PLAHT : LAB 
1 
JOB REFERENCE: WSA 
WCHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Nachine: 
0.0 
0 . 2  
0 . 4  
W 
2 o 0 . 6  
E 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
0 . 8  LBS 
1 . 0  LBS 
1 . 2  LBS 
ROTOR K I T  Ch# 4 #ID 
Steady State Unconp 
FIGURE12.273 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 6 AT 
4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
I 
1 
1 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
I 
I 
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NOT AVAILABLE - OIL IN THE CLEARANCE AREA 
PROHIBITS THE METAL-TO-METAL CONTACT NECESSARY 
FOR THE CONTACT SENSOR TO OPERATE CORRECTLY. 
FIGURE 12.274 T1ME:BASE FOR SHAFT T O  SEAL 1 CONTACT AT 4000 RPM, 7.5 
PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
I 
I 
I 
NOT AVAILABLE - OIL IN THE CLEARANCE AREA 
PROXIBITS THE METAL-TO-METAL CONTACT NECESSARY 
FOR THE CONTACT SENSOR TO OPERATE CORRECTLY. 
FIGURE 12.275 TIMEBASE FOR SHAFT T O  SEAL 1 CONTACT AT 4000 RPM, 7.5 
PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
I 
1 INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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cowwf : B M T L Y  ROTOR D W I C  
W T  : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
0 a - - - 
: r  
2.8 m i l  /d iv  CW Rotation 4013 rpm 5.8 mwdiv 
- e b - - - 
2.8 n i l  /d iv  CW Rotation 4012 r p r  5.8 n w d i v  
e - - - - - 
2.8 mil 4 i v  Cl4 Rotation 4814 r p m  5 . 0  mwdiv 
Hac h in.: 
0.0 LBS 
0.2 LBS 
0.4 LBS 
0.6 LBS 
0 . 8  LBS 
1 . 0  LBS 
e - - - - . .  
CONTACT 
. .  
c - 0 
ROTOR KIT 
1 . 2  LBS 
NO CONTACT0 
Ch# 7 RUB BLOCK 
Stea& S t a t e  h o w  
1 - 1 - I - 
i I 
0 6 - - - - 
2.8 m i 1  /diV u1 Rotation 4816 rpm 5.8 mwdiv 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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COMPANY 
P L N T  
JOB REFERENCE: 
MACHINE TRAIN: 
Machine: ROTOR 
BENTLY ROTOR DYEJAMIC 
LAB 
NASA 
SPACE SHIJTTLE MODEL 
K I T  ChO 1 IUD 
Stead9 State UNCOMP 
Machine: ROTOR KIT Ch# 2 1HD 
S t e a d  State UNCOMP 
FIGURE 12.277 SPEClTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 1 AT 4000 RPM, 
7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PREZOADS. 
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COWRNY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  Ch# 3 2VD 
Stea.dv State UNCOMP 
4814 
4016 
4015 
0.6 LBS f i  4816 
A 4814 0.4 LBS 
4813 
0.2 LBS 
Machine: ROTOR KIT Ch# 4 2HD 
Steady State UNCOMP 
n 
FREQUENCY < k c p a >  Hanning Window 
FIGURE 12.278 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 2 AT 4000 RPM, 
7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
I 
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I 
I 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN : SPACE SHI JTTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  ChO 5 3VD 
Steady State UNCOMP 
Machin.: ROTOR KIT Ch# 6 3HD 
Stea.du State UNCOMP 
w u 
9: * o  cr 
P 
pc 
FIGURE 12.279 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 3 AT 4000 RPM, 
7.5 ]?SI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
LOC44TED .IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR D Y M I C  
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE HODEL 
Machine: ROTOR KIT Ch# 7 4UD 
Steady Sta te  UNCOMP 
Machine: ROTOR KIT ChO 8 4HD 
S t e r a  State M O W  
FIGURE 12.280 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 4 AT 4000 RPM, 
7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOABS. 
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I 
I 
I 
COMPANY 
PLANT 
JOB REFERENCE: 
MACHINE TWIN:  
. 
Mach im: ROTOR 
1.2 
w 
U a 
0 
ru 
2 s ec 
BENTLY ROTOR D Y W I C  
LAB 
NASA 
SPACE SHUTTLE MOOEL 
KIT 
LBS 
Ch# 1 5VD 
Steady State UElcoMp 
4814 . . d
0.8 LBS 
4814 
4812 
0.6 LBS 
0.4 LBS 
0.2 LBS 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  al# 2 5HD 
S t e a d  State UNcOMp 
FIGURE 12.281 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 5 AT 4000 RPM, 
7.5 FSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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7 
- 
W 
0 
I 
1 
FIGURE 12.282 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 6 AT 4000 RPM, 
7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COWANY : BENTLY IKITOR D Y W I C  
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
Machine: ROTOR KIT Ch# S SEAL #l CONTACTOR 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SIMTLE Mom 
Stead9 State UNCOMP 
FIGURE 12.283 SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT T O  SEAL 1 CONTACT AT 
. 4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
Hachine: ROTOR KIT Ch+ 6 SECY 02 CONTFICTOR 
S t e a d  State WUIP 
4014 
1.0 LE8 4816 
4015 0 . 8  LBS 
3 0.6 LES 4016 
4014 
0 .4  LES 
w 
2 
8 
2 
3 
0.2 L B S /  4012 
* 
FIGURE 12.284 SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT T O  SEAL 2 CONTACT AT 
4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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- 
- 
- 
a 0 . 4  LBS 
FIGURE 12.285 SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT T O  RUB BLOCK CONTACT 
AT 4000 RPM, 7.5 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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FIGURE 12.286 ROTOR MODE SHAPE AT 4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL 
PRESSURE DUE T O  0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN 
THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK. 
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.=GT ,vp/ : B E N n Y  ROTOR DW .1IC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE WDEL 
Ch# 1 1VD 
Ch# 2 1HD 
Machine: ROTOR KIT 
Machine: ROTOR KIT 
8 d.g. 
278 de9. 
Steadu State U n c o n ~  
1-1 
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FIGURE 12.287 ORBI'L'S AT PROBE LOCATION 1 AT 4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 
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FIGURE 12.288 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 2 AT 4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
TEIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 
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COEPANY : mny ROTCR DVNA~IC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERpw=E: W 
MACHINE TWIN: SPACE SHUtflE E(Om 
Machine: ROTOR KIT Ch# 5 WD 8 deg. 
Machine: ROTOR KIT Ch# 6 3HD 270 d.g. 
St.a& Stat. Uncorp 
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FIGURE 12.289 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 3 AT 4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 
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8 d89. 
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Machim: ROTOR KIT 
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FIGURE 3.2.290 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 4 AT 4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 
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COMPANY : BENTLY R3TOR DYNAnIC 
PUNT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MFICHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  
Machine: ROTOR KIT  
Ch# 1 5VD ~ 8 dW. 
Ch# 2 SHD 278 d-. 
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FIGURE 12.291 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 5 AT 4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
T H I N )  PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PRELOAD FORCES. 
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FIGURE 12.292 ORBITS AT PROBE LOCATION 6 AT 4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL 
OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE 
THIN1 PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC 
PREL3AD FORCES. 
503 
CotIPwY : BENTLY RO'IOR D Y N h I C  
M T  : LAB 
i 
A;-:-;/ 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
1 . 2  Lns 
Machim: 
fl I1
I 
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
u 
0 . 6  
fa 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
0 . 8  LBS 
1.0 LBS 
ROTOR KIT Ch# 1 1VD 
Steady S t a t e  Uncomp 
I 
I l  
.8 ail /div CW Rotation 4811 rpm 5.8 n w d i v  I 
FIGURE 12.293 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 1 AT 4000 
RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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II 
I 
1 
4 
I 
I 
I 
I 
e 
I 
1 
1 
I 
1 
m 
C m  
M 
JOB REFERENCE: 
MACHINE TRAIN: 
Mach i ne : ROTOR 
0.0 
0 . 2  
0 . 4  
0.6 
0 . 8  
BENTLY ROTOR DYNAMIC 
LAB 
NASA 
K I T  Chl 
SPACE SHJTTLE MODEL 
2 1HD 
Steady Sta te  Uncomp 
I- : 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
1.0  LBS 
1.2 LBS 
otat  ion 4013 r p m  5.0  mwdiv 
I& ' C U R  otr t ion  ' 4008 rpm S.O mwdiv 
I : CW Rotation ' 4011 rpn 5.0 mwdiv 1 
I 
I 
1.8 m i l  /div cw Rot r t i o n  4818 rpm 5.8 mwdiv 
I 
I: I 
L : C U R  ota t  : ion 4813 t v m  5.0 n w d i v  
1 
' C U R  o ta t  * ion 4814 rpn 5.0 n w d i v  
I 
1 k ' C U R  ota t ion  ' 4811 rpm 5.8 mwdiv 
FIGURE12.294 TIMEBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE A T  LOCATION 1 AT 
4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
505 
COPP(YCI : BENTLY ROTOR DyNFlnIC 
PLM : LAB 
LBS 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
~ I N E  TRAIN: SPFICE SHUTTLE MODEL 
. *  
hehim: ROTOR KIT Ch#. 3 2VD 
1 
* o.-J3-4=.- 
0.0 
0.2 
0 . 4  
w 
V a 
0 0 . 6  
bl 
0.8 
1 . 0  
1 . 2  
Steady State Uncomp 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
1.0 n i l  /div CW Rotation 4888 rpm 5.0 mvdiv 
1 1 cw Rot 1.8 m i l  /div at ion 4011 rpn 5.0 n v d i v  
I I 
I l  5.0 a#div I .0 mil /div CU Rotation 4810 PPI 
I 1 
I 
1.0 ail /div a Rot at ion 4013 rpn 5.0 w d i v  
I 1 
I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
FIGURE 12.295 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 2 AT 4000 
RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PTJ-MP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
506 
CMPMW : BENTLY FOTOR DYNAMIC 
RANf : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NQSA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
I 
I 
1 
I 
Mach in. : 
0.0 
0 . 2  
0 . 4  
w 
2 o 0 .6  
h 
0 . 8  
1 .0  
1 . 2  
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
ROTOR KIT ChY 4 2HD 
Steady State Uncomp 
I d  \:e:/: .. .- I 
I I 
1.0 m i l  /div CU Rotation 4813 rPm 5.0 mwdiv 
Id-!-:-: .- 
1.0 n i l  /div CW Rotation 4000 r p i  5.0 mwdiv 
I 
I I 
1.0 mil ,/div CW Rotat ion 4011 r p m  5.0 n v d i v  
I:
1 
at  ion 4010 rva S.O ms/div 
1 
. .  
CW Rotation 4014 rpn 5.8 n w d i v  
I 
TIMRBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 2 AT 
4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
481 1 5.0 n w d i v  ' W R  otatfon ' rpm 
FIGURE12.296 
507 
CorlPwY : BENTLY ROTOR DYNMIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: k 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL I 
Machine: 
0.0 LBS 
0.2 LBS 
0.4 LBS 
w 
U s o 0 . 6  
ru 
0 . 8  
1.0 
1.2 
' I  
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
ROTOR KIT ChO 5 3UD * 
Steady State Uncomp 
w e - - / . -  
1.8 nil /div CU Rotation 4013 rpm 5.0 ms/div 
e - 
cw Rotation 4888 r v m  5.8 ms/div 1.8 mil /div 
I . I 
1.8 mi1 /div cn Rot at ion 4813 rPR 5.8 n w d i v  
cw Rot 1.0 m i l  /div ation 4814 rpm 5.8 mwdiv 
I I 
LBS I I i I  
. I  I 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I ' 1.8 mil /div cu Rot at ion 4811 r p n  5.8 mwdiv 
FIGURE 12.297 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 3 AT 4000 
RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
508 
C M  
PLANT 
JOB REFERENCE: 
MACHINE TRAIN: 
Mac him: 
0.0 LBS 
0.2 LBS 
0.4 LBS 
w u 2 0.6 LBS 
ROTOR 
BmnY m-0~ -IC 
LAB 
NASA 
SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
KIT Ch# 6 3HD 
Steady State UncomP 
CW Rotation 4013 r p n  5.0 mwdiv 
. .  
'7 ' CW Rotation ' 4008 r p m  5 .0  mr/div 
1.2 LBS 
CY Rot at ion 401 1 r p  m 5.0 -/diu 
I €I i l :  di ! 
. m  / u  
F I G U R E I ~ . ~ ~ ~  TIME~BASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 3 AT 
4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
509 
CmPM 
P L M  
JOB REFERENCE: 
MACHIME TRAIN: 
Machine: ROTOR 
. 0 . 8  LBE 
BENTLY ROTOR D ” 1 C  
LAB 
WSA 
SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
K I T  Ch# 
-. 
7 4VD 
Steady State Uncomp 
1.0 
4013 rpm 5.0 mrydiv 1.0 n i l  /div CU Rotation 
I 1 
LBS- ;I-:-.\ 
3.0 as/div 1.0 nil /div CW Rotation 4008 r ~ n  
- 
1 . 2  LBS 
0 . 4  LBS I-:-:-=: .- 
-:J 
I 
1.0 m i l  /div 13 Rotation 4810 m. 5.0 nwdiv 
I I 
. .  
1.0 mil /div cu Rot a t  ion 4011 mm 5.0 msldiv 
FIGURE 12.299 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 4 AT 4000 
RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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I 
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510 
I 
I 
C 
I 
I 
C O W M Y  : BENTLY R o ' m  MIC 
PUNT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPKE SHU'TTLE MODEL 
Mac hi ne: 
0.0 LBS 
0.2 LBS 
0.4 LBS 
0.6 LBS 
ROTOR K I T  Ch# 8 4HD 
Steadu State  Uncow 
-7 :* L - w \  
1.0 mil /div CW Rotation 4013 r p r  5.8 m w d i v  
.__. --- 
1.8 mil /diu CW Rotation 4888 porn 5.0 m w d i v  
-. -:---:A 
1.8 nil Idiv u1 Rotation 4811 rpm 5.8 ewdiv 
. . .  
&*:A :-:--:- -:-I 
C1J Rotation 4818 r p m  5.8 nwdiv 1.8 n i l  Idiv 
. .  
1 . 0  LBS 
CU Rotation 4814 r p m  5.8 mwdiv 
4811 r p m  5.8 m u d i v  tat ion 
FIGURE12.300 T1ME:BASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 4 AT 
4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
511 
I .  
0 . 0  LBS 
* .- 
. .  
1 1.8 m i l  /div CW Rotation 4013 rpn 5.8 mwdiv 
0 . 2  LBS 
A 
1.8 n i l  Ydiv CW Rotation 4000 rpm 5 .0  mwdiv 
0 . 4  LBS 
w 
U 
k 
0 . 6  LBS 
0 . 8  LBS 
1 . 0  LBS 
1-2 LBS 
1.0 mil /div CW Rotation 4811 rpn 5.8 mwdiv 
I-:-:-: .- I 
I I 1.0 m i l  /div CU Rotation 4814 r v m  5.0 w d i v  
I 
I I 1.0 m i l  /div CU Rotation 4811 rpn 5.0 mwdiv 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
FIGURE 12.301 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 5 AT 4000 
W M ,  10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
512 
COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR P’-!-.. .S 
PLW : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: HhSA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPaCc SMTTLE MODEL 
Mach b e :  
0.0 
I 
I 
I 
0.2 
0 . 4  
0 u er; 
eu o 0 . 6  
0 . 8  
1.0 
1.2 
I 
I 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
LBS 
ROTOR KIT ChO 2 5HD 
Steady State Uncomp 
& . ma /div ’ C U R  otation ‘ 4013 rpm 5.0 mwdiv 
4088 rpm 5.0 mwdiv 
1 i 
1. mi /div CW Rotation 
5.0 ms/div CW Rotation 4011 rpm 1.0 mil I d i v  
CW Rotation 4810 ma 5.0 mvdiv  
3 . 0  ai1 /div cn Rot a t  ion 4014 rpa 5.0 awdiv  
CU Rotation 401 1 mn 5.8 nr/div 
FIGURE12.302 TIMElBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PRORE AT LOCATION 5 AT 
4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
513 
#)IIpANy : BENTLY ROTOR DYNMIC 
Pt-aKl : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: GSA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Mach i M : ROTOR KIT .. Chl 
0.0 LBS 
0.2 LBS 
0.4 LBS 
w 
0.6 LBS 
lu 
3 6VD 
Steady State Mcornp 
I- f -f--% .- 
. .  . .  
1.0 n i l  /div CIJ Rotation 4813 rpm 5.8 ms/div 
CLI Rotation 4888 r p m  5.8 nwdiv 1.8 n i l  /div 
1 
I -  5.8 msldiv I 1.0 n i l  /div CW Rotation 4811 rpa 
I 1.0 m i l  /div u1 Rot a t  ion 4818 W. 5.0 mWdiv 
I 
0.8 LBS 
cu Rot 1.0 m i l  /div at ion 4815 r P R  5.0 w d i v  
1.0 LBS 
1.8 R i l  /div cu Rot at ion 4014 ~m 5.0 mwdiv 
I I 
1 
1.0 a i1  /div cn Rot at ion 4011 rpn 5.0 nwdiv 1 
FIGURE 12.303 TIMEBASE FOR VERTICAL PROBE AT LOCATION 6 AT 4000 
RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 514 
I 
I 
CaPaMY : BENTLY R o ' m  DYMIC 
PLAHT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NFlSA 
MmIW TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Mac h i m :  
0.0 LBS 
0.2 LBS 
0.4 LBS 
w 
0.6'LBS 
bl 
0 . 8  LBS 
1.0 LBS 
1.2 LBS 
ROTOR K IT  Ch# 4 6HD 
Steady State Uncomp 
53mmT ' C U R  otation . 4811 r p m  5.8 mwdiv I 
FIGURJ312.304 TIMEIBASE FOR HORIZONTAL PROBE AT LOCATION 6 AT 
4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
515 
NOT AVAILABLE - O I L  I N  THE C L E A W C E  AREA 
PROHIBITS THE METAL-TO-METAL CONTACT NECESSARY 
FOR THE CONTACT SENSOR TO OPERATE CORRECTLY. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
B 
1 
I 
FIGURE 12.305 TIMEBASE FOR SHAFT TO SEAL 1 CONTACT AT 4000 RPM, 
10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
. 
NOT AVAILABLE - O I L  I N  THE CLEARANCE AREA 
'PROHIBITS THE METAL-TO-=TAL CONTACT NECESSARY 
FOR THE CONTACT SENSOR TO OPERATE CORRECTLY. 
8 
I I FIGURE 12.306 TIMEBASE FOR SHAFT TO SEAL 2 CONTACT AT 4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
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INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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FIGURE 12.307 TIMEBASE FOR SHAFT TO RUB BLOCK-CONTACT AT 4000 
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COMPQNY : BENTLY ROTOR M I C  
PUNT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHIM TRAIN: SPACE SHU- 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  Ch# 1 1UD 
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FIGURE 12.308 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 1 AT 4000 RPM, 
10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COMPANY : BENTLY ROTOR DVWFIIC 
PLMT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHlJTTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR KIT Ch# 3 2VD 
Stea.dv State UNCOMP 
stoa& S t a t i  u~corp 
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FRE T- Haming " 4 '  windau 
FIGURE 12.309 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 2 A T  4000 RPM, 
10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COMPANY : B M T L Y  ROTOR M f C  
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SP- SHUTTLE NOXI. 
PUNT : LAB 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  cho s 3M 
S t e a d  State UNCOMP 
b I 
1.2 LBS 481 1 - *  - 
A 4818 
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FIGURE 12.310 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 3 AT 4000 RPM, 
10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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FIGURE 12.311 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 4 AT 4000 RPM, 
10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCI1E.ASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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BENTLY ROTOR WEYYIIC 
LAB 
COWANY 
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JOB REFERENCE: 
MACHINE TRAIN: 
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FIGURE 12.312 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 5 AT 4000 RPM, 
10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COMPANY : B E N h Y  ROTOR DYNCOIIC 
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE MODEL 
Machine: ROTOR KIT Ch# 3 6UD 
! I Steaciu State UNCOHP 
I I  
Machine: ROTOR KIT c M 4 6 H D  
S t i r &  State U N C ~ ) I P  
FIGURE 12.313 SPECTRAL CONTENT AT PROBE LOCATION 6 AT 4000 RPM, 
10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM UNBALANCE 
LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER DISK, FOR 
I N C R ~ A S I N G  STATIC PRELOADS. 
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C O W W Y  : B a m Y  ROTOR D M I C  
PLANT : U B  
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
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FIGURE 12.315 SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT T O  SEAL 2 CONTACT AT 
4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. 
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COMPANY : B M T L Y  ROTOR D W I C  
PLANT : LAB 
JOB REFERENCE: NASA 
MACHINE TRAIN: SPACE SHUTTLE 140m 
Machine: ROTOR K I T  
0. 
FIGURE 12.316 SPECTRAL CONTENT FOR SHAFT TO RUB BLOCK CONTACT 
AT 4000 RPM, 10.0 PSI SEAL OIL PRESSURE, 0.8 IN-GRAM 
UNBALANCE LOCATED IN THE THIRD PUMP IMPELLER 
DISK, FOR INCREASING STATIC PRELOADS. . 
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